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hearing
something fall in the skiff. On ex- made
hi
to dance in order, if we sing and call house and compelled me to go home with her
n
amining
we found a number of muscle shells, the
ai
tl figure ? " Soon the lights stood in order, at once.
''
a; persons in a ball-room; my wife and I sang,
w
there was indeed no death, but only a change which
I believe were introducedby our belov- as
When I came back, ma and pa had reor transition to another and a better world,
ei invisibles, who, as on other occasions, re- and
ed
a a dance was gracefully executed to our turned, and I told them all that I had seen and
s(
While in Cincinnati, I received a communica- sorted
to this method of assuring us of their exquisite
gratification. Such were the scenes, heard.
e
p
even on the water when no one was or
tion from my angel mother through the me- presence,
o at least, some of the soul-stirring facts and
"The next day we moved. I was then
a quarter of a mile from us. ii
w
dium Mrs. Dr. Thome, which seemed to an- within
incidents which were vouchsafed to me in an- so alarmed for my own safety that I could
swer fully the questions I asked. While in
While living in Evansvjlle, Ind., two years swer
8'
to my original inquiry concerning life, not remain in the house any longer. My
Louisville, Ky., we were favored with mani- ago,
at the house of Mr. Kratz, a much respect- death
parents felt similarly, and here you find us
and immortality.
d
a]
place,
during a sitting
Such was the consolation I enjoyed in the now."
Testations at the house of John Timmins, the ed
ei business man of that
although
he, (Mr. Kratz) presence
p
medium being Mrs. Lizzie Cohen, who after- in
of that poor invalid woman, who I
ii his own parlor,
Miss Risley was evidently sincere in her
w
w
ward became my second wife. It was during weighed
340 pounds, he was raised up from the was
fortunate enough to get for my wife. Oh! statement and believes it to be the truth.—
force.
The medium how
h
these six years of our wedded life, that we flfloor, by some invisible
careful we should be to throw around the Denver Tribune.
afterward entranced, delineated incidents delicate
were continually favored with varied mani- bein?
b
d
forms of Heaven's media, protecting
his
of
with
deceased
those
ii
festations. it
identical
brother, influences,
and how richly are we rewarded
whole
convincing
the
pains
The medium's health was very delicate. At thereby
for
our
f
if we are faithful.
household of
tl
Mr. Morse, the English Trance Medium.
of
the
departed.
presence
the
one time she was taken extremely ill, and there the
Of
town of Yincennes, Indiana, on
From
the
tl truth
In
t] 21st of January, 1872, at the hour of ten
came a spirit, one who was strange, and had the
tl same city at the house of Mr. Butts, at a the
Mr. Morse, a trance medium of England, is
never controlled her before. si sitting at, his table, it was caused to rise en- o'clock
o
and twenty minutes, after an illness of
n
Having entranced her, he told me that his tirely
off the floor, and move up and down in nearly
five months, with the terrible disease, controlled by Tien-Sien-Tie, a Chinaman who
ti
name was Jubilee, and that he was sent by the the
c
fully reconciled, the medium (my exhibits considerable ability and clearness of
tl air, keeping time with the medium while consumption,
higher spirits, to watch over my wife, and singing
v
s:
a little song. At Mr. Steinbaugh's a wife)
bid me adieu and passed on to meet face expression in answering questions. At a recent
ti face those loving angels, who had so long
h
intelligent German citizen of the same to
self, till we passed out of this life. He said, highly
seance he answered the following questions:
that when he lived on this earth, he was an place,
p
a lovely little deceased daughter was hovered
h
over her.
"Indian medicine man," and at that time his recognized,
who controlled the medium so
ri
Ky.
formerly of Lou'sville, AXJ.
Q. Will the spirit kindly inform us what we
Brimfield, 111., 1U1LUV11J
name was Kiokee. He told me that the me- completely,
c
that action anil incidents were
are to understand by vampire?—A. We have
ii
dium would be very sick for several weeks, identical
even to reproducing in German the
answered this question before now, but will
THE DENVER GHOST.
and directed me how I should proceed in her little
li
songs familiar to her, when in the form.
give our experience. A vampire is no more or
treatment, promising that he and other spirits At
A Mr. Ools, the medium was entranced for
less than an earth-bound spirit, physically and
Risley's
a
Interview with
3
Annette
with him, would do all they could to save her the
t space of eight consecutive hours, and there Miss
mentally,inlove with physical conditions, and
v
by the audience, recognized twenty nine
life, but her time to live upon the earth was was,
Murdered Miner.
not able to subsist without a gross use of them.
unavoidably short. d
departed friends. Ofttimes the scenes in these
Such spirits associate themselvesclosely with
I complied with my kind angel's requests in seances
*
were very affecting. Upon recognizing
For the past two evenings there have been humanity in their vital functions, and draw
nursing my sick wife, and after the expiration their
t
dear friends through tbese delineations large numbers of people visiting the so called vitality from them. This gross tendency lasts
of seven weeks, she was able to sit up. One at
a our circles, tears of joy were seen trickling '' haunted house," on a hill near the Rio Grande till light beams in upon the darkened soul,and
evening before she had entirely recovered, she ddown the cheeks, of "not only affectionate Hotel. The house remains unoccupied, and the chains that bound it to the lowest range of
was controlled by Alzene, a little Indian girl, imothers, wifes and sisters, but strong fathers, some persons who live in the neighborhood, existence are snapped. The cause of this evil
who, for several years had been one of the husbands,
and brothers.
h
and who are afraid of "ghosts" and "hobgob- is the universal ignorance which exists in the
band of spirits that officiated in her circles.
I was myself surprised to find that here lins," have threatenedto burn it to the ground. world as to the growth and development of
This sprightly little spirit told me that the among
a
the Germans, for the first time, the Mr. Risley, who was the last occupant of the mankind. There are also vampires living in
band intended to give me a treat that evening, medium
r
was controlled to sing and speak house, has moved to California street. A re- the body, who, by getting into sympathy with
After supper I darkenedthe room, and placed fluently
fi
in the German and French languages, porter proceeded to his (Risley's) residencelast those of a certain type of association, will
AN ANGEL IN THE "WAT.
on the table, an accordion, triangle, and a foreign
f
to her, when in the normal state of evening for the purpose of asctrtaining the gradually absorb the life-power of the person
r
Sometimes we were favored with music views of Miss Annette Risley, who vows she thus related. In this way the weaker and finer
The following is one of those very pure classical little bell. Soon after seating ourselves, I saw mind.
i these sittings, when the nedlum was caused held converse with—"the ghost." Miss An- vessel always suffers, and the husband, but
productions which now and then, at great inter- a spirit light darting about the room; soon an- in
t gracefully waltz and dance characteristicof nette is a sweet "seventeen"—or tl ereabouts— more frequentlythe wife, pines away, and die's,
vening intervals, are given to the world to en- other was seen accompanying the first, then a to
third, and they continued to increase in num- j: ties deceased.
and of pleasing address. Miss Annette under- of insiduous disease the causes of which are
lighten, and please, and instruct. It imparts a bers until there were two circles of light form- pai
At home we wore constantly blessed with took to relate her wonderful experience, and inscrutible.
lesson which would, if generally adopted, impose ed in the 100m, consisting of six in each. various
v
phenomena. At the table it was my the reporter was intent with ear and pencil:
Q Is it necessary for an undeveloped medium
upon mankind a system of morals which would Thus formed, they revolved around the room custom
c
to pli.;e a vacant chair opposite me,
"Well! I never did like that hor:se, even be- to be controlled by an undeveloped spirit betend to their advantage, their happiness, and their presenting a beautiful appearance. The ac- my wife occupyingthe seat to my right, dis- fore we went there to live. I told pa that it fore a 1 igher one can control?—A. Our experihonor. The poem appeared originally in "Frazier's cordion then rose up, and was wafted around tant from the vacant chair at least three feet. was an awful locality, and that the mountain ence does not warrant this arrangement. InMagazine," but the author's name is not known:— my head, playingdelightfully;nextthetriangle Invariably our good guardian, Jubilee, would view from there would not be so interesting at deed, the undevelopedmedium requires a fully
and bell arose, and were heard playing in con- manifest his presence, by moving the chair this season of the year; and then some of the developed mind to guide it. [It was here recert. Soon after this musical treat, Alzene, lively up to the table. When I asked ques- surroundings were very objectionable. But marked by the chairman that the spirit which
Fair the downwardpath is spread,
Love and light thy coming greet,
the little Indian girl, told me that a part of the tions the chair was moved back from the table, pa insisted on going, and so we went. As one first controlled Mr. Morse was of a very differFruit is blushing o'er thy head,
bones of her body had petrified, and she in- and tilted back obliquely, balancing on the of the first unpleasant consequences we were ent type from the one then using him.] SomeFlowers are growing 'neath thy feet,
tended to make a present to me of a piece of two hind legs. In this manner it would remain unable to 'sleep a wink' after being in the times it is better for a lower spirit to operate in
Mirth and Sin with tossing hands,
them, as soon as an opportunity presented still, until questions were asked. Answers house only a day, on account of the noises and the first instance, when the magnetism is crude,
Wave thee on, a willing prey;
itself. Not long afterward some of our neigh- were given by causing the chair to strike the the mysterious raps and knocks, rr utterings and requires fining down, then the higher beTet an instant pause—there stands
bors were in and we had a sitting, and sure forelegs downward on the floor, three times and groans that were to be heard at all hours comes more positive and practicable.
An Angel iu the Way.
enough the petrified bones were found on the for "Yes," once for "No," and two for "Indef- of the night. Oh! ma got so scared one night
The following question was then read to the
table. All persons who examined them, pro- inite." Thus in a jolly way, we would chat that we had to send for a doctor, and I was spirit, from Signiur Damiani, Naples, commuHeed the heavenly warning—know
too,
petrified
then
had
bones. Soon with each other. My wife would sometimes awfully scared,
nounced them genuine
at first. We
Fairest flowers thy feet may trip;
nicated in a letter, dated February 7, 1873:
Fruit, that like the sunset glow,
after this, I was favored with a manifestation sing a little dancing song, when the chair was some boarders, but the most of them v e re such
Q. Amongst the notorieties in the healing art
Turns to ashes on the lip;
which was almost too marvelous to relate. made to dance, waltz and jump about as 'old geese' as to be afraid to sleep in the house. established in Naples, there is a friend of mine,
Though the joys be wild and free,
our
over
to
Nevertheless
believe
lawful
to
Everson
came
it
tell
the
I
though it was intelligent. Several times this
"Well! Jennie
Dr. Atkinson, from England, who would, if he
Though the path be bright and gay,
truth.
chair while jumping about fell down on its house one afternoon to see me, and said she could, believe in the sublime truth of Modern
Even mortal eye can see
in
believe
evening,
being
my
wife
was
enOne
didn't
and
ghosts,
alone,
afraid
of
back; there it would lay still. Then assuming wasn't
Spiritualism. He has not yet witnessed many
An Angel in the Way.
tranced or controlled by a spirit, whom 1 found to pity poor old Jubilee, I would go and raise them. But she wanted to be satisfied one way phenomena, and is therefore justified in susher.
So
to
be
she
had
my
gave
wife.
She
me
what
first
tests
de
told
I
by
about
or
it upright, when I found it almost as heavy as
another,
Wilt thou drown in earthly pleasure?
pending his judgment on so important a sublineating a peculiar incident, which had trans- though it was occupied by a person, notwith- and I agreed to go down into the cellar, from ject. Last week, however, something happened
Wilt thou have like him of old,
Length of days and stores of treasure,
pired many years ago; one which I am positive standing the chair was a light cane-bottomed. which the noise always came at night, and stay that has somewhat staggered him. He wanted
Wisdom, glory, power and gold!
no one on earth knew anything about. The one. Often the table was made to rise up and there. After supper I got a lamp, and Jennie to saw a human skull in two, and in order to
Life and limbs shall sickness waste,
medium walked, talked, and in every partic- delineate by motion the peculiar ways our and I started down stairs. When we struck perform the operation skilfully, he begged his
Want shall grind thee day by day;
ular acted mathematicallylike my first wife. neighbors walked, talked and danced. Some- the foot of the stairway, the wind from a lady to hold the skull with her two hands
Still to win thee God hath placed
I embraced her, and what was more surpris- times we heard footsteps on the floor under window put the lamp out, and in an instant, it while he used the saw. But when the operaAn Angel in the Way.
ing, her face, breast and whole form rounded the table, sounding like the clogs worn by was 'pitch dark.' Jennie commenced crying, tion was over, he was surprised to perceive a
out till the resemblance was completed. I said, dancers.
and threw her arms around me, begging me to dark line upon Mrs. Atkinson's brow, as if
Trusting all on things that perish,
'•Dear Sarah, I am afraid that this will be like
Shall hopeless faith be thine?
Often at night after we had retired' when rush up stairs again. I went over to one side traced with a finger, extendingvertically from
Earthly idol wilt thou cherish?
what is said of angels visits, few and far be- we were not fatigued or sleepy, my wife and I of the cellar to get some apples, and on turn- between her eyebrows to where the hair begins.
Bow before an earthly shrine?
tween," she replied, "When you come to would sing together, when invariably we ing back I saw that Jennie had gone up; but He was on the point of calling his lady's attenMeet rebuke to mortal love,
the Spirit World then you will indeed see me, would be accompaniedby our invisible friends, just at the side of the steps there was the head tion to the fact, when she told him that he had
Yearning for a child of clay;
and .be happy. Be faithful to the end, and who would keep time by drumming upon the of a man. It was bloody on one side. Oh, my! two lines on his forehead, as if traced by the
Death shall cross thy path and prove
you shall have a crown." These manifestations
floor, table, chairs, or head-board of the bed. I was so frightened. I thought I would die! index and middle finger of a hand, for they
An Angel in the Way.'
transpired while we lived in Jeffersonville, Sometimes I requested our good Jubilee to I called out aloud, saying: ' If there are any did not begin on the same level, and extended
Ind.
wake me up early in the morning. He did so spirits here, in the name of the Lord, won't from over his left eyebrow upward. They
When the prophet thought to sin,
While spending a short time in Crawford always by beating the reveille on the head- they let me alone V' I had no sooner said that tried to obliterate the marks with their hands
Tempted by his heathen guide;
county, Ind., for the first time in the history board. The room was often filled by sweet- than I saw the skeleton form of a man seem- and handkerchiefsto no effect, but they vanWhen a prince's grace to win,
Prophet lips would fain have lied;
of the medium, spirit hands were tangibly smelling fragrants produced from invisible ingly attached to the 'bloody head.' The throat ished shortly afterward of their own accord.
Even the brute the same controlled
materialized, and many of us were permitted causes. These delightful perfumes were often was red, and looked as if marked by blood.; —A. We think this manifestation may be
Found a human voice to say,
to shake hands with immortal friends. Herei wafted to our nostrils, in perceptible breezes, The figure had on a dark cape of some kind traced to a spiritual origin, and for this reason:
*'
Master, smite me not"—behold
in the country we were favored with fragrant; so strong, that they were exceedingly agree- thrown about its shoulders, but this fell apart,; the gentleman had been discussingprobabiliAn Angel in the Way.
breezes of sweet perfumes, wafted to our nos- able and varied in kind. Materialized spirit- exposing the ghastly figure, in whose righti ties which would draw influences around him,
trils by the chemical power of unseen agents. hands were produced of various temperatures hand there glowed a 'something bright.' As I watching for an opportunity to assert themSo, when Vice, to lure her slave,
Everywhere we went in all our rambles in thei and dimensions, from the giant of ancient stood there petrified and almost dead, the fig- selves in his experience as facts, and lead him
Woos him down the shining traek,
Summer months over hills, fields, and forests, times, to the sweet babe recently passed from ure whispered, Meta! Meta! Meta! This was aL to the recognition of a spiritual life hereafter.
Spirit hands are stretched to save,
Spirit voices warn him back.
we were apprised of the presence of our invisi- its mother's breast. At one time I was troub- name my ma and pa used to call me when I was The engrossed state of the lady's and gentleHeart of man ! to evil prone.
ble guardians, who signalized their nearness i led with a weak back, and while lying in bed a little girl. 1 was so astonishedand scared thatJ; man's minds might give the spirits a passive
Chafe not at thy sin's delay;
by throwing stones, clubs, pebble, shells, etc.,, engaged in reciting a poem, an extremely I did not say a word. The mysterious visitor sphere in which they found they could operate
Bow thee humbly down and owa
over our heads when we were walking or • sit- large hand was placed upon my face. then added,still in a whisper, Annette! Annette!; and produce a very unusual result. In kind,
An Angel in the Way.
ting together.
I saw it approach in the moonlight. No one Annette ! I was now so frightened that I the manifestations under discussion was simOnce we were sitting in a meadow, on thes was
in the roc m but my wife and myself, and begged to know what the ghost wanted and ilar to the production of raised colored letters
crest of a hill, where the view was delightful. she was lying quietly by my side; the hand what he proposed to do with me. The figure![ on
the arms of mediums, as has been repeatedly
Thrilling Incidents in my Experience.
Being happy we were singing, when on the being removed, I said, " Jubilee," if you place pointed to the corner of the cellar nearest the!
experience of Spiritualists.
grass, just before us, there fell quite a shower your hand upon my face again, I will kiss it. stairway, and a strange voice, that seemed to observed in the
BY J. D. BOBBINS.
of pebbles, shells and fossils of various colors Immediately the hand was seen and felt rest- come from nowhere, replied, ' I was murand forms. From time to time, I gathered ing on my face, the palm covering my nose dered. It was for my dust that Matt killed
Help Wanted.
Bro. S. 8. Jonbb:—Having been a reader of
if these little tokens and preserved them for the and my nostrils were filled with an exceedingly me. We lived here together and were friends,
the Journal since its commencement, and
d inspection of our friends. A very old lady and delightful perfume. I requested him to rub Si ven thousand dollars in du.it he killed me for,
[From the Pittsburgh Chronicle.!
feeling a deep interest in the subject of Spiritt- gentleman, Mr. and Mrs. Wilber, living in my back when the cover was raised, and I felt : m ! buried me here. He took away but h If
y Leavenworth, Ind., invited us to their home, his hand rubbing my spine, as effectively as it of my money after the deed, and was afraid to
ualism, I have recorded a few of the many
Editors Chronicle:—The Opera House in
facts, and scenes which have occurred in my
y The old man was eighty-eight years old, and could have, been done by any person in the come back for the rest, and there (pointing to- this city has been crowded every night this
experience as a Spiritualist, for the last twenty
f-- had been blind for ten years. The wife was the form. I was relieved often when my head ward one of the corners) lies my body, and week, to hear B. F. Underwood, the notorious
j-seventy-seven, and partially deaf. While at ached. This soothing hand was laid on my the money is buried in the other corner (point- Infidel lecturer. Over a thousand people sat
one years. When a youth I joined the Camp
bellite church, and n becoming an adult, be
3-- tea in this house, the rappings were converted
brow tenderly until I was quite restored to ing to the spot mentioned). Matt Morrison for two hours last night while this "philosoing dissatisfied with the creed of that sect, andd into loud poundings, made loud to accom- health. One time this hand being illuminated should be caught and hung. He now lives in pher and philanthropist" poured out his blasother denominations I< commenoed a candid
d modate the old lady. When she asked ques- as if phosphorescent, I was permitted to take Omaha. I visit him as I visit this spot. I phemy, which he called the "advanced"
investigation after truth in regard to life,
3, tions of the spirits; the answers were made by hold of it, and when it was withdrawn some can not help it, and must wander so till my thought of the times. He challenges the
death, and iinm utility. The loss of my
y pounding directly under her plate, so violently of the luminous substance remained on the bones are given a Christian burial, and my clergy m«st, defiantly. One attempted to confather, mother, sister and wife, led me to in
i-- that the plate was made to bound up and down ends of my fingers, the odor appeared to be murderer is called to aocouirt for his wicked front him one evening, but he laid him out so
quire, Where are they, and is there a life be
e-- on the table. I shall never forget how delight- the same as phosphorus when brought in con- deed. I was a miner for many years, and he straight that the minister's own friends withyond the grave? If so, when does it com
i-- ed this old lady was. In the evening, we bad tact with the nostrils.
who makes Matt Morrison die for killing me drew him, and he left the city the next mornmence—at death, or at an indefinite time?
gold,' (holding up ing; and yet Underwood is not half as strong
i? a seance especially for this old couple, when
Unexpectedly we were greeted by the ap- shall have this nugget of
Could I find satisfactory answers to these im
a-- our guardian spirit, Jubilee, presented Mr. pearance of many spiritlights, resembling what he had in his hand), ' and more than $3, a man as some of his admirers imagine. He
Wilber with an ancient flint arrow-point, and stars, moving about the room, and over our 000 buried there.' The voice then ceased and simply retails, second-hand, the arguments of
portant, questions?
While reading the lectures of Noble on
in the old lady was favored with a lucky' bone heads. These little emblems were lively, and[ the form seemed to float away, the ghastly Darwin, Huxley, Compt,, etc. I suggest that
Swedenborg twenty-one years ago, my table
le from a fishes head. This was done under cir- I asked many questions, the answers being' head and glaring eyes, and bloody neck, being some clergyman of first-class talent meet him
and expose the sophistry by which he is misrose up, and came down with such force as to
to cu instances entirely satisfactory to the par- given by the lights undulating Hp and down, the last things visible.
jar the room, and rapping immediately follow
v-- ties, and they declared they would never part three for Yes, and one for No " How tall isi
"I screamed in terror, and rushed madly leading thousands. His manner is very ated. I then concluded that what I recently
ly with these memorials. Being out on the bankss Jabilee?" I asked, and a light was stationedI up stairs. My friend Jennie was just recov- tractive, and he secures immense audiences
heard about the Fox family in Rochester was
is ef the Ohio river, we concluded to enjoy a about seven feet high from the floor. "Howr ering from a fainting fit, and I told her all everywhere, and among his auditors are the
at skiff-ride. When comfortably seated and out a tall is Alzene ?" and a little star was placedI the horrible things that had happened. She young and susceptible.
true, and that Swedenborg's statement, that
A Christian.
( our departed loved ones do hover near us, was
as little from the shore, we were surprised byy about four feet high. "Will these lights bej ' became so scared that she ran out of the
also true. These manifestationshighly delight-
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treasure without first desiring it sufficiently to

RELIGIOUS CULTURE.

stimulate to labor for it. Again; as the energies flag, and labor becomes tiresome, by

Lecture By Mrs. Maria M. King.
Man is a machine of complicated structure.
He is a microcosm, embodying the germ of all
that is in his two-fold nature. His mind is a
vortex of principles, revolving around a central
germ, -which is the germ of all truth, and
hence is of God; and these, in perpetual
revolution, approximate to their central life by

...

slow degrees. . .

,
Naturally, the human spirit seeks unto the

source of knowledge—seeks to fathom itself
and all other problems presented to it. It goes
out after wisdom through all the avenues
which intellect may traverse; and gathers, according to its capacity to comprehend, the
lessons every where spread out for its instruction The straight path of wisdom it does not
pursue in its infancy, while it is inexperienced
in the true art of living, and surrounded by
circumstances which beguile it into inactivity
and thoughtlessness. Experience is its guide
into this path; but it has also need of all the
ligh's that can be brought to bear to aid it in
its progress, that it may the sooner put on
strength and efficiency—the sooner arrive at
the goal of its seeking.
Religion in the nature of man is the ladder
up ia which he ascends to his high destiny. It
is the presentiment within the spirit of its

likeness to Deity, and its heirship to Divinity.
It is the alpha and omega of the being; for it
is that which perp ituates its life, constituting
its hold upon God, and hence, upon eternal
life.^Raligion is a nane fo: aspiration, that
faculty of human nature which forbids it to be

keeping the treasure, or the idea of it before
the mind, to quicken the desire and stimulate
the effort,

tne work is still prosecuted with

zeal, whereas without this perpetual stimu. lation, zeal will flag and die, and the priceless
treasure be forgotton for glittering baubles
that lie scattered all around and easy of acquirement.
True religious culture is the training of the
whole nature in the direction

of its highest

development, its most rapid progress. It is rethe barriers of ignorance and all in-

moving

capacity which intervene between it and the
^ood of its aspirations. It is educating the
whole being together—itis unfolding the power of thought, and directing the mind to the
investigation of every subject that can engage
thought; inspiring to purity of life by con-

..

trasting the rewards of virtue and the penalties

of vice, and awakening aspiration after knowledge by exhibiting its worth, and desire after
God or the excellencies of His character, by
pointing the spirit to the glory which shall
crown it when it shali have perfected itself in
purity and wisdom.
Prayer, which is only another name for
earnest aspiration after the good the spirit
need-i and Qraves, is a necessary attendant

upon intellectual labor;—necessary I say, because the effort of the mind which is prayer
opens it to the reception of truth from the
higher sources upon which man is dependent
for truth.

Spiritual light flows into the mind by the
effort of prayer; and this light all must have to

in learning whatever there is to
satisfied with present acquirements and pro- assist inthem
the whole realm the intellect traverses.
pels it perpetually on after more. This faculty learnstudent
should not be a prayerless man or
is susceptible;of perversion; and with a major- The
woman; for the best success wili attend those
ity of mankind is perverted or misdirected.
who study by the spiritual light which comes
True aspiration may be defined as the cor- through
the inspirational faculty from earnest
rect tendency of the mental nature—its natural aspiration.
tendency when unperverted. This tendency
This light is the taper which lights the
is always upward, after the highest good
science, and
through the unfoldmentof all the faculties to- cavernous gloom of physical
the intellect—cavernous
gether. Nature thus properly balanced exer- makes it penetrable by
by this taper.
cises reason and judgment in their devo ions; gloom always while unlighted
and are impelled to pray by their desire for I behold the philosopher Newton solving some
knowledge and purity yet unattained, but of the greatest problems of science by intense
which they are reaching after with all their application to study, while he kept his mind
powers. Tneirs are not senseless forms of open to the inspirations which came from the
worship; but they worship as impelled by the source of truth to which he prayed. His success as a man of science was assisted by the
beauty of truth, the glory of the perfections
which they behold enshrined in nature as mani- intense aspiration exhibted in his prayerful
spirit, which was an attendant upon close apfestations of Deity. Together all the attributes
Of such individuals are advancing on to per- plication to study.
It may be said in contravention of this
fect! n.
Those with unbalanced intellects can not theory, taat Newton was an exception among
follow the direct course to heaven with this philosophers; that all have not been, and are
other class; their devotions are apt to degener not praying men. I answer that they are
ate into mere forms; while their aspirations are thinking men; and deep thought is aspiration;
after inferior good; it may be wealth, fame, intense study is akin to prayer. Besides bung
ease, pleasure, or sensual indulgence. Such the effort of mind to unravel for itself the inmay forget wisdom and despise worship; may tricacies of nature, it is a process that opens
ignore all the higher instincts of the spirit, and the mind to the light of inspiration, as prayer
grovel with the brute; yet. as they are human, does; and hence all deep thinkers are inspirathey can not quench aspiration entirely, but tional in a sufficient degree to receive aid in
will feel, in the depths of their being, the their investigations from a spiritual source,
undefined longing which spurs them on in one whether they are aware of it or not. This
direction or another in quest of happiness. principle has not been generally recognized,
Misguided men! How ye thus obscure the but it is true nevertheless. Men of thought,
the light within you! How vainly ye search in whether they recognize a God in nature or not,
vaults and dungeons for the sunshine of hap- recognize truths that lie at the foundation of
piness which is only to be found where this his character; and in aspiring after truth they
aspire after God. They worship the true God
inner light is free to shine unobstructed!
With every other noble tendency of man's when they, from the depths of their being,
nature, aspiration needs to be cultivated. "As glorify the beauty, the grandeur, the consistWorshipers of "unknown
the twig is bent the tree inclines." This maxim ency of truth.
Gods" are as true worshipers of the God of
applied to intellectual and spiritual culture,

I

illustrates the power of habit and education.

In the human world there appears as many
bent and twisted, knotty and gnarled twigs to
be cultivated and directed into proper growth
as in the vegetable world; and if no means
were devised to assist the higher instincts of
human nature to grow and develop into strong
and irresistible tendencies, the garden of hu-

manity would be over-run with stinted vegitation Nature's perfect order is, to surround
everything with circumstances favoring development and progress. M m comes within
the rule. He is no more to be left to work his
way unassisted up to a high state of mental
and spiritual developmentthan the garden or
field is to be left to cultivate itself to a point
where it will produce nothing but good fruit.
There is a tendency in his nature

to produce

weeds; because, like the soil, his origin as a
physical

being is in elements tinctured

with

grossness; which elements affect his whole being in a degree, until they are cast out by the
growth of hid higher nature.
The garden uncultivated is useless

nature

as any when they clothe their deities

with attributes which are divine; they worship
the divine in nature when they worship
these.
Forms of worship are not to be discountenanced. The congregation, assembling for
the purpose of receiving instruction in spiritual things, is not to be neglected. Opportuni:y
must be given for instruction in these as well
as in other things, and particular opportunity.
Such instruction should be blended, in a degree, with all other; and special attention
should be devoted to it on special occasions,
as to the sciences or anything else of importance. Every branch of instruction requires
special attention and special opportunity to be
devoted to it, that minds may be properly instructed in all.
Men necessarily devote special attention to
labors of different kinds; and can not think of
every thing at once, no more than they can
labor at every thing at the same time. Society
very appropriately sets apart one day in seven
wherein these who wish can

control circumstances and surroundings and
force them to promote his welfare. He is to
use the Sabbath and every other day as precious
time given him for improvement and to be
used in a way to secure his highest good.
Nothing is as sacred as man's welfare. All
things were made for man, and man was macle
to achieve a glorious destiny through progress,
by availing himself of all the means he can
discover calculated to make him the better,
the happier, and the wiser. All circumstances
that surround men are their servants to aid in
speeding them on in their progressive way
True culture is best promoted by the study and
understanding of nature's laws. To be truly
wise in their methods, men must conform to
the great teacher, who reveals her wondrous
lessons in the mechanism of man's body and
mind, as well as in all her lower departments,
which are man's to ransack and study through
life.
What individual that studies himself can
fail to recognize in himself a religious nature
—an inclination to reach out atter God as a
pattern of wisdom and holiness, and to rely
upon him as a helper? In whose life are there
not moments when the spirit prays, being oppressed by a sense of its needs; and wnen it
worships, intuitively, as impelled by a sense of
the perfections of nature or its Ruling Head?
The intuitions of man should be his teachers.
In his secret soul, no one can deny to himself
immortality, neither an Infinite Father on
whom to rely. As it is natural for the child
to rely upon parental care, so it is for the man,
who, in outgrowing infancy, has not outgrown the needs which attach to his nature
while he is an imperfect being. God as a
father, a pattern of all perfection, is to be
sought unto by man; he being taught to do this
by his intuitions. The intuitions are symbolically speaking the index pointing out the
straight path to perfection. They exhibit
themselves in every department of human
nature, all pointing in this one direction.
However, the difficulty is, they are so dimly
discerned by many natures that the direction
is mistaken;and so men make crooked paths.
These inward monitors, so apt to be obscured,
are the outlines of the divine in human nature
They depict, faintly it is true, at first the image of God in the spirit. "God manifest in the
flesh," is this inherent tendency to the right
i i human nature How are mankind t > keep
the true path, which is so dimly pointed out?
I answer, by studying themselves, their intuitions, and the tendency of human conduct.
They are to learn by observation and experience whether or not they are mistaking
perverted propensities for strictly natural attributes. Nothing is more common than for
persons to mistake wrong tendencies of the
faculties for nature's promptings; for education
and surrounciugs often misguide the intellect
as it is seeking to follow the direct course pointed out by unperverted nature.
"Human depravity" is the opposite of this
inherent good in human nature, and is a fog, a
blinding mist that obscures man's upward
pathway until the good in him has overmastered the bad and cast it out. No nature is so
perfect but that its perceptions are somewhat
dimmed by this mist; which is in the being in
consequence of its origin on the physical plane,
[t should be the effort of teachers of every
cl iss, and especially of those who claim to be
spiritual guides, to study the drift of all doctrines, all principles promulgated in the name
of religion, reform, etc., etc. The eff.ct of a
doctrine is its interpreter. A religion that is
not fitted to man, is no religion at all.
One that will not make man happier in all
his relations in life, a better citizen, a purer
and wiser man in every respect, is not the religion for intelligent men. Society, it is true,
has nourished many systems of religion that
were not thus exactly fitted to it, but which
have still been helps to progress; yet it is true
that a religion that does not satisfy the whole
man, is not the true religion, and is unfit for
intelligent men. When religious teachers of
the orthodox school are uttering such sentiments as the following, there is hope for the
people. "Regard yourselves as of more value
than forms and ordinances; for religion was
made for you and not you for it. With piety
cultivate other graces. Be wise in all things
and then you will be wise toward God." Such
reformers among religious teachers are helping to turn the tide in favor of a more natural
religion than has been generally

the highest inspirations

Spiritualism has de-

'
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ter-piece, is it not reasonable to conjecture
that he made all else that was good and very

good, and was cheated out of due credit by

Moses, who ascribed all the glory to his Jehovah ? Lying historians have done such things,

;
as Moses was a champion liar in his day,
and
where is the unreasonableness of such a con

? Christians should pucker up their
jecture
,
laces after this pinch, and get ready to

sneeze.

.Why do Christians, if they read their
Bibles, spend so much time in prayer to the
God created by Moses, Joshua and Company,
when the Bible so plainly says. There was no
day before nor after those wonderful phenom-

ena on Gibion and in Ajalon, that the Lord
harkened unto the voice of man (Josh 10:14 )?
Is this "truth or holy lying? Christians who
got it bad," should get awful mad
have
when they take this pinch, but not sneeze.
Where priests exhort people as they do, to
give glory to God by confessing their sins betore the world as a first step toward repentance and forgiveness, and people are found
silly enough to do so, and do confess to crimes
that ought to send them to hell, if not to the
penitentiary (their own words for it), why do
they not take them out and stone them to
death, and put their effects into the treasury
of the Lord, as Joshua did in the case of poor,
cheated Achan (Josh. 6:22-25)? With this
pinch of snuff', priests should mix a few grains
of the laws of civilized nations, when if they
do not let an awful sneeze they had better resort to Dr. Marshall.
If the only person whom God would condescended to save among the people of Jericho, was an harlot (Josh. 6:22-25), why should
priests consider it dishonoring God for them

to officiate at the funeral of a Maud Merrill ?
If Rahab, the prostitute, could make vicarious
atonement for father and mother, brothers and
sisters, and even her cats and dogs, by entertaining in a business way the sneaking spies
of the Lord in Jericho, with what pretense of
consistency can priests refuse the offices of
common decency to modern Rahabs, for similar entertainments in New York or Chicago ?
The number of times that it will be in order
for priests to sneeze right here, will depend
on the degrees of holiness they have attained.
When the police of our cities make descents up
on, and break up those dens of infamy, as they
sometimes do, why do not our priests claim
that their vessels of gold, of silver and of iron
should go into the treasury of the Lord, as in
the days when Moses, Joshua and Company
run the legal machine? I will answer this
question. Simply because they can't get them,
that is all. An effort not to sneeze here,
might produce ludicrous results on the part
of the young, unguarded preachers, so they

'

—

who ever lived up to the teachings and ex;amples
of the founder of this New Despensation of utter impossibilities.

There were a few people, called Second Adventists, who tried to live up to the teachings
of Christ, and sold all that they had and gave

i

to tha poor, but all such were treated as lunatics by their Christian friends, and legal
guardians were appointed over them. Others
i
abandoned wives and children and went bawling about the country for Christ's sake, but
isuch were arrested by legal processes
and
made to provide for their families. Men have
been so filled with holy laziness, that they
took no thought for the morrow, but such are
;arrested everywhere as vagrant and vagabonds

iof the fiist class; all
this, too, in a land where
laws and society are founded on Testament
principles. Bah ! what nonsense priests can
make people believe and talk. Let us sneeze.
Sioux City, Iowa.

i Children's Progressive Lyceums.
The officers of the Children's Progressive
Lyceums, everywhere throughout the world,
will confer a great favor on the publisher of
'the forthcoming Little Bouquet by imme<diately sending a full report—first, of the name
;
and
date of organization;second, the names of
principal officers and numbers of members;
'third, time and place of meeting.
No time should be lost in forwarding such
jreports,
otherwise they can not be published
jin the first number of the above-named mag'azine.
Address Little Bouquet, corner of Adams
;
Street
and Fifth Avenue, Chicago.
Notice of Mass-meeting.
Bro. Jones:—Please give, as early as possible, publicity to the fact that it. is determined
to hold the Mass-meeting of Spiritualists in
,
Cincinnati, May 23d, 24th, 25th and 26th. Sunday 25th will be devoted to lectures morning and evening, and special exercises of the
Lyceum in the afternoon. All who expect to
be present are requested to address me at once,
as it is very necessary to be able to form some
idea of the attendance.
Our Anniversary entertainment passed off
very satisfactorily, and was favored with the
presence of a fair sized audience.
(

'

Yours, etc., G. W. Kates.

Cincinnati, Ohio. April 2d.

One Box Only, Usually Weans from all
When some Godless sinner goes out to hunt
Desire for Tobacco.
on the Sabbath-day, and by some accidental
discharge of his gun, blows off a part of his
Mrs. A. H. Robinson, Chicago, Illinois:—
upper chin; or when some foolish fellow has Having for forty five years used Tobacco, last
read in the Bible, the word of God, to the ef- June a friend offered if I would try your Antifect that he might spend his money for what- dote that he would furnish it, consequently,
soever his soul lusteth after, for wine or for soon after I received the Box, used it for eight
strong drink, or whatever his soul desireth, days according to directions, when I found
and has spent a night in a drunken debauch, myself perfectly weaned from the desire to use
and wakes in the morning with a raging head- Tobacco.
ache, why do our priests not go to such with
Since, my health has very much improved,
the consoling reminder, that the Lord loveth and in weight I have increased twenty-five
whom he chasteneth, as they do to thousands pounds. I have not words to express my gratof others who have brought suffering upon itude for this timely great change in health,
themselves by carelessness and violated laws and relief from a habit that to me to day, apof nature ? Christians may sneeze all around pears quite different from the practice of years
from this out.
gone by.
Pinches of Snuff from the other box, for the
I would recommend to all who wish to bespecial benefit of Christ-in-the Constitution come free and out of bondage, to use your anChristians, who will find it pretty good sneez tidote, for it is a certain cure for usin^ Toing all around here.
bacco.
Christian priests base their proofs of Christ's
Respectfully, etc., etc,,
divinity upon his power to do miracles, and
M. C. Moody.
require that mankind shall worship him as
Hamilton, Caldwell County, Mo., March 19,
God, because he did these mighty works. If 1873
doing miracles is evidence that Christ was
God, is it not just as clearly proven that the
The Little Bouquet.
disciples were God's also? How can the performance of miracles prove one person a God,
The above entitled work will be a monthly
and not prove all persons Gods who do even
greater miracles? Christ was God, because he magazine, (usual magazine size, 32 pages of
had power on earth to forgive sins. Peter reading matter) with an illuminated cover of
had power on earth to forgive sins, (Matthew
6:19) Is Peter thereby proven a God ? Christ uncommon beauty. The whole work will be
was God, because he cast out devils. The richly embellished with illustrative cuts, and
sons of the Pharisees cast out devils (Luke replete with well written articles based upon
10:19). Were the mothers of these sons the philosophy of
life, and spiritual facts
mothers of so many Gods ? If so, Oh, sainted
Mary, where are your laurels in so unbegot- adapted to the taste, capacity, mental and
tenly begetting a God ? You are no longer moral culture of the children and youth of
the Mother Laureate of Gods, certainly.
the present age, both in an out1of the sphere
Christ was God because devils were subject of Progressive Lyceums.
unto him. Devils were subject to the seventy
This rare work, first of its kind ever brought
disciples. Were these seventy all gods, and
if so, where are the seventy virgins who begot before the public, will be put before the Spirthem unbegottenly?
itualists of the world at its actual cost—$1 50
Priests say that the followers of Christ cast
out devils and did miracles by the power of a year.
The proprietor of the Religio-PhilosofhicChrist, but Christ says that they did or were
to do it, by the power of their own faith al Publishing House is impelled to look to
Which is right ? If the disciples did miracles other means for sustaining his House than
by borrowed power, what proof is there that
Christ did not the same, hence, where is the profits from this work. The object is to place
evidence of his divinity in all this ? Is it ev- the magazine in the hands of the children of
idence that Christ was the meek and lowly all Spiritualists at least, in a form so attractive
one because he claimed to himself the credit as to banish the prejudice that so generally
for all that his followers did; or is it proof
that he was an egotistical pretender and prevails among the youth, against the truth
meanly selfish withal ? Why will people of spirit communion.
glorify, as a God in Christ, that, which they
The well-known ability of the proprietor of
condemn as criminal in their fellow men—viz:
prevarication, deception and falsehood? Why this house to execute whatever his angelic
will people believe in Christ's divinity on the friends impose upon him, is a guarantee that
authority of the prophets, when he, himself, The Little Bouquet will be a permanent incalled his disciples fools and slow of heart to stitution of the country and a credit to Spiritbelieve all that the prophets have spoken ualism.
(Luke 24:25)? If the prophets spoke some
A general invitation is given to friends of
lies, what proofs that they spoke any truth?
the enterprise everywhere not only to write
Priests will find a chance to sneeze here.
When Christians, those who have been well for its columns, but to secure subscribers for
drilled in Sabbath-schools, are told that they the work.
could not live up to the teachings and examThe work is a fixed fact, and we earnestly
ples of the Bible, in any civilized country, and appeal to our
friends to forward their subscripescape the penitentiary or the gallows, they
say, Oh, but there has been a new dispensa- tions. Address Little Bouquet, corner of
tion; the New Testament is our guide. Now Fifth Avenue and Adams street, Chicago.
we ask to have that Christian pointed out to
us, who, when a man took his coat, gave him
Speakers Register,
his cloak also; that Christian, who, when
struck on one cheek turned the other, also;
that Christian, who, when a man forced him
We have concluded to entirely dispense with a Speakto go one mile, willingly went two; that ers Register. Many names of persons were sent for the

had jetter let it sneeze.

be instructed in
The Dispensation whose corner
spiritual things. Revelation, reason and ex- veloped.Spirit
Ministry reveals a religion disperience sanction this custom. Nearly all re- stone is
tinct from all narrow, cramping systems; one
ligions sanction it; which is evidently a recog- that
of human nature and
nition by the revelationsgiven to all people, all teaches the divinity
knowledge; and imposes the duty upon all,
of the necessity of spiritual culture. Men are
prone to neglect their highest interests, and to "be wise in all things." Spiritualists heartily extend the hand of fellowship to all who
their most important duties; and prophets, in are
inculcating a natural religion; and bid
all ages, have promptedthem, in one way and
"God speed" to all of every name who are asanother, to the best of their ability, to be true sisting
to establish a religion that shall be fully
to themselves.
Man needs a Sabbath. He needs rest for his adequate to satisfy human nature when it is
physical, and nourishment for his intellectual truly intelligent.
Enlightened people should study to merge
and spiritual powers. Conformity to the rules
to make
of social order, promotes order. At the present their religions into one by seeking
principles. As
day in Christendom it is eminently proper for their creeds conform to nature's
arrive at the condition when they adopt
every sect and all people to observe the Sab- men
religion fitted to them in all respects, where
bath as a day of rest and recreation, and for awill
be the differences to divide them? Some
instruction in religious things. When all the
verging toward that
people, as at present, are engaged in occupa- of all creeds and sects are already
arrived at a
tions which require co-operation of every class plane, and many have
station where their opinions on many vital
for the working days of the week, and which ques
ions coalesce.
occupations must be followed as the means of
The popular tide is setting in favor of freeaspira'.ional faculty. To illustrate:
support, the duty of observing the day of rest
Suppose a mountain of diamonds, glittering set apart for all the people, is binding upon all, dom of thought and liberty of choice of isprinthe
in the sunbeams, were at a great distance from and for the reason that it is necessary, as just ciples, religions as well as others.is toThis
be the reherald of the true religion that
a company of men but visible to them by their stated.
Nature has its Sabbaths—stated periods demption of humanity.
radiant light.
Suppose that between this
The will of God is, that man perfect himtreasure and these men were strong barriers wherein all grades of action are less energetic
and all sorts of obstruction, which they must than at other periods. The vast machineryof self in all things; and this will can be acremove or surmount before they can reach this the universe, it is true, never ceases its oper- complished only in this one way—by man's
keeping in proper exercise all the attributes of
mountain, the obj ct of their desires. Now, ation, suns do not cease to revolve nor to exer- his
nature.
should they be instructed that the true way to cise their necessary influence. The water does
Not one faculty can he dispense with and be
reach it is to keep the eye continually fixed not cease to flow nor air'and light to vivify
upon it, and the desires going out to it and the nature, neither the vital currents to circulate a whole man or in the image of God; hence
attention abstracted from everything else, within living forms; and yet, I repeat that all the sacredness of the attributes of humanity,
and the necessity of training all together to
think you that by following this showing they things have their periods of rest—their ap
would ever grasp the treasure ? Will looking pointed Sabbaths. These periods occur when serve their highest uses. Religious culture inat it, aspiring after it with the strongest pos- the forces of matter lag for lack of a sufficient volves, therefore, more than is found in the
sible desire, without an attempt to clear the amount of vitality to prompt energetic action. creeds which have been the guides of mankind
avenues that lead to it so they can pass through If man by labor becomes weary, or in other in the past. It involves all of useful education
to bear for
them and reach it, ever give them the desire of words, so exhausts the forces of his system and training that can be broughtmotto
of re- Christian, who does not exhibit fear of them
good of man. Be this the
their hearrs? Surely not.
that he needs to give time for their recuper- the
is the service of that kill the body,
by putting locks on his
Should they on the contrary, keep the trea- ation, so does all nature beside. Man sleeps formers: The service of GodReligion
is right doors, and, when living
at night and rests on the Sabbath or any ap- of humanity; and True
sure in vi ,w while they labor with all diligence
in cities, by willingly
living.
paying taxes for night-watchmen on the
to clear the way to it, step by step, they would pointed day, but his blood does not cease to
streets; that Christian, who always gives to
be sure to reach it at length. The knowledge of circulate nor his mind to act; yet during pethose who ask, and never turns from those who
what is in store for them, and the glitter of the riods of necessary rest all the forces of his sysof Snuff.
Pinches
would borrow of him; that Christian who
distant treasure will allure to such toil to tem act with abated energy; but repose reinvigorates every part and fits for renewed
loves those who wrong him; that Christian
attain it as will be effective.
BY ASA FOKREST.
who left home, wife and children, not to run
Ignorance and impurity are the barriers that activity.
separate the human spirit from God—from the
It may be that the labor of the week so exIf there was in the Garden of Eden, an off with another man's wife, but to follow
inestimable treasures of wisdom and holiness hausts the mental powers that they need such Adam who "knew neither good nor evil," and Christ; that Christian who sold all that he
which are its own when it has fully out- rest as will not allow the man to devote his was subject to death, an immortal idiot, and had and gave it to the poor; that respectable
wrought the image of God, germinal within it mind to deep thought on any subject on the another Adam who was as a God, knowing Christian who takes no thought for to-morrow,
day of rest. If this is the case, he must, in both good and evil, a mortal intelligence, what he shall eat, what he shall drink, or
at first.
who, if
The mountain of diamonds is before man- order to be true to himself, devote some other which of the two was the most noble work, what he shall put on; that Christian,
years old, in good health,
kind; aye, the treasures of the universe! Very time to spiritual culture, when business or and most worthy to be considered the crown- a man thirty-three
a marriageble daughter,
far in the dim distance it is; so far, indeed, labor does not engross all his attention. Re- ing work of a God ?" If God made both of should come wooing had
not where to lay his
he
that many have n^ver even caught its glitter, ligious duty does not require individuals to these Adams, where was the Infinite justice, and boasts thathad
not been as provident as
or scarcely heard of it; but yet, all seem to sacrifice themselves, but, on the contrary, to in making one an idiot, the other a bright pro- head nor hers;
foxes and fowls, but had spent his years
have instinct of its existence, and would fain take the best care of themselves. It demands gressive intelligence ? If God made the first the
- roaming over the country playing tricks of
reach it. The all-important question is, how of every one sufficient devotion to the welfare (there were two, certainly, for one was immor
for the amusement of vagabond fishare they to reach it? Will desiring it, gazing of the body to keep it in perfect condition as a tal, the other mortal; hence one, by no pos- jugglery
the ermen, I say, point out that Christian who
toward it, praying for or to it, without the temple of the growing intellect; and such at- sibility could become the other), and beat
would not tell such a man to be gone, that he
Devil
right kind of accompanying effort, enable them tention to the intellect as will promote its Devil made the latter did not the
was a shiftless dog. Point out that Christian,
of
"creation?"
Man
as
an
|
intelligent
growth.
business
is
to
being
God
out
of
this
the
sight
unto
in
attain
ever
can
one
No
gain
it?
to
for the

higher purposes of man; the man uncultivated
is useless for the higher purposes of nature
while he remains so.
1 make this proposition: True religious
culture is a blending of what is usually termed
intellectual and religious culture. It is not a
process to be separatedfrom the cultivationof
the intellect and pursued by itself. I claim
that the sort of culture which has been considered as religious, which inclines the human
mind in the one direction of worship, devotional exercises of various kinds, the study of religious works, etc, making these piramount to
the thorough cultivationof the intellect, the
acquisition of knowledge of every description,
is not true culture in any sense; but is dwarfing
to the mentality. It is an effort to culture the
aspira.ions or the source of mental light, of
all knowledges, wisdom and purity, and, as it
were, shutting up the avenues through which
alone the spirit can ascend and grasp what its
aspirations seek. It is a misdirection of the

.

accepted.

With such, religious culture means the cultivation of all that is noble in human character.
Such inculcations are in exactharmony with

If the Devil really was the finisher of this mas-

i

Register who never or seldom lecture—others never took
any pains to see that we were correctly informed of
changes in post-office address The result was the Reg
ister was no guide to the public as designed. Speaker
who feel desirous of having their appointmentspublished
will be accommodated by simply reporting from time to
time to this office.

An Excellent Practice.
When subscribers write to this office in regard to renewals, changes of post-office address or discontinuance,
it is an excellent practice to cut oft and send along the
little colored monitor on which is a statement of each
persons account. It is always to be found on the margin
of each paper where several are sent together to the same
post-office, and on the wrapper when sent single. When
papers are ordered to be discontinued, be sure and send
the balance due, including three weeks in advance of the
time as three numbers will as a matter of necessity go be
fore the name can be got out of the mail list and machine.

Those little amounts are important to us as publisher and
justice requires tkat each one shall deal honorably even

in small matters of a few dimes.

i
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brute force took the sway, and directed the
dark tventful destiny of nations.
Passing through a long lapse of years, to the
ninth century, we find Arabia had her temple
of Arts and Sciences illuminated with her ten
thousand lamps, amid the almost total darkness of surrounding barbarism. Yet their enthusiasm and fancy outstripped good taste and

ai|il ?cicncco.

On receipt of seventy cents we will send b\
mail, and prepay postage, one dozen of tht
Howe Machine Needles (very best). Thes.
needles are used by various other kinds 01
machines. In writing state the numbers
consistency almost as much as mother Grunwanted. Those most commonly used, are No
outstrips
fancy
and
enthusiasm
popular
dy's
the common sense considerations, of even this 0 and No. 1. Such we have.
age and generation.
Address Religio-Philosophical Publishing
One of their achievements (Arabian), that of House, Corner Fifth Avenue and Adaim
all
of
spiritual
grades
the
from
of
distillation
elaborative growth products (material), though street, Chicago.
mm ^
serving but to stimulate the outer man, still
seems to remain as an abiding spirit in our
TESTIMONIALS.
midst, and as most other evils (so called)
seem most likely to be remembered and per- Mrs. A. H. Robinson'sTobaccoAntidote.
petuated.
The art of Printing, which followed in the
One box of Mrs. A. H. Robinson's Tobacci
fifteenth century was, as all are aware, one of Antidote cured me from the use of tobacco
the paramount achievements of man, commanding, as it did, the chosen union of the and I heartily recommend it to any and al
arts, sciences, literature and song, and stand- who desire to be cured. Thank God I am nov
ing on the Eastern field as a bow of promise, free after using the weed over thirty years.
that the ultimate light of the West should
Lorenzo Mkekkh.
come. This art (Printing), so much abused
2,
N.
Oct.
1871.
Oswego,
Y.,
and perverted of late, was the first and greatest
to harmonize the world, span the planes of
I hereby certify that I have used tobacci
space, and navigate the limitless waters of
oceanic thought. But a few years elapsed after over twenty years. One box of Mrs. A. H
the practical introduction of this art until the Robinson's Tobacco Antidote has eflectualh
world was in a measure supplied with great destroyed my appetite or desire for tobacco
and useful books. The enterprise of Europe
David O'Harka.
seemed alive with the renewed ambitions of
Oswego, N. Y., Sept. 15th, 1871.
purpose; the green leaves and buds of thought
put forth anew the blooms and fruits of intellectual measure come forth over the refreshI have used tobacco between fourteen am
ened face of hope's endless spring of promise,
years. About two months since, I pro
fifteen
and the spirits around r< joiced at the incoming
future, that should, though at the cost of the cured a box of Mrs. A. H. Robinson's Tobat
sorest sickness of fundamental revolution, ulti- co Antidote. It has cured me, and I feel pei
mately re illuminate and re-generate the world, fectly free from its use. Have no desire for it
and plant the bright banner of progress ovtr
F. H. Sparks
the graves of the obdurate assumes of ignorOswego, N. Y., Sept. 25th, 1871.
ance, bigotry and superstition.

r
Y.

A. CARR, M. D.
-

Southern Department.—Papers can be obtained andd
Subscriptions will be received by Dr. Y. A. Carr. Addresss

care Dr. J. W. Allen. No. 12. Dryads at. New Orleana, Laa

:

Art and Science.
The comprehension of these subjects involvess
a study of all that was, is, or is to be. Naturee
herself is the science of art; and art of science,
underlying all the faculties and powers of thee
human mind; nor can we improve the one norr
be improved by the other, without a study andd
knowledge of both. It has been properly said,1,
art and science now include what " were recont-dite and mysterious" a few years ago. The rei-cent gravities of Philosophy are now as thee
play-things of children. Yet the onward de-i1-mands of duty call for the greatest watchful
d
ness, activity and care from those who would
keep pace with the onward march of art andd
science. Time is all the more precious, andd
opportunity the more acceptable, to those whoo
in thus living to learn, learn how to live in res-turn, and thus soonest learn the true aims,>,
r,
ends and philosophyof living. Comparatively,
time is short, science is long. Narrow, onei-idea views are passing with the other refusee
chaff of this most wonderful error-consuming
g
of all revolutionary ages. It is unnecessary
y
now to amplify on the civilizing harmony of
>f
the arts and sciences, even our "boy men" and
d
"girl women" are wont to mount their " high
h
chairs," and practice art and science, because
®
'he demands of time and occasion have madee

5

I

Sewing Machine Needles by Mail.

them popular.

The mechanic's art, asja general thing, are thee
achievement of an understanding of thee
rational, of the co-operativeor artful combina
i-tions of law in the premises. The fine arts,
3,
however, seem to be a result of the combina
i-tion of curious and suggestivefacts under thee

Continent after continent, led by the interior
pulse of the ruling genius of their respective

Mr. R. T. Wyman, of Waukau, informs m.
nations, come blooming forth in all the freshThe mechanical arts throw, as it were, ann ness of Spring on the great sensorial plane of that he has used one box of Mrs. A. H. Robin
illumination along their wondrous pathway
y universal thought. And though we are now son's Tobacco Antidote. Inclosed find tw<
that but foreshadows and leads the advance of
>f passing neath the dark bodings of the greatest dollars. Please send me a box,
the fine arts.
n PT PAPPira
of all revolutionsat hand, when it passes, then
The arts and sciences had their birth in the
ie all will be a thousand fold more bright and
Sept. 19, 1871,
Oshkosh,
Wis.,
opening morning of time, directed not only too lovely again.
For sale at this office. $2.00 per box. Sen'
the maintenance of life, bat to the purposes of
worship, self-control, protection, government
free of postage by mail. Address Religic
and advancement.
It has been suggested that Spiritualist Home Philosophical Publishing House, Corner Adam.'
the first aims and achievement of art were
and Fifth Avenue, Chicago.
opened among the implements of hunting,
Agents wanted.
148. W. Washington-St.
fishing, skin-dressing, of warfare, and the still
more gentle appliances of shepherd pursuits. CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS.
And then, upon the higher agencies devised
Attention Opium Eaters!
fur the perfection of habitations, literature, HOWABD TILDEN. S.W. OSGOOD.
learning and law, thus passing onward and upTILDEN & OSGOOD,
Mrs. A. H. Robinson has just been furward, degree by degree, higher and higher in ATTORNEY'S AND COUNSELORS AT LAW.
nished with a sure and harmless specific foi
the infinite scale of progressive discovery and
No. 125 SOUTH CLARK STREET.
achievement, to the present age and generation. Rooms 32, <fe 33, Chicago, III. curing the appetite for opium and all other nar
[vl3n61yr]
All of these steps in the pathway of progress
cotics, by the Board of Chemists, in spirit
are curious, interesting and instructive, and
life, who have heretofore given her the neces
BOARDING
IN
NEW
YORK
CITY.
serve to raise and purify the minds of those
sary antidote for curing the appetite for to
Pleasant rooms and good board in a first-class location
who study them.
bacco, and the proper ingredients for restoi
Aside from the structure of the fabric of ap- at reasonable rates, at
parel, from the cotton and flax that grew upon
ing
hair to all bald heads, no matter of hov
DR. MILLER'S HOME OF HEALTH,
the Nile, and the skins used for purposes of
standing.
long
41 West Twenty-sixth Street,
protecting the form rather from the vicissitudes
Mrs Robinson will furnish the remedy, anr
of temperature than display, of which we
NEW YORK.
know but little, we come to the art of building,
ISF"" Turkish baths, Electric baths, Movementcure anc send it by mail or express to all who may
the mementoes of which remain behind, and Lifting cure in the establishment for those requiring
apply for the same within the next sixty days
Address MILLER, HAYNES & CO.,
testify of themselves, as existent at a period them.
vl2n!4 Proprietors.
on the receipt of fine dollars (the simple cos1
beyond the memory of man. Among other
of the ingredients), and guarantee a mos>
countries of the East, Abyssinia alone presents
WARREN CHASE & CO.,
perfect cure or refund the money, if directions
over two hundred pyramids, from eighty to one
hundred and fifty and two hundred feet high,
accompanying each package are strictly fol
614 NORTH FIFTH STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.,
generally supposed to be the monumental tomb
Keep constantly
lowed.
stones of the departed. It is supposed they Religio-Phiiosophicalon bind all the publications of tl
The remedy is harmless, and not unpala
were as much the result or labor husbanded Co., J. P. Mendum, Puolishing House, Wm. White I
Adams & Co., and all other popnlft
table.
from wilder pursuits of war, to occupy the liberal literature, including
Rkli&io-Philosophioa
the
ever-acting and laboring mind of the masses, J
She makes this generous ofler for the doublt
OT7UNAL, and Banner
TAght, Magazines, Photograp&r
as.to gratify the ambition of kings, or com- Parlor Games, Golden of
purpose of introducing the remedy, and for
Pens, Stationery, etc.
memorate any of the more particular eras or
bringing the cure within the reach of the poorachievements of antiquity. Straws show the
HERMAN SNOW.
est people who use the pernicious drug. The
course of the current. -'David, a warrior,
could not build a temple, which Solomon, a 319 KEARNEY ST., (up stairs) SAN FRANCISCO,CAL
expense of a perfect remedy will not exceed
peaceable king, did build."
Keeps (or sale the
the cost of the drug for continuing the deleThese public labors, as well as many achieveterious habit one month!
RELIGIO-PHILOSOPHICAL JOURNAL
meats of retiring modesty and merit were, it
Address Mrs. A. H. Robinson, Adams St.,
seems, rewarded with public renown, and And a general variety of Spiritualist and Re
form Books at Eastertfprices. Also, Orton's Ant'
sometimes with divine honors.
and
Fifth Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Tobacco
Preparation,
Spence's
and Negativ
The mythici-1 fable of "Vulcan," supposed Powders, Adams & Co.'s Golden Positive
Pens, Planchettes, D>
We have so much confidence in the abilitj
to have originated in the fact that some ingen- Storer's Nutritive Compound, etc. Catalogues and Cii
of the Board of Chemists and Doctors who
ious Smith who, in retiracy.had excelled in the culars mailed free.
Remittances in U. 8. currency and postage stamps r»
control Mrs. Robinson's mediumship, that
construction and tempering of tools, or per- fcw
par.
ceived
at
Address
HERMAN SNOW,
haps, implements of warfare, having been Box 117. San
we unhesitatingly guarantee a faithful exe
Francisco, f!*r.
sought out and rewarded with divine honors,
cution of the above proposition.—[Ed. Joub
and given a most lovely daughter in marriage,
nal.
IIOW TO PAINT.
and that he, Vulcan, gave her from the realms
of his structural genius, the "Cestus" as a belt,
A COMPLETE COMPENDIUM01*
HTwo
a.1
for a bridal present, is all very pretty. Yet we
dote.
spoil the supposed Greek fancy when we step
a few oaces beyond, and show that the idea
The above named sure remedy for the appetite for towas strictly a Brahmin one, and was an alle- Designed for the use of the Tradesman, Mechanic, Merch- bacco in all its forms, is for sale at this office. Sent to
ant, and Farmer,
any part of the country by mail, on receipt of $2.00. It
gory, showing the nature, character and powwarranted to cure the most inveterate user of the weed,
ers of combustion or fire as an agency used in And toguide the Professional Painter- iswhen
the directions on each box are followed. Newspathe primitive achievement of the arts and scipers
and quacks will tell you that this antidote is made
CONTAINING
ences. "This we infer from the verse respect- A plain common-sense statement of the methods em- from gentian root. It is false. Gentian root is no remploy1 d by painters to produce satisfactory results in plain edy for the appetite for tobacco, but it is injurious to
ing the Cestus," and reading thus:
health to use it. Mrs. Robinson's Tobacco Antidote tones
and fancy painting of every description, including gild"
it to its normal condition, as
In it lives every art and every charm,
ing, bronzing, staining, graining, marbling, varnishing, up the system and restores hankering
it was before imbibing the
desire for a poisonTo win the wisest and the coldest warm;
polishing, kalsomining, paper-hanging, siriping, letterous weed. It is a remedy presented by a band of cheming, copying, and ornamenting. With formulas for mixFond love, the gentle vow, the gay desire,
ists long in spirit-life, and is warranted to be perfectly

plastic impress and jurisdiction of intuition.

'

THE ART.

The kind deceit, the still reviving fire.

Persuasive speech, and still more pernuasive
sighs,

Silence that speaks, and eloquence of eyes."
The arts seem to have existed and advanced
considerablybefore the invention or use of letters. The first evidence we have of letters are
the hieroglyphs on Babylonian brick, which evidently had sound and signification attached to
them, hence we infer from the facts in the
premises, that letters were in use during the
pyramid ages (imperfectly of course), and entered into the formation and force of the;
languages, dialects and provincialisms then in
i

i

use.

I

<

i

mg paint in oil or water; descriptions of the various pigments used their average cost, and the tools required
Author of 'The Carriage Painters

jvfanuof"GARDNER,

The Pernicious Weed.
For the benefit of those who have good sense enough
to wish to rid themselves of the filthy and pernicious
habit of using tobacco, we publish the following letter:
Mrs. A. H. Robinson—Dear Sister:—I pit down to
throw
m my testimony
with the rest. I have used tobactwenty
co
-five years. The appetite for it was hereditary,
and I felt lost without it. I found that it was destroying
my health, and driving me blind, and as heretofore I
could not stop its use without longing for it, especially
when I saw anybody using it, I sent you two dollars,
procured a box of your Tobacco Antidote, and am now
after using one box, entirely free from its use. I can
sit down in a room where the pipe and tobacco-box are
passed around, and all partaking of it,
ar,d not feel
to want a Chew, or to smoke a pipe. I am thankful I have got rid of the obnoxious weed, for my health
is better, my eyes are now well, and I begin to feel like
a new man. I shall try to persut. de others to do as I have
done, and thus I may act as an agent in the case
Very respectfully,yours, &c.,

the kom
The Alcoran of Mohammed.

also in fine engraving, and finding out devices3
put to him by the lno&t cunning men."

Grecian arts decayed the,

L1M1NARYDISCOURSE.

By Gko. Sale, Gent.

With the decay of
Fifth edition,
mortal stamina on which they rested, and leftt
open room, space and opportunity, for the war-- version
like barbarism and sequent ruin that followed.

with a memoir of the translator and with

o^ttu^Koran!

illustrative notes from Savary's

The dignity of manhood, and genial courtesies in^he^English language. ** ** edUi°n ever pubUslled
of life passed as with the first borean blast of
dire revolutions approaching storm, and save,
translation with theNotes, PrSiZy dI^ur«f
in their artistic forms, which, as manifesta-- same
can never die, Greece, the polite, spirit.- etc., omitted and containing the Lif* of MohImS
breathing, artistic Greece, passed away, when1 postage,124 cents' pp.Priee, $2.W):

|

, 4400c°eent:^

Ltions

This House will pay any chemist one thousanddollars

who will, upon analyzing this remedy, find one particle
of gentian root, or any other poisonous drug in it.

Price, $1.00: postage, 8 cents.
Address Religio Philosophical Publishing House,
***Fors<ile wholesale and retail by the Religio-PhiloAdams Street and Fifth Avenue, Chicago, 111., either for
sophical Publishing House, Adams st., and Fifth Ave..
Chicago.
' wholesale orders, single boxes or local agencies.

Advancing to the days of Greece, whose!,
most direct and affinitive importations were:
from India, we find that our architecture and
sculpture have never been surpassed, if equaledI
even now. And it is from these times we may.
date the practical refinement of genius, sense
and sensation. To be a savage amid the arts,
architecture and sequent requirements ot,
Greece would have violated harmony and1
affinity, and in this connection we may men-'
W. W. PORTBR.
tion the evident fact that the Greeks moddled
nearly all the'rGods after theHomeric measures,
drawn from the Ramaannas of primitive India
in his Iliad. Even the Hebrews, who, as we, COMMONLY CALLED
have shown before, who drew their ideals,
their everyday lore, and opinions from India,
were, as to date, if not in merit, considerably
INTO ENGLISH IMMEDIATELY
ahead of the Greeks, for we find, during Solo-. TRANSLATED
FROM THE Alt ABIC WITH EX> LANATORY
mon's reign, that he sends King Hiram a man;
NOTES TAKEN FROM THE MOST AP"
the son of a mau skillful to work in gold, in(
Pli0 VED COMMEN ' A TORS, TO
silver, brass, iron and stone; and in timber, in
WHICH IS PREFIXED .1 PREpurple, in blue, in tine linen and crimson; and

.

harmless.

A G-ood Head, of Hair Restored by a Spirit Prescription.
Jditor Journal:—For the benefit c my friends anr

tne world, I desire to make this brief statement.

I have been almost entirely bald for about six years
Had tried almost everything that I could hear recom
mended, and firmly believed that nothing could restore
my hair.
One year ago this month I wrote Mrs. A. H. Robinson,
the healing medium, 148 Fourth avenue, Chicago, as a
last resort—or, rather, to please my wife.
Mrs. R. immediately prescribed for me. I did not get
all the ingredients for the Restorative until some time in
June, 1871. I then commenced using it as directed, and
was encouraged, because it was the first application that
had been felt upon the scalp,—it causing a smarting sen
sation. I continued the use of this preparation about
three months, when I could see the hair starting in spots
all over my head, and I now have a very comfortable
head of hair, which money cannot buy. I am asked
almost every day how it is, and what I had used to brine
my hair back, all agreeing that it is unaccountably
stranee, etc., etc. And here let me state, that not one of
all the eminent physicians I had consulted had given
any encouragement, but, on the contrary, had told me
that I never would get a head of hair.
I can fully substantiate the foregoing by 10,000 witnesses, if necessary, and will answer correspondents if

desired M. K. Smith.
Springfield, Mo.

Mr. Smith inclosed a lock of his hair along with the
above letter. It is about one inch in length, and of a
dark brown color, soft and jllyely as that of a young
man of twenty.
Mrs. Robinson diagnoses the case and furnishes the
Restorative complete (sent by express or by mail) on
receipt of a letter in the handwriting of the applicant
or a lock of hair. She diagnoses each case, and com
pounds the Hair Restorative to salt the temperament of
each person whose hair is to be restored.
The Restorative never fails to reproduce a good head
of hair in tees than one year, no matter how long the
applicant may have been bald.
Address Mrs. A. H. Robmson, corner Adams street
and 5ti. Avenu. Chicago, 111., inclosing $5.00, which
covers full expense of diagnosing, remedy, and postage

or expressage.

REAL LIFE

Philosophy of Creation,

-IN—

Unfoldingthe laws i f the P ogressive Development of
Nature and embracingthe Philosophyof Man, Spirit, ai d
the Spirit World. By Thomas Paine, through the hand
ofHo;ace Wood, Medium.
Price, cloth, 60 cents; postage, 6 cents. Paper, 35 cents,
postage, 3 cents.
For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing Iloose, Adains street and 5th Ave.,
Chicago.

THE S P I R I T -LAND.
BFING LIFE EXPERIENCES, SCEVE8, INCIDENTS, AND CONDITIONS, flLUST'A'UVE
OF SP'RIT-LIFE, AND THE PRINCIPLES

OF THE tllRItUAL tlllLOSOiHY.

N

BIBICAL < HR0N0L0GY

Given Inspirationally

CONTRASTING THE CHRONOLOGY COMPUTATIONS
OF THE HEBREW AND £EPTUAGINT VERSIONS
FROM ADAM TO CHRIST WITH A CRITICAL
ESSAY ON THE GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF THE

BY MRS MARIA. M. KING,
Author of the "Principles of Nature," etc.

Garden of Eden

This volume, as its title indicates, is illustrative of the
Spiritual Philosophy. It i^ sent forth on its mission
anlong men by the author, with the firm conviction that it
By M. B CRAVEN.
is a necessity to educate the people to aknowledge of the
Price, 10 cents; powtwge, 2 cents.
future state by every method that can be devis* d by I
%* For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philotheir teachers in spirit-life. Now that the tk heavens are 1
pophical Publishing House, Adams street and Fifth Av.,
opened and the angels of Rod are ascending and descendng," and men can receive communications from spiritChicago.
life, nothing can be more appropriate than for them to
SECRETS OF
receive instruction as to the methods of life in the future
state, and the principles which underlie those methods.
B
E
E-JK
EEPING
Price, $1.00; postage, cents.
Being a practical treatise m every department of
by
wholesale
sale
Religio-Philo
For
and
retail
the
**
soplncal Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,
Bee-Culture aud Management.
Chicago.
Embracing the natural history of the bee from the
earliest period of the world down to the present time.
Giving the anatomy and physiology of the different
species that constitute a colony and information upon
every point, of interest to those who keep or intend
keeping bees.
By. K. B. KIDDER practical Apiculturist.
Price, Board c< vers, 75 cents. Paper covers, 50 cents.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams et. and 5th Avenue,
Chicago.

Ki r"BY
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NEW EDITION—PRICE

HARVESTING

REDUCED

Lessons for Children abont Themselves.

MACHINES

By A. E. Newton,
A Book for C ildren's Lyceums, Primary Schoo's and
Families, dev-ig<.td to impart a knowledge of the Human
Body andti.e Conditions of Health.
Better than a whole library of common mcdical works.
Without delay, let all Children's Lyceums improve their
groups with these Lessons."—A. J. Davis.
Should immediately become a text-book in the
schools, and have a place in every family."—Dr. S. B.
Brittan.
Price (incloth) 50 cents, posfa:e 6 ceLts; six copies or
more, 45 cents each; fifty or more, 40 cents each. Usual
d scount. to the trade.
** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical .Publishing House, Adams St. and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.
•

Self-Raking Reapers!

"

Combined Reapers and Mowers!
Two-Wheel Mowers!

A COMPLETE^/"ARIETY
FROM WHICH

All Classes of Farmers can

ANOTHER EDITION NOW READY

select Machines

Just issued another edition of the sequel to the 'Stellar
Key," which is almost universally known as

BEST} SUITED TO THEIR WANTS.

SIMPLE! STRONG
DURABLE! LIGHT DRAFT!
PERFECTION of PRINCIPLE!
PERFECT WORK!

DEATH and the AFTEE-LIFiii
Giving a plain and consistent account of Society and Soenes in the Summer-Land.

IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENTS!

No investigator's library is complete without these
companion volumes. Tne reduction in price of the
"
stellar E ey" will enable every one to possess Limfeelf
of these convincing and consoling books.
Trice, in firm cloth binding, and uniform with the
"Stellar Key '75 cents, postage, 12 cents; paper 50

Manufactured only by

D. M. OSBORNE & CO.Auburn, N. Y.
Branch Offices and Warehouses s

cents, postage, 4 cents.

Chicago, Illinois.

*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St, and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.

Cleveland, Ohio,

St. Louis, Missouri.
Philadelphia, Pa.
So. Framingham, Mass,

JUST PUBLISHED—FIRSTREVISED EDITION

Address D. M. OSBORNE & CO.'

A new and revieed edition of A. J. Davis's Astro-Philo
sophical book entitled

AT EITHER PLACE.
Pamphlets in the English, German,
Swedish or Bohemian Languages, giving full descriptions and prices, can be

!!A Stellar Key to tlie Snmmer-Lajitl,"

had from local agents, or will be mailed

Giving the Scientific and Philosophical Evidences of a Substantial Existence
after Death.

SOiHEXIIlNG NKIV

Hlustrated with diagrams and tabulated statements of
the Harmonies of Nature. Ail the late discoveries by
scientificmen m light, color, the < onstUutionof the t un,
stars, e'c., find confirmation in this little volume. Bound
in good style, uniform with its sequel. "Death and the
After-Life.'
Price 75 cents, postage, 12 cents; paper edition 50 cts.,

free on application.

WONDERFUL LIGHTNING RELIEF
FOR TUB

T E E T II A O H EWan anted to cure Teethache in one minute. Always
sure safe and reliable. Try it and you v ill never be with-\
out it. S^nt to any address on receipt of price. Trial1
size, 25 cents. Large size, '.0 cents. Full direction withi
eveiy bottle.

Addies^,

A. B. DORM AN,
Box 84, Willimantic, Conn.

postage, 4 cents.

*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Iieligio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave..
Chicago.

Third Enlarged Edition

v!4n6tf

PARTURITION

§Mum'0 Column.
:

J. W. VAN NAM EE, M. D.

WITHOUT PAIN
A CODE OF DIRECTIONS
F Oil

Eclectric Magnetic and Clairvoyant Physician.

Escaping from the Primal Curse.

1039 int. Vernon ht., Philadelphia, Pa.—
Moi-days, Tuesdays and Wednesdays.
404 Dean st.« Brooklyn, N. Y.—Thursdays.
Edited by M. L. Holbrook, M. D,, Editor of the "Herald
Fridays and Saturdays.
Examinations made by lock of hair. Send for circularr of Health" with an appendix on the
"

oontaining testimonials. vl8nl3t.f

B. W. FREEMAN,

Care of CMMreii

By Dr. C. S. LOZIER, Dean of the N. Y.,

SPIRITUAL

Clairvoyant Physician,?

Medical College for Women,' etc.

Terms, personal examination at my office $ 1 000
When lock of hair with name and age sent.... $ 2 000

The subject is itself extensive and an immense range of
related topics have a direct and important bearing on it.
The difficultv has accordingly been not to find what to
say, but to decide what to omit. It is believed that a
healthful regimen has been described; a constructive,
preparatory, and preventive training, rather than a course
of remedies medications, and drugs. Among authorities
consulted Ue following widely known and celebrated
names may be mentioned Bull, Dewees, Duncan, Gleason,
Loaier, Montgomery, Napheys, Pendleton, Shaw, Storer,
Tilt and Verdi.
Price postage p- id, $1.00
** For sale wholesa'e and retail by the Religo-Philosoi>hical PublishingHouse, Adams street and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.

Office 116| South High Street,
(Bet. State and Town sts.) Columbus O
Residence No. 236 East Gay Street.

Misses Helen Grover & lizzie L Crosby
Healing,

Business

akd

Test

Mediums.

Magnetic treatment given. Examination and treatmentt
given from lock of hair or photograph, to patients at a
distance.
Iame« Fisfc Jr. Biki'iipss Control of
f
Mi88 Grover, will advise on business by letter as
well as personally.
Terms from $3.00 to $-3 00, No. 316, 4th Ave.. New
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Healing, Psychometric & Business Medium.

Corner Adams St., & 5th Aye., Chicago.

MRS.

By Wm. H. Westcott.
Comprises a collection of some of the best and most
popular selections of the day, (over 200 pagee,) arranged
for the use of Spiritualists for the Lecture, Circle or
Lyceum. These "Gems" are adapted to familiar
melodies, and the Songster is intended to take the place
of more ponderous music hooks for general use, and
has met with hearty approval from all who have seen it.
Every Spiritualist needs a copy. The following are a few

ROBINSON, while under spirit control, on re-!"
ceiving a lock of hair of a sick patient, will diagnosee
the disease most perfectly, and prescribe the proper remedy. Yet, as the most speedy cure is the essential object in view rather than to gratify idle curiosity, thee
better practice is to send along with a lock of hair, a"
of the
brief statement of the sex, age, leading symptoms, and
the length of time the patient has been sick; when shea SELECTIONS:
will, without delay, return a most potent prescription anda5 SWEET BY-AND-BY.
STRIVING FOR THE RIGHT.
remedy for eradicating the disease, and permanently'
BEAUTIFUL RIVER.
curing all curable cases.
MOTHER
KISSED ME TN MY DREAM.
Of herself she claims no knowledge of the healing art,
REST FOR THE WKARY.
but when her spirit-guides are brought en rappvrf with
!?
DREAMING
TO NIGHT.
a sick person, through her mediumship, they never fail
HOME ABOVE—{Air: "Home Again.")
to give immediate and permanent relief, in curable cases,
through the positive and negative forces latent in thee HOME OF THE ANGELS—{Air: " Star of the
system and in nature. This prescription is sent by mail,[, Evening.")
and be it an internal or an external application, it shouldd LOVE AT HOME.
be given or applied precisely as directed in the accompa->r ATUSE'S CALLS—{Air: "Nellie Lee.")
nying letter of instructions, however simple it mayy
HOME, SWEFT HOME.
seem to be; remember it is not the quantity of the comSOMETHING SWEET TO THINK OF—{By
pound, but the chemical effect that is produced, that
Ordvtay.)
science takes cognizance of.
One prescription is usually sufficient, but in case thee
WAITING BY THE RIVER.
patient is not permanently cured bv one prescription, thee NEARER MY GOD TO THEE.
application for a second, or more if required, should be
>e
made in about ten days after the last, each time stating ERROR'S TEACHINGS SHALL MOULDER IN
GRAVE—{Air: "John Brawn.")
any changes that may be apparent in the symptoms or
,f| THE
SWEET SISTER SPIRIT, COME-{Air: America.)
the disease.
. - DO THE SPIRITS OF LOVED ONES COME
Mrs. Robinson also, through her mediumship, diag
noses, the disease of any one who calls upon her at her
.,r 'ROUND US—{Air: "Do they miss me at Home.")
residence. The facility with which the spirits controlling
ig A LIGHT IN THE WINDOW.
her accomplish the same, is done as well when the applff- MESSENGER'S ANGELS—{Air: "Star Spangled
cation is by letter, as when the patient is present. Her
jr
^
gifts are very remarkable, not only in the healing art, but
lt I HEAR THE ANGELS SINGING—{Air: "Ever
as a psychometric and business medium
Thee.")
TeemsDiagnosisand first prescription, $3.00; each
of
,h
subsequent one, $100. Psychometric Delineation of
>t
;x:
character, $3.00. Answering business letters, $3.00. The
Bound in Cloth and Board Covers, per copy 50 cents,
ie
money should accompany the application to insure a re
e- Liberal discount to Lyceums and the trade.
piy.
Hereafter, all charity applications, to insure a reply, must contain one dollar, to defray the expenses of
*
reporter, amanuensis, and postage.
sale Stationers, Printers, Binders, Engravers, and Book
Robinson will hereafter give no privaet
€t
.N.B.—Mrs.
Publishers. Publishers of Spalding's Treatise, and a
sittings to any one. If privacy is required, it must be by
}y
comolete, and beautiful series of Legal and
letter, accompanied with the usnal fee; and terms above thorough,
Commercial 1 lanks of every description. Corresponstated, must be strictly complied with, or no notice will dence
so; cited. Topeka, Kansas.
be taken of letters sent.
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A Wonderful Prodigy.

would be materially

plish the most wondrous feats.

His famous

without the aid of good or evil spirits.

majestically he appeared when he transformed

himself into a tailor and made garments for
his two disobedient children. Knowing all
those things, and imitating the illustrious
Father of our Country, never telling a lie, we,
of course, must accept what they say.
According to the statement of the Baptist,
an intensely religious paper, published at Memphis, Tenn., there is a youth who performs
some very remarkable feats. He is a large,
big-jointed, hard-working fellow; will allow
himself to be tied with a coil of small cord, in
any conceivable manner, in a thousand knots,
until he is enwrapt in a perfect net-work of

I

made by the Baptist,

strengthened if allowed to thoroughly tie this
remarkable youth with cords, thrust a knife
through his arm in various places, and shoot
a pistol at his head; should he extricate himself from our entanglement of cords, receive
no wounds from repeated stabs in the arm,
and not have his brain injured by an ounce
balljfrom a Colt's revolver, we would then
consider him a fit subject for further consideration.
Admitting the narrative to be correct in every particular, the youth is a wonderful expert, endowed with a wild, weird power.
The fact that he will allow a knife to be thrust
through any part of his arm, and when withdrawn, free from the tinge of blood, and no
wound caused thereby, shows conclusively a
power far superior to necromancy or slight-ofhand.iJjThere is a strange, mystic power possessed by some. A curse from their lips have
a potent influence that withers those to jwhom
it is directed. Cornelius Agrippa, a marvelous character, possessed a knowledge of
magic that seemed to bring to his assistance
invisible powers that enabled him to accom-

tangled up in a thousand feet of rope that run

They know all about

God, what he has said, is still saying, and
what he proposes to say. They fully understand the manner in which he constructedthis
earth, sun, moon, stars and old Mother Eve.
They thoroughlycomprehend the mysterious
method God adopted to form Adam out of the
dust of the earth, and can explain to you how

I

to this wondrous boy. It is written with apparent candor, and the statements made bear
upon them the impress of deep sincerity. We
would not accuse a church member of willful
and malicious falsehood in the statement of
what he had seen or heard. We desire to say,
however, that our belief in the statement

ropes and knots. In fact, no spider web was
ever conceived or thought of could entangle
him more completely or, apparently, more securely, than the rope used. Imagine yourself

The Orthodox papers are generally sup-

*

It is not our intention to strenuously deny the
truthfulness of the Baptist's article in relation

laboratory was located at Louvain. He kept
his book of spells and enchantmentthere, also
his varied apparatus, charms, amulets, etc., of
his magical performances. Being absent on
one occasion, a young student, intensely
anxious to solve the mystery which shrouded
his master's actions, surreptitiouslygained possession of his secret room by climbing down
the chimney. There, apparently, safely ensconced, in the secret realm of enchanted mystery, he eagerly opened his master's book of
enchantment and delved deeply into its dangerous contents. The servants of the house,
never permitted to enter the room, heard proceeding therefrom the tramp of heavy feet,
voices in angry consultation, and the smothered cry of one apparently dying, and then all
was silent. When Cornelius Agrippa returned,
the servants in consternation told him of the
strange voices they had heard, when he immediately proceeded to his laboratory and
brought therefrom the dead body of the adventurousyouth with the marks of strangulation, caused, no doubt, by evil influence.
This incident in the life of Cornelius Ag.
grippi, is not a particle more remarkable than
the achievements of this Memphis Youth, who,
of course, can not perform the feats claimed

posed to be truthful.

I

loud that the assertion that they were caused

by the joints, was no longer made.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:

The

in all directions in general, but in no one direc- arm is material and no mortal agency can protion in particular, the end of which is as com- tect it from fatal injury when a knife is thrust
pletely lost as Sir John Franklin, and which through it. It is also further claimed that he
compresses your lungs to half their original will allow any one to load a pistol with a
dimensions, and your thorax until an aperture marked ball and fire the same at his head, and
no larger than a pin is left to admit the air, in every instance he will receive the ball in his
and your arms so bound that blood ceases to mouth and then spit it into your hand—the
circulate, and you have only a faint conception identical ball! Tfcis, of course is still more
of what entanglementthis youth will submit to, marvelous!
Remember, these feats are not the result of
and then extricate himself therefrom. When
thus securely tied, and the arms extended— legerdemain. There is no trickery about it.
stretched apart in opposite directions, and the J. R. Graves, a church member, makes the asends of the rope fastened to staples in opposite sertion, and why should we dispute what his
sides of the room—notwithstandingall the ex- eyes have witnessed? If you tie a man, thrust
tra precautions—in a few seconds he will be your own knife through his arm, shoot your
found standing free, and the net-work of rope own pistol at him loaded with a ball you have
without a knot untied! He says he would cast, you know there is no legerdemain conofler a thousand dollars if he had it, that no nected therewith, and that a supernatural
man can tie him so that he could not free him- agency is instrumental in protecting the subself in half the time it took to tie him, and not ject.
untie a knot! Indeed, this remarkable youth
Mr. Graves, however, in his statements of
(so says the Baptist) will, for a reasonable con- facts, imagines that he casts a thunderbolt at
sideration, allow any one to thrust a knife Spiritualism, explains all the phenomena to be
through his arm or wrist, and after examining of mundane origin, and all mediums to be imthe blade upon each side until satisfied that it postors and tricksters. In this he is mistaken.
is really through the flesh, draw it out without Because a verdant youth can extricate himself
a drop of blood flowing, or the least sign of from an interminable entanglement of rope, is
cut or mark whatever. In fact, he is a genius, no evidence that spirits do not liberate Harry
and his marvelous achievements increase in Bastian when securely tiedl Because he can
interest as rapidly as a rock could increase in allow a knife to be thrust through his arm at
velocity rolling down hill. Nor has the half any place without receiving injury, and catch
yet been told. He will allow any one to load a ball in his mouth fired from a pistol, is no
a pistol with a marked ball, and come within a evidence that spirits can not in the twinkling
few feet of him and discharge it at his head, of an eye take off Bastian's coat when his hands
and, in every instance, he will receive the ball are securely tied with cords and the knots
in his mouth, and come and spit it into your sealed! The fact that a man may be able to
counterfeit or imitate all the manifestations of
hand—the identical ball!
It i3 claimed by the Baptist that this wonder- mediums, is no evidence against their genuineful youth who performs all the above remark- ness! We are not prepared to deny the stateable feats, is a living refutation of all the man- ments made in reference to this boy. To do
ifestations made through the instrumentality so would be equivalent to accusing a religious
of physical mediums, with the single excep- man of lying, which, to say the least, would
tion, the apparition of faces and forms. In be impolite. The body of Home, the medium,
concluding the article, the Baptist declares, controlled by spirits, can be elongated nearly
"The fact is, Spiritualism has met with an un- six inches. Should, however, some other perexpected and disastrous overthrow in this city son present himself as an exposer of Spiritualwithin the last three weeks, in the exposures ism, and elongate his body exactly six inches
of Foster and Mrs. Hollis, and the 'tying and increase the size of his chest two inches,
tricks' of the Davenports and Miss Robertson. it would be no evidence that he exposed
The back of the monster is effectually broken, Spiritualism. If the Youth to whom Mr. Graves
and his head is bruised upon a rock, although alludes, could become untied without any exthe wiggle is still in the tail of it. The kernel ertion on his part, he would then imitate our
of this fair fruit is sho wn to be rotten, but the physical mediums. Perfect passivity is rehull, like that of. the chestnut, is keen to be quired of them. But not so in the case of the
handled, even noticed by any respectable an- former. It is possible that the Youth's body
tagonist. He is the Brownlow of Spiritualism may be enlarged, unconsciously to him while
We would disown our mother if she would the tying is being consummated, and when recommunicate through such a foul-mouthed duced to its original size, of course the ropes
blasphemer as he."
would easily slip off. Speaking of his perEver since the first advent of Spiritualism, formances the Baptist says, that "we can not
exposures have been the order of the day. It doubt their authenticity; we received them
was " discovered " repeatedly that the Fox from men who saw them; from men who had
Girls caused the raps with their toe joints, and tied, and stuck, atad shot him with their own
those "discoveries" were published far and hands; men of undoubted veracity; and, we
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church-going peo-- pressible; and you, they will thank longyeara 1
doubt not, a hundred certificates from such ness. If there are 20,000,000 to presume that; hereafter—yes,even
fair
is
after you and they
ple in this country, it
shall
witnesses could be obtained."
public.
reading
have
passed
to
spirit-life,
of
the
mass
for the Little Bo
the
constitute
they
We are not prepared to say that those who
as
quet
ob
universally
that
first
gave
to-day
is
them
knowledge of th
witnessed his performances and experimented If the journalism of
Methodist minis- Summer-land. e
with him, are unmitigated liars, but however jectionable as the New York
Let us have orders for twenty
believe, the 20,000,000 under
marvelous his feats, however dangerous or ex- ters would have us
thousand
relargely
be
copies
of this admirable work— the first
must
instruction
religious
direct
traordinary in character, they do not in the
of its
ever
published—to
conclusion,
then,
The
fact.
the
for
first num
least invalidate the genuineness of manifesta- sponsible
kind
fill
with
the
<
is not so ber. It matters little to us whether the
tions made through different mediums. Spirits is either that the press, as a whole,
orders
or
do tie and untie Harry BastiaD; spirits do put much demoralized as it is represented to be, be for specimen copies on the terms before
on and take off his coat when he is securely tied, that the churches exercise but a feeble influ- stated, or for a year's subscription, knowing
i
exhibit their faces and forms,[raise him onto ence over their flocks. We prefer to believe the full-well that no one who secures a specimen
fault
or
the
copy will hesitate to send for it a year.
credit
case,
the
either
In
former.
with
and off of, a table, wind up a music box
The magazine will be published every
out a visible key. Spirits do elongate the body rests largely with the people who sustain the
month
of Home six inches, protect it from the newspapers, and who, undoubtedly assist in during the natural life, at least, of S. S. Jones
effect of fire, render his hand so hot that it shaping their character. In the second place, the proprietor. The Religio Philosophical
converts water into steam, and while holding it is very doubtful whether a religious daily Jouknal is the pride of his life, but the beau
a red hot coal in his hand, extract the caloric would serve the purpose for which it is pro- ideal, which has only been delayed for the detherefrom and then return the same, making it posed. The experienceof the past would say velopment of an auspicious time for it to apnot. The New York World was started as a• pear, is the Little Bouquet.
alternately red then black.
Terms, single copies by mail, twenty cents.
Many times mediums are unconscious of the religious daily and failid. There is a religiousi
origin of their remarkable power. Blind Tom daily now published in New York, under the Yearly subscriptions in advance, $1.50. Specihas no conception of the source from which patronage of Mr. W. E. Dodge, called the! men copies by mail, fifteen cents.
his weired musical power emanates. He talks Witness, which, we venture to say, few people
Dr. Dean Clark's Lecture.
as if a spectator to the remarkable efl'ects his in this part of the country ever heard of, and
masterly touch produces. His tongue seems whose circulation is very limited at home.
Dr. Clark addressed good audiences last
to be controlled by an unseen agent, causing The reason is natural enough. A professedly
Sunday, and marked attention evinced the
a
newspaper
itself
to
recommends
religious
invariably
it to enunciate correct language, and
special class, like a real estate journal, or a general appreciation of his efforts. In the
speaking of blind Tom in the third person.
railroad or manufacturers' organ. If it were morning he spoke upon the Religion of Spirithot
A Negro in Maryland can handle red
ualism, taking his text from a recent article
iron, step on the same with his bare feet, and possible to conceive of a religious daily that
by Hudson Tuttle, who says, " It would be as
over
Roman
liberal
mantle
its
throw
would
like
He,
not suffer the least injury therefrom!
wise
to organize a religious system on the
and
Presbyterian
over
blind Tom, is a medium, though unconscious Catholic and Methodist;
problems of Euclid or the truths of Natural
Baptist
Swedenborgian
over
and
Unitarian;
powers.
of the source of his remarkable
Spiritualism is a fact. Because a boy can alike, and unite them all in the common pur- Philosophy, as on the facts relative to immorattach a thread to a chair and move it in the pose of making the newspaper serve the gen- tal life."
The speaker affirmed that to him, at least
dark, and after making his parents believe that eral cause of morality, such a venture might
Spiritualism
had a religious bearing. He could
support
people,
devoted
the
of
but
command
the
how
spirits do it, he can then tell them
not
the scientific classification, and
why
see
scarcely
placed
where
be
it would do
feat is accomplished, and make a great "blow" it would
explanation
philosophic
of "the facts relative
something
good.
most
besides
Moreover,
the
an
Because
of having "exposed" Spiritualism!
expert can release himself from an entangle- $100,000 or $200,000, or a larger sum, is neces- to immortal life," are not the legitimate basis
ments of ropes, is no evidence whatever that sary to the establisment of an influential daily of a natural religion. As he understands it,
spirits can not untie a person when encom- newspaper. It is the life, and duty, and science is but the study of the modes and
passed with a net-work of ropes and knots. pleasure of the clergy to look forward to the symbols of divine life. Outward, or physical
Because Gordon had pasteboard images that he life to come. Their thoughts, their writings, nature to him is evolution from interior spirpresented to the unsophisticated as spirits, is their actions lie, or ought to, in in this direc- itual causes and forces. Natural law is but
no evidence that there are no genuine mate- tion. It is their vocation to lift up the people the mode by which the Divine Life or Soul of
therefore,
rialzation of spirit forms and faces at our absorbed in business or engrossed in worldly the Universe, expresses itself;
pleasures to the contemplation of the future both physical science and mental philosophy,
Seance Rooms.
Spiritualism is a grand truth, and no leger- world as much as possible. This is not the lead us to the recognition of the Spirituality of
demain or skillful manipulations of any per- province of a newspaper, or, if so, only inci- Nature, and to the souls relationship to its
son can detract one jot or title therefrom. A dentally. The model newspaperis the history Divine Fountain Head.
Unless Spiritualism leads to blank Atheism
thousand things may be done by mortals more of the day of a world's doings with suitable
marvelous than those executed by spirits, but comments thereon. This is not the province by insisting that all the forces of the
Universe are purely physical, and that the
that even is no argument that the latter do not of a religious newspaper.
An incident was cited in the ministerial dis- human mind is but a correlative of what are
perform certain things. Spirits out of the form
could not make the Hoosaic tunnel, construct cussion that pointedly presents the error which denominated physical forces, as it plainly does
a steam engine, level a mountain, make an the Methodist clergymen of New York have not, then "the facts relative to immortal life,"
iron clad, adjust the wheels of a watch in their committed. The Rev. Dr. Harris found a young which demonstrate that man is a spirit per se,
respective places, build an ocean steamer, or man in the penitentiary for burglary, who had drawing his spiritual life from the Infinite
erect a magnificent hotel like Potter Palmers,— formerly been a regular attendant at Sunday- Life, as his physical form is drawn from the
but they do possess a peculiar power over cer- school. When the burglar was asked how he world of matter, of which it is a particled portain forces, and are enabled to accomplish feats came there, he answered that he had gone tion, seem to him, to constitute the essential
which no mortal can. One word uttered with- to Sunday-school to learn to read and to elements of a Spiritual religion. The old
out visible lips is an evidence of spiritual ex- gain respectability, and that he had then gone forms of religion are truly "systems of faith"
istence; the untying of one knot without the home to study an English history of thieves in in which "ignorance is the mother of devouse of material hands, is palpable proof that an thirty volumes. The inference intended to be tion," but Spiritualism takes the royal road of
intelligent power has been at work; the putting conveyed was, that newspapers were as bad as knowledge which leads " Thtough Nature up to
of an iron ring on the arm of a medium when a history of thieves, and" thus led to burglaries Nature's God," or in the language of S. J.
the hands are held by another, is indubitable and to the penitentiary. The speaker failed to Finney, It is the mathematics and ethics of
evidence that the feat is accomplished by an fix any responsibility on the Sunday-school, eternal law. It is true it makes religion natunseen intelligence; the taking off and putting however, for teaching the boy to read, and ural; but then it makes nature spiritual and
on a coat without the medium stirring a mus- and failing to confine his readings in a proper divine. It does not degrade God to matter;
cle, is an indication of a superior knowledge channel. Is it probable that this Sunday- it elevates matter to spirit. It does not reduce
of nature laws on the part of unseen power. school scholar would have read the religious religion to material science; it elevates science
Spiritualism can not be exposed. There is daily which is projected in preference to the to the divine business of justifying, explainnothing to expose! The power at work ex- history of thieves in thirty volumes ? The inci- ing and demonstrating religion."
poses itself, by talking in audible voices, and dent rather shows that the ministers can do
If religion be a recognition of our relationperforming mysterious feats. Spirits explain, more good by using their influence where it ship to God, and of our duty to our fellow
as far as our language will admit, all they do. belongs, than by entering a field of newspaper men, as lexicographers define it, then surely
They conceal nothing. No prodigy, no galaxy competition in which they would certainly be Spiritualism is the purest and highest form of
of clergymen or church members, no body of badly distanced.
religion this world has ever known. It vitalscientific men can expose Spiritualism to a
izes the religion of humanitary love, as taught
greater extent than the spirits themselves exby Jesus of Nazareth, and emphasizes the reThe Little Bouquet.
pose it.
ligion of the sainted Thomas Paine, "to do
good." It dispenses with the forms and cerThe
above-named
beautiful
monthly
magaA Chicago Tribune Sermon on the Rezine, designed for the youth and children, emonies of idolatrous worship, but recognizes
ligious Press.
will be issued on the 15th of May, and will the spirit of devotion to the soul's highest
more than meet the expectations of the most ideal of the divine as a legitimate action of
The Methodist ministers of New York City sanguine Spiritualists
throughout the world. man's spiritual faculties, which were made for
have a useful custom of convening once a week
use as well as his perceptive and reasoning
It
will
be
a
work
of
rare
for the discussion of current events from their ble as a literary productionbeauty, and accepta- powers, which take cognizance of physical
every way suited
point of view, and for comparing notes to asto the times. Its embellishments will be ap- facts and forces.
certain how they may best right the wrongs of propriate
In the evening the lecturer replied to objecand artistic.
society, and successfully battle against the
tions to Spiritualism, showing clearly and forIts
publisher
reserves
no
margin
of
profits
wickedness of the world. The general purpose
it will be furnished at actual cost estimated up- cibly that they all arise from prejudice, ignorof these weekly meetings is commendable. It ,on
a subscription list of twenty thousand for ance of its true genius and purpose, or from a
would be strange, however, if some mistakes the first year.
superficial examination, which seldom rein j udgment should not occur even in an assemThose who order and send fifteen cents for veals the true beauties and uses of anything.
blage of divines. At one of their recent meet- specimen
copies, will have that amount deduct- It rests upon a basis of perpetually demonings the discussion fell upon the character and ed from the
regular yearly subscription, and strated facts, and those who wish to quarrel
influence of the daily press. Had it taken a secure it the
balance of the year for $1 35 with facts that don't suit their pet theories,
practical turn, pointing out the disgraces that Ihe magazine
at regular rates—such as are sqeamish ideas of propriety and educational
are tolerated and even promoted by a certain charged on all
similar monthlies, to ensure a prejudices will indeed find them " stubborn
class of newspapers, and suggesting a plan for living profit to
the publisher-should be not less things " which are " mighty and will prevail"
counteracting the pernicious influences which than $2.50per
annum. But it has been the in- against all opposition.
these journalistic bandits exert, the discussion tention of
the proprietor, for at least eight
Brother Clark will defer his proposed trip
would be timely and at times profitable. On years, to publish
a spiritual magazine for the Eastward, for a month or so, and visit friends
the contrary, the most sweeping denunciations youth and
that should not only com- in Wisconsin, where he would like to lecture
were hurled at all newspapers without distinc- mand theirchildren,
respect but their admiration and along the course of the Chicago and Northtion ; it was maintained that their demoralizing love. To
effects were universal and entirely unimpeded politan the end that it might become cosmo- western Railroad. Those wishing his services
the
by the influence of the pulpit. It was held at figures subscription price has been placed are requested to address him immediately at
that will guarantee it to the family Sheboygan Falls, Wisconsin, and friends in
that sermons were reported simply for the pur- circle of the most
humble citizens in America Michigan or Ohio can secure his services for
pose of gaining the ear of the religious public,
aye, our spirit
friends say wherever the Eng- June by doing likewise.
and then pouring,'religious poison into it; it was lish language
is spoken throughout the
Next Sunday closes his engagement in Chiworld!
suggested that reporters be excluded from all
We can not
cago.
-.
-0
respectable places, and especially from those hence we havesend specimen numbers freeadopted the plan
ministerial gatherings; and it was finally pro- and we really hope to
receive fifteen-cent orders
Bastian and Taylor, the renowned physiposed, as the only available means for break- by every
ing down this anti-christ, to start a religious flakes in mail, falling into our hands like snow- cal and test mediums, who have been holding
March, for specimen copies, to be
daily, to be followed by other religious dailies, to all parts
sent circles at the Rkligio-Philosofhical Seance
of the country.
Rooms, with remarkable success for the past
and thus bring in a higher school of journalism.
Let those
who are in comfortable circum- three months, will leave the city next week
It was claimed that it was only necessary to se- stances
not only their own house- for a short tour South and West, intending to
cure a capital of f 100,000 to set the ball in moold, butremember,
the
little nephews, nieces, grand chU- return about the middle of May, when they will
tion, and achieve a complete revolution in the dren and
cousins,
may have bright eyes again give the people of Chicago the pleasure
newspaper world. ^
and warm hearts who
to be cheered with the
beau of witnessing the phenomena given in their
Without attempting any defense of journal- tiful—yet naught'.but
the lean hand of indigence presence. Let the friends whom they are
ism against this promiscuous onslaught, and to supply
mental
certainly without any purpose to defend the gering, starving food for their craving, hun- about to visit give these mediums a warm welsouls.
come, and enjoy in return blessed communion
manifold disgraces that distinguish a certain
Send them
the
- with their own spirit loved ones. Letters digrade of journalism, it may not be entirely it will cost you Little Bouquet fora year
but $1.50. It may be
useless to point out some absurdities to which means of
the rected in care ef this office will reach them.
elevating them to a world of
the Methodist ministers committed themselves
a
of PerPetual sunshine, and of
Owing to the
in this discussion. In the first place, their mg them with
crown
demand for his services at
garlands of flowers of rare luchmond, Va,, Dr. W. Persons will remain
general proposition was a confession of weak- beauty and of fragrance
and loveliness inex
there until June.

.
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See notice of the call of the Convention to
meet at Cincinnati, Ohio.
The Morning Star is a new Spiritual
monthly, published by G. McConaly, at Lima',
Ohio.
Mrs. L H Cowles, semi-conscious trance,
and inspirational speaker, will answer calls to
lecture. Address her at Clyde, Ohio.
A spiritual meeting will be held at Nunica,
Mich., the 10th and 11thof May. Mrs. Pearsol
is engaged as speaker.
D. W. Hull is in Batler, Ind. He has been
stirring up the dry bones of Old Orthodoxy in
various parts of Indiana lately.
Dr. J. C. Taylor, of West Liberty, Ohio,
is working energetically to create an interest
in Spiritualism in this State.

Brittan's Journal. Number two of this
Quarterly just came to hand, containing a
large amount of varied and interesting matter,
the perusal of which can not fail to impart
benefit.
Societies desiring the services of Dr. D. P.
Ivayner, of St. Charles, 111., the coming season,
should correspond with him as soon as possible with reference thereto. Dr. Kayner is an
able and successful lecturer, and a reliable
clairvoyant, and should be kept constantly employed.
Andrew Cohoon, of South Cottonwood,
Salt Lake Co., Utah, has our sincere thanks
for patronage and exertions to circulate the
Keligio-PhilosopiiicalJournal. He will,
we trust, see that hundreds of the youth and
children of Utah have the perusal of the Lit-

—

The Biography of Mrs. J. H.Conant.

This truly wonderful book—which in clear
and comprehensive style presents to the world
of readers a history of the strange and varied
experiences encountered from childhood to
the present hour by the renowned medium
above mentioned—is put forth in elegant style

BY HENRYT. CHILD, M. D.
Subscriptions will be received and papers may be obtained'
at wholesale or retail, at 634 Race St., Philadelphia.

by William White & Co., 14 Hanover street,

Boston, M iss.

Those who would know of the trials and
bitter experiences which, thorn-like, line the

Across the River.

pathway along the mediumistic Calvary—and

BY LUCY LARCOM.

those also who would sense, in a certain degree at least, the first fresh breeze of the infi-

When for me the silent oar
Parts tbe sileat river,
And I stand upon the shore
Of the strange Forever,
Shall I miss the loved and known?
Shall I vainly seek mine own?

nite springtime of rejuvenating reward for
labors done that flows into the receptive souls

of truth's workers, though the bodily powers
may be abated and the physical eye grow dim
—should read this plain, unvarnished tale of
one who, halting in the red autumn sunset of
life (while even yet young in years), is cheered
by the retrospect of fields rich with waving
harvests of spiritual good and advancement,

which shall find reapers in at least another

generation of humanity.

Read the announcement on our eighth page,
and circulate the book, for wherever it goes it
will carry with it an aroma of purity—an example teaching higher uses for the life that
now is, and a gr ;nd prophecy of that which is

to be!—Banner of Light.
The above entitled book should be in the
hands of every Spiritualist. Send for it and
read it, then lend it to your neighbors to
read, and not to lay away upon the shelf. For
sale at this office. Address S. S. Jones, Adams
St. and Fifth Ave., Chicago. Price $1.50.
Postage 18 cents.

A friend thinks that the following paragraph

ing and forming classes for that purpose, dur-

ing the Summer. Those who wish to unfold
the latent powers of the mind should correspond with him. He will also heal the sick
where he may go, on the Hotckissonianprinciple. He is a pupil of the celebrated Snapping
Doctor, William Hotchkiss, of St. Louis, Mo.
Dr. Dowd's address is Davis Station, Winnebago County, Illinois.

City
[For the week ending, April 26th, 1873.]

Aiken's Theatre—Corner of Wabash Avenue and Congress street, Frank E. Aiken,'
Manager and Proprietor. Last week of the
inimitable comedian, Mr. Stuart Robson.
Every evening until further notice, also at the
Wednesday matinee, Stuart Robson in his interesting conception of Wilkins Micawber, in
Dickens' charming romance entitled Little
Em'ly. Mr. McKee Rankin and Miss Kitty
Blanchard as Uriah Keep and Rose Dartle.
McVicker's Theatre.—Madison street, between State and Dearborn streets. Engagement of the popular actor, Mr. Mark Smith,
who will appear on Monday Evening, April
21, and every evening until further notice, and
Saturday matinee, as Jaques Fauvel, in the new
emotional and picturesque play entitled One
Hundred Years Old, as played for over two
months at the Union Square Theatre, New
York.
Hooley's Opera House.—Randolph street,

opposite the Court House, R. M. Hooley, sole
proprietor and manager. Monday, April 21,
during the week and at the matinees, grand
double bill—Comedy and Farce. The wonderful Parisian sensation, Alixe, and John Dillon
in the new farce, Turn Him Out. Friday
evening, April 25, complimentary benefit to
Messrs. Blaisdell and Padget, Associate Managers, on which occasion will be produced,
for this night only, the Ticket-of-leave Man.
Myer's Opera House.—Monroe

street, be-

tween State and Dearborn streets. Arlington,
Cotton & Kemble's Minstrels. A monster
bill of fun. Great success of Ed. Marble's
burlesque of Romeo and Juliet. M ickin and
Wilson ia their new songs and dances. The
Modoc War. The Three Graces. New Yocal
Quartet. Quiet Lodgings.

Hair Can be Restored to Bald Heads, and
tliti Appetite for Tobacco can be Cured.
Mrs. A. H. Robinson:—Send me the worth
of tbe enclosed in Tobacco Antidote. What
you sent, me before, is all sold, and had tne desired effect in every case but one, and that I
consider his fault. The Hair Restorative you
sent me has started the hair to growing on my
head. I think another bottle will do the work,
which please send me.
Respectfully yours,
J. A. Snodgbass.

I

Redding, Iowa.

L
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The development of mediumship consists in

training the spiritual powers so that they may

well established fact that the highest and most

highest form of mediumship, although there

are many mediums who are not on this plane,
but their mediumshipis imperfect in proportion to their undeveloped conditions, though
this is no excuse for it.
We have said desire promotes the develop-

Life's unfailing fountain.
Angels sing with crowns that burn;
We shall have a song to learn.

ing Spiritist, each having paid his fee to be-

CHAPTER

III.

Testimony of the Christian Fathers. Of Plato, Socrates,
Pythagoras, Homer, Irenaeus, Justin Martyr, Tertullian,
Clement, Origen, Cyprian, Constantine, Greek Church,
Roman Catholic, Melanchthon, Tillotson, Beveridee
Baxter, Dr. Hawks.
CHAPTER IV.

CHAPTER

V.

CHAPTER VI.

CHAPTER VII.

God and Heaven; Celestial City; Providence; Intermediate State; Spirit Communion; Angels are Men.
CHAPTER

VIII.

The Spiritual World; Universal Law; Progression Belief not Universal; None have Gone to Heaven; Dr. Winans; Mental Telegraph.
CHAPTER IX.

Knowledge of Spirits; Mystery's Opinion, Bacon's;
Judge Edmond's Letter; Different Languages; Confession; Searching Investigation: Children; Mothers; Philosophy of Future State.
chapter x.

"Outer Darkness"—Trance, Nature of; Evil Spirits;
Suicide; Thomas Lay; Persons Seen After Death.
chapter XI.

Spiritual Manifestations; Bible Proof; Law; Coming
Events; Soul's Departure; Advice; Last Meeting of Circle;
Bright Prospects.
chapter xii.

Further Investigations; Communications from Mother,
Mystery, Father, Andrews; Spirits Seen; Cases; Episcopal Clergyman.

Communications through Dr. J. V. Mansfield—From
my Father; Rev. J. D. Andrews, and Charles Scott.
the association with certain individuals either Second Interview-From my Wife; Wm. K. Foston, and
Mrs. Lucy Leonora Winchester. Third Interview—Molin circles or otherwise. There should be a lie,
Bettie, Allen, Rev. John Newland Maffit, Bishop
constant effort to hold fast that which is al- Soule, Gen. Rivers, Rev. J. Frazer, Rev. Moses Brock,
ready attained; for this purpose regularity of Susannah Watson. Fourth Interview—Dr. Gilbert, Dr.
Seat, Bishop Otey, and Dr. Howcott, My Sister Mary,
habits and especial and conscientious observ- . Brothers
Wm. H. and John A., Mrs. Mary A.
Wm.
ance of j'our contracts to meet the spirits at K. Poston, Bettie, Dr. Stephen Olin, Rev. Mr Tate,
Hyer, and
particular and specified times and places. The Rev. Daniel Jones; Manner of Writing; Judge Edmond's
Fifth Interview Mollie, Wm. K. Poston, Q. C,
associations with congenial mediums is often Letter.
Atkinson. Dr Parsons Last Interview—Moll;e, Wm. K.
a great advantage, and there should be care in Poston, Allen Dupree, Levin Watson,
Dr. Parsons.
following out the directions that may be given
The " Clock Struck One " is an intensely interesting
through these, and when you begin to distin
work in itself, and derives great additional interest from
guish spiritual impressions from your own, the high standing of its author in the MethodistEpiscopal
reason with the spirits as with mortals; talk to Church in which he has been a bright and shining Mght
them face to face as friends and companions, for a quarter of a century, a man who i* personally known
and if they convince you that that which they to nearly all the clergy of the South and to a wide circle
impress you to do., is right and proper, do it in the North and wherever known is held in the highest
without hesitation, always exercising your own esteem. These circumstances cause the book to be
judgment.
eagerly sought for. This anxiety is heightened ley the
Much folly and fanaticism has been exhibit- action of the Methodist Conference of which the author
ed by mediums from a blind observance of is a member in disciplining him for publishing the
crude impressions which were not in accord- thus attracting the attention of thousands of all book,
ance with their own judgment and common who are anxious to read and judge for themselves sects
the
sense.
"
Clock Struck One."

There is a trinity in man's system without
which he can not live; the heart, the brain,
and the lungs; and whenever there is a certain

amount of inharmonybetween the spiritual and
the physical, of either of .these organs, so that
posed to "try the spirits," says, "Nousverrons," the spiritual loses the control, even for a very
—we will see. That is fair, and so our motto brief time, death, or its separation ensues.
in the investigation of this as other matters is, Sudden deaths from this cause are very com- 1
"Nunquam non paratus"—always ready, never mon.
The same beautiful double nature exists in
unprepared. Now if " Spiritists divided
against themselves must fall," so must Chris- the lungs, the spiritual and physical working
tians, who are still more divided—hence that either harmoniously or otherwise. Where
argument is quite as applicable to the latter as tubercular deposits, which result in consumpto the former. But, says our friend, "medi- tion exist, we have frequently seen that this
ums are not trustworthy." Just so, when they condition prevented the physical from acting
presume to speak of disembodied spirits, who harmoniously with the spiritual.
There is a peculiarity in this disease, which
have no existence, as it seems to us, except in
imagination. But if mediums are not trust- is generally gradual in its progress, that the
worthy, it hardly follows that aU of them de- spiritual frequentlygains a temporary ascendliberately and intentionally falsify. The ency and control over the physical, and there
amount of it is, they are honestly mistaken, is a feeling common to this class of patients
deceived, and deluded—at least some of them, even when they are near to the dissolution of
just as our Christian friend is, when he expa- the two bodies, which expresses itself in the
tiates on the joys of another world of which well-known words, "I feel better to-day." At
he knows no more than the untrustworthy me- last, however, the power of the spiritual to
hold the physical and keep it to its work, is
diums whom he rebukes for their presumption.
He must try to be charitable, of long suffering, gone and the separation called death takes
place. The highest and most perfect portions
and slow to wrath—aswe are.
Secondly, if the Spiritists (why not be cour- of the human system, are the brain and nervteous enough to call them by the name they ous system, and here the most wonderful and
beautiful duplicate action takes place. It is
have adopted, Spiritualists?) are exposing
fraudulent mediums, it is a meritorious action, the function of the spiritual brain to perceive,
and deserves praise rather than sarcasm. and the spiritual brain to think, and the clearDon't it? We are afraid that our friend is ness with which the external organs will express
more censorious than appreciative on this the perception or the thought depends upon the
point. And as for the expulsion of the per- harmony that exists between the spiritual and
sons referred to, it is no just cause for com- physical systems, as well as the perfection of
plaint. Every Society does that thing when- developmentof these.
Man is a spiritual being, has innate ideas, and
ever any of its members become refractory;
and why call it "singular" and sneer at the is capable of receiving ideas from other spiritSpiritualists as "wonderful Liberalists" when ual beings, either in or out of the form; these
are dependent on the conditions of the organs,
they follow a universal custom?
Thirdly, our friend intimates that Spiritual- some persons having much greater power in
ists and Atheists are about to be disunited, im- both these directions than others, and when
plying that there is or was a union between looking at the spiritual brain, clairvoyantly,
them. If he means an identity of sentiment, we can readily discern different conditions.
he is mistaken; if of liberality, he is correct. T. L. Harris said, many years ago, in looking
Atheists are liberal, so are Spiritualists; and at the brain of an imbecile^person "I see it like
if we had any doubt of the latter in regard to a very fine and beautiful honeycomb with regthis point, the remembrance of the fact that ular cells, but they seem, to be empty;" then
to an intelligent child, he remarked,
we have spoken fifty times to Spiritual Socie- turning
"
I see the same kind of structure here but it
ties at their request, would satisfy us of their
thorough liberality. We hope and expect that is full and like a honeycomb filled with honey."
this praiseworthy union for the promotion of In all these departments, there is a'mutual and
Liberal ideas, which is highly honorable to reciprocal action between the spiritual and the
both parties, will continue and be strength- physical systems and favorable conditions for
one are always reflected upon the other and the
ened.
reverse; but there is no other part of the sysWe are pleased to observe the liberal senti- tem in which this is so strikingly illustrated to
ment that so often outcrops in the editorials of the clairvoyantvision as in the brain when it
is in action, either in forming thoughts or colthe Boston Investigator.
ideas from around it in the great reserOn the contrary some of the correspondents lecting
voir of mentality, or „from individual spirits
of that journal are in narrow, contracted bigot- who have done this. There is a peculiar light
ry, not a whit behind the most contemptible which emanates in radiating lines from it, and
if the thought or idea be one that .the seer can
egotists of the old theological schools.
comprehend, it may be seen and understood
We publish the foregoing article with the in
that light.
comments of the editor, to show our readers
The spiritual brain has two modes of comthe contrast between editor and correspondent. municating, one to those upon or above its
Those who are accustomed to reading the own plane of thought, which is a silent transof ideas; the other which reaches to
Boston Investigator, are aware of the fact that mission
those below it, is by gestures and language.
similar marked contrasts are observable in its Mind-reading is
^vell established fact, but it
every issue.
only extends to 1®)se who are nearly upon the
is power in every deQuery, why does that old and editorially well same plane. Knowledgenone
more conspicupartment of life, but in
space
allow
to
so
paper
many
corres- ously than in the fact of man's two-fold natconducted
pondents that never have a sensible thought ures. Almost all the mysteriousphenomena of
in their heads, to say nothing of ever giving life which have hitherto baffled man's investigation, may be understood when this subject
utterance to one?
is comprehended.
The phenomenon of sleep consists in a parMrs. M J. Wilcoxson is in Colorado, and tial abstraction of the spiritual from the physical. Dreams are the result of a more or less
may be addressed in care of A. Rooney, Esq,, perfect
recollection of the action of the spirit
notice.
She
will
further
till
at Golden, Col,,
while thus separated from the body; of course
answer calls to lecture in the Territory during they are very much modified by the condition
of the body, but their clearness depends upon
the coming season.
,

•
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CHAPTER II.

The Intermediate State: Place of the Departed; Bible
Proofs; Samuel and Saul; Witness of Resurrection; Conclusive Evidence; Spirits' Departure: Spiritual Body;
Ascension of Christ; Success of tbe Gospel; Delight of
Spirits.

chapter xiii.

The Philosophy and Reliability of these Manifestations;
Letters; What ^hall We Do? Hon. Robert Dale Owen;
Moral Gravitaiion; Triumphs of Christianity.
chapter xiv.

and attend regularly to this. It may be sitting
alone quietly, singing or reading; it may be

Our correspondent, who, we perceive, Is dis-

I.

I.

Closer, when we meet above.

have suffered from palpitation of the heart,
will realize the force of our comparison, and
something of the truth of our statements.

ing Spiritism from Atheism. How is this, Mr.
Editor? Is it not so? Nousverrons.
An Interested Observer.
Boston, March 31, 1873.

CHAPTER

low closely whatever gives consciousness of an
increase of spiritual power in any direction,

We were speaking of the relations of the
spiritual and physical hearts. Those who

link of the chain that had united Modern Spiritists and Atheists is now broken, thus sunder-

Table of Contents:
Man and His Relations.

Who his Well-beloved hath
Made our Elder Brother

the first rule we present is: Be careful; fol-

Man's Spiritual and Physical Bodies--Their Relation to each other in Health
and Disease-Personal Experience in
Clairvoyance-Number 2.

come so, both of them long and well-known to
yourself, Mr. Editor. It would seem that a

"TRUTH IS MIGHTY AND WILL PREVAIL."

Ho who on our earthly path

Will but clasp the chain oi love

that these wonderful Liberal-

BEING A SYNOP8IS CP THE INVESTIGATIONS OP SPIRIT
INTERCOURSE BY AN EPISCOPAL BISHOP, THREE MINISTERS, PIVE DOCTORS AND OTHERS AT MEMPHIS, THNN.,
IN 1855; ALSO, THE OPINION OP MANY EMINENT DIVINES,
LIVING AND DEAD ON THE SUBJECT AND COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED PROM A NUMBER OP PERSONS RECENTLY.

ment of mediumship by leading persons to observe the rules which facilitate this. As each
individual has some peculiarities in the system,

Bids us help each other—

ists, so called—should have expelled two distinguished Liberal gentleman,from tkeir meeting who were members, one of them a differ-

CHURCH.

First Investigations; Personal Experience; Communications to Advocate in 1855; Organization of Circle;
Spirit Writing; Slander Refuted; Christs Character.

perfect forms of mediumship, are not only
consistent with, but result from, the very best
conditionsof health or harmony between the
two systems.
Tnird. A good moral life is essential to the

Up the holy mountain;
Drop by drop within us flow

yourself also if I do not err, to wit, that mediums are not trustworthy.

METHODIST EPISCOPAL

umship, yet it is not necessary since many have
been developed without any desire on their

are individualswho only exhibit mediumistic
powers when they are out of health, yet it is a

Step by step our feet must go

THE

ance of the necessary rules. Although such a

this separation of the spiritual from the phys-

In the mansions where they dwell,
With the glory 'round them.
But at first, without surprise,
Let me look in human eyes.

OF

Testimony of others, S. W.Presbyterian, Dr. Barnes,
Rev. II. W. Beecher, Longfellow, Channing -Necessity
for Something; Spirit Communion Meets that Need.

ical, which constitutes mediumship, and there

After I have found them

PORTRAIT

AUTHOR

THE REV. SAMUEL WATSON
or THE

tion, and indirectly by leading to the observ-

part, and even against their wishes.
Second, normal, healthy conditions, although disease has in many instances tended to

I shall love the angels well,

Spiritualist.

A FINifi STEEL

Testimony of Methodists: Mr. Wesley, Dr. Adam
Clarke, Richard Watson, Dr. Wilber Fisk; Bishop McKendre and other Bishops.

desire may promote the development of medi-

At life's inner portal?

WITH

separate themselves temporarily from the phys-

ical. There are many conditions that favor
this: First, a desire on the part of the individual, which will promote it directly by its ac-

What is holiest below
Must forever live and grow.

charges made by a disaffected Spiritist against
a medium are such as I have ever made and
It is singular

creases from the lowest form up to a total and
absolute unconsciousnessin which a spirit having displaced the resident for a time, takes
complete control of the body, and give* its
own manifestations, modified somewhat, however, by the peculiaritiesof the body used as
an instrument. .

Can the bonds that make us here
Know ourselves immortal,
Drop away, like foliage sear,

[From the Boston Investigator.]

The Thirteenth Biennial report of the trus- are dark and tricks that are vain," and as this
tees, superintendent and treasurer of the Illi- is a good object we comply, of course:—
Tne committeeappointed by the New York
nois State Hospital for the Insane, at Jacksonville, has been received. It is a full report of Society of Spiritistsfor the detection and exposure of fraudulent "mediums" are still at
the condition of that institution,and shows that work. There was great excitement at the
great progress is being made in the comfort Spiritists' meeting on Sunday, in consequence
and treatment of those whose reason is tem- of a report made by the committee of the result of their labors. The committee say that a
porarily dethroned.
well-known "medium" (Mansfield) in this city,
N. Fra^k White speaks at Breedsville, who advertises extensively in a Boston SpiritMich., and vicinity, at Conventions, etc., un- istic publication, is guilty of downright fraud.
—[Boston Journal's N. Y. Special.
til the third Sunday in May, when he comes to
Editor of the Investigator:—The aboire
this city to fill a two months engagement. report would answer as well for Boston as New
Will, during that time, lecture evenings, if de- York. A similar investigation is going on
and has been for several Sunday evenings
sired, in Central and Northern 111., and South- here
past, charging here as there, "downright
ern Wisconsin. Applicationsshould be made fraud" upon a noted medium. Spiritists dito him at once. Address him at Breedsville, vided against themselves must fall. In the
meeting, here, having been present, the
Mich.

charming story " Dorothy Fox," and one by
Lord Lytton, author of "The Last Days of
Pompeii," "My Novel," "The Caxtons," etc.
The numbers for April 12th and 19th, contain
noteworthy articles. Littell & Gay, Boston,
Publishers.
Dr. R. R. Dowd is stopping temporarilyin
Chicago, where he has formed a class to develop Clairvoyance. He has an unfailing
method by which he unfolds the Spiritual
vision, and Will devote his whole time in travel-

forms of mediumship in which the control in-

Saying, " I will go with thee,
That thou be not lonely,
To yon hill of mystery;
I have waited only
Until now, to climb with thee
Yonder hills of mystery!"

Spiritistic Fraud.

BMBBLLISHCD

gence, which is the distinguishing character-

istic of Modern Spiritualism. The same is
true of the tipping medium, and of all other

Brother and sister mediums, all over the land,
let us endeavor to realize that we are responsible for our own acts and resolve that we will
only do that which appears to, us clearly to be
right. We present the foregoing thoughts for
your serious considerationin the hope that as
you turn them over in the lines of your own
experience, they may be to you, as they have
been to us, a comfort and strength. The creed
which we wou'd give to the world, is short
and plain, but at the same time we believe it
covers the whole ground; it is, To be good,
and to do good.

The
Clock Struck One.

J

AND

Christian

such an orderly manner as to convey intelli-

Then vdll one approach the brink,
With a hand extended,
One whose thoughts I loved to think
Ere the veil was rended,
Stying, "Welcome! we have died,
And again are side by side?"

as both together may help tc expose "ways that

Littell's Living Age.—Three serials are
now in course of publication in the Living Age,
one by Mrs. Oliphant, one by the author of that

displaced from its control of the body, that the
electrical concussions peculiar to that body
can be directed not only for the production of
sounds, but that these shall be produced in

'Mid the crowd that come to meet,
Spirits sin forgiven—
Listening to their echoing feet
Down the streets of heaven—
Shall I know a footstep near,
That I listen—wait for here?

and his commentsupon it should be published,

tle Bouquet.

mediumistic development, as we shall see.
Insanity is a common result of the imperfect
control of the spiritual over the physical brain,
and is frequently the result of obsession, by
which we mean the control of ignorant and
undeveloped spirits, who cause much suffering
to mankind, and there are few more important lessons for us to learn than that we should
do all that we can to prevent imperfect aDd
undeveloped spirits from passing out of the
form as they invariably react upon humanity
within it.
Mediumship in all its forms results from the
fact that the spirit within gives place to those
around it to a greater or less extent. For instance the spirit of a rapping medium is so far

12tno, cloth, price, $1 50; postage, free.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St. and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.
per <Jay! A^ent8 wanted! All classes of working peon
^ ^ pie, of either sex, young or old, make more money at
work for ua in their spare moments, or all the time, than at anything
else. Particulars free. Address G. Stinson «fc Co.. Portland. Maine. '
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LETTERS ANSWERED BY R. W. FLINT.
Address Stafion D. Box, 61. Office 1147 Broadway
New York. Moiffiy refunded when not answered. Terms
$2 and three 3 cent Postage Stamps.

The Haunted

SCHOOL-HOUSE
At Newburyport, Mass.
neat paper cover. Price, 20 cents; by

illustrations,
"PIYE
mail.
-

THE MAGNETIC TREATMENT.

SEND

TEN CENTS TO DR. ANDREW STONE,
Troy, N. Y., and obtain a large, highly ^illustrated
book on the system of vitalizing treatment
t-, «HpBeautifulinventions for marking Clothing and
•gg ||| Printing Cards, etc. One will do for a whole

JR
^ii
'*-*

family.

Movable Type.

amusing

Profitable,

and instructive for the young

Jet
. Si'ver $1.25?
with Ink, Type and neat Case, delivered

Printer $

by mail anywhere. 3 Alphabetsextra 60c.
Agents wanted. GOLD ING & CO., 14 Kilby St. Boston
Vx4n7t4

Harmonial Dept in New Tort City,

*** For sale wholesale and retail by the ReligioPhilosophical Publishing House, Adams street and 5th
Ave., Chicago.
JUST ISsUED.

THE CLOCK STRUCK TWO
5
AND

Christian Spiritualist:
Being a Review of the Reviewers of the
Struck One," Charges, etc.

"

Clock

No. 24 Bast Foijbth St., Between Bkoad-

WITH

WAY AND THE BOWERY.

RECENT INVESTIGATIONS OF SPIRITUALISM.
BY SAMUEL WATSON.

A. «J. DAVIS & CO.
Books oil Harmonial Philosophy, Spiritualism, Free .Religion, Science, and General Keform,
by both American and European authors, at wholesale
and retail. Lyceum Manuals, Lesson Books, and Illustrated Literature for Children. Especial attention given
to the selection of Library Books for Lyceums free from
teachings of old Lheolngy. Subscriptions received for
the Bel.aio-Philosophical Journal, and other journal i
devoted to Progress and Reform.
vl4n7i4

STANDARD

This pamphet is a clearly.printed issue of one
hundred pages, and is devoted thoroughly to the subjectmatter indicated by its title-page printed above. It is
completely written, contains not a single phrase which is
not lo the point. It deserves to be made a campaign
tract, and together with its predecessor, 4'The Clock
Struck One," which it so ably defends, should be circulated throughoutthe camp of Orthodoxy.

Price, 50 cents; postage, 2 cents.

The
Clock Struck One.

***For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St., & 5th Ave.,I Chicago, 111.

E^PLOYS¥!EMT.

THE BIBLE IN INDIA.

rpHE National Life Ins. Company of the United State5 of
America, chartered by Congress, is the leading etock,
life insurance company of the country, and has the largest cash capital of any pure insurance company of like
kind in the world. It is thus enabled to reduce its premiums largely. Indeed had it charged the ordinary
Mutual rates during the last four and a half years, it
would have received from its patrons $1 250,000 more
than was paid it. 'Ihe National has nearly two dollars of
a#sestts to every one of liabilities, and on January 1,1873,
had a surplus of $1,157,909.55. It wants an agent, in every
locality where it is not now represented, and will give
liberal and continuous commissions to efficient and reliable men. Address branch office, Philadelphia, where
the business of the companyistransacted,
E. A. ROLLINS, Pres't.
JAY COOKE,
Chairman and finance Com.
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HINDOO ORIGIN OF

Hebrew and Christian Revelation).,

TRANSLATEDFROM

"fa giM*

§' fad*,"

BY LOUIS JACOLLIOT.
—:o:—
EXTRACTS FROM AUTHOR'S rEEFACB;

"I come to show you Humanity, after attaining the loft.
ieeit regions of speculative philosophy, of
untrammelefi
reason, on the venerable soil of India, was trammeled
stifled by
intellectual Me a
theexistence
altar thatof substituted
for
semi-brutal
dreaming impotence
India is the world's cradle; hence 11 is that
mother in sending forth her children even tothecomm*^
west has, in unfading testimony of our origin, bequeathes
us the legacy of her language, her laws,
literature, and her religion, 'To religions
potism, imposing, speculative elotasiona, and
®
toon, may be attributed the decay of nations
Aware of the reseniment I am provoking,
X Te't shrink
not from the encounter
We are
rn longer
8re no
burnt at the stake." '

the°K5

STlie Mystery of

Metropolisville.
\

The New Story (over 10.000 ordered before publication)
by EDWARD EGGLESTON, author of 'The Hoosier
•i er." of which 240,( 00 have already been pubSchool-Ma
lished, 4 The Erin of ;i he World," of which 18,000 have already been published, etc. Finely illustrated* Price, postpaid,'$ I .SO. ORANGE JUDD & CO., 245 Broadway, N. Y. [vl4z.6t4]
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for June, July and August? also, for the Fall "bbut he can not get it except he be a
1. hands to be extended to us, all offering me
less
woman." "But I
and Winter ? Let me bear from you all and oblige his
h'S blood and his cross," groaned the
assistance.
a
They reach out all over the coun- me.
Address for May, Waverly, N. Y. Permanent "C
•Certainly," I responded, "I deplore clergyman
ttry, and from foreign lands. The Banner is address Ancora, N. J.
his
his tragical death. It was a sad affair-happen" g
ttheir beacon in the midst of the surging strife
to so
good a man a6 Jesus, but rememtHM- tw
1°.
Tyler
MO.—L.
O.
writes.—Brotler
HANNIBAL,
with
it
uphold
They
c beliefs and prejudices.
of
and Council Bluffs are not inferior to
,
and Glenwood
with
has
been
us
for
a
Cummings
F.
L.
seaso",
exthis
of
battles
Jerusalem
the
a the more firmness, as
all
in hanging innocent people." It was
as he goes from our midst, we deem it a privilege too much for
nearer,
and
nearer
the zealous minister. His tongue
tending
t
revolution come
to express our appreciation of his lectures. We
destruc
the
CIRCLE OF
louder
sand threaten louder and
.
like
a
fire
beU, and I meditated on Socrates
have never had the pleasure of listening to a more rung
he felt when
Zantippe poured a In oketful of
t
of what is pure and holy among men. It interesting discourse than was delivered by him on how
tion
slops
over
his
head.
At
last
he
stopped
such
of
and
thick
looked
the
Infallibility,
on
his
last
evening
with
us.
We
cheer.
1 a privilege to be posted in
W. L. Jack, M. D., Medium ;
triumph over all oppositions. Promising that is
atJ" me. I said, "Humanity is, spirituals, only
£ strife, for, next to the unutterable satisfac- fully recommend our Brother to all Spiiitualists children,
, would serve them with faithfulness and to a
and children must have something to
and Correspondent. Papers we
the
and
for
working
is
John Brown Smith Reporter
t
of knowing that one
Liberalists. p^£play with, and Jesus is, spiritually,
ability, they bade us issue a tion
at
vour doll."
feel
can be obtained and subscriptions receired by him
812 tthe best of our
to
glorious
is
—
it
of his fellow beings,
The reverend paused a moment, lifted his cap and
SUSQUEHANNA DEPOT, PA.
Dr. O. L. Th
f
once, which we accordingly did, good
inan
North Tenth Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. y prospectus at
by
Religio
wt
whispered,
surrounded
as he cauarht a new thought. "Your
that one is at all times
Belcher writes.—I like to labor for the
i:in the following language: <visible
Jesus is a woman." Then, he raised his voice and
host, prompting continually to higher Philosophical Journal, for I love the truths it Jei
prospectus.
^
you are a lost man." I looked at
new
the
lar
boldly
lamented,
unflinchinglyand
with
bo
like
"O,
I
advocates.
Light.
plans
worn
efforts,
restoring old and
Philadelphia Circle of
,
our feet; supposed both of us being caught in son e
its editor becaui-e I never heard a ou
It has become necessary for Spiritualismto and
better ones, co-operating in the effective Journal and
Orthodox swamps, but ascertained we were n
whine nor a snarl from him all through the calam- Or
reveal itself to man by all the appliances and removal of obstacles and wrongs, and toiling ities
Dr. Henry P. Ely. 1
dr ground, close by the Pacific House, and at
adversities caused by the great Chicago dry
that can operate upon the human ,with prayer and hope for the enrichment of Are. and
a
is
on
once the minister turned off, walking down Broadme
it
is
so
much
like
true
manhood—it
To
The following manifestations and communi- agencies
in
but,
work;
their
do
their
shed
mediums
that
The
blessings
of mind.
1
all souls with the
way, repeating his last words, "A lost man!—a lost
god-like. Nor do I ever expect to hear a whine wa
caiions furnish very remarkable evidence
as a the
t main, they influence only the individual jinfluence from the higher life. It is in from you; you are too lion-hearted for that. mi
man!"
the truth of spirit-communion as well
,
other
and
addressed,
is
in
work
instance
the
each
renew
Tuesday
in
who
\
such a spirit that we
strong proof of the life beyond. On
WIS.—Henry Converse writes.
ATHENS, 0.—Chauncey Barnes writes.—This is
are wanted whereby the mind and which we have paused but for this brief and Mr.MILWAUKEE,
agencies
£
evening, January 7th, 1873, Mr. Henry J
one of the best locations in the country for hi alth.
R. W. Parker changed the earthly for the spir- on
at
,
reached
be
can
millions
the
of
souls
t
somewhat
confidential digression, and invoke itual life, on the 17th day of March. Brother W
We
have pure air and water. The old settlers told
Budd, of Mount Holly, X. J., one of the di- the
and they be induced to consider the the aid and sympathy of all who are moving Parker had been a Arm believer in the Spiritual us
<
us we would have to bore one hundred and fifty
rectois of the Mount Holly1, Lumberton, and once,
to
made
being
now
is
deeper,
which
a
truer,
(
to
revelation
way,
great
feet for water, but one day an Indian spirit influPhilosophy for some years, and when the time ri ew fe<
Medford Railroad, of Burlington Co., N. J., £ world. This being the case, it is deemed ,on, by the same open
enced me and told the people where to dig near the
t
and profounder knowlege of the verities of near to exchange the earthly for the spiritual li.'e en
was present at a circle held in the office oi Dr. the
and
forebodings
home. He said: " Make a hole in the ground fifthe
ex
ho
future,
felt
no
for
expedient
and
important
to
establish
a
news(
onlj
Jack, at 812 North Tenth street, Philadelphia,, paper which shall, in point of character, abil- existence.
pressed a desire to live a short time to benefit his tei
teen feet in depth, and you will come to rock and
i
Pa. [Several others whi se names it is not j
family.
go good water." We did so, and it was true to an
and typographical appearance, commend
i
necessary to give were also present], Ogaretta, ity,
inch,
™ and we now have the best well water in the
to all, and satisfy the want that is now Call for a Mass-meeting of tlie Spirituali
PETALUMA, CAL—C. P. Hatch writes.—Mrs. country. The remainder of the wells in the valley
the doctor's Indian guide, during the progress1 itself
ists of America. }Belle A. Chamberlain has given us ten lectures and I
The spiritual manifestations,
<
of the circlfe, commenced a very unusual oper- experienced.
,some three hundred feet below ours were dry durmany tests, creating much interest among her ing
being developed, demand a vehicle of
i
the last two seasons, and the citizens come up
ation, which consisted of an effort, and the ac- now
j
of hearers.
cause
the
believing
the
undersigned,
We,
philo
were
answers
and
the
respect;
subjects
and
Her
will
all
which
(
companying motions of digging a grave uponl communication organs are multiplied, the true Spiritualism demands a meeting of the sophically handled, and in a manner satisfactory to the hill to our well after our spiritual water, etc.
j
good
that
the floor, and then going through, the Indian;1 faster
listener—leadingher hearers to a higher and
Remarks: Brother Barnes wishes to correspond
man and truth. While masses of its adherents to discuss the question every
ceremony of wrapping a body and covering it better it will be forinnumerable,
wj
prijudice more reasonable plane of thought. She will be with
public
parties who may desire to negotiate with him
organization,»to
of
eradicate
advocating
sheets
has
world
i
in June next. We can cordially rein the grave. She then turned to Mr. Budd, the
aims, do issue with us again
m regard to a Healing Institute and Community
of darkness, and the perishing in- and to assert higher religious
i
commend Mrs. Chamberlain to all that desire an in
the
and said "that one of his friends would passs schemes
all
of
Mass-meeting
Home on Mount Nebo, Athens County, Ohio. It
efficient worker and an eloquent speaker on all H.
1
of time, it is important, nay, indis- this, our call, for a
terests
away in a few davs of congestion of the brain,
in the subjects
pertaining to spiritual knowledge and is
;s situated, he says, on the old Jonathan Koons
truth should have its journals, Spiritualists of America to assemble
in
and that friend was the President of their rail- pensable, thatpoint
of
Ohio,
State
the
growth.
of mental and typograph- city of Cincinnati, in
equal in
:
farm.—[Ed. Journal.]
road, Dr. Ely." Mr. B. replied "that he wass also,
shall plead and Thorns' Hall, on Friday, May 23rd, 1873, at ten
WEST EAU .CLAIRE, WIS—Mrs. T. D. Gidvery sick, but lie did not expect that lie was to> ical merit to any which
o'clock,
a.
m
,
and
to
continue
in
session
until
developmentsof
have
become
JPETALUMA,CAL.-Mrs.Bel! Chamberlain writes.
and
myself
husband
and
writes.—My
demands
ding
the
be taken away suddenly." On Thursday, Jan set forth
It has been a long time since I have told you of my
j
26ih. Sunday, the deeply
May
evening,
Monday
wish
to
we
and
Science,
this
in
interested
,
journeyings, but jou must not suppose that I have
9th, at 3 o'clock, a. m , Dr. Ely passed away. eternity. .
special gain all the information possible. We sit every J°
these views, it is proposed to 25th, will be devoted to lectures and
been idle, i have been constantly in harness, pullThe same day Mr. B. came to Philadelphia to> Entertainingearly
get very satisfactory com- De
Lyceum.
by
Children's
sometimes
the
evening,
exercises
and
Boston,
of
city
the
in
day,
an
at
the heavy breaking-plow of reform, and scatDr Jack's e ffiee, but resolved in his own mind1 publish, paper, to be called " The Banner of
have some munications by table tapping; but we feel that we I ing
must
attending,
person
Each
tering seed for the reaping by-and-by. I find many
weekly
secure
we
could
wish
I
alphabet.
the
not to inform any one of the death of the3 a
the
"j
yet
in
societies
are
or
minds anxious for the perfect demonstration of
partially indicates, it written evidence from individuals
of some reliable test medium, even for ji ™
President of the Railroad, in order to testt Light:" As the name
spirit-communion,ready to embrace the Philosophy
paper to set forth the that they are known as Spiritualists, to be services
many would throw sf
great
a
think
I
short
time.
whether anything would be said by the me- will be the oi ject of the
proceedings
the
clearly expounded to them. I have been
and immortal truths of allowed full voice and vote in
prejudices, if they only had the oppor- when
their
down
dium's spirit friends about the occurrence. He3 marvels, mysteries,
ob
to
well received in every place where Orthodoxy and
made
being
are
Efforts
meeting.
of
the
by
whom
all
manifestations.
w
to
physical
known
witnessing
make
tunity
to
of
Spiritualism;
whisky had not previous possession, and thank the
invited the medium to go home with him to~>
meeting, a
the great things whih are now tain, for all who shall attend the
angels these places are in the insignificant minorKANSAS CITY, MO.—Mrs. L. H. Perkins writes, ai
Mount Holly, and when they were going on1 it shall be read,the
roads entering said
rail
on
all
in
rates
discount
educa
the
for
Spriit-Land
in
being
done
ity, and in every place the call is for more light. I
from my illness as to be it
the 61 p. m. train between Caiiiden and Mountt
of persons, who I have so far recovered lecture
bodies
or
persons,
city.
All
and
man;
of
progress
and
h;
development,
a
lecturer
field
as
labored in San Francisco during February
| have
Holiy on the Camden and Burlington countyv tion,
address, able to again enter the
and March. In April and May I go to Woodland.
much of the future as is ex- shall expect to be present, will please
and test medium. My former labors are so well ar
railroad, the medium was impressed to say to to open to him so
Cincinnati,
Box
O.
568,
After G. W. Kates, care P.
Have made an opening in Stockton, which I feel
known to the public that it is unnecessary to com- H
Mr. Budd that a spirit was present; thena pedient for his welfare and happiness.
will result in a Spiritual and other liberal organiO., so that arrangements for their entertain- ment upon them. My terms are within the reach w
and degradation,
Ogaretta the medium's Indian guide came to0 ages of spiritual blindness
made.
be
be
can
can
meeting
in- zi
zation. Shall visit them again. Here in Petalum?,
of all. Those desiring me to visit them
reached a point where ment and for the
him and said while the medium was entranced-jd the human race have
at
me
to
addressing
Kansas
tt
once
is a spirit of earnest inquiry abroad, and as
there
my
come
terms
bv
of
Spiritualists
formed
Let American
and dogmas do not satisfy
Sister P. M. Stephens, of Sac amento, with her
that "the spirit was Dr. Ely, and that he died all opinions, tenets,
City, Mo., P. O. Box 1227. Heretofore the Spirit gj
show their strength in number,
and
gether
the
and
soul;
immortal
the
of
cravings
the
of I g]
splendid test-mediumship, will be here soon, I
this morn ng, ane. that his funeral would takee
in the cause they World has been able to give positive evidence
brilliant light which science now kindles wisdom and earnestness,
think the good work will go ory bravely. Colonel
their existence and power to communicate to thr ti
place at 12 o'clock on the next Monday."
to love.
learned
have
of
earth,
caverns
the
and
and
heavens,
my
public
C. P. Hatch and wife, at whose house I find a
seances,
ofttimes
C
the
in
at
n
On Tuesday, Jan., 14th, Mr. Budd again
G. W. Kates, P. H. Britt, Jr., I. A. Pittman, earth-friends
and verify the facts and
when lecturing, many are identified. hhome, are stanch believers in our lovely religion,
called at the medium's office, and hadan inter--- themselvesillumine
Moriell,
A.
M.
Dr.
Mrs
Fahnestock,
Religion and Dr. T. C.
and fearless advocates of the same, called upon me
OGDEN CITY, U. T.—Dr. E. W. Stevens writ, s
view with Dr. Ely through the medium, andd developmentsof Spiritualism.
ser, Covington,
witness the second birth of a sister of Mrs. H.'s.
divorced, must be married Cincinnati, O ; Miss Lizzie Key
the 19tli to
on
closes
engagement
here
My
six
months'
he received satisfactory evidence as to thee Philosophy, long
Britten,
Boston.
Hardinge
They fully realized the fact that Spiritualism is not
been married Ky.; Mrs. Emma
identity of the spirit being the individual hee on earth, as they have alwaysIjiglit will lend Mass.; J. H. Randall, Clyde, O ; Mrs. L. of the present month. My labors have been suc- only good to live b"-, but equally good to die by.
... employed my humble self to perform the fuin heaven; and the Banner of
cessful and appreciated. A fine society has been They
claimed to be.
effecting the Hutchison, Owensville, Cal.; George W. Sand- built up, and a flourishing Lyceum established. neral
rites, and many who never witrn ssed a SpirThursday, Jan. 16th, Mr. Budd again re>-- its aid, whatever it may be, in
Sleeper,
J.
Russell
Wis.;
Middleton,
ford, East
Opposition hides its head, and a good deal of har
funeral, were captivated with the tweet
ceived another communication in which thee holy espousals.
.
Mary L French, Townseno monv prevails. I am engaged to speak in San itualistic
Y.;
N.
Rochester.
publish
to
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it
is
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paper
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Francisco
Mass.;
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Sarah
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Allen,
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James
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of the learned and Royalton,
claim the approbation
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During the month of June I shall m.ke
warning from the sudden departure of myself,E
S£N BERNARDINO, sayCAL. — William
Allen, Ancora, N. J.; Thomas Haskell, West notice.
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am happy to
that the good wLrk
n y way eastward. Societies on the lines from the I writes.—I
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O
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spiritual
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in
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of
is
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or
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the
cause
to
in
ii
Pacific
e
the
in
prepared for death at any time, as I was
Underhill, MD., Akron, 0 ; P. T.
c
Brother Lohmueller is an eloqrn nt
is its columns will be opened for the considera- Ky ; A. Ypsilanti, Mich.; Seward Mitchell, sas, wishing my services as I pass through, will California.
habit of putting things ofl and my vocal organs
Johnson,
literature,
speaker. He is about twenty-four
notify me accordingly at an early date. Address till I inspirational
n
and
topics;
worldly
various
of
tion
express
is
not
became paralj zed so that I could
Hairis
Webster,
M.
Jemima
Maine,;
years
age,
y
Cal.
I
medium size, dark hair, fair complexCornville,
May 20th, San Francisco,
of
arts and sciences, and all
myself." This communication was correct;t finance, politics, the
Wm.
N.
Y.;
Ilallsport,
eyes
dark,
ion,
Smith,
lustruous, spiritual; good health,
Job
0.;
the current events and news of the day will be ville,
SEDGWICK, KAN.—M. A. G. writes—Can you Jj
and good evidence of his identity.
classical education, gesture perfect, reasoningclear
Jordan, Port Huron, Mich.; J. H. Garretson,
great
the
But
therein.
should
letter,
his
forth
in
why
T.
J.
set
explain
Moore,
and
discussed
of
if
Haines,
Barclay
convincing. He commencedlecturing here in
Monday, Jan. 20th,
"
Richland, Iowa.; S. A. Thomas, Camden, mence with Brother Francip, when there can be no I and
?
ie burden of all that "The Banner will say and
Hall, January 26th. His crowded audiHainesport, N. J., a director on the same
Ind.; W. S. Reynolds, Topeka, Kan.; Albert brotherhood or sisterhood if there be no father- Liberal
cause
of
the
of
advancement
the
be
will
do,
were held in silent and close attention. He
ences
d
and
President
railroad, and also the elected
Mich.;
Allegan,
can
.
how
Stegeman,
and
universe?
the
in
Lamila
or
motherhood
Stegeman,
hood
a close, keen observer; has clairvoyant and psyit Spiritualism. It will be shown how the new
successor in office to the deceased President
Dr. Wm. B he deny what certainly is the belief of a majority | is
chometric faculty. At the close of each lecture
dispensation adapts itself to the temporal, as Moses Hull, Vineland, N. J.;

career tfcus far, our readers are well awareat has
the
been an eventful one. It was established
of spirits
behest of the spirit-world. A bandfor
inaugassured us that the time bad come
urating such a journal, and that we had been
from among many portals, to do our
selected,
"
part in carrying on the work. They assured
LIGHT.
opposed in every
,
U us also, that we would be them, we should
direction/but, if faithful to
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Ely, was dining with Mr. Budd i u Philadel-1ie
phia when he incidentally remarked "that the
snight before the death of Dr Ely, three dis>f
tinct, loud raps came upon the head board of

d
his bed, and that his wife also heard them, and
b-that they were heard by his daughter who oc
d
cupied an adjoining room." He then added
se
that "such things never happened in his house
before, that he knew of."

;e
Mr. Budd then said, " Mr Haines I can take
r.
you where you can talk right to Dr. Ely." Mr.
"
"
H. replied, I'll go right along with you."
's
They hen both started together for Dr. Jack's
it-office and finding the Doctor in, they request
m
ed a private sitting, which was given them
>y
with the following result: As soon as they
ie
had seated themselves around the table the
"
amedium said, I feel a severe burning sensaill
tion on the wrist of my right arm. Mr. H. will
r
you not place your hand upon my wrist." Mr.
e-H. complied by placing his hand upon the me
m
dium's wrist for about five minutes, and upon
ie
withdrawing it he discovered *that the name
ye
Dr. H. P. Ely was distinct and clear, in large
ar
raised, red letters in Dr. Ely's own peculiar
style of signature, which was well known to
er
both of them. After a few minutes longer
rd
waiting, the table commenced tipping toward
al
Mr Haines, and answered correctly both oral
ie-and mental questions put by him. Then a se
rd
heard
ries of rappings and scratchings were
he
very distinctly underneath the cover of the
ly
table, while all their hands were perfectly
passive and resting on the top. A number of
)s.
questions were correctly answered by the raps.
id
The table then commenced moving backward
and forward in different directions. Then it
he
was twice turned over upon its side upon the
ial
floor. Mr. H. then received several personal
m-tests for himself as well as the names of Com
modore Stockton and Judge Burr, friends of
his who hi. e passed away.
Mr. Haines and the medium then took a
™
double folding slate without any writing upon
de
it, and placing a small piece of pencil inside
1 st
the slate, closed it, and pressed it up against
the under side of the table, while they held it
ne
firmly in their hands. In a very short time
ne
they heard distinctly a noise as though some
te
power was moving the pencil upon the slate,
h-as if in the act of writing. When the scratch
he
ing noise ceased, they opened the folds of the
no
slate, and behold the name Dr. H. P. Ely was
ne
written on the under slate in exactly the same
m
style of handwriting as the name on the arm.
,at
They called me into the office, and stated what
had been done, and I found upon examination
nn
that the name upon the arm and the one upon
,-u
the slate were seemingly a perfect fac simile
|ftt
*
of each other. They both informed me that

*

rTn

Fahnestock,

well as eternal, wants of man; how it renders

his earth-home happier and dearer than it ever
was before; how he carries with him to the
marts of business, to the workshop, the factory, the bar, the forum, the pulpit, and the

study, the hearts and prayers of those whom
he has loved on earth, but who have passed

from sight, and that all

his

and

actions

thoughts are known to thousands of witnesses who are anxious for his wellfare. He
will be encouraged, therefore, to dedicate
his heart, his faculties, and opportunities,
even on earth, to the service of truth—remembering that earth itself is but the avenues
_

to Heaven.

In April, 1857, we issued our first number,
knowing when we did so that the field of polemics we were entering would subject us to1
much contention and more or less financialI
difficulties. But we could not have been1
aware that we should be subjected to suchter-rible ordeals as we have since been compelled1

Mrs. M. M. Hise, Louisville, Ky.; Mrs. A. C

Babcock, Honeoye Falls, N. Y ; Daniel T.
Edwards, Moselle, Mo ; John Beeson, Chapinville, Conn.; Gibson Teas, Long Lake, Minn.;
William C. Gibbons, Pleasanton, Kan.; George
Kealhofer, DeWitt, Ark ; Edwin Djrr, La
to confront.
Ind ; Rev. A. M. Worden, South Bend,
In reviewing the past, when we issued the3 grange,
Amos Benton, Dr. J. Bradley, P. Y.
first number of Volume Twenty-Five, March1 Ind.;
Marys, O.; G. G.
20th, 1809, we said that we had lived to see; Herzing, H Bieber, St. Wm Hamilton. M.
the sacred cause advocated by us years ago, Barrott, J. M. Hussey,
O.; Dr. M. Funk, Mt. Verwhen its disciples were few in numbers butt Nichol, Mendon, Braffett,
New Paris, O.; J.
firm in purpose, grow to imposing propor-- non, Ind ; J. L.
Lafayette, O ; Dr. D.
tions; that we should be obliged to pass throughl S. Burr, M.D , West
Wm. Richmon, Newseverer ordeals in the future than any to whichi Hulburt, Sturgie, Mich.;
Ind.; A. G. Champion, Antwerp, 0.;C.
our faith and patience had been subjected ini ville,
Boston, Mass.
the past; and that although we had in a meas-- S. Kinsey,
For further particulars see future copies of
ure overcome ignorance, bigotry and superReligioPhilosophical Journal.
stition, we were henceforward to prepare our-- the
selves to encounter envy, pride and malice,
released from their restraints. But the promise also came to us freely and fully, that we
should under all circumstances be preserved

I

mental in the final establishment on earth of a
" Free Religion," such as the world had never
The Banner of Light is kept for sale at the office
been blessed with, or even known. We have
passed through the first severe struggle thusi of this paper.
far triumphantly, thanks to the invisible powSAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—J. H. Seipp writes.
ers that have so faithfully kept their promises; We have had some very fine lectures here by Mrs.
Belle A. Chamberlain. She is doing a good work.
and now we are in the midst of the second
are
conflict, in which envy, pride andthis,
malice
DENVER, IOWA.—Mrs. L. Gleason writes.—I
we
too,
taking a prominent part. From
don't know what will become of our community,
shall emerge victorious, for we firmly believe i
our work is of God, and that the powers of
darkness will not be allowed to prevail against;

ago by
us. Indeed, we were assured years Parker
our good steadfast friend,
Theodore
the President of our Spiritual Circle, that![
those who were for us far outnumbered those
who were against up. In 1871, he gave to the'
world (through the Message Department) thei

results of the labors of those ministering;
spirits who had from the first co-operated
signature
finishing
the
the pecuiiar style of
with us, as well as a sketch of-the responsibiwas very characteristic of Dr. Ely's style.
,e - lities imposed upon us—all of which we needI!
Dr, Ely resided at Medford, N. Y., and be
sr,
not repeat here, as the statements, that we
longed to the Society of Friends. He was also
minds of
iat know to be true, are still fresh in the
an old school physician in practice in that
as our readers.
place, as well as President of the railroad aa
a,
'I,
es.And now we all start together on
new|
before mentioned. Barclay Haines, now Pres
the!
iil.- voyage and a longer one, that is to strain
ident of the board of Directors, of that rail
that will sink:
is vision of faith to its uttermost;
road, also belongs to the Society of Friends.
deeper than it ever
He is an influential man in political circles in the plummet of conviction
willL
New Jersey. Henry I. Budd, a Director om sounded before into every heart; that to>
en transform what is more or lesssoul
assimilated
the same road, stated to me the facts as given
to the pure!
he material things in the human
above; he resides at Mount Holly, N. J. The
;
riii and ethereal reality of spiritual knowledge of,
position and standing of all these persons, will
through its
Banner has just
passed
give these simple tests and manifestations an life. The
as we said last week. The deinfluence and power for the spread of the truths saddest year,
have been acwould
calamity
of
>]v vastations
of spirit communion, which can now scarcely
to us
be realized. These facts will go forth like; Ia counted a loss to other enterprises, but
confirmed strengthP
is thi-y have brought asympathy
thunderbolt to spread truth just where it"is
of tens of
the lightning
badly needed. The truths of immortality are
ire through
thousands. They have taught us as a daily^[
mighty and must prevail.
fact, what it was not so possible to understand
t
otherwise than as abstract belief before, that
The Banner of Light—Its Past, Present,
lt» our surest stay is in the mysterious powerr
diand Future.
of the spirit, which is able to mold and trialJ1
rect all things to its silent will. The
only de[From the Banner of Light.]
to which we have been suejected
^'Open to-day the Thirty-third Volume of velops the strength of the cause for which we3
the Banner of Light, the oldest periodical de- la
.
voted to Modern Spiritualism in the world. Its
Loving and true hearts have caused count-

,

.

Mediums are raising up all around us. The Christians will have to put their God in the Constitution
as a remedy.
SALINE, IND.—S. Hobbs writes.—We are moving in these parts slowly but surely, I think. The
people are constantly calling for tests of what;
Spiritualism teaches. A good lecturer 'and teat,
medium would stir the element of thought here1

mightily, and set

tigation.

"

and Winter we had a number of lectures from Mrs. 1lacy of a belief in a mediator; and that every one
M. H. Parry, and expect Addie L. Ballou to give us 1must atone for himself. It is admitted by the ma! jjority of persons, including many of his own
a course of lectures Dr. P. R. Lawrence, of
Ottumwa, Iowa, has written us that he will visit (church members, that Brother Lohmueller gained
1
tthe victory, and they were well pleased with the
this place on the 9th of May, and deliver a course
of lectures. We need a good test medium for phys- (courteous and gentlemanly manner in which he
ical manifestations. A reliable medium could ac- 1met his opponent and alluded to the churches.
'
, Subsequently,
a challenge was given by Judge
complish much good in this section of country,
: iSwitt, of this place, to discuss the following:—
and we doubt not would be well sustained. We
That
the best proof the immortality of
who
>
Resolved,
with
those
correspond
would be happy to
would be willing to try it, with a view to an en- 1the soul is found outside of the Bible." Brother
g«gement. We have a good hall for lectures, se- Lohmueller affirmed; the Judge denied. The disl 1cussion lasted two evenings. This was followed by
ances, etc., together with a community that will
which also lasted two e\enings. Pro1
encourage free thought. This is a most desirables I another,
field to work in, though the workers are few. Who> position—Resolved., "That the doctrines taught by
will help us?
;Jesus Christ and his examples, are better calculated to raise the moral standard of man than SpirLANCASTER, TEX.—LjdiaH. Baker writes.— itualism, in all its phases." Judge Swift affirmed;
collecting
by
is
the
tissue
flesh
That of forming
Lohmueller denied. The attendance was large
spirit agency from the surrounding atmospheric? I and deeply interested; and although the Judge is
infinitesimal globules of the germ of flesh tissue, and I an able debator, the radical manner in which
with the aid of what in cur ignorancewe call mag- Brother Lohmueller handled the subject, made it
netic force, project them to the parts desired,> appear that the Judge was on the wrong side.
where, through the united action of the two—the3 After the discussions, the ladies of the Association
germ globules and this force—there is generated ai (including some outside), gave at Liberal Hall, a
a growth process, which, aided by unseen intelli- grand ball for the benefit of Brother Lohmueller,
gence, has the desired effect. Viewed through the3 I which came off on the night of February 28th. The
magnifying lens of clairvoyance, the process is con- supper which the ladies gave for the occasion was
soling beyond our frail conceptions to appreciate;' a credit to them and to the place. The Hall was
'
and yet there is nothing utophian in it—nothing
crowded with the most respectable portion of the
but what the Philosophy of Life makes plausable. community. On Sunday, March 2d, the amount
If a spirit intelligence can restore the lame and or- received at the Ball was presented to Brother Lohganic defects,which can not well be doubted, there8 mueller, by J. D. PotUr, our local lecturer, who
must be a process by which 'it is done, and this® made a few very appropriateremarksfor the occaprocess necessarily belongs to Spiritual Surgery;" sion. Brother Lohmueller in reply said the amount
and to what perfection this may be carried is3 presented to him was more than he had received
merely a question of time. If there is a process® at any one place on this coast, but that he valued
of rendering the system impervious to fire, of the sympathy and regard of the people of San Berchanging "water to wine;" of making photographs3 nardino more than the money. He left here March
and paintings, analogy will tell us there must bee 3rd, for San Diego, and will return in two or three
one of forming "flesh tissues," so as to meet theB months.
demands of Spiritual Surgery.
WATERFORD, ME.—O. P. writes.-The fundamental apple and blood Christian theory, now reOF
garded by a large and growing class of thinkers as
a false one, which fact so alarms its adherents that AN EARNEST LIFE
and
moving
heaven
they, in their desperation,are
earth to arrest its further progress, by attempt to
secure a change in the governmental eonstitutional law. It is a bold and rach innovation, as
T08KTHER WITH SELECTIONS FROM
each person is so constituted as to perceive things
differently from all others, and conceptions of the His Poetical Compositions and Prose
Writings.
nature of God and Christ, and how the Christian
Sabbath should be observed, are, of course, no
COMPILEDBY HIS SISTER,
exceptions. No two persons can read and underR. AUGUSTA WHITING.
stand an author alike; each one like a mirror, reflects himself; therefore, to enact and enforce such
The work is published in response to the general delaw, must result in slavery or war. The Constitution is, and should be an instrument of protection, mand for a reliable resume of the life, labors and wondernot destruction, of the glorious principles of the ful mediumifltic experiences of our arisen fellow-laborer
"

$oicrs fitmit tfjc ficoiik.

from harm, and with other workers, be instru-

!

(

of Spiritualists—an all-pervading, infinite !-piri*, J:

Lancaster, Pa ; E. Y. Wilson,

would delineate the character of three or four
you may call good instead of God, i£ you he
persons by the back of their right hand, which
Lombard, 111.; Mrs. Addie L. Ballou, Chicago, which
God,
for
1
an
Orthodox
by
But
no
means
please?
111 ; Rev. T. II. Stewart, Dr. J. S. Brown, their's is an angry God; a fighting God; an unjust, ?science, he said, had been taught him by the spirDr. J. W. Carpenter, Kendallville, Ind.; Hon. partial and and deceiving God?—by no means such iits. In reading character, he gave perfect satisAt the close of his second lecture, he reWm. Dickenson, Rome City, Ind.; Hon. Wm. a father as we believe ir, and we believe that " our faction,
a challenge to hold a discussion with R.
S. Prentis, Prairie Town, Ind ; James Hall, prominent speakers and writers" that he alluded to, »ceived
Varley, an Elder of the Church of Latter Day Saints.
Lagrange, Ind.; P. B. Randolph, Massillon, are generally directed by angel or divine guides, and „The following proposition was agreed upon:—ReO ; T. P. Baker, Topeka, Kan ; Daniel White, their invocations are the spontaneous outflowing
"That Kii g James' version of the Bible subsolved,
'
natures in thankfulness and prayer. stantiates
M. D., Carlinville, 111., Noah W. Parker, Tip- of the higher
Modern Spiritualism." The discussion
abso®
as
an
God
Orthodox
an
will
have
we
not
No,
City,
Iowa;
was held on the night of February 3d. Lohmm ller
ton Ind.; Dr. C. P. Sanford, Iowa
lute
M.
controller. £affirmed; R Varly denied. The affirmative was
Geo. C. Waite, Holyoke, Mass ; George
GREENUP, ILL.—A. O. Grigsby writes.—We 1 proved in a clear and comprehensive manner. The
Taber, John P. Allen, Mrs. S. J. Lewis, S. T.
Journal, to 1next evening the following proposition was disRussell, Mrs. Ruth Peet, John W. Carson, desire, through the columns ofwethe
have an earnest ecussed:—Resolved, "That the doctrines promulnotice to lecturers that
Wm. W. Lewis, Mrs. M. A. Henry, Spring- give
working organization of reformers at this place. fgated by Jesus Christ are the only ones that will
field, O.; C. R. Fowler, M.D., Mrs. H. J. Cal- Our
organization is young and hence poor, but we ssave mankind." R. Varley affirmed; Brother LohBetsey
Mrs
Scott,
vin, Almedus Scott, Mrs.
can and will do something to compensate all liberal 1mueller denied, and showed the excellency of the
A.
Hise,
M. C. W. Dawson. Canfield, O ;
speakers who give us a call. During the last Fall tteachings from the angel-world-showed the fal-

the gates ajar " for open inves-

GREAT VALLEY, N. Y.—A. F. Albright writes.
I came into this place three years ago and have!
obtained during that time at your office, between\
twenty and thirty books; have read them all—some
of them twice and thrice. I consider them food,'
drink and lodging.
LOWELL, MICH.—J. O. Goodsell writes.—I ami
a healer by laying on of hands, and am permanently settled in Lowell, Kent County, Michigan,
on the Detroit and Milwaukee Railroad, and will
attend to all calls in that line of business.
ST. LOUIS, MO.—Mrs. McCord writes.—I have'
a cabinet which no one is allowed to enter except by invitation or spirit direction, where spirits1
can assume thi: apptarenceof flesh, and stand lace!
to face with me. i can hear them speak can feel'
them with my hands.
£
,
EAST CAMBRIDGE,ILL.—WilliamStackhouse
writes.—The Jouknal goes torth each week upon
'

1
its heavenly mission, scattering truth, love aLd

justice to the benighted denizens of earth. It is
appreciated by all Spiritualists for its bold
dependent stand for truth, upon all subjects,1
against wrong, bigotry and oppression.

and^ln-

J—Dr- H.
ANCORA, CAMDEN COUNTY, N.you
and the3

P. Fairchild writes.—Let me inform
rethe readers of the Journal, that I have nearly
gained my usual health and strength, and am now>r
ready to receive calls and make engagements to[
1
lecture wherever my services may be required.
speak in Waverly, N.Y., through May. Who wantss
-

'

"

~

GOLDEN MEMORIES

A Biography of A. B. Whiting

Reformation:

"Right of private

judgment, and

freedom of inquiry." It is to be presumed, that
many of them mean well, but it is no less our
duty to give notes of warning, loud and long, so

as to be heard throughout the land at once, before I
too late for counteraction. The country is evi- I
dently in peril.

COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOA.—T. Wilhelm Poulson

Togertsger, M..D., writes.—Last evening, about
eleven o'clock, a reverend gentleman, of this city,
walked close up to me, and without "saluting,
grasped my coat-collar and exclaimed, O, have
you found Jesus?" " Ah !" thought I, "he is going crazy over Hammond's revival;" but after a
pause, I answered, "Sir, I didn't know he had
been lost." "Oh!" said he, " have you given Jesus your heart?" "Not much," said I;" "I like I
but my heart belongs always to
Jesus pretty well,
wants all your heart,"
the fair sex." " But Jesus
hallooed the minister. " Very well," I answered, I

J

in the cause of human freedom and progress. It has been
carefully prepared by his sister, from his own journal*
and letters; and from her intimate personal knowledge of
ah important facts embodied, can not fail to be accurate
in every particular. It is embellished with a fine steel
portrait of the individual whose life it portrays.
The book is one that will be of interest to every Spiritualist, and to all who are interested in rare and curious
developments of mental phenomena, while the travel and
adventure of seventeen years of public life furnish incidents both instructive and amusing for the general reader.
Part second of the work contains a number of beautiful
poems, including the words of many of his songs, both
published and unpublished.
Pkice $1.50, postage 20 cents.
For sale wholesale and retail by the Relioio-Philosophical Publishing House, corner of Adams Street and 5th
Ave., Chicago, 111.
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Case, with one prepared object, and sold for the low price of
$3.00.
No. 1660, The Universal Household
Microscope: Price $6.00.—The most Convenient, Complete, and Powerful Microscope ever offered for this low price.
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Parturition without Pain. M. L. Holbrook, m.d. 1.00 00 later writers, and are historically false. With an essay
25 2 on the Nation and Country of the Jews, by W. H. B..
Pentateuch—Abstract of Colenso
Progress of Religious Ideas through Successive
considered by competetent critics the most valuable part
Ages, bvL. Maria Child. (3 Vols.) 6.75 72 of the pamphlet.
Physical Man, his Origin and Antiquity, by
SUNDAY NOT THE SABBATH—ALL
Progressive Songster
50 00
DATS ALIKE HOLY. A controversy between
Hudson Tuttle
1.5U 20
Rev. Dr. Sunderland, of Washington, D. C., and Wm. H.
Radical Discourses, by Denton 1.50 16
Burr, with additions, making this the best work on the
Sunday Question.
Ravalette and the Rosicrucian's Story; 2 Vols.
in one. P.B.Randolph 1.50 20
Price* 25 cents each. For sale at this office.
Radical Rhymes. Wm. Denton, 1.25 12
r12n3-6m
Real Life in Spirit Land, given inspirationally,
by Mrs. Maria M. King 1.00 18
Rules for Forming Spiritual Circles, by Emma

Paper

85

Hardinge

05

2.00

day

04

02

Supernatural, History of the. By Wm. Howitt
2 vols
3.00 40
Spirit Works, Real, but not Miraculous. By
Allen Putnam
35 03
Soul Affinity, A. B. Child
20 02
Satan, Biography of. By K. Graves 60 03
Sermon from Shakapeare's Text. Denton 10 02
Sabred Gospels of Araba, A. J. Davis, cloth
full gilt
l.ro
12
Ornamen al covers
60 10
Sunday Not the Sabbath
25 2
Sexual Physiology, by R. T. Trail, M.D 2.00 20
Strange Visitors, Dictated through a Clairvoyant 1.50 20
Spiritual Harp

It is more eflective tban the Steam Fire Eneine, be
cause it is instantaneously ready and throws a powerful
stream of carbonic acid, gas and water for any length of
time.
It is the Best and cheapest Fire Engine in the world,
and comes within the financial abilities of every place.
It does not require an expensive system of water
works, and is never out of repair. Send tor "their
Record.'
F. W. FARWELL, Sec'y.
78 Market St., Chicago.
vl3n21m6

1.25 16

Penetralia, by A. J. Davis 1.75 24
Philosophy of Spiritual Intercourse, by A. J.
60 08
Davis. Paper

26

<§®M©a

Mrs. Maud E. Lord's &reat Clairyoyant
Liver

Remedy

arid

Blood

Purifier.

This preparation wan given Mrs. Lord while m a
clairvoyant condition. It has been well tested
and has won for itself the name of the Golden Dls>
covery, the Wonder of the Age, and which
we offer the public without any fear of competition. It is
composed of active remedies particularly adapted to the
difficulties above named, balanced by others, rendering it
a favorite panacea in many other difficulties that arise
from an unhealthy state of the Liver. It not only flndf
its positive anchorage upon the Liver,

Abridged Edition 1.00 14
Self-Abnegationist; or the true King and Queen,
50 06
by H. C. Wright. Paper
Soul of Things, by Elizabeth and Wm. Denton 1.50 20
by
Mrs. M. M. King 25 00
Social Evils,
Spiritual Philosophy vs. Diabolism, by Mrs. M.
THS GREAT RESERVOIR TO THE HUMAN SYSTEM,
M. King 25 00
cleansing and bringing a healthier tone and perma
Songs of Life, by S. W. Tucker 20 02
Spiritual Songs, by S. W. Tucker 15 02
nent cure, bnt it gives tone to the digestive organs,
Spirit Life of Tneodore Parker, through the Medispels languor, acts upon the kidneys and bowels, has a
diumship of Miss E. Ramsdell 40 02
grand effect upon Catarrb, Scrofula, DyspepSeven Hour System of Grammar, by Prof. D. P.

CHAPTERS
FROM

The Bible of the Ages.
FOU RTE E

Paper

50

GOSPELS

AND INSPIRATIONS FROM MANY
CENTURIES AND PEOPLES.
" Slowly
the Bible of the race is writ,
Each age, each kindred adds a verse to it."
"This book, original in aim and execution, helps to meet
a want much felt. Giving the best thoughts from a date
far older than the Bible to our own day, it must tend to
break up idolatry of a book, to banish bigotry, and give
higher wisdom and truer freedom and spiritual culture.
It should be in every home in the land. None should
fail to obtain it."—William Denton.
EDITED AND COMPILED BY G. B. STEBBINS.
Price, $2.00. Postage 26 cents.
400 PAGES; ON HEAVY TINTED PAPER; BOUND IN CLOTH.

*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-PhiloPublishing House. Adams Street and
Fifth Avenue, Chicago, HI.
sophical

175 14

Turee Plans of Salvation, 10 02
Unwelcome Child, by Henry C. Wright. Paper 35 04

Talks To My Patients

Vital Magnetic Cure, 1.50 16
Vital Force, How Wasted and How Preserved,
by E. P. Miller, M.D. Paper 50 cents. Cloth 1.00 12

Volney4sRvlns; or Meditationson the Revolutions Ci Empires, with biographical notice by
Count Darn 1.00 12

Whiting, A. B. Biography of 1.50 20
Who are Christians. Denton 10 02
What is Right, by Wm. Denton 10 02
What is Spiritualism, and Shall Spiritualists
have a Creed? by Mrs. M. M. King 25
Whatever is, is Ittght, by A. B. Child, M.D. 1 00 16
Wolf in Sheep's Clothing, or God in the Constitution, by Moses Hull jo 02
Why I Was Excommunicated from the Presbyterian Church. Pi of. H. Barnard. 20 02
Year Book of Spiritualism. Cloth 1 25 20

PaP®1, L00 06
ARE PREPARED TO FURNISH MISCEL-

WE

laneous Books of any kind published at regular
rates, and, on receipt of the money, will send them
by mail or express, as may be desired. If sent by mail,
ene-fifth more than the regular cost of the book will be
required to prepay postage. The patronage of our friends
is solicited. In making remittances for books buy postal
orders when practicable. If postal orders cannot be had,
register your letters.

BY J. O. BARRETT.

Life, Soul, Spirit Celestial Body.

A most beautiful book, written in the author's usual
finished style, aflash with spiritual illuminations and
affections. It contains the testimony of the departed
respecting what they see and hear of the "better land;1'
the philosophy of life, the moral ratio of worlds, the
brighter views of the transition called death, the true
usee of funerals on a more attractive scale, and visions
of the "Bevond." It is a casket of sweet immortelles,
and a BethJ-'t>,em star in every bereft home.
Price, 75 cents; postage, 12 cents.

Hints on Getting Well and Keeping Well.
BY MBS. B. B. GLEASON, M.D.
The author says, " I do not write for the public or "the
profession " bnt for thjse friends who want Hydropathic
and Hygienic hints to help them meet their home duties.
The book is not intended to do away with doctors, hut
to a'd the yonng wife when there is no experienced
mother or nurse at hand, to advise in emergencies, or to
gnide in those matters with which woman's life is so replete. The book will offer no new theory as to the cause
or cure of diseases, but merely practical suggestions how
to relieve pain or better still, how to avoid it
Cloth 1J mo 228 pp. $1.50; Postage 20 cents.
***For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philo sophical Publishing House, Adams street and 5th Ave.,

Chicago.

fBI flllAlig
A collection of articles in prose and poetry, comprising a
short essay on ORIGIN AND DESTINY, given through
the mediumship of

Mrs. M. J. WILCOXSON.
"Tolive in hearts we leave behind is not to dis."—

Thomas Campbell. ...
"
What I had I gave. Forget the poet, but his warning
heed, and shame his poor word with your nobler deed."

—J. O. Whittier.
Price, 25 Cents; Postage, 2 Cents.

*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,

Chicago.

We can heartily recommend either of the above instruments, and those who cannot afford the higher price d
one need not be deterred from sending for the other, for
it will give them perfect satisfaction, though not admitting of so wide a range of observation and close examination.
These Microscopes can be sent only by express;
they cannot go in the mails. Our friends will please recollect this when ordering and give shipping directions.
REPARED OBJECTS.
We have a large variety of objects neatly prepared and
mounted on glass papered slides, well calculated for either of the above instruments. Price $1.50 per dozen, or
15 cents each. Must be ordered by expreas.
BOOK OF THE MICROSCOPE.
An interesting Book on the Microscope, with over 400
illustrations ana directions for collecting and preparing
the objects will be sent to any address on receipt of?5
cents, or 50 cents to those who buy the microscope.
For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philo -

Publishing House, corner of Adams Street and
Fiftn Ave., Chicago, 111.

sophical

'•Each generation in our history needs to be taught
what the Constitutionis, and what the framers of it
understood

it to be at its formation."—President

Woolsey.

THE

Constitutiotc^tnitcd States,
OR,
FOR THE

ARTIFICIAL SOMNAMBULISM,
HITHERTO CALLED

MESMERISM,
OR,

Animal Magnetism.

U$E OF SCHOOLS AND ACADEMIES
AND OF

GENERAL USE TO THE PUBLIC AT LARGE.
BY

CONTAIN IX G A BRIEF

HISTORICAL SURVEY OF MESMER'S OPERA
TIOSS, AND THE EXAMINATION OF THE
SAME BY THE FRENCH COMMISSIONERS,
phreno-somnambulism;

or,

the exposition op phre-

NO-MAGNETISM AND NEUROLOGY. A NEW TIEW ANE
DIVISION OP THE PHRENOLOGICALORGANS INTO FUNCTIONS, WITH DESCRIPTIONS OP THEIR NATURE AN®
QUALITIES, ETC., IN THE SENSES AND PACULTIES; AND
A PULL AND ACCURATE DESCRIPTIONOP THE VARIOUS
PHENOMENA

BELONGING

TO THIS

STATE;

INCLUDING

ITS DIVISION INTO TWO DISTINCT CONDITIONS, VIZ!
THE WAKING AND SLEEPING, WITH PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS HOW TO ENTER AND WAKE FROM EITHER.

The Identity of these Conditions with other
States and Mysteries.

Together With

AN ACCOUNT OF SEVERAL OBSTETRICAL CASES DELIVERED WHILE 1-N THIS STATE; THE PROPER METHOD
OF PREPARING SUBJECTS
FOR SURGICAL OPERATIONS; THEIR MANAGEMENT DURING AND AFTER THE SAME, AND THE LATEST AND

BEST METHOD OF CURING DISEASES,
ETC., IN THOSE PERSONS WHO
ARE IN THAT CONDITION.

Cloth 60 12

Voice of Prayer, by Barlow 25 02

Vestiges of Creation 75 08

It has the important parts of a first-class instrument,
is readily adjusted, and well calculated not only -o
amuse, but to instruct. It has a firm tripod base of
cast iron, and the facility of inclining to any angle, for
convenience of observation; an adjustable eye-piece or
draw-tube, and two object glasses of different powers,
with one prepared object, all packed in a neat wooden
box with hinges and hooks. It has a magnifying power
of twenty to 100 diameters, or 400 to 10,000 times the area.

Second Revised. Edition.

04

matory Difficulties, allays Nervous DeScience of Evil, by Joel Moody 1.75 20
Spiritual Manifestations, by J. S. Rymer 10 02 bility, and by cleansing the biliary organs, it
Syntagma 1.00 12 REMOVES MOTH PATCHES AND SALLOWNESS FROM THE
System of Nature, or Laws of the moral and
SKIN.
Physical World, by Baron D' Holback 2.00 24
It will also remove the effects of poisonous and
Startling Ghost Stories from Authentic Sources 50 04
Self Contradictions of the Bible. 25 02
deleterious substaxtees that have long remained
Spiritualism a Test of Christianity. D. W. Hull, 10 02
in the system. This Remedy contains No Poison«afena or the Mental Constitution, by Arthnr
ous Drugs, IS PURELY VEGETABLE,
Spiritualism Discussion of J. C Fish & T. H.
Dunn,
40 00 gentle in its action, and is calculated to find all the offendMerton
l.«o
ing elements and diseased places in the system, to loosen
The Past and Future of Our Planet, by Wm.
the bowels, and do a great work without weakening the
Denton
1.50 20
patient or producing pain or catharsis; while if sufficient
That Terrible Question. Moses Hull 10 02
Tweity Years on the Wing. J. M. Spear 20 02
is taken (directions followed) it will cure the most rigid
Talk to my Patients by Mrs. C. B. Gleason, M.D. 1.50 16
constipation.
The Vestal, by Mrs, M. J. Wilcoxson 25 2
WE challenge the medical faculty and the world
Treatise on the intellectual, moral, and social
man, a valuable work bj^ H. Powell 1.25
at large to produce a remedy, the combination so simple
Tale of a Physician, by A. J. Davis 1.06 16
and harmless, and yet so grand and potent, as this given
Paper Cover
75 05
through Clairvoyance, and which we in the highest confiThe Question Settled, by Moses Hull 1.50 16
The Merits of Jesus Christ and the Merits of
dence present to the world, already flooded with remeThomas Paine as a Substitute for Merits in
dies, all claiming rare virtues, and many as specifics.
others; What is the Difference between them ?
by H. C. Wright 25 02 This remedy has been tested over and over, each time
The Inner Mystery, an Inspitational Poem, by
proving perfectly successful and giving entire satisfacLizzie Doten 30 02
tion. We ask the public to give it a fair and impartial
Th j Voices, by Warren Sumner Barlow, Gilt 1.50 16
Theological and Miscellaneous Writings of
trial,feeling sure no prejudice can, after testing it, preThomas Paine 2.00 24
vent all from adopting it as a
Thomas Paine's Pilgrimage to the Spirit World 75 06
FAVORITE FAMILY MEDICINE.
Tobacco and its Effects, by H. Gibbons, M.D 20 02
The Temple; or. Diseases of the Brain and
Single bottles of medicine, $1.00; or 6 bottles for $5.
Nerves. A. J. Davis, 1 50 20
Maud E. Lord, Physical and Test Medium.
Paper
1.00 08
All business letters addressed to W, G. Hooker, GenThe Yahoo, a Satirical Rhapsody 70 08
The Gods. By Hon. R. J. Ingersoll. 25 02
eral Agent, 251# Park Avenue. Chicago4 HI.
The God Proposed, by Denton, 10 2

N^cTH APTERS.

Selected prom Hindoo Vedas, Buddha, Confucius,
Mencius, Egyptian Divine Pymander, Zoroaster, Talmuds, Bible, Philo Judeaus, Orpheus, Plato, Pythagoras,
Marcus Aurelius, Epictetus, Seneca, Al Koran, Scandinavian Eddas, Swedenborg, Luther, Novalis, Renan,
Taliesin, Milton, Penn, Barcley, Adam Clarke, Mary
Fletcher, Newman, Tyndall, Max Muller, Temple, Woolman, Elias Hicks, Channing, Garrison, H. C. Wright,
Lucretia Mott, Higginson, T. Starr King, Bushnell,
Parker, Finney, Davis, Emma Hardinge, Emerson,
Beecher, Tuttle, Denton, Abbott, Frothingham, and
others.

Howe 1.00 08 sia, Bilious Diseases, Fevers, and Inflam-

ana*. ^

IsSpfritSmTrnef

,
IJ

^
02

Contains no Lac Sulphur, no Sugab of
xiKAD, no Litharge, no Nitrate of Silver—

Articles called by its name are dyes, and it is well
known that they destroy, not restore, the hair.
This is the first and only real restorative ever discovered.
It is as clear as crystal, pure as amber—a delicious
having, however, a slight dust from its perfume.
J.Davis
1-50 18 •vash;
It keeps the hair fresn, moist, soft, tractile. *
Mediums and Mediumship: by T. R. Hazard. 10
It restores gray hair to its original color by the simple
MeDtal Cure,
1.50 18 process
of new growth.
Nature's Laws in Human Life: an Exposition
Use it straight along, and at seventy you will have the
of Spiritualism 1.50 20
you
aair
wear at seventeen or twenty-seven, as its hatfew Testament Miracles, and Modem Miracles,
use is a certain preventive of falling off, baldness,
by J. H. Fowler :— 60 04 bitual
gray
and
hair.
Davis... 3.50 48
Nature's Divine Revelations, by A.
It reliefs, and removes all tendency to headaches,
Night Side of Nature, by Crowe 1.25 20
have
like cause.
•vhich
Old Theology turned Upside Down, by T. B.
Infinitesimal animalcule, discoverable only with a
Taylor, a.m. Cloth
1.25
powerful
microscope,
infest the roots of the human hair
Paper...,
£5
and scalp when neglected and unhealthy. The RestoraOrdeal of Life, Dr. J. C. Grfonel. medium 25 04
perfect
bane, selected from Nature's
tive
contains
their
Orthodoxy False, since Spiritualism is True, by
rtore-rooms, which ingredient the Patentee has the sole
Wm. Denton
destroys
these,
removes all impurities,
right
It
to
use.
Optimism, the Lesson of Ages 75 12
fructifies and fertilizes the scalp—treating only causes.
. 2.00 24
Origin of Species, by Darwin. .
44 Ring out tlie Old, Ring in tlie New,"
Origin of Civilization and Primitive Condition
of Man, by Sir J. Lubbock 3.00 24
DR. G. SMITH, Patentee, Ayer, Mass. Prepared only
Philosphy of Special Providences, by A. J
Davis. Cloth
50 10 oy PROCTOR BROTHERS, Gloucester, Mass.
Paper
80 02
Paine's Political Works, 2 vols., of about 500
|3F~ Send two three cent stamps to Proctor Brothpages each
5.001.00 ers for a " Treatise on the Human Hair." The informaPhilosophical Dictionary of Voltaire. Fifth
tion it contains is worth $500 to any person.
American Edition, 876 octavo pages, two steel
For sale by Van Schaack, Stevenson & Reid, wholesale
plates. Largest and most correct edition in
truggists, Cor. Wabash Ave. and 18th St., Chicago.
the English Language. Contains more matter
N. B. For sale, wholesale and retail, at the office of the
than the London Edition which sells for $10.. 5.00 60
Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, 150 Fourth Ave.,
Psalms of Life, by J. S. Adams. Paper cover.. 75 04
Board
1.C0 16 Chicago. If your druggists don't keep it, we will send
you six bottles for $3.50, for the purpose of introducing
Persons and Events, by A. J. Davis 1.50 18
»t in your place. Must be sent by express.
Planchette—the Despair of Science, by Epes

To-Morrow of Death

"5 12

Religions, including

cles, by J. U. Powell 25 02

iioravla, Eleven Day? at. T. R. Hazard 10 2
Mesmerism, Spiritualism, Witchcraft, and Mir30 2
acle, by Allen Putnam
Carried Women; Biographies of Good Wives,
by L. Maria Child
1.25 16
Modern American Spiritualism—1848-1868, by
Emma Hardinge 3.75 44
do., without the engravings 2.75 32
Morning Lectures, (Twenty Discourses)by A.

happy to announce to our numerous readers

where it is introduced.

02
18
14
20

Philosophyof SpiritualExistence,and of the
Spirit World
1.2516

tediumship, its Laws and Conditions, with Brief
Instructions for the Formation of Spirit Cir-

C

I INSURANCE

25
A B C of Life, by A. B. Child
Arabula; or, tne Divine Quest, by A. J. Davis.. 1.50
Approaching Crisis, by A. J. Davis 1.00
Apostles, [translated from the French] by Renan 1.75
Astronomy and Worship of the Ancients, by G.

18
14
02
08
04

1.00 08
Morocco, gilt
& / Affinity, and Other Stories, by Lizzie Doten 1.50 20

O

THE GOVERNMENT has adopted

16
16
02

Manual for Children (for Lyceums), by A. J.
Davis. Cloth
70 08

C

it. Forty-six RAILROADS use them.

Artificial Somnambulism, by Br. Fahnestock.,. 1.50
Alice Yale, by Lois Waisbrooker 1.25
American Crisis, by Warren Chase 25
Answers to Questions, Practical and Spiritual,
by A. J. Davis
1.50
Apocryphal New Testament 1.25
A Peep into Sacred Tradition, by Orrin Abbot. 50
Age of Reason, by Thomas Paine. Cloth 50
Paper,
25
A ana of Nature, by Hudson Tuttle. Vol. II.

•layweed Blossoms, by Lois Waisbrooker 1.60 20
linistry of Angels Realized, by A. E. Newton. 20 02

THE

B

A

and a powerful protection.

Hull
15 2
Age of Reason and Examination of the Prophe
cies
7512

08

.wessons for Children About Themselves. By
Cloth, 60 08
A. E. Newton.
44
"
14
Boards, 50 08
.by
H.
J.
Powell
25 05
uife of Wm. Denton
Man's True Sa?iors. Denton 10 02

$10,000,000.00
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We s

1

that we have made arrangements to be supplied with

WORTH OF PROPERTY SAVED FROM THE FLAMES.

them daily. They are Safe and Simple,

®
02

"Ring out the Old, Ring in the New."

02

75

MORB THAN

NATURE'S HAHUSESTORATiVE!

aving Present—Dead Past, by H. C. Wright.
Paper
50 04

Cloth

Over 1200 actual fires put out with it.

Cities of the Union use

'

An Hoar with the Angels,
25
Astrological Origin of Jehovah-God* D. W.

25

The I) dw Wonder!

3S*-A- M* IB 3sr "DC Das 3D.

dull

AU orders, with the price of books desired, t

And the additional amount mentionedfor post- 2 §
age, will meet with prompt attention. § g

MICKOSCOPES.

AGAINST FIRE.
'

DEPARTMENTS in

Religio-PMlosopliical PiiisMi House.

"ABSOL XJTEL Y THE BEST PROTECTION

^dvmismiruts.

FIRE

FOK SALE I!Y THE

»oran, with explanatory notes, by George Sale.
8 Vo., 670 pp. Best edition yet published 2 .7j 40
Coran, with Life of Mohammed, translated by
2 CO 24
George Sale. Gent 12 mo., 472 pp
jaw of Marriage by C. L James 25 2
iOOking Beyond J. O. Barrett 75 12
life Line of the Lone One, Dy Warren Chase, 1.00 12
Afe of Thomas Paine, with critical and explan
atory observations of his writings, by G. Yale. 1.00 16
Jfe oi Jesus, by Reiian
1.75 20
<ove and its Hidden History, by P. B. Randolph 1.50 16
iyric of the Golden Age, by T. L. Harris 2.00 20
legalized Prostitution, or Marriage as it is and
a* it should be, by C. S. Woodruff, M.D 1.00 16
L rters to Elder Miles Grant, by Rev. Moses
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BY

Wm. B. Fahnestock, M.I>:
The author of the above-named book is a philosopher
of large experience and great merit. In this work he
treats of the philosophy of mind, as demonstrated by
practical experiments during the last twenty years.
No work has ever bean published which so thoroughly
demonstrates many popular theories to be unfounded
and fallacious, and at the same time gives & rational theory for phenomena manifested.
Dr. Fahnestock is a thorough believer in spirit communion, and teaches in this work the viodiis operandi to

a demonstration.

IS mo., 328 pages.
Price. $1.50; postage 1« cent*
V s?'® wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philo-

Chicago g

AG

XTS

House> Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,

W

A N T E D FOE

WEST

Geo. S

WILLIAMS, A M

t

This work onthe Constitution is the result of several years'
experience in teaching classes in this branch of study,
and has been prepared with special reference to the wants
of pupils in the te?t of the school room drill, the general
interest of the public, and to aid in elevating the standard
of instruction in our public schools. The merits of the work
consist in the brevity, accuracy, and perspicuity of its
definitions, and the pertinency of the notes and references; securing on the j)art of the pupils a familiarity with
the text of the Constitution, and furnishing, without loss
of time and labor, to teachers such additional source of
information as they may need for more full information.
If studied carefully in our schools it is calculated to foster
a love for order, law, justice, and prepare the young for
the various and responsible duties of citizens and electors
under our system of representative government.
In these times when fanatical, bigoted and unscrupu»lous cliques are forming with the avowed intention of in
troducing amendments into the Constitution tendins" to
restrict tne religious liberties of the people, it is the duty
of every good citizen to become familiar with that great
and glorious instrument as it now stands and learn to
appreciate more fully the wisdom of its makers and the
crafty designs of a selffish priesthood and their blind followers who are seeking to defile it by their "God in the
Constitution" amendment which is only an opening
wedge which they intend to follow up with others until,
if t hey succeed, the moral bondage of an American citizen
will surpass in horror the worst African slavery.
The following are a few of the many commendatory
notices which have been received, to which the attention
of School Directors, Teachers, and their constituents is
asked:—
From Hon. Joel Parker, LL D., Royall Professor of
Law in Harvard University.
The importance of a thorough study of the principles
and provisions of the Constitution was never more apparent than at the present time, and I am not aware of any
work better adapted to give the necessary information
upon those subjects. Joel Parker.
From Hon. William K. McAllister, Justice of the
Supreme Court of Illinois.
1 have a firm conviction that an accurate understanding,
by the intelligent masses of the people, of the theory of
our Government, Federal and State;, and their proper relations to each other, is indispensable to the perpetuity
of the system. The statesmen—the great living teachers
of former times to whom the people would listen—arc all
gone, and the masses are thrown upon their own resources. While they repose in fancied security, the process
of withdrawing power from them and the States, and
centralizing it in the Federal Government, may be silently
and steadily going on. Your work, as far as you have
gone, embraces clear and well-supported expositions of
the Constitution of the United States, and goes further to
facilitate an acquaintance with that instrument than anything I have seen.
Respectfully yours, etc.,
W. K. McAllister.
From Hon. H. W. Blodgett, Judge U. S. District
Court of Illinois.
, . Chicago, August 31st, 1872.
T
l find,
the work exceedingly convenient as a reference
book upon my own table.
the success your enterprise
^°Uma^ mee^
_

OF THE

ROCKY

MOUNTAINS.

A full, faithful and reliable History of that r st region
of our country, so rich in romance and natural wonders
i2CS?12SthTe.^?-I)0£C0IINTRY-80 stubbornly defended
J»' CAF'T. JACK. The work will be read with deep in-Wrest by thousands who have sought in vain for full and

£?J'e£,t^nf2£mati011elating to the Pacific Slope. ILLUSTR^EDWITB
15° ENGRAVINGS-the rarest and
choicest CABINET OF BEAUTY AND WONDERS ever
transferredto paper. For illustratedcircular and terms
address WM.FLINT & CO.,
iPenn'iCln-' °M0; &tlanta> Ga'' or Springfield,
Mass
Please state the paper you saw this in.
[vl4nltl3]

deserve^
..

I remain yours respectfully,

Mr. Geo. S.

Williams* H.

W. Blodgett.

O

From Hon. Thom>» Druhmond, Judge of the U. S.
„ concur
Circuit
Court.
Ir.fully
in tlie letter of Judge Blodgett.
Thomas Drummond.
of giving this work a wide circulation
ana gettingPi/Pose
teachers and students especially interceded
in it, the price is made so low that all can buy.
12mo. cloth 294 pages. Price, postage free, $1.25

Liberal discount to the trade.

and retail by
„
wholesale
soplilcal
Publishing House,

the Religio-PliiloAdamsSt. & r>th Av., Chicago.
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«
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BY

E. V. WILSON.

Nones to Correspondents.—Give name of town,
county and State where you are when you write. Direct

all Utters to E. V. Wilson, Lombard, DuPage County,
Illinois. Never direct letters to us in different country
when we are speaking under short engagements, unfdaces,
ess we so direct. Write short letters, and to the point, in

plain talk," stating just what you mean aad want, and
always date your letters.

"

The Old Spirit of Bitterness Still Li res.

"
The God of nature, who never died, who
measures all space in a thought, holds all mat-

ter on the tip of his finger, whose soul is fire,
and electricity his nerve force, a law in which
we live, move and have our being. Man is
his mouth-piece."
1st Gent.—" I am sorry to hear you say that
for you cut yourself of! from his "mercies."
"
Whose mercies do we lose ?

2d Gent.—" God's mercy."
"What God?"

"But, sir, when did he ever show us any
Has he been merciful to these black

mercy ?

men with us ? Did he exhibit mercy to the

poor of Chicago, or the French ?

Has he not

sent us delusions, lying spirits, earth-quakes,
"

in tolerating

Quaker

more than you do these Spiritual meetings.
And, Madam, are you not now just where
these old Puritans were ? Did you ever hear
a Spiritualist say, that Quaker meetings ought
not to be tolerated ?

"

Lady—''O but, sir, those things are of the
past. Times have changed, and their bitterness toward us has passed away."
W.—Yes, Madam, those things are of the
past, aad their descendants hare changed the
spleen and hatred of the Pilgrim fathers from
the Quakers to the Spiritualists, and the children of those persecuted Quakers have joined
hands with the enemies of their fathers, and
hate the common foe, Spiritualism !
Lady—"Oh ! no ! not that ! We do not
hate them, or persecute them, as those Puritans did the Quakers."
"No ! not exactly. You do not stone the
Spiritualists, but you manifest the spirit to do
so. You have exhibited that old bitter spirit
in this conversationin a marked degree. You
said, 'I will not countenance or tolerate these
meetings, and they ought to be stopped.' You
do not deal the blow, but you exhibit the spirit
to do it, and only lack the opportunity to
do so."
Gentleman—(her friend) "But, my dear sir,
the Spiritualists tear the Bible nil to pieces.
They do not believe in a God, and are Freelovers. They throw down all burners between

right and wrong. They have nothing for us to
pin to whatever."
As he closed his speech, he looked as
though he had silenced all opposition, but we
replied:
"
First, how do you know they tear to
pieces the Bible ?

\_Notices for this Department will be charged at the
rate of twenty cents per line for every line exceeding
twenty. Notice* not exceeding twenty lines published
gratuitously.]
Borne to a higher life, March Mrd, (Monday morning)
Mrs. Evma B. Bastojt, aged 61 years and 10 days.
Sister B was a native of Boston, Mass., from which
place she migrated to California in November 1869. She
retained her senses to the last and was glad to be free
from her dilapidated mortal dwelling. She met death
with a smile, and made her presence felt by those who
witnessed the post mortem examination of her body and
spoke words of cheer at her funeral, entreating her

friend# not to mourn for her.
Mrs. B. A. Chamberlain.

meetings any

Do you read the Religio-

Philosophical Joubnal, or Banner of Light,
the two legitimate organs of Spiritualism? "
"No, I do not."
"
Have you attended their meetings ? "
"
No, I have not."
"
Then how do you know they do these
things ?"
"Well, it is common report."
"But, my dear sir, 'common report' is a

great liar. And now as to the free-love question. My dear sir, the only legitimate Freelovists in the United States, found their principles on Jesus Christ and him crucified. They
deny Spiritualism."
Gentleman—"But what shall we have to
lean upon, if you take away the Bible, and
have r o God ?"
"
My dear sir, you may have just as many
Bibles and Gods to lean on as you please. We
do not accept your Bible or your God. Conscience, our guide, never fails us when we
obey it; and you or this lady have nothing else
to lean on. You accept God, the Bible and
your religion from your internal knowledge of
right, and then undertake to enforce your
views—not God's."
Gentleman—"But, sir, conscience is not reliable. We must have something more to
lean upon than the selfish expression of conscience. We must have God, the Bible and
his Christ."
"Do you endorse the Bible and the Hebraic
»
God ?

Gentleman—" Yes, sir, I do."
Lady—So do I, sir, and I never trust my
conscience.
it will not do.
Gentleman—No,
"
Let us see if you pin to the Bible. Do
you eat swine flesh ? "
"
Yes; but we are not living in those days."
"
But you are worshiping the God of those
days, and have 'pinned' to the Bible of those
days. Do you wear garments of mixed materials ?"
"Yes, but what has that to do with it ? "
"It is Bible, sir, and a commandment from
God. He has never revoked those laws. How
dare you do it t Are you circumcised, sir f "
"
No, nor do not mean to be."
"
Well, you must be if you pin to the Bible,
for it is the command of God, and Jesus did
not revoke the law. Are you willing to go in
unto your brother's wife, you having a wife,
raise up to your brother's name seed in case
your brother dies without seed t "
"
No, I will not."
"Then you only pin to such parts of the
Bible as your conscience or internal knowlege
will warrant you to do."
"Well we certainly mean to exercise our judgment in these things."
"We believe, sir, that that is all the Spiritualists demand."
Lady—"Is our conscience an infallible
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guide ?"

Most decidedly ! we have no other."
1st Gent.—" Then you reject the advice of
Jesus."
"
No, we accept it on its merit for just what
our conscience is willing to pay for it."
3d Gent.—"Who then will be leader ? "
"
He that knows the most and is nearest
right."
2d Gent.—" Then you reject God and his
Christ ?"
'
'That very nauch depends on whose God I am
called on to accept. If you mean the Hebraic
God and his Christ, in the sense they are
"

taught, I certainly reject them both."

2d Gent.—"What God do you accept, sir ?"

I
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W. H. MCMLEK
DESIRE3 TO ESTABLISH AN AGENCY IN EVER CITY
TOWN IN THE UNITED STATES FOR THE SALE OF HIS

The
Clock Struck One.
T. GRAVES, Test, Business and ClairvoyMRS.antE.Physician,
Terms $1 and three stamps. Examines bv hair or letter. Address,

AMD

WONDERFUL

Spirit Photographs.
FOR TERMS ADDRRSS WITH STAMP, STATING NUMBER OF

INHABITANTS.

w. H. MUMLER,

Vl3nl34t 170 W. Springfield-st., Boston, Mass.

Tke Well-known Psychometrist

will ensure a safe and permanent cure of those organic
diseases contracted through ignorance of natures laws,
vic^, overindulgence, intemperance or otherwise. A
greater number of persons are afflicted with those diseases than any other, and from them, many of the evils in
social life are generated and through false modesty or
liability of their physician or ignorance of theft* own
Dr.

Perkins guarantees cures and will retcru fee in any
case where a cure is not effected. Patients writing me
for treatment should give all their symptoms as nearly in
fall as possible. Keep nothing back if you wish for a
successful cure. Address Dr Perkins, Kansas City, Mo.
P. O. Box, 1227.
vl3n2i>yl

Sli©
IDIR,- ID^IECIE'S
APPOINTMENTS FOR 1873.
Biffin, HI., 1st and 2nd; Rockford, 111., 3rd, 4th, 5th and
6th; Beloit, Wis., 7th, 8th and 9th; Madison, Wis., 11th
and 12th; Watertown, Wis., 13th, 14t,h and 15th; Fond
Du Lac, 16th and 17th; Oshkosh. 18th, 19th and 20th;
Ripon, 21st and 22nd; Whitewater, 24th and 25th; Waukesha, 25th and 27th; Chicago, Mntteson House, 28th, 29th,
30th and 31st of each month during the year. Offices,
principal hotels in each city. Chrpnic complaints incident to bo^h sexes exclusively and successfully treated.
FROM THE PRESS.

The Western Rural speaks of Dr. Dake a« one of the
most successful physicians in the United States.
Dr. Dake.—That this scientific physician has no equal
in the West, thousands will affirm.—Journal, Beloit,
Wis.
Live, energetic, liberal men, advertise. Such a man
is Dr. Dake, who in the last three years has built up one
of the largest practices of any physician in the West.—
Rockford Gazette.
Dumont C. Dike, M.D., is having great success in this
city. He is active, whole souled, in fact, one of the
'whitest' gentleman we have ever known —Religio
Philosophical Journal.

MENTAL MEDICINE

A Theological anil Practical Treatise
ON

MEDICAL PSYCHOLOGY.
BY REV. W.

if EVANS,

Author of "Mental Cnrc or Influence of
the Mind, on tlie Body In Health and

Disease."

'

Price, $1.25; postage, 14 cents.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philogophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.

3

3 3
THREE

Plans of Salvation

NEW CHROMO.
application.

vlinTM

A better knowledge of the real Teachings of the New
Testament can be obtained from this little work in one
hour than in years by the ordinary method of reading the
Scriptures.

Price, 10 cts.; postage free.

N. Y. Magnetic Cure.
Baths, Electrlcty &. Vital Magnetism!
The most delightful and powerful method of healing

NEURALGIA, RHEUMATISM, PARAL-

YSIS, TUMORS, Diei«es of the BRAiBfand
NERVES and KEMAI^E diseases, and we have decided success in healing diseases of the Blood, Byes,
Ears, Throat, Lungs, Liver, Kidneys, etc Intemperance, Opium-Eating and Tobacco-use also cured. Patients
aad others will find a pleasant borne in our residence. A
skillful lady Physician always on hand to assist at times.
DR E. D. BABBITT, 228 West 38th St. Bear Broadway, N. Y.

Tll*8tf

$1.50

*#* For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,

Chicago.

The
Clock Struck One.
WHICH
SPIRITUALISM

OR^

CHRISTIANITY ?

A Friendly Correspondence between Moses
Hull, Spiritualist, and W. F. Parker,
Christian.

$ 1 .50!
GREAT

REDUCTION IN PRICE!
THE HISTORY

Rev. Mr. Parker is one of the most eloquent preachers
and debaters in the West, snd has presented his side of
the question at issue with more than ordinary acumen;
thus enabling Mr. Hull to meet the opposition to Spiritualism in its strongest form. The letters are friendly,
logical, witty and caustic. They will not only instruct
but thoroughly amuse those who read them.

OF

Price, bound in cloth, 75 cents, postage 12
cents; paper 50 cents, postage 6 cents.

MODERN AMERICAN

%* For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St, and Fifth Ave..

SPIRITUALISM:
A TWENTY TEARS' RECORD

Chicago.

TIPPING HIS TABLES

Astounding and Unprecedented
Open Communioit between
Earth and the World
of Spirits.

BY EMMA HAKDINGE.

BY ALLEN PUTNAM.

This work is already well known to our readers and we
are happy to be able to offer it for so small a sam. The
book 10 an octavo volume well bonnd in cloth and contains 600 pages, and at the price should be in every

In response to a general demand, thir able production,
has been issued in pamphlet form. Like everything of a
nterary nature furnished the reading public by Mr.
Putnam, this work is full of interest, and bears the
mark of patient and earnest thought.

library.

Price, $1.50; postage free.
•*.*Por sale wholesale and retail by tile Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St. and Fifth Ave
Chicago.

Husband—What, Mary, well already, and eating toast and tea! I left you. with a
raging fever this morning.
"Wife. Yes, A.lbert, I am well already, and I took nothing but six of Spence's Positive
Powders. They acted like a charm., and they cost only two cents and a half a piece* That
is the tiniest doctor's bill you ever paid.
We announce nothing new when we say that every
thing in nature, from the least to the greatest, is either
positive or negative. In other words there are in nature
but two forces; and they do all the mighty things as
well as all the little things that are done. These two
forces are easily recognized under the different popular
and scientific names which have been given them. In
the solar systems of t.h« universe they are called attraction and repulsion; in the earth they are
called north and south polarity; in the ultimate
chemical atoms of matter they a*e called elcetropositlve and eleetro-neffatiTe; and in animal
and vegetable life they are called male and female.
But wherever they dwell, and under whatever names
known, they are always the same, always dual always
found, upon an ultimate analysis, to be nothing more
than nature's two great forces, the positive and the
negative, modified by the peculiarities of the material
forms in which they are embodied. The positive and
negative forces are therefore the onlv powers of the
universe of systems, suns, worlds, atoms, life, mind.
The positive and negative forces move and guide, make
and destroy, build up and tear down, lock and unlock
everything in nature—they are, as it were, nature's
right and. left hand, doing everything that is
done, and without which not hing can be done.
Our bodies, and ths organs of our bodies, are pervaded
and actuated

by the same two forces, the positive and

Price, 25 cents; postage, free.
wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philo

*** F,or

sepiwcal Publishing House, Adams St, and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.
•

suffering world.—(Mart E. Waldron, Allegan. Mich.)
They cared my wife of Neuralgia, Deafness
and Bilious Fever.-(Capt. A. B. Horton,
PaUfiogue, NY)
Your Positive and Negative Ponders have been a
great benefit to me and to my husband. They cured
him of the worst kind of Inflammatory Rheumatism.—(Mrs. S. B Stephens. £'<x>harie, N. T.)
My wife, Helen A. i raig has been sufferingfor the last
four years from a complication of diseases, namely;
Neuralgia and Painfull A flections of the
body, Sleeplessness,
Dyspepsia, I.iver
Complaint, etc. She used but three of the Positive
Powders when she got immediate relief, and is wonderfully improving by their continued use. They have
virtues exceeding language.—(J. II. Craig, Prescott,
Wis)
Three boxes of your Positive Powders cured me of
Neuralgia, Rheumatism and Sick Headache.—(Mrs. Catherine M. Hoskins, £araboo%
Wis)
My wife having used a box < f jour Positive Powders,
was relieved immediately of many Aches aitd
Pains of long standing.—(D. B. Gardner, MillviUe,
The Positive Powders have cured the Headache
and Toothache in s- veral cases, and my own case of
Nervous or General Debility. I was very weak
and miserable. I have gained from the first day, and am
getting to feel almost as well aseverlcid.—(J. B.
Swearingen, Fairmount. Minn.)
While on a visit to my sister in Dover, she told me that
there had been almost a miracle wrought with ber in a
terrible case of Neuralgia with the Positive Powders.
She ind need me to try teem myself. I did so, with
wonderful success.—(M. Buntly, North Bichmcn,d

the negative, in disease as well as in health; the only
difference between health and disease being, that in disease t.e natural balance, or equilibrium of
those two forces, is temporarily or permanently destroyed. The quickest, surest and safest way, therefore, to
restore lose health is to restore the balance or
equilibrium of the positive and negative forces;
and the quickest, surest and safest way to do this, is to
introduce into the diseased body, or organ, the very N. H.
force itself, whether positive or negative, which wili
bring about the required equilibrium This can not be
done effectually by a machine or battery; because, as is
well known .machine electricity, or magnetism, travels
upon the surface, and can not be made to penetrate to
the diseased part unless the current is made so strong as
to kill the parts through which it passes. What is needed, therefore, is something that will carry the positive
and negative forces into the interior of the body, and the
ir terior of the various organs of the bo iy. The POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE POWDERS do
this; and hence their wonderful success in curing diseases
of all kinds. These Powders are magnetically polarized,
and act as vehicles or carriers of the positive and
negative forces into the blood, and through the blood to
the lungs, the heart, the brain, the liver, thekidnevs, the
stomach, the intestines, the muscles, the womb, and
y organ, fibre and atom of the ent re body. Nothing,
e
c fore, can escape their penetrating and pervading
power. They search the system to the very marrow of
the bones.
Truth is always simple. Simplicity is one of the
evidences of truth. Now, nothing can be more simple
and natural than the above explanation of the nature of i
disease and its remedy It is briefly as follows: Every
disease is an unbalanced magnetic state of the diseased
organ, throwing it into a positive or a negative condition.
The remedy must be something which will convey to the
diseased organ a sufficiency of the positive or of the
negative force to restore the orean to its original mag"The wonderful working of the Positive
netic equilibrium. This is done by the administration
of the POSITIVE or of the NEGATIVE
T'owders no tongue can tell, nor pen describe.
PO WI>EKS, according as the diseased organ is in a
1 can now lie down at night and sleep the
positive or a negative condition.
sweet sleep of my childhood.'Mrs. Elizabeth
One of the consequences of the great f implicity of this
explanation and classification o' diseases and their
Hannah. Manti. Utah, now at Los Angsles, Cal.)
remedy, is the fact that a child twelve years old can
If you want a good, sonnd, sweet and refreshing sleep,
treat itself if sick, by simply following the plain R les
take one or two of SFENCE'S POSITIVE
which accompany eacli box of the POSITIVE AND
POWDERS. For this purpose they surpass every
NEGATIVE POWDERS; and it wili .be found
upon examination t^at those Kules a^e as simple and as
other discovery and invention of man. The POSeasily understood as any physician's directions for takITIVE POWDERS induce a deep, quiet, healthy,
ing a dose of caster oil or quinine.
natural sleep, from which you awake feeling refreshed,
invigorated and exhilarated Ou this point we refer to
the above letter, and also o W. Reed, Keeve. N. H., L.
Ethridgb, Battle Creek, Mich., Mrs. S. E. Grissom,
SmithvUle, N. (7., and others.
The POSITIVES cure Neuralgia* Headache,
Rheumatism, Pains of all kJnds; Diarrhoea, Dysentery,
"Vomiting. Dyspepsia, Flatulence, Worms; all Female Weaknesses and Derangements; Fits, Champs,
St. Vitus' Dance, Spasms; all high grades of Fever,
Small Pox, Measles, Scarlatina, Erysipelas; alllNFLAMmations, acute or chronic, of the Kidneys, Liver,
Lungs, Womb, Bladder, or any other, organ of the
body; Catarrh, Consumption. Bronchitis, Coughs,
Colds. ScRoruLA, Nervousness, Asthma, Slbepli«s

ness, etc.

Mr. Jones at midMr. tfoncs in the
night, with a dreadful morning,
after havattack of Neuralgia. ing taken the Positive
He sends for a Box Powders. They put a
of Positive Powders. veto on his Neuralgia.

anri?tentl?nto
evidences of the cure by
th?
D«e«i^c.e.rrt^cat.elsnd
npn^f
T negativepowpublish, fn this and future ad-

Rambllngs after a Rambler; Expos* ures of an Exposer.
Elicited by an "Expose of Spiritualism by Rev- Gregory, Nirthfleld,
Vt., ,872."
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THE NEW WAY OF CURING THE SICK.

DOCTOR PERKINS

PROVEDBY SELECTIONSFROM THE NEW TESTA
MENT WITHOUT COMMENT ALSO SELECTIONS
FROM THE SAMS WORK ON SEVERAL
IMPORTANT SUBJECTS.

The Sabbath, t>e most complete tune-book for
Church Choirs of all denominations, will be ready about
July. Lee & Walker, 925 Chestnut St., Philadelphia,

.

Of Kansas City, Missouri, has the only remedies that

Morrison, Whiteside
County, 111., Box 256. vl4n7tf

Hill's New Chromo, "Happy Hours," will be given
to each subscriber to Amateur, the best MnBical Monthly. Subscriptions only $1 per year. Sample copies, 10c.
Lee & Walker's Musical Almanac sent to any address oil

I Hi

Xr* F°V>J, the
Doctor's Ipecac vomits you splendidly. We will soon <jive
you the Calomel and Jalap,
next the Castor Oil, then an injection, and after that we will
apply the bitster and the leeches,
and if necessary shave your head. You will be well
in
three or four weeks,—a little salivated, porhaps, but
that's nothing. The Doctor won't
charge you mm tlian $40
S3«.

A. B. SEVERANCE,

ENCOMIUMS

Abigail Hinsiiaw, widow of Seth Hinshaw, late of
Greensboro, Ind., left the mortal form, for her brighter
home in the Spirit Land, from the residence of her
daugther, Mary E. Branson, Kingstown, Ind., on the
morLing of the 8th of March, at the ripe age of 81 years,
3 months and 4 days.
The departed stood faithfully by the side of her
husband, while battling for the freedom of the slave,
when, to do so, was to subject any one to ridicule and
persecution; and also, in later years, in the advocacy of
the equally unpopular doctrine of the personal communion of spirits with mortals; and cheerfully did her part
in waiting upon, and entertaining the many hundreds,
who were attracted to their humble home, by their noted
generosity and benevolence. Their home was indeed
the abode of hospitality, for they entertained all who
came, without distinction of color, or condition.
The remains of the departed, were taken to Progress
Hall, Greensboro, where a large congregation had assembled, to pay the last tribute of respect to one who
had lived so long in their midst, by following her cast
oft, earthly form, to its last resting place, by the side of
her husband. "It is (was) sown a natural body, it is
raised a spiritual body."
M. E. B.

$1L50

II Ul...

CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN.

physiology, are victims of insanity a*d death.

Passed to spirit-life, from Cleveland, O., March list,
Mrs. W. J., wife ef Jno. Madden, after a short iUjtee#
of ten days.
The deceased was an intelligent and practical Spiritualist, and an active worker in our lyceum band. As a
woman she was sympathetic, genial, pleasant and selfreliant; as a friend she was true and kind, and endeared
hers-elf to all whom she came in contact with. Her life
was one bright exemplification of the principles of oar
philosophy, and she leaves none but friends behind as
she steps forward to the glorious realisation which only
the angel voices have spoken to mortal. The funeral
services were conducted by O. P. Kellogg of »ast Trumbull, and was very large'y attended.
Resolved, That we the members of the Cleveland
Progressive Lyceum, do offer our warmest sympathy to
the afflicted husband and mourning friends. May they
be soothed and sustained by the sweet presence of the
ministering angels as they throw their influence around
them.

$1.50

i

Treats all forms of disease with great success. Sends
medicine to all parts of the country. $3.00 and Jock of hair
for examination. $5.0 ? to $20.00 per mouth for treatment
Address,72Sauta 6th St., Richmond, Ini. P. O. Box 1285.
vl4n5tf

Will give to those who visit Mm in person, or from auto
graph, or from lock of hair, readings oi character, market'
changes, past and future, advice in regard to business
diagnosis of disease, with prescription, adaptation Ol
those intending marriage, directionsfor the management':
of children, hints to the inharmoniously married, etc.
Terms, $2.00 for full delineation; brief delineation
$1.00
A. B. SEVERANCE.
v7 nl3 tf 457 Milwaukee St., Milwaukee. Wh

believe

I

$72 M)~EACH WEEK.

"
What aid your friends think of the meeting ?"
"Oh ! they said the man was an able speaker,
and taught from the Bible—but I don't believe these Spiritual meetings ought to be
sanctioned. What will the world come to, if
they continue to increase » There ought to be
a stop put to it. Yes, there had."
At this point of their conversation, we
stepped in saying, " My good woman, that is
precisely what our Puritan fathers in New
England said of you Quakers, and they carried
their say into effect. They arrested your
psoi le, fined, whipped and imprisoned them,

passed Iff

and we believe they hung some of them by

..—IIIIWII

Agents wanted everywhere. Business strictly legitimate.
Particulars free. Address, J. WORTH & Co., St. Louis,
Mo. v!4ij2rl

C. C Beers, M. D., 345 Fourth Ave., New York, has
permanent and painless remedies, given him through
spirit aid. Ten years successful experience. Oare
guaranteed. Send stamp for evidence. [vl3n25]

the neck until they were dead. They did not

fc

'11)11

"
Yes, but we deserved it."
We spoke in West Chester, Pennsylvania,
'•
But, sir, if we deserve it, did he not make
on the evenings of February 13th and 14th,
us deserve it ?" - - T~ — ,
1873, to small but intelligent audiences.
"
But we have no right to question him."
On our way to Philadelphia, Saturday
"
Who ?"
morning, the 15th, we happened to be seated
"God."
in front of a lady and gentleman of Quaker
"
But, sir, you question him every day, and
extraction, who were canvassing matters and
things in general in a very animated manner. every hour. You tell him what to do, and
We were reading the Philadelphia Press, and what not to do. You in your prayers beg
at first did not note what they were talking him come and bid him bless at yoar wish."
"Philadelphia! shouted the brakeman and
about. Soon, however, we heard thus, "Were
last night ? "
we parted."
yo» at the Spiritual meeting
"
" Assuredly
"
not. I do
No ! were you ?
not believe in their teachings. Father, mother I
and my brother went, and wanted me to go,
but I told them very decidedly, that I did not
sanction the meeting, nor would I countenance

the meeting by my presence."

!'

THE OLD WAY OF DOCTORING THE SICK.
.

Samuel MCaxwell, M.D.

2d Gent.—" The God of the Bible."

deluges, scourges, wars and pestilence ?

i

JOURNAL.

li

"f "j1 classes and vari. ties of diseases. We be-

,ollo™S certificates of cres in that laage
S™,
class of diseases
which are attend, d with severe

pain,
such
as Headache,
N> urulsla.
Rheumatism, Aches and I'aina of all kinds.
the "Neuralgia for the last 15
SLAvi "jl8 have been lal<l UP with it for s x
!5ii,,!oia«"ne'1 ndj SIi nie<iyoar Positive Po.wders for
k Headache. They relieved

J.,hre.be/n^ublelwitt
JVV*

Ifeural^la

ffia? y'~(LrEBlBG" Baebett>

riI,r^1i!.enMl!£erii? 40

years with
Headache,
a d often re forte 1 to
to
temporary
Set
relief;
but the paroxysms
°rm
ihe effect of the Chloroform
your Posi!ive Powders, I can
y 0 me like an an8el of mercy in
M. A. Earley, Hunf^ville
I nad a severe attack of Neuraljyia last week, and
I stopped it in 10 minutes with your
Powders.—
(Jacob S. Hitter, River St.yv, Ohio Positive
)
coir,m,Rn?ed taking your Powders, I had
' nearly30 y< ars standing;
also Diabetes, Sciatica, fiheiimatism
•
nd
Eryslpelsxs. I am now well of
Oh, I do think
th;.m the most wonderful medicine all.
ever giveoi to this
^

i.

!tn™?B?i°™as

^rB A/f
Ala) —(Mrs.
^

The NEGATIVES cure Paralysis, or Palsy,
whether of the Muscles or of the senses, as in Blindness,
Deafness,loss of taste, smell, feeling or motion; all
Low Fevers such as the Typhoid and the Typhus.
Both the POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE are
needed in Chills and Fever.
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Registration of a letter. In getting a Post-Office
Money Order, tell jour Postmaster to make it
payable at Station D., N. York «lty.
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PROF. PAYTON SPENCE, M.D.,
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ARTICLES FILED FOB PUBLICATION.
A Restless Spirit announcing its own Demise and pointing out the Locality where his Earthly Body Lies.
Spiritualism in a Neiy Form.
Haunted House in Syracuse, N. T.
A Genuine Haunted House in Kentucky.
A Ghost with its Throat Cut,
Spiritualism Examined, an account of a visit to Mrs.
Juliette T. Burton, by Mark M. Pomeroy. Several messages of great interest in the article from Tom Paine,
Stonewall Jackson, Thomas Jefferson and Theodore
Parker.
Spiritualism Examined; strange interview with a medium controlled by Dr. Smith, Coarles Lobdell, and
Fanny Wheeler, of Mobile, by Mark M. Pomeroy
Interesting Articles on the Bible, b, D. W. Hull.
After Death comes the Judgement, by H. Straub.
Is Christianity a Success, by H. Ames.
Memoirs of Jesus, by Thomas Didymus.
The Foolishness of Preaching, by T. J. Moore, M.D.
Ministerial Kleptomania, by Asa Forrest.
Bible Comments, by O. W. Barnard.
Bible Criticism, by J. L. Potter.
Central Ideas, by .John Syphers.
A. Vision of the Spirit Land, by W. J. Vesceli is.
Mosaic Conception of Human Life, by M. B. Craven.
Rosicruciaa Musings by F. B. Dowd.
Two Reli£ioas, The True, and The False, by A. Gaylord Spalding.
Bible Reforms go backward on themselves, while
Spiritual Keformations reach toward the condition of the
Higher World, by A. S. Loveland, 20 years a Universalist
minister.
Materialization of Spirits, How do they pass through
Walls, eat food, etc., by d. C. Pierce.
Protect Mediums and Investigators, by J. K Bailey.
Correspondence on Reincarnation, by B. F. Hughes.
Credibility of the Bible, by H. C. Peirce.
Presiding Elder Gossara, of Owatanna, Minn., reviewed by J. W. Cochran.
Many other interesting articles on file for publication.

istred at and lived by the alter of that faith.
His case was not a peculiar one. Many reformers in religion and politics have been
pursued with the same relentless hatred, and
accepted often as cruel a martyrdom. The
earliest impressions he had of his mission restricted it to the land and people of Judea,
and thither he first sent his apostles; and not
until he passed the gates of death and attained
the more exalted condition of a pure spiritual
existence, did he utter his command to preach
his doctrine to the whole world (Matt. 15: 24,
26; 10:5,6; 28:19,20; Mirk 7:27). What
was his nature and character? was he very

BT D. AMBROSE DAVIS.

When first the tiny raps were heard
Some twenty-five years ago,
All wondered what their import was
For no one seemed to know.
Some little strange mysterious sounds
Like echoes from over the lea,
What tidings to mortals could such things
bring,

What could their purport be?
Yet echo on echo cometh again",
And louder the anthem's swell—
A voice from over the river of death
With a glorious truth to tell!
Tistold ! and the joyous sweet refrain
Has been heard on every hand,
All over the earth again and again
And up in the spirit-land.
'

Ah, yes! that grand immortal choir
Has many a concert given,
That charmed the soul like a seraph lyre
From the upper courts of heaven.
And still around our lives to-day
That holy anthem lingers,
For still the chords of that heavenly harp
Are touch'd by angel lingers.

use, we find it addressed to God the Father
above, and no mediator mentioned. Again,
amongst his own kindred and at the place he
was reared, we are told he could not do many
mighty deeds because there was a lack of faith
on the part of those who were present on said
occasion; yet if he was God himself and his
mission was to convert and to save the unbelievers, there he should have worked his
greatest miracles. Indeed, on the other hand,
he appears to have been restricted in power
and subject to conditions (Mark 6:5, 6).
Finally the fact that he lived and suffered
and died as other mortals, praying to and recognizing God as the father of men and spirits, go to prove his claim to a common humanity (M itt. 27: 46)

All the circumstances

above mentioned, if written, truly settle the

question against his supreme divinity, and although passages of an opposite character may

exist, they only render the record contradictory and incredible, and create a strong
presumption that the latter passages are interpolations.
If Jesus came to the conclusion that he was
a God and sent as an atonement for the sins of
the world, it was probably produced by the

impression that was communicated to him
from others, who observing his wonderful mediumistic perception of moral truths and great
magnetic power in healing diseases, supposed

he was a Divine personage, and probably the
Messiah that was prophesied to come and
restore the Jews to sovereignity and greatness.
So well may we meet, and feel to rejoice;
Many persons of all ages and even of the
And well may our hearts be stirred,
present period have had extraordinary spiritThat ever the sounds of these little raps
gifts which they can not fully understand
ual
By the children of men were heard.
nor account for—viz., seeing spirits, speaking
under an angelic inspiration, writing without
RELIGION OF JESUS.
mental effort, healing the sick, etc. Such
spiritual gifts in remote ages oftentimes caused
BY O. S. POSTON.
their possessors to be regarded as Divine persons. Pythagoras is an illustration. In the
I turn away from the various and contra- present age, Colburn the Arithmetician, and
dictory creeds and dogmas of the modern blind Tom the Musician, are examples of the
Christian church, and read and ponder over great results that may be accomplishedby the
the recorded sayings and incidents of the life spontaneous action of special organs in the
of the man Christ Jesus, contained in the short brain, that are large and active, and the gifts
biographyof the four Evangelists. I ask what of Modern Spiritual mediums are also illustrawas his mission, his faith and his teachings ? Is tions of the same character of those developed
there an Evangelical church on earth that ap- in the age of Jesus.
proximates in practice the system of Religion
Many persons are natural born poets, orators
he presented to mankind, or dares to inculcate and artists, and have a wondeful capacity for
the moral doctrine he taught, as fundamental special vocations, which is often exhibited bearticles of faith ? Let the record speak and fore any educational assistance is received by
the candid inquirer answer.
them; so other persons have spiritual gifts as
Jesus was born in an era of "great expecta- remarkable from their earliest childhood.
pointed
tion." The finger of prophecy
to that The special talents and the spiritual gifts are
age as one that would furnish to the Jewish all alike capacities of the soul, and are more
nation a " Divine Sovereign," who would res- full and active in some persons than others.
cue them from bondage and restore them to With all the knowledgeof the past and presmore than pristine glory and greatness. Isaiah ent age, may we not probably conclude that the
9:6, 7.
quick perception of moral truths shown by
With moral and spiritual organs large and Jesus and his religious caste of mind, were the
active, with a perceptionof religiousprinciples ^result of the special organization of his brain
almost intuitive, the great truths he uttered, or soul, and that he was thus persuaded to
the moral duties he taught, came so strongly teach as one having authority the great truths,
to his cognizance, and were spoken with so moral and religious, that appeared so clearly
much earnest conviction that it would have to his own enlightened mind. He could also
been difficult in an age and amongst a people have attracted to himself spirits of a high orso superstitious as the Jews, to have persuaded der and have had the benefit of their impresthose who became converts to his doctrine sion. But whatever differences of opinion
that he was not something more than mortal may exist as to Jesus' claim to a divinity, such
man. Hence the strongest pretensions were is not the common gift of humanity; yet as
asserted in regard to his supreme Divinity, regards the doctrines he taught as fundamenand, perhaps, even partially accepted by him- tal articles of faith and action presented in so
self.
many diflerent texts and phases of expression,
Though his followers and disciples thus be- no doubt can exist in the mind of those who
lieved and expressed themselves, the learned can be induced to candidly examine the only
Jews that read and understood the prophesies, authentic authority where the same are redid not recognize him as the " Messiah " who corded.
was to save their nation in the peculiar man1 propose to state what I consider the funner pointed out in their scriptures, and refused damental
articles of his religion and sustain by
to accept him as such, and to this day repudi- quotation from the four Biographies of Jesus
ate the idea of Jesus' identity with such Mes- in the New Testament.
jtiah, and profess to look for his coming in the
First he taught the unity of God and that he
future. Undoubtedly Jesus felt convinced was the common Father of mankind, and
that the Mosaic dispensation was a formal cer- should be worshiped as such, and that God
emonial religion presenting no distinct assur- dispensed his favors alike on ail without reance of immortality. He repudiated the teach- gard to character. Ou that proposition I refer
ings of Moses in regard to the Sabbath-day, to the following texts:
"
the law of marriage and various other provisAfter this manner therefore pray ye- Our
ions of the old code, and seeking to present a Father which art in Heaven " (Matt. 6 9)
system of higher and purer morals connecting
"The Lord our God is one God" (Mark
love for man with the worship of God in op-

position to the old faith, he fell a sacrifice to
the bigotry and intolerance of those who min-

Secondly. He taught the universal brotherhood of man, and a love for man as man
not transmitted by sectarian or national limitations and regardless of moral character.
That proposition is fully sustained by the following texts:

"Sell that ye have and give alms. Provide
yourselves bags that wax not old, a treasure in
i heavens that faileth not where no thief apthe
proacheth
or moth corrupeth" (Matt. 12. 33).
;
"When thou maketh a dinner or supper, call
not thy friends nor thy brethren;neither thy
"
And the second commandment is like un- ]kinsman nor thy rich neighbors, lest they also
to it. Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself bid thee again and recompense be made. But
(Mark 12:31; Matt. 19:19).
when thou maketh a feast, call the poor, the
As to who is the neighbor referred, see the maimed, the lame and the blind, and thou
parable of the good Samaritan in Luke 10: shalt be blessed for they can not recompense
27-37.
thee; for thou shalt be recompensed at the res"
If you love not man whom you have seen, surrection of the just. Luke 14: 12, 13, 14)
God or only a mortal man?
His biographer, Matthew, traces his lineage how can you love God whom you have not
Take heed that ye do not your alms before
back through Joseph, his father, to David, seen ?"
men to be seen of them otherwise ye have no
"
Do unto others as you' would they should reward of your Father which is in heaven
which, no doubt, was the truth and the earliest received opinion concerning his parent- do unto you."
Wherefore "when thou doest the alms, do not
You have heard that it hath been said, Thou sound a trumpet before thee as the hypocrites
age. See 1st chapter of Matthew.
and
hate
shalt
love thy neighbor
It is said, 2d chapter of Luke, 32d verse,
thine enemy: do in the synagogues and in the streets that
that he grew in wisdom which could not be but I say unto you, love your enemies, bless they may have glory of men. Verily I say unto
asserted with any regard for truth of God who ttem that curse you, and do good to them that you they have their reward. But when thou
is omniscientand infinite in all his faculties. hate you, and pray for them that despitefully doest alms, let not thy left hand know what thy
Again to one that addressed him as good mas- use you and persecute y iu, that you may be right hand doetli; that thy alms may be in secret
ter, he questioned the right to so call him and the children of your Father which is in heaven, and that thy Father which seeth in secret
affirmed that such quality could only be attrib- for he maketh his sun to rUe on the evil and himself shall reward thee openly (Matt. 6:1,
uted to God (Mark 10:17, 18) Again he as- on the good, and sendeth rain on the just and 2, 3, 4; Luke 6: 30-36).
serted that the time appointed for the end of the unjust. For if ye love1 them which love
Seventhly. He taught a reliance on Provithe world was not known to himself or the an- you, what reward have you; do not the pub- dence, even for the provision for the to-morgelworld, and was known to the father only licans the same? Be ye therefore perfect even as row and a refusal to anticipate him by personal
(Mark 13:82). Again he is called the " Son of your Father which is in heaven is perfect effjrt and foresight. The following texts susMan " many times in the New Testament, and (Matt. 5:43, 48; Luke 6:27 36)
tain that proposition fully.
Paul speaks of him as "the man Christ Jesus."
The above authority establishesthe goodness
"Therefore, I say unto you take no thought
When he instructed his disciples how to pray of God to all alike, whether saint or sinner, and for your life what ye shall eat, neither for the
and gave them a form of prayer for general
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mind and with all thy strength. This is the ation
of nature's laws. I quote the following
i
first commandment" (Muk 12:30) | texts in support thereof.

also the necessity of developing in ourselves a

love for all mankind before we set up any pretensions to a love for God, and on those two
propositions a love for man and God, hang all
the law and the prophets (Matt. 22: 40).
The third principle he asserted is non-resistance to evil in all its shapes and forms, forbidding alike war, persanal violence or defence or the reclamation of property by suit
or otherwise. In support of that proposition,
I submit the following texts:
Blessed are the poor in spirit for theirs is
the Kingdom of Heaven (Matt. 5:3).
Blessed are the meek for they shall inherit
the earth (Matt. 5: 5).

Blessed are the peace-make/.for they shall
be called the children of God (Matt. 5: 9).
Blessed are you when men shall revile you
and persecute you and shall say all manner
of evil of you falsely, for my sake (Matthew
5:11).
You liave heard that it hath been said an
eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth, but I
say unto you that you resist not evil but whosoever shall smite thee on thy right cheek,
turn to him the other also; and if any man will
sue thee at law and take away thy coat, let
him have thy cloak also. And whosoevershall
compel thee to go with him a mile, go with
him twain (Matt. 5: 38, 41) For all that take
the sword shall perish with the sword. (Matt.
26: 52).
Forgive us our trespassed as we forgive
those who trespass against us. (Matt. 6: 14,
15, 18, 35)
The fourth proposition in bis articles of religion consisted of a spirit of forgiveness for
personal injuries, and even cr;me in others and
a refusal to judge and punish those who were
offenders against the criminal law, leaving that
duty to be performed by the Great Being under
whose laws and providence each individual is

born and developed. That propositionis supported by the following texts:

Blessed are the merciful for they shall obtain mercy 'Matt. 5:5).
Forgive us our trespasses as we forgive
those that trespass against us. For if ye forgive men their trespasses, your heavenly
Father will also forgive you. But if ye forgive not men their trespasses, neither will
your Father forgive your trespasses.
Judge not that ye be not judged for with
what judgment ye judge ye shall be judged.
Judge not and ye shall not be judged; condemn not and ye shall not be condemned; forgive and ye shall be forgiven.
Lastly, I refer to his words spoken to the
~

woman taken in adultery which by the law of

Moses should have suffered death—"Go and
sin no more"(Matt. 18: 21, 22; Mark 11:25, 26;
Luke 17: 3, 4).
He taught, fifthly, secret personal communion with God as the only proper form of prayer. I quote the following texts to support
said proposition:

"Aud when thou prayest, thou shall not be
as the hypocrites, for they love to pray standing in the synagogues and on the corner of the
street, that they may be seen of men. Verily,
I say unto you; they have their reward. But,
then when thou prayest enter into thy closet
and when thou hast shut the door, pray to thy
father which is in secret, and thy Father which
seeth in secret shall reward thee openly.
But when ye pray use not vain repetitions as
the heathen do, for they think they shall be
heard for their much speaking. Be ye therefore not like unto them, for your Father
knoweth what things ye have need of before
ye ask him. After this manner, therefore,
pray ye:
Our Father which art in heaven, hallowed
be thy name, thy kingdom come, thy will be
done on earth as it is in heaven. Give us this
day our daily bread, forgive us our debts as we
forgive those who owe us, lead us not into
temptation, but deliver us from evil, for there
is the glory, the power and the greatness, forever (Matt. 6; Matt. 26: 36-46).
The form dictated is very brief and comports with the direction for prayer in the Old
Testament. God is in heaven, thou upon earth,
therefore let thy words be few (Eecl. 5: 2).
Sixthly. He taught a charity not limited by
creed or sect modeled after the rain and sun12:19).
V
shine of God which falls and shines alike up"
Thou shall love the Lord thy God with all on saint and the sinner; the good and the evil
thy heart, with all thy soul, and with all thy at the same time as secret as any of the oper-

"sas

body what ye shall put on.

The life is more than meat, and the body is
more than raiment. Consider the ravens, for
they neither sow nor reap, which neither have

store-house nor barn, and God feedeth them.
How much more are ye better than the fowls?
And which of you with taking th( ujit, can

add to his statue one cubit. If you then be not
able to do that thing which is least, why take
ye thought for the rest. Consider the lilies
how they grow; they toil not, they spin not,
and yet I say unto you that Solomon in all his
glory was not arrayed like one of these. If
God, then, so clothe the grass which is in the
field and to-morrowis cast into the oven, how
much more will he cl Jthe you, O ye of little
faith. And seek ye not what ye shall eat nor
what ye shall drink, neither be ye of doubtful
mind. For all these things do the nations of
the world seek after, and your Father knoweth
that ye have need of these things. (Luke 12:
22-30).
In the Lords prayer is the following clause,
"Give us this day our daily bread (Matt. 6:11,
and Mitt. 6: 25-34).
Eightly. He distinctly taught as the keystone of the arch of his great moral temple
and essential to true discipleship a repudiation
of the love of property involving as its true
criterion a surrender of all worldly estate for
the benefit and relief of the common brotherhood of mankind. This proposition is illustrated and fully established by numerous texts
which read as follows:
"Woe unto you rich, for you have received
your consolation (Luke 6: 24).
Blessed are ye poor for yours is the kingdom
of heaven" (Luke 6: 20).
It is easier for a camel to go through the eye
of an needle than for a rich man to enter into
the kingdom of God (Mark 10: 25).
Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon
earth where moth and rust doth corrupt and
where thieves break through and steal; for
where your treasures are there your heart will
be also (Matt. 6:19, 21).
Give to him that asketh of thee, and of him
that would borrow of thee turn not away (Matt.
6: 42.) Give to every man that asketh of thee,

property was further illustrated by the history
of his disciples in the city of Jerusalem composed of those who had been instructed by his

personal teaching and intimate association,
and who must have understood

the practical

method that Jesus inculcated. We find it
recorded in Acts, 2: 44, 45:
"And all that believed were together and had
all things in common, and sold their possesions and goods and parted them to all men
as every man had need."
Finally, I will mention one more text that
sustains the same principles and shows how

much indignationhe felt toward those whose
souls were devoted to money-making. I allude
to his driving the money-changersand traders
out of the temple.

I said that this abnegation of property was
the keystone to the arch of all his moral code.
And Jesus well knew that none of the other
principles of his faith could grow and bear
fruit unless the selfishness

of human natur 3

could be eradicated. When avarice makes its
abode in the human heart no Christian virtue
can ever bloom in that barren waste. Like the
deadly poison of the upas tree it destroys all
life within its range.

Those eight propositions present the essential moral principles of Christ's religious teachings. He expressed them in every manner that
human language could be used to express an

idea. They need no commentatorto elucidate

them. They stand out in bold relief and speak

for themselves and those who venture to explain them away will have emasculated Christianity, and made so great a departure from
the religion of Jesus as to utterly destroy his
sublime faith. All Sectarians teach a love for
Jesus.
He has expressed in his own words what is
the criterion of that love: "Those that love
me keep my sayings (John 14: 21, 23).
He that loveth me not keeps not my savings

(John, 14:24)
That he intended those sayings to constitute
an essential part of his gospel is shown furthermore by the great commission given to those
sent out to preach that gospel to whom he addressed those memorable words, "Go ye therefore and teach all nations."

"Teaching them

to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you" (Matt. 28: 19, 20).
And the importance of regarding all his
maxims was further enforced by his remarks reported in the 24th and 27th vs. of the 7th chap.

Matt. ' Therefore whosoever heareth these sayings of mine and doeth them, I will liken unto
a wise man, which built his house upon a rock
and the rain descended and the floods came
and beat upon that house and it fell not because it was founded upon a rock, and every
one that heareth these sayings of mine and
doeth them not, shall be likened unto a foolish
man, which built his house upon the sand,
and the rain descended and the floods came
and the wind blew and beat upon that house
and it fell and great was the fall of it. Those
texts show that he intended all of said teachings to be taught to his disciples and practiced
by his followers as his religion.
As regards the next world, he taught with
singular distinctness that a man would be
judged and approve 1 or cond--mn:d, aot by any
mystical faith reposed or abstract principles
and dogmas, but by the deeds done in the
body in this life (see Matt. 35: 31-46; Luke 14:
33; Luke 6: 47-49; Matthew 16: 27).
This brief analysis of the Christian religion
would be imperfect if I omitted the great
spiritual gifts that were promised to all believers who fully accepted his proffered faith.

He assured his disciples that those "who believed on him should work the works that he
worked and even greater works (John 14: 12)
away
thy
goods,
taketh
ask and when he sent forth his apostles to preach
and of him that
you
(Luke
6:
30)
lend
If
to his gospel to the whole world, he asserted that
them not again
them of whom you have hopes to receive, "these signs shall follow them that believe. In
what thanks have you, for sinners also lend to my name shall they cast out Devils. They shall
sinners to receive as much again. But love speak with new tongues. They shall take up
your enemies and do good and lend hoping for serpents and if they drink any deadly thing, it
nothing and your reward shall be great, and shall not hurt them—they shall lay hands on
ye shall be the children of the highest, for he the sick and they shall recover (Mark 16: 17,
is kind to the unthankful and to the evil (Luke 18).
6:34,35). Give us this day our daily bread
The power to work the great miracles enum(Matt. 6: 11). Forgive us our debts even as we erated and to do even greater things than
forgive our debtors (Matt. 6: 12). No man Jesus had done, were the indications of true
can serve two masters, for either he will hate believers. To-day one would inquire in vain
the one and love the other, or else he will hold for the disciple who could show his faith by
to the one and despise the other. Ye can not similar works, and the churches attribute such
serve God and Mammon (Matt. 6:24). Blessed operations to a satanic influence. I have thus
are ye poor. Woe unto you that are rich. briefly stated the fundamental doctrines which
(Luke 6: 20, 24).
Jesus taught and sustained them by numerous
Whosoever he be of you that forsaketh not texts reported as spoken by him in the inspirall that he hath, he can not be my disciple ed volume called the New Testament. If they
are not inspired and authoritative, no part of
(Matt. 14: 33; Luke 12: 15)
In the nineteenth chapter of Matthew we the Bible can be so regarded.
are informed that a young man who had kept
He taught them repeatedly to his disciples
all the commandments from his youth up, and instructed his apostles to teach them to all
came and asked Jesus what "he should do to men. They present one harmonious system
inherit eternal life." His response was, "If pervaded by love, charity and mercy. They
thou will be perfect go and sell all that thou constitute the gospel of Jesus, which if faithhast and give to the poor, and thou shall have fully carried out, would eflectually destroy all
treasure in heaven (Matt. 19: 16, 21) Again in selfishness, vice and crime, and inaugurate the
the Parable, Dives is described as a rich man, kingdom of heaven on earth.
I turn from the presentationof that religion
who was clad in purple and fine linen, and
fared sumptously every day. No special sin and I ask who are his disciples and apostles at
yet
we
are
him,
informed that the present day ? Who dares to preach his docis attributed to
he died and lifted up his eyes in Hell, whilst trines and declare his whole counsel ? Who
beggar
was
poor
received into loveth him so much as to keep his saying and
Lazarus the
heaven, though it is not said that he had a make his precepts the guide of their life ?
recomend
him
to
(Luke 16: 16) What church to-day enjoins a love for man as
solitary virtue
Again, the only mention made of any por- man, as the first great element of religion? What
tion of the Jewish Scriptures ever read by church teaches a love for man beyond their
Jesus in the synagogue is mentioned in 4th own sectarian faith ? What church demands
chapter of Luke, 16 to 20 Verses, at which of its members a suppression of all war and
time he read from Esaias, "The Spirit of the personal violence ? What church teaches priLord is upon me, because he hath anointed me vate personal prayer as the only proper method
to preach the gospel to the poor, he hath sent of approaching God ? What church insists on
me to heal the broken hearted, to preach de- its members reposing a faith in God's provliverance to the captives and recovery of sight idence that excludes all care and provision
to the blind, to set at liberty them that are even for the morrow ? What church teaches
bruised, and he began to say unto them thisi that spirit of unbounded forgiveness be prescribed.
day is this Scripture fulfilled in your eyes.
(Concluded on fifth page.)
This great principle he taught in regard to
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that covers half the person and all the floor, is
there nothing nobler in this age of progress?
You that are seeking sensations to pass away
your time, live a nobler life and at last you
will have a sensation indeed when you rise into
the glorous light of Heaven.
MISS NETTIE M TEASE.

We meet to celebrate one of the grandest
The Twenty-iifth Anniversary of Modern epochs of history. True, as Prof Brittan says,
spiritual phenomena has always existed. But
Spiritualism.
Modern Spiritualism means something more
interesting
than communion between the two worlds. It
the
of
synopsis
a
I give below
power to
speeches, delivered at the St. Jaines Theatre, comes with a great revolutionizing
corruption, to modNew York, March 30, 1873, in celebration of reform society, to abolish
ify the religious and political world. It enters
this Anniversary, Dr. Hallock, Chairman.
the social life and there deals its blows at evils
DR. HALLOCK'S ADDRESS.
which we are suffering to-day. Some will say
This meeting is called in commemoration of it is simply a fact, a phenomenon, but when
ago.
century
a
of
quarter
what took place a
we see what these principles have accomplishThe church has its Christmas, Puritans their ed in the past twenty-five years, tearing down
of
30th
their
Spiritualists
22d of December,
the false, revealing higher truths in religion,
M; rch. The first notice of those Rochester and social life, what may we not expect for
You
tale.
fairy
a
like
Knockings seemed
the future? We have to meet sneers and perknow I stated it would reach us here and we secutions from the churches, but religion is
ful
has
been
prophecy
The
could all see it.
older than creeds and forms. We should pray
filled. My faith has never doubted the truth through noble deeds, with our hands upon our
to
merely
not
is
purpose
Its
of Spiritualism.
hearts, not upon the hilts of swords. The
save souls for the future, but society for the next twenty-five years we shall see these printhat
in
vain
is
knowledge
present. All other
ciples taken up into the inner life, every day
solemn hour when the soul stands ready to made a Sabbath, or holy day, and every home
to
has
discovery
new
Every
flight.
take its
a sanctuary. After awhile we shall have no
battle with prejudice, but
need of physicians for the body, for we shall
"
again."
rise
shall
to
earth
crushed
Truth
Understand the laws of life, and no ministers
without
be
got
be
can
that
truth
no
is
There
for the spul, for we can do our own praying.
ing bought by earnest work. Those who have The great future shall outwork itself into a far
received Spiritualism into the intellect, may higher life.
be numbered by hundreds of thousands. But
MISS JENNIE LEYS.
to produce fruitage, it must go down into the
We say this is the twenty fifth Anniversary
inner life. We, as Spiritualists, have got the
A B C of Spiritualism by means of these of Spiritualism. I believe that Spiritualism
knocks; but the alphabet is not all that is came with the first creation of a human soul.
wanted. Genius takes the alphabet and works Spiritualism means the practical realization of
it up into great ideas. The truth that does whatever is pure, and good, and noble. It is
not reach into the inner life inevitably dies. to be the hand that is to lift up even the murThat'was the great difficulty with Ancient derer, even the adulterer, even the lowest of
Si iritualism. It goes into Sunday, into tracts earth. Do we not need the keener knowledge
and into meetings, but not into Wall street, of Spiritualism to show us human life?
not into our legislatures, not into our commer- Though manifestation after manifestation
may, like the diamond, have its imitators, yet
ii-il i'e.
Mr. Warren S. Barlow then read an excel- nothing in earth or heaven can take away the
le nt poem which showed up some of the super- consciousness of spirit power. Not only many
stitions of prevalent theology, after which in earth life, but many who have gone into the
sor. e very pleasant and humorous remarks spirit-life, need our help, for they dwell in
darkness. We must lift up women. The
were made by
Father God has heretofore ruled. The Mother
ANDREW JACKSON DAVIS.
God should now be interpreted through wom"
It is well," said he, "thatyou allow only an. In Massachusetts, one hundred and
ten minutes, as i can give my address in lees forty-two legislators voted that woman was not
tima than that, namely: No. 24 East 4th St., equal to man, and should not have equal wages
New York;" after which Mr. Davis turned to for the same labor. When your legislatures
go to his seat in the midst of applause of the can put their hand into people's pockets and
audience. Dr. Hallock remarked that the ad- take out millions of dollars without their condress was good as far as it went, but they sent, it is time that woman should have a voice
would like more of it. He then continued in these matters. We don't need millions of
something as follows: I rejoice in being here dollars for churches that sustain such villainies.
to-day, because it celebrates the universal agi- In four places in this nation, the fires of revotation. The chairman says that man is not an lution are being enkindled. You should band
animal or vegetable. I am not here to cele- together as a man, and vote as a people. Why
brate a religion born twenty-five years ago. do not people do right? Because of their early
S4 iritualism to me is a demonstration of im- education and conditions, aid their origin of
mortality. The conviction of man's exalted life. Step by step, with all your ancestral condestiny will elevate all men. I belong to those ditions about you, you must rise and be equipwho rejoice in ideas rather than the mere phe- ped for the future. You must educate the
nomena. Personally, I have never sat at such young to work in schools, as well as study,
a table as that of public circles, and you may and train them to nobility of life, so that our
say that " I have meat that ye know not of." prisons may not be crowded. No one should
All of you could have this meat. Four years say when looking phrenologicallyand physioago I published a book which led many to say logically at his fellow-man, "I condemn thee."
that I recanted. I merely uttered a caution. What motives are there for becoming the purIt does not touch my veneration to move ta- est and whitest, both in thought and deed,
bles, tie persons, etc. I live in New York, a when looking at the soul's destiny ? Whatever
city which is said to be midway between hell be the cloak about one, even the Spiritualistic
and the elysian fields. I love New York. I cloak, it must pass away. The spirits call for
love Spiritualism. I welcome Henry Ward the highest and noblest that we can do. In the
Beecher, though I differ from his theology. I far future there will be no death, no sighing,
treat with all kindness Victoria Woodhull, and a spirit of love and peace shall be on the
Theodore Tilton or the Pope of Rome, al- earth, as it is in the distant spheres where the
though I may quite disagree with their theories.

All of these have nothing to do with religion,
any more than a loud bell has with a good dinner. We can afford to differ.
The Chairman next introduced
PROF. S. B BR1TTAN

Who spoke as follows: Though not well, I
could not resist the inclination to be here. I
see no special propriety in celebrating this day
for the reason that Spiritualism is a part of the
experience of all ages and nations. If I were
to fix the date, I should go back farther than
Hydesville. One hundred and fifty-seven
years ago, all the phases that have attended
the Fox family, occurred in John Wesley's
family, such as the rolling of balls on the floor,
the falling of glass and a great variety of other
phenomena. It would be well to go back one
hundred and forty-three years ago, when
Emanuel Swedenborg's vision was first opened
to the spiritual glories.

The very foundation

of all religions, Brahminism, Buddhism, Christianity and Mohammedanism all. came from

spiritual manifestations.
Take out the spiritual part of Christianity and what have you but

husks? And yet the world knows little of it.
If you were to ask most people about Spiritualism, they would say it is right from the lower
regions, and was a charter for all iniquity, and
that Spiritualists were from Oneida Community, or Salt Lake City, although the religious
communitiesdwelling there build upon the
Bible. We must look upon this subject without always asking for miracles. The magicians of Egypt imitated Moses very closely, in
most thiDgs, just as persons are attempting to
imitate true mediums now-a-days. I am sorry
we must have so many conventions, in which
many have seen fit to ride hobbies. We want
individuality. If we organize Spiritualism,
let us have done with the imitation of the
sects. Let us organize to do something rather
than believe something. I care not whether a
man believes in Mohammed or Christ, if he
but works for man. We must sink our traits
of characterinto the depths of feeling, as well
as rise into the higher atmosphere of etherial
life. We must remodel society. We must
take Moses out of the chair of government, and
put Christianity or Spiritualisminto it.
We must study into human life. Human
life is to a great extent predestined by the
method cf birth. We have no more right to
condemn a human being who works from
forces he can not control, than we have to condemn an infant. We must cast out the law of
Moses, and institute in its place the law of
human ty.

There

may

be fort e in

this

assembly, who call themselves Christians, and
who do not see these beautiful truths. Did
not your master say, " I came not to destroy,
but to save." " I will have mercy and not sacrifice." Let our educational institutions be
formed on natural laws. We want nature and
the knowledge of the laws of life. We want
an eclectic religion, an eclectic science. Let
it be the business of the American religion to
choose the good of all systems. Let us enfranchise woman. I scorn to have any right which
my mother can not have. If there is to be
any superiority of privilege, should it not be
accorded to what people are pleased to call
the "weaker sex?" [Applause]. We must
have an aristocracy of mind and science, and
real worth. But of all aristocracies, an aristocracy of pantaloons is the most unfounded.
Let me siy to those mer^who have been treading Wall street and State street, whose faces
resemble a steel trap and an iron vise, are
there no nobler things than this money, this
merchandise? You women of America, who
spend your time in lolling on your divans in
the morning, and in going to the ball room
at night, in full dress, which means one

I\sssz-

As I sat in the parlor at Dr. Pence's, who
should walk in but our good, earnest wholesouled, intelligent., co-weuker, Sister Addie
L. Ballou, just returned from her lecturing
tour through the South, or her "march to the
sea." What a noble self-sacrificingsoul is she!
Ready to go anywhere and do anything that
will elevate and bless mankind. I felt myself
drawn very closely to her, as I found that she
so fully appreciated and entered into my plans
for constructing an Institution that is to bless
the world. At her r< quest 1 repeat here a brief
outline of what is contemplatedthat the friends
of humanity who are sending in their means
may see the glory and grandeur of this enterprise.
1. On the lower floor a Healing Institute,
with these appliances, the potency of which I
have proven again and again, viz: the Turkish
Bath, Electro-magnetism, the Swedish movement, and a judicious use of medicine. Under
these appliances "the blind shall see, the lame
walk, the deaf hear, and the sick be healed."
2. On the second floor the auditorium for
lectures, the drama, etc., and seance rooms of
all kinds for spirit-manifestations. 3. On the
third floor an art gallery—and instructions
given to young women, married, single, or
widow in some useful art, as at the Cooper Institute, U. Y., that such may go out to maintain themselves and bless the world. 4 Connected with the Institution will be a school
and home for poor orphan children and those
who are worse than orphans, cursed with
lazy, diuuken, profligate parents. This
school is to be conducted on the "Industrial" plan. 5. The Institution is to have a
Lodge connected with it. into which poor,
tired, travelworn, sick and discouraged lecturers may turn and rest, and refresh themselves,
be treated and cured—all free of expenses, and
go on their way rejoicing df)ing the great work
that is on their hands. Media, true and trusty,
will have the same privileges—all free.
Drunkenness, and all other abnormal conditions, will be treated as diseases and cured.
Donations, bequests, contributions, etc., for
this grand object, will be received and duly
acknowledged, the money safely deposited in
bank and used for that purpose alone. Send
on a hundred thousand orders for the spirit
photograph. It is worth twice 50 cents as a
curiosity.

Well, on Saturday evening we were all
(strangers mostly) invited by Dr. Pence to his
Seance Rooms in his great brick block, where
he furnishes the medium and her husband
rooms free of rent. Here we witnessed materialization as palpable, if not more so, than at
Moravia, "the Mecca of Spiritualism."
Mrs. Stevens, the medium, is a young married woman of about 22 years of age, I should
judge—slender, thin, small, dark hair and eyes,
the very picture of frankness and honesty.
The cabinet is of the usual kind, which was
examined by a committee of gentlemen, while
a committee of ladies took the medium into an
arjoLiing room and examined her closely,
even to the removing of her shoes and stockings. They found no white fabric of any kind
whatever, all her underclothesbeing made of
dark goods, because some had said, "Maybe
she makes white robes, etc., out of her linen."
Not a stitch of white of any kind could be
found on her person, no masks, crowns, feathers or anything of the kind—only a scanty
wardrobe and that all of black or dark goods.
Having entered the cabinet, a tune was played
on the music-box, and a hand and arm to the
elbow were displayed at the aperture, the hand
large and muscular, the arm being covered
with a shirt-sleeve. Then another and another,
now small, then large, now with, and now
without a gold ring. By-and-by a head, face,
neck, chest and two hands and arms appeared,
the face covered with a long heavy beard and
mustache, a crown with white feathers on the
spirit has reached a divine perfection, and a head, a white robe on the body, and all had
divine love. Then the earth shall be beautiful semblance of real liie. This vanished and anand all shall be happy, and heaven shall come other and another came—all differingfrom
each other. As many as twelve different forms
down among men. [Applause.]
have been manifested at one seance there.
The time is not distant when the people of
Our New Home.
I have made arrangements to have my Mag- the West need not "travel East in search of
netic Cure moved on May 1st, to 229 West 38th light." The medium has the promise that at
St., near Broadway. In connection with this, no distant day our spirit friends in general can
a delightful Hygienic Home will be estab- materialize in her presence, give their names,
lihed, for patients and others, presided over by etc., as at Moravia and else where. At present
an accomplished lady clairvoyant and physi her own spirit band alone can communicate in
cian, who will assist me when necessary. I that way.
On Sunday morning a large and highly rehave been very much encouraged by the new
and greater power, I seem constantly to be spectable audience assembled in "Pence Hall,"
receiving, for healing the sick, even the most to hear the lecture. Mrs. Ballou accompanied
obstinate cases. My electro gymnasium will us on to the platform, and after music by the
hold over until fall, but I am to train the New choir, in a very phaste and neat little speech
York Lyceum every Thursday, evening in the introduced us to the audience, to which we
beautiful and vi! a izing magnetic gymnastics, spoke for over an hour and a quarter on the
which I have devised and developed, because consecutive steps that brought us from the
I consider them more inspiriting and health- "court of the Gentiles into the sanctum sanagiving than the old methods. Hereafter let torium."
In the afternoon we were invited to a seance
the New Yorkers remember that the headquarters for the Religio-Philosophical Jour al, at the residence of a Bro. Morgan, whose little
which is constantly increasing in favor here, daughter, only eleven years old, is the most
will be at 229, West 38th St., and that adver- wonderful medium in the world for her age
tisements and subscriptions, can be handed to and the time of her development. She has
only been sitting about six weeks and yet all
me there.
the wonderful phenomena, so far as the move
ponderable bodies, playing on instruTwenty-Fifth Anniversary at Terre Haute, ment ofringing
ments,
bells, etc., are concerned that
Indiana.
are common in the Davenport Brothers' seances,
Whom, and What I Saw, and What was occur in the presence of this child. The cabinet eloors stand open, the child is chained and
Done.
put under lock and key, and the key held by a
stranger and a skeptic. I can not give details,
BY T. B. TAYLOR, A M. M M.
but, give it as my opinion that the little Morgan
the continent.
S. S. Jones, Dear Brother:—It will be in- girl has no equal onvery
fine audience packed
In the evening a
teresting to your readers, propably, to have a
brief account of matters and things at, and the hall, while they listened to "The Intolernear Terre Haute, Ind., at which place on last ance of the Ages."" I sold lots of Old TheolSaturday, Sunday and Monday, the Twenty- ogy Turned Upside Down, The WoodhullFifth Anniversary of the introduction of Beecher Imbroglio and the wonderful spirit
Spiritualism, in its systematized form into potographs, the proceeds to go to build "the
idol of my heart," a Universal Sanitarium.
America was observed and ei joyed.
In the morning Mrs. Pence "showed us
We arrived at Terre Haute, on Saturday, p.
M., and was shown to the princely establishment round town" in her carriage. In the afternoon
of Dr. Allen Pence as "my home" during my we went to our old home, when a college prosojourn in the city. Dr. Pence and his charm- fessor, at Paris, 111, to meet an engagement to
ing little Dutch wife, can put their fingers in lecture at night. Dr. Curl had made a flank
their ears while they read this paragraph, movement on the clergy and got them all to
should it chance to fall into their hands. Dr. read a notice that "Rev. T. B. Taylor would
Pence should have his name changed to read deliver a lecture on Monday evening in—hall."
Prince, the son of a king, for such is he. A So, many Methodists came to hear the lecture
most charming, choice spirit is within him. —were disappointed, amused, grieved, pleased,
He owns a large and beautiful property on the made angry, laughed, cried and what else I
Second and streets, the front three stories know not, "but I have not for along time adhigh, made of brick—the rear, made of wood, dressed an audience with such varied results.
where the doctor and his family live—and At the close of the lecture the audience by
where, in such a pleasant, and ever princely scores gathered around me to examine my
manner he entertains his many friends. The strange curiosities, and buy my books. At 11
first story of Dr. Pence's establishment is de- p.m. we took the train for St. Louis, and from
voted to his large and profitable business—the there to this city where we arrived in good
drug, wholesale and retail. Among other things order onward moving.
To say that I was pleased with my visit to
that the doctor keeps on hand in nis office, are:
our Spiritualistic books, pamphlets, pictures, Terre Haute and Paris, is not to express the
fact; I was delighted, and profited and hope
etc.
Mrs. Pence is a worker. Oh! if all our re- thai I was a blessing to others.
Leavenworth, Kan.
formers were only so practical and full of good
sense as she, the world would be born again
in a few years. But, alas! "Deacon Hook,"
Dn Chailln and Darwin.
as Addie L. Ballou calls the honorable Secretary of the society, has a soul as b g as a lake,
BY JOHN SYPHERS.
and was on hand with his pleasant dry jokes,
and a kind word of encouragementfor all. He
I listened with the most intense pleasure and
is a noble specimen of reeieemed humanity. curiosity to the recital of the adventures of the
He and others urged me very much to stop great traveler Du Chaillu, in Equatorial Afover a week and look carefully at Terre Haute rica; and what made it still more interesting,
to see if th«t is not the place to locate the was the fact that the story was told by Du
Universal Sanitarium, but business urged me Chaillu himself. He is a little, black-eyed,
toward Kansas at an early hour; nevertheless dark skinned and bald-headed Frenchman.
—more anon on locating this Institution at that Through the medium of his books and lectures,
point.
the people are now pretty well posted on what

he saw, what he heard and what he did, during his ten years' travels and explorations in
thfct distant and unknown country. About
fifty per cent, of his lecture was "Gorilla," and

judging from the way that the people seemed

to enjoy that part of his speech, I would infir
that they would have been highly pleased if it
had all been "gorilla." The story of his adventures with those wild men of the forest
was most fearfully exciting. He pronounces
the anatomical construction of these animals
to be precisely the same as man, with this
slight difference only, that some bones are a
little longer, some a trifle shoiter than the corresponding bones in man, but that the hinges,
joints, and number of bones are precisely the
same. He thought that these facts might go a
great way toward the establishment of the
Darwinian theory of the origin of man. However, he thought there was a great gap still left
open between the gorilla and man, and this
gap must necessarily be closed up before the
Darwinian theory could be positively established.
To my mind, said gap, is as easily closed as
it is to shut the door of our dwelling. Climate
and a different mode of living, has made all
the difference that we see between man and
the gorilla, the chimparzee or the monkey.
Nothing can be more certain than that man
had his origin from, and has been developed
up out of the animal kingdom below him.
This theory has a natural, tangible and scientific basis, while that other theory affirming
his origin to have been in a garden called
Eden, and that he was manipulated from a bit
of Asiatic mud in the hands of a God, is evidently a made-up story, with not even the
hundredth part of a grain of truth in it. But,
then, says one, "Gorillas and monkeys are
hairy—why are not we the same if we were derived from them?" I answer that it is very
evident that men have been hairy animals at
one time, as traces of fine hair is yet to be
seen all over the human body. The habit of
wearing clothes, which a cold climate made
necessray, and by thus covering up the body,
and keeping it in the shade and away from
the action of sunshine and the elements, has
arrested it in its growth, and per consequence
it has now almost entirely disappeared. But
the greatest objection by many is this, "Man
has language; gorillas and monkeys have
none." This seeming great objection to the
development theory of the origin of man, is
easily removed when we consider what language really is. All animals can produce a
sound from the throat and lungs, and this
sound is the foundation of all language. Man
produces a sound by the escaping of air from
the lungs, so do other animals, but with this
difference only, man has learned to manage
his lips, tongue and teeth so that he articulates
or cuts that sound up into words as it escapes
from his mouth, while the animals have not so
learned, but still they have the original faculty
of speech as well as he. Analyze human speech
down closely, and you will find that it resolves
itself back into this original sound of the human voice. A mute has the faculty of speech
just the same as you or I. His power of voice
is the same, but as he can not hear, he therefore can not learn to work his lips, tongue and
teeth so as to cut this original voice or sound
up into words. The gorilla indeed has a
splendid faculty of speech, as he can produce
a sound that can be heard at the distance of
three or four miles. Now, if he could only be
taught to work his lips and tongue to a little
advantage, he would soon have a spoken language as well as man. The roaring of the lion
could be rendered into language the same way,
and so could the barking of a dog. Indeed, it
is now stated that upon good authority, that
there is a man living in the State of New York,
who has a favorite dog, whom he has learned
to talk. He takes hold of the lower jaw of the
animal with his hand, and by skillfully working
it when the dog produces a sound, he shapes it

into words as it escapes from his mouth. It is
stated that said dog can speak almost any word
when thus slightly assisted by his master, and
that he has learned to swear like a trooper.
Parrots and crows have been taught so to manage their tongues, as to throw their voice into
words. From these facts we can plainly see
that speech is no special gift to man, but that
he has only learned a little more about the
management of that natural voice, which he
possesses in common with all other animals.
"
But if we come from monkeys, what has become of the tail?" I heard a gentleman whisper the other evening while listening to Du
Chaillu. I told him that he might as well
argue that a frog did not come a polywog, because Mr. Frog did not retain Mr. Polywog's
tail!
There is an infinitely wider gap between a
frog and a polywog, than there is between a
man and a gorilla. The frog has four legs and
lives upon the land; the polywog has no legs
but a tail, and can live only in the water; yet
we know positively that the one is derived immediately from the other.
But, again, follow nature a little further,
and witness a few more of her seeming wide
gaps, and see how easily she fills them up.
Look at the loathesome, hairy catapiller crawling upon the ground, and then look at the
beautiful butterfly with painted wings proudly
soaring through space, and think of the wide
gap that exists between the two. You could
hurl the whole animal kingdom into this gap,
and scarcely diminish the chasm, yet we know
positively that one is derived directly from the
other. But the greatest trouble with man is
his pride—he thinks this theory so humiliating
to him. He loves to ascribe his origin to the
Gods. It tickles his self-esteem, and this is
the only reason why that mythologic story of
man's creation by a God in the garden of Eden
has become so popular in the world. But to
the lover and student of nature, there is more
true grandeur in one natural truth, no matter
how humiliating to man's false and ignorant
pride, than there is in ten thousand glittering
lies! So hurrah for Darwin, the man who has
found the key that unlocks the mystery of the
origin of man. Wake up! for the darkness |sj
fleeing away and behold the day breaks!
LaSalle, 111.

have been impossible to have fallen into
better
hands. The gentlemanly agent of
hall was rented, was so well pleasedwhom the
the
lectures as to reduce his charges to thewith
simple
cost of lighting etc., while a reduction
hotel bill at the Augusta House, wasin tie
al<o
worthy of notice.
There are

Spiritualists

enough in the genial State of Georgia
to makp
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beautifully
radiant
in
spiritual
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it is now gloriously
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bedecked with many hied
blooms of early spring-time, if only co opera
n and systematized e-flort could be
sustained
among them.
ueu
A
moreohbarren
and dismal
never
attended
the footsteps
of anprospect
itinerant, than
that which seemed to checkmate
every effort
my best abilities could put forth at
Columbia
South
Carolina.
in the midst of a
drenching
rain at Arriving
midnight, and after waiting
all the next day in an unenviable frame of
mind, for the personal or other recognition
of
my telegram and letter announcing premedi
tated and final arrival, succeeded al last in "to
eating" the enthusiastic prompter of my invi
tation hither, and whom I found after walking
a mile, confined at home by the double i ffliction
of a crippled limb and a sick wife and
who considering his own burdens of life 'had
like many another ardent Spiritualist, reckoned
without his host as to financial matters and
summoned the speaker without due consideration that though the spirit may be willing the
pocket may be too heavily taxed in these unassisted missionary labors. Failing to be correctly and well advertised, the lecture which
was to have been delivered on Saturday evening, still remains among the things that are
not, and the large audience that did not come
out, will always remain in ignorance of the
good things they missed, or of the "bad" ones
they might have disliked.
Nothing daunted, and kindly piloted by a
most gentlemanly sympathizer, after securing
the promise of the hall and all necessary preliminaries, the circuit of morning publications
was made, whose extremely obliging editors
gave me most admirable notices, which drew
to the hall a very select and interested audience, who listened with earnest attention
throughout the discourse. At night at the
moment of leaving the Hotel for the evening
lecture, the rumor came up from the people,
that a large and impatient crowd were waiting
and could not get in the hall. On arrival at
the scene of discomfort, the facts disclosed the
refusal of the proprietor to keep his engagement and to open the hall for "a woman to
talk nonsense!" Persecution always paves the
way to patronage, and at once the unsolicited
commendable offer from the proprietors of
two hotels, of the gratuitous use of their commodious rooms, was as gratefully as unexpectedly received—only one of which could be
accepted however, but never has it been my
good fortune to hold in such breathless attention for over an hour a more appreciative audience than gathered together that night at
the Central House, and from whose bounty and
generous sympathy was volunteered the financial munificence more than equal to all expenditures, for which I am ever grateful to them
and the good brother Israelite, the proprietor
of the magnificent Wheeler House, whose religion of good deeds prompted him to cast
"half off " in the bill account on his register
opposite my name.
With many warm memories of friends and
favors never to be forgotten, and with the fixed
purpose of devoting next Winter's campaign
to the genial South, on the next day myself
acd baggage duly ticketed and checked, were
again en route—and with a few stoppages and
incidental delays, on Saturday, a. m. reached
Terre Haute just as the last lingering vestiges
of snow (the first of the season to my eyes)
were melting from the hillsides, and just in
time to attend and participate in the exercises
of the twenty-fifth anniversary.
Terre Haute, Ind.

One Box Only, Usually Weans from all
Desire for Tobacco.

|E~

Mrs. A. H. Robinson, Chicago, Illinois:—
Having for forty five years used Tobacco, last
June a friend offered if I would try your Antidote that he would furnish it, consequently,
soon after I received the Box, used it for eight
days according to directions, when I found
myself perfectly weaned from the desire to use
Tobacco.
Since, my health has very much improved,
and in weight I have increased twenty-fine
pounds. I have not words to express my gratitude for this timely great change in health,
and relief from a habit that to me to-day, appears quite different from the practice of years
gone by.
I would recommend to all who wish to become free and out of bondage, to use your antidote, for it is a certain cure for usinjr Tobacco.

Respectfully, etc., etc,,
M. C. Moody.
Hamilton, Caldwell County, Mo., March 19,

1873.
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The Little Bouquet.

The above entitled work will be a monthly
magazine, (usual magazine size, 32 pages of
reading matter) with an illuminated cover of
uncommon beauty. The whole work will be
richly embellished with illustrative cuts, and
replete with well written articles based upon
the philosophy of life, and spiritual facts
adapted to the taste, capacity, mental and
moral culture of the children and youth of
the present age, both in an out of the sphere
of Progressive Lyceums.
This rare work, first of its kind ever brought
before the public, will be put before the Spiritualists of the world at its actual cq$t—$1 50
a year.
Letter from Addie L. Ballou.
The proprietorof the Religio-Philosophic
Dear Journal:—"Home again" to the al Publishing House is impelled to look to
weary toiler on life's frontier battle field of other means for sustaining his House than
truth, means the warm greetings and loving profits from this work. The
object is to place
welcomes of those who love us, whose blessings
have gone with us, and who have missed our the magazine in the hands of the children of
presence, yet who have bid us Godspeed in the all Spiritualists at least, in a form so attractive
work before us, and who in every sense appre- as to banish the prejudice that so
generally
ciate us, and so I write you now at "home prevails among
the youth, against the truth
again," from this Spiritualistic headquarters
of spirit communion.
known far and near as the Pence House, at
The well-known ability of the proprietor of
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA.
After a very pleasurable sojourn of some ten this house to execute whatever his angelic
days at the beautiful city of the South, from friends impose upon him, is a guarantee that
which I last wrote you, Augusta, Georgia, I re- The
Little Bouquet will be a permanent inluctantly turned my face toward the Capital
stitution of the country and a credit to Spiritcity of South Carolina. My course of six lectures in Augusta were pre-eminently a success, ualism.
A general invitation is given to friends of
and the beginning with but a handful, so to
speak. After the first lecture I had no diffi- the enterprise everywhere not only to write
culty in drawing a crowd. Masonic Hall in for its columns,
but to secure subscribers for
fact seemed on several occasions to have been
the centre of attraction, and our audiences the work.
The work is a fixed fact, and we earnestly
were among the choicest thinkers ever brought
together. There is no society here, and but few appeal to our friends to forward their subscripof the faith, and although my advent was un- tions. Address Little Bouquet, corner of
heralded and uninvited among them, it would Fifth Avenue
and Adams street, Chicago.
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glalium's Column.

w|il ^ticntfo.
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Dyspepsia.

Eclectric Magnetic and Clairvoyant Physician.

1039
Mt.
Vernon
wt., Philadelphia, Pa.
Mondays,
Tuesdays
and

Wednesdays
404 Dean St.. Brooklyn, i\. Y.-Thursdays, 1
Fridays and Saturdays.
3
Examinations made by lock of hair. Send for circular
containing

Art and Science.

Attention Opium Eaters!
Mrs. A. H. Robinson has just been furnished with a sure and harmless specific foi
curing the appetite for opium and all other narcotics, by the Board of Chemists, in spirit
life, who have heretofore given her the neces
sary antidote for curing the appetite for tobacco, and the proper ingredients for restoring hair to all bald heads, no matter of how
long standing.
Mrs Robinson will furnish the remedy, and
send it by mail or express to all who may
apply for the same within the next sixty days,
on the receipt of fine dollars (the simple cost
of the ingredients), and guarantee a most
perfect cure or refund the money, if directions
accompanying each package are "strictly fol-

lowed .

vl4L8tf
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T HE S P I K I T

J. W. VAN NAMEE, M. D.

Southern Department.—Papers can be obtained and
Subscriptions will be received by Dr. Y. A. Carr. Address
care Dr. J. W. Allen. No. 12, Dryads st, New Orleans, La

As a prelude to the introduction of the general classification of the sciences into classes,
orders, genera and species, we pause to note
something of interesting chronology by the
way. According to the nature of the demands
of the facts in the case, the cycle of the sun is
twenty-eight years before the days of the
week return to the same days of the month,
and it is found by adding nine to the date of
the year, and dividing by 38, the quotient is
the number of cycles, and the remainder is the
number of cycles wanted. The time of the
moon s southing, is four-fifths of an hour later
every day, from the last new moon.
Cnrist is supposed to have been born in the
forty-third year of Augustus, 4,004 or 4 005 or
some other thousands of years after the Genesis account of Creation. The Alphonsine tables state that the Creation was 6 934 B.C The
Greek church puts the Creation5,508 B.C. and
begin their first year in the month of March.
The early fathers held the Creation to be 5,502
B.C., and add the year A.D. to it; others made
it 5,492, and others differently.
Tue modern Jews date Creation as being
3,760J, B.C., making the present date 5 6831
years since the Creation. The epoch of' the
M jsaic Creation is fixed by the Samaritan Pentateuch, at 4,708 years B.C.; the Septuagint at
5,873; the Talmud at 5,344; and other chronologers, some one hundred and twenty in number
vary from the Septaugint to 3,268, some fixing
mg at 5,411, The Catholic church adopted the
even number 4,000, to avoid the trouble of fractions, but for want of something else to do,
added four more years to make it no doubt appear more definite, and it is from this momentous decision, that the period of Creation is
now accepted by the Christian world, so called,
as having occurred precisely 4,004 years before
Christ. This is much the same character of
authentic decision that characterizes their
many Other glorious and inglorious works.
Tliere is also a like confusion respecting the
year of the flood, the Septaugint puts that allimportant drowning catastrophe at 3,426; Josephus at 3,146; Samaritan at 2,998, and modern
Jews at 2,104, while others, such as Herodotus
and the Greeks, do not seem to have heard of
the affair at all, as they neither mention nor
seem to take any stock in the dampening event.
The Greeks, however, did hear and speak of
an overflow in Attica and a few other subsequent freshets elsewhere. In addition to all
this, there is a similar sublime uncertainty
about the birth of Christ, who came according
to the saying of the Prophets, between which
event and which prophecies, so called, there is
about as much resemblanceand homogenious
connection as there is between a bull-terrier
and bull-frog; nor is it known whether he was
crucified in the 15th, 16th or 19sh year of
Tiberius.
The early fathers assigned but one year to
the period of his public preaching, others two,
and Eusebius three and a half As to Christian
festivals, they were mere astrological occasions,
commemorative of the days on which the sun
entered the different signs of the zodiac. All
this later confusion, may have grown out of
the_revolutionary troubles Of the specific occasion, since Judea had been conqueredby
Borne some sixty-three years before Christ's
birth, and Jerusalem destroyed some thirtyseven years after his crucifixion, and some
few years afterward, slaying all Christ's disciples, the irate Romans rebuilt and dedicated
Jerusalem to Jupiter, and slew 580,000 Jews
and binished the rest from Judea.
We, in charity, account for the indefiniteness'in this way, and also claim for the same
reason, the wlrole record was thus rendered
comparatively unreliable, and more particularly as said record was hidden among the
rubbish of an old garret, where it lay some
one hundred and seventy-six years, as dump
as a stone-encased toad, until father Origen,
a priest, found, brought forth, and fixed it up
to suit the case. Time rolled on with her
wonted revolutions and reactions, and in five
hundred and sixteen, B. C. Dionvsius (a
monk), invented and introduced the Christian
era; in 1,204 the inquisition was established;
The nature of our purpose and limit of our
time and space, however, preclude any further detail in his connection, than a passing
reference to the Hindoo chronology, which
Sir William Jones extends through a long
period of years and which according to their
claim, presents us with a period of 1,970,784,000 or nearly two billions years during which
Brahma was resting, but previous to which
Brahma was nearly two millions or 170 64,000 years in erecting the earth, after which
its planetary motion commenced.

REAL LIFE

Dr. Slade, located now at 413 Fourth avenue, New
York, will give special attentiom to the treatment of
disease. Abo keeps Specllc Remedies for Asthma and

A. CARR, M. D.

testimonials, vt8nl3tf
~

B. W. FREEMAN,
SPIRITUAL

Clairvoyant Physician,
Terms, personal examination at my office $ 1 00
WLen lock of hair with name and age sent..,.
$2 00

Office 1101 South High Street,

(Bet. State and Town its.) Columbus

Residence No. 236 East Gay Street.

O

Misses Helen Grovcr 4 Lizzie L Crosby

HWaling,

Business

and Test

Mediums.

'^atment given. Examination and treatment

distance*111
r or Photograph, to patients at a
Jamei Fisfe Jr. Bu»inps§ Control of
™elUSp®rriMfl^WmadVi8COaba8il'eB8 by letter
*8

°0tO$300' Na
V,TretTtvOm$a
*orK
city.

316' 4th Ave., New
vl3n26t8

MRS. A. H. ROBINSON,

Healing, Psychometric & Business Mecliuffl,

Corner Adams St., & 5th Aye., Chicago.

MRS.

ROBINSON, whiie under spirit control, on re-

ceivmg a lock of hair of a sick patient, will diagnose
tne disease most perfectly, and prescribe the
proper remedy.
Yet, as the most speedy cure is the essential object in view rather than to gratify idle curiosity, the
better practice is to send along with a lock of hair, a
bnei statement of the sex, age, leading symptoms,
the length of time the patient has been sick; when and
she
will, without delay, return a most potent prescription and
remedy for eradicating the disease, and permanently
cunng all curable cases.
Of herself she claims no knowledge of the healing art,
but when her spirit-guides are brought en rapmrtwith
a sick person, through her mediumsnip, they never fail
to give immediate and permanent relief, in curable cases,
through the positive and negative forces latent in the
system and in nature. This prescription is sent
by mail,
and be it an internal or an external application, it should
be given or applied precisely as directed in the accompanying letter of instructions, however simple it inay
seem to be; remember it is not the quantity of the com
pound, but the chemical effect that is produced, that
science takes cognizance of.
One prescription is usually sufficient, but in case
patient is not permanently cured by one prescription, the
application for a second, or more if required, should the
be
made in about ten days after the last, each time stating
changes that may be apparent in the symptoms of
the disease.
Mrs. Robinson also, through her mediumship, diagnoses, the disease of any one who calls upon her at her
residence. The facility with which the spirits controlling
her accomplish the same, is done as well when the application is by letter, as when the patient is present.
gifts are very remarkable, not only in the healing art, Her
but
as a psychometric and business medium.
Terms Diagnosis and first prescription, $3.00; each
subsequent one, $2.00. Psychometric Delineation of
character, $3.00. Answering business letters, $3.00. The
money should accompany the application to insure
a reply.
Hereafter, all charity applications, to insure a reply, must contain one dollar, to defray the expenses of
reporter, amanuensis, and postage.

Mrs. Robinson will

give no privaet

sittings to any one. If privacy hereafter
is required, it must be by
letter, accompanied with the usual fee; and terms above
stated, must be strictly complied with, or no notice will
be taken of letters sent.

Spiritualist Home
148. W. Washington-St.

CHICAGO,

-

--

--

___

ATTORNEY'S AND COUNSELORS AT LAW.

„„ No. 125 SOUTH CLARK STREET.
Rooms 32, & 33, Chicaoo Ttt
[vl3n61yrl a0'lLL'

BOARDING IN NEW YORK CITY.

Pleasantrooms and good board in a first-classlocation
at reasonable rates, at

NEW YORK.

Turkish baths, Erectric baths, Movementcure and
Lifting cure m the establishment for
those requiring
MILLER, HAYNES & CO.,

Proprietors.

WARREN CHASE & CO.,
614 NORTH FIFTH STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.,
Keep constantly on hand all the publications of
the
Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Wm. White A
Co., J. P. Meudum, Adams & Co., and all other popular
liberal literature, including the Reli&io-Philosophicax

-JomsfAL, and Banner of Light, Magazines, Photograp&s,
Parlor Games, Golden Pens, Stationery, etc.

HERMAN SNOW.
319 KEARNEY ST., (up stairs) SANFRANCISCO.CAL,.
Keeps for sale the

RELIG1O-PHIL080PHICAL JOURNAL
p™?™ Arjparati)?j Spence'g Positive and Negative
8

<3?lden

CTlS m^le?free. etC>
ceived at par.

Pens. Planchettes, Dr.
CaWo^ee and Cir-

AddrSs^

ox Sam Francisco,' Cal.
bibical chronology

CONTItASTINGTUB CHRONOLOGY COMPUTATIONS

OF THE HEBREW AND SEPTUAGINT
VERSIONS
FROM ADAM TO CHRIST WITH A
CRITICAL
ESSAY ON THE GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF
THE

Garden of Mden

By HI. K
Price, 10 cents; postage, 2 CRAVEN.
cents.
For
***
sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-PMlo-

sophical Publishing House, Adams street and Fifth
Av

Chicago.

SECRETS OF

t

L A N D.

THEPRIvrrir
PHlLOSof^YIV

Given Tnspiiationally

BY MRS MARIA M. KING,
Author of the "Principles of Nature " etc.
This volume, as its title indicates, is illustrative of the
Spiritual Philosophy. It U sent forth
on its
among men by the author, with the firm convictionmission
it
is a necessity to educate the people to aknowledge that
of the
future state by every method that can be devis. d by
their teachers in spirit-life. Now that the " heavens are
opened and the angels of God are ascending and descendng," and men can receive communications from spiritlife, nothing can be more appropriate than for them to
receive instruction as to the methods of life in the future
state, and the principles which underlie those methods.
Price, $1.00; postage, 16 cents.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing Ilouse, Adams St., and iTfth Ave.
Chicago.
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B E E-K EEPI1VG
Being a practical

VontlTca,TlT*
n„,l i'tstoi

anvlv the blister
1 four Ze7s n~"'VbUt
Zree
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A COMPLETE VARIETY
rKOM WHICH

All Classes of Farmers can
select Machines
BEST SUITED TO THEIR WANTS.

SIMPLE! STRONG
DURABLE! LIGHT DRAFT!
PERFECTION of PRINCIPLE!
PERFECT WORK!

Ilasbaud.— Wh&t, Mary, well already, and eating toast and tea: I
left you with a
raying fever this morning.
Wife, les, Albert, I am well already, and 1 took nothing but six
of Spencefs Positive
Powders.
They acted like a charm, and they cost only two cents and a
half a piece. That
is the tiniest doctor's bill you ever paid.

IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENTS!
Manufactured only by

— —

D. M. OSBORNE & CO. Auburn, III. Y.

We announce nothing new when we say that every
thing in nature, from the least to the greatest, is either
positiveor negative. In other words there are
in nature
but two forces; and they do all the mighty things as
well as all the little things that are done. These two
orces are easily recognized: under the different popular
and scientific ames which have been given them. In
the solar systems of th# universe they are /called attractIon. and repulsion; in the earth they are
called north and noutli polarity;, in the ultimate
chemical atoms of matter they a-e called electropositive and electro-negative; and in animal
and vegetable life theyare called male and female.
But wherever they dwell, and under whatever names
known, they are always the same, always dual always
found, upon an ultimate analysis, to be nothing more
than nature's two greit forces, the positive and the
ne^aUsre, modified by the peculiarities of the miterial
forms in whicu they are embodied. The positive and
negative forces are therefore the onlv powers of the
universe of systems, suns, worlds, atoms, life, mind.
jwsitive and negative forces move and guide, make
andj destroy,
build up and tear down, lock and unlock
everything in nature they are, as it were, nature's
rignt and ieft band, doing everything that is
done, and without which nothing can be done.
Oar budies, and th: organs of our bodies, are pervaded
and actuated by the s^me two forces, the positive and
the negative, in disease as well as in health; the only
difference between h altn and disease being, that in dis-

Branch Offices and Warehouses:

Chicago, Illinois.
Cleveland, Ohio,
St. Louis, Missouri.
Philadelphia, Pa.
So. Framingham, Mass,

.

Address D. M. OSBORNE & CO.*
AT EITHER PLACE. '

Pamphlets in the English, German.
Swedish or Bohemian Languages, givlng full descriptions and prices, can be
had from local agents, or will be mailed
free on application.

SOMETHING KJUW

WONDERFUL LIGHTNING RELIEF
FOR THE

TEETHACEtE
Warranted to cure Teethache in one minute. Always
sure safe and reliable. Try it and you will never be without ir,. Sent to any address on receipt of price Trial
size, 26 cents. Large size, 40 cents. Full direction with
every bottle. Adds ess,
A. B. DO KM AN,
., „ ,
Box 84, Willimantic, Conn.
v!4n6tf

The above named sure remedy for the appetite for tobacco in all its forms, is for sale at this office. Sent to
any part of the country by mail, on receipt of $2.00. It
is warranted to cure the most, inveterate user of the weed,
when the directions on each box are followed. Newspapers and quacks will tell you that this antidote is made
from gentian root. It is false. Gentian root is no remedy for the appetite for tobacco, but it is injurious to
health to use it. Mrs. Robinson's Tobacco Antidote tones
up the system and restores it to its normal condition, as
it was before imbibing the hankering desire for a poisonous weed. It is a remedy presented by a band of chemists long in spirit-life, and is warranted to be perfectly

harmless.

This House will pay any chemist one thousand dollars
who will, upon analyzing this remedy, find one particle
of gentian root, or any other poisonous drug in it.
Address Religio-Philosophical Publishing House,
Adams Street and Fifth Avenue, Chicago, 111., either for
wholesale orders, single boxes or local agencies.

A. Grood Head of Hair Hestored by a, Spirit Prescription.
Jditor Journal:—For the benefit c my friends and
tne world, I desire to make this brief statement.
I have been almost entirely bald for about six years.
Had tried almost everything that I could hear recommended, and firmly believed that nothing could restore

my hair.

One year ago this month I wrote Mrs. A. H. Robinson,
the healing medium, 148 Fourth avenue, Chicago, as a
last resort—or, rather, to please my wife.
Mrs. R. immediately prescribed for me. I did not get
all the ingredients for the Restorative until some time in
June, 1871. I then commenced using it as directed, and
was encouraged, because it was the first application that
had been felt upon the scalp,—it causing a smarting sen
sation. I continued the use of this preparation about
three months, when I could see the hair starting in spott
all over my head, and I now have a very comfortable
head of hair, which money cannot buy. 1 am asked
almost every day how it is, and what I had used to brine
my hair back, all agreeing that it is unaccountably

ease t e natural balance, or equilibrium of

those two forces, is temporarily or permanently destroyed. The quickest, surest and safest way. therefore, to
restore lost health is to restore tlie balance or
equilibrium of the positive and negative forces;
and the quickest, surest and safest way to do this, is to
introduce into the diseased body, or organ, the very
force itself, whether positive or negative, which wili
bring about the required equilibrium Thi« can not be
done effectually by a machine or battery; because, as is
well known machine electricity, or magnetism, travels
upon the surface, and can not oe made to penetrate to
the diseased part unless the current is made so strong as
to kill the parts through which it pisses. What is needed, therefore, is something that will carry the positive
and negative forces into the interior of the body, and the
interior of the various organs of the boly The POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE POWDERS do
this; and hence their wonderful eucces.* in cunng diseases
of all kinds. These Powders are magnetically polarized,
and act as vehicles or carriers of the positive and
negative forces into the blood, and through the blood to
the lungs, the heart, the brain, the liver, thekidnevs, the
stomach, the intestines, the muscles, the womb, and
eve y organ, fibre and atom of the ent re body. Nothing,
: refore, can escape their penetrating and pervading
power. They search the system to the very marrow of
the bones.
Truth is always simple Simplicity is one of the
evidences of truth. Now, nothing can bti more simple
and natural than the above explanation of the nature of
disease and its rem dy It is briefly as follows: Every
disease is an unbalanced magnetic state of the diseased
organ, throwing it into a positive or a negative condition.
The remedy must be something which will convey to the
diseased organ a sufficiency of the pr sitive or of the
negative force to restore the orsran to its original mag
netic equilibrium. This is done by the administration
of the POSITIVE or of the NEGATIVE
PO WDEliS, according as the diseased organ is in a
,positive
or a negative condition.
One of the consequences of the great simplicity of this
explanation and classification o diseases and their
!
remedy,
is the fact that a ch'ld twelve years old can
treat itself if sick, by simply following tho plain R le*
'
which accomp my eac>i box of the POSIT IV UAND

NEGATIVE POWDERS;and It will be
u,
'

strant e, etc., etc. And here let me state, that not one of
any encouragement, but, on the contrary, had torn me

that I never would get a head of hair.
I can fully substantiate the foregoing by 10,000 witnesses. if necessary, and will answer correspondents if

desired M. K. Smith.
Springfield, Mo.

Mr. Jones at mid- Mr. Jones in the
night, with a dreadful morning,
after havattaclc of Neuralgia, ing taleen the Positive
He sends for a Box Powders. They put a
of Positive Powders. veto on his Neuralgia.

t
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It is our intention to publish, In this and
vertirements,
certificates and evidences of the cure bv
th« POSITIVE AND NEG 4TIVE
1DE US of all classes and vari- ties of diseases. POW
We befg;u with the following certificates of enres in that lasee
class of diseases which are attended with severe
|
such
pain,
as
Headache,
Nmrtilgia,
1
Ulienmatlxm,
Aches and 1'alnsof all kinds
have
been troubled with the Neuralgia for the last 15
I
years,
and at tunes have been laid up with it for x
3
weeks at a time I have ujed your Positive Powders sfor
J1Neuralgia and Sl« k 'Headache. They relieved

J

I

7'onB,)mme'ilately_(LlBBI1'

& Babrktt> White

I have been suff«rins! nearly 40 years with
Chronic Headache, a d ofte resortel to
CMoroform to get temporary relief; but the paroxysms
would return as soon as the effect of the Chloroform
WITH QUOTATIONS wore off. But afterusing
THE TIME
your Posi ive Powders, loan
FliOM TnE ANCIENT SAGES AND FATHERS say
f with others that they " »me like an angel of mcrcv in
' 'the night time —(Mks. M. A. Barley, Buntsville
SHOWING THE HISTORIC ORIGIN OF
Ala )
1 had a severe attack of Neuralgia last week, and
I stopped it in 10 minutes with your Positive Powders.—
(Jacob S. Rittsr. River Sty-r, nhio.)
By M, B CBAVeN, <
Price, 26 eta.; postage. 2 cents. , When X c-mmenced taking your Powders, I had

CHRISTIANITY ;
J

their
neir
groups with these L'-ssons."—A. J. ffavv
"
Should immediately become a text book in
the
plsce m every family."-/^..
Price (in
cloth)
50 cents,
e 6 cents; six conies or
more 45 cents
each;
fifty orposta
more, 40 cents each. Usuai
discount to the trade. . uouai
*.* For sale wholesale and retail by the Relisrio-Phiio.
Spinal ^omplnlntof nearly 30 y<ars standing;
soph'cal Publishing House, Adams St. and
%" For sale wholesale and retf.ilby the Religio-Philo- I Diabetes,
Sciatica, ttheumatlMmend
sophical Publishing House, Adams St. and Fifth Avenue I aNo
l
Erysipelas.
I am now well of all. Oh, L do think
'
i
Chicago.
j m the most wonderful
th
medicine ever given to this

HANK
& BYRON, ifacturers, Whole- RHttan a
Stationers, Printers, Binders, Engravers, and Booh

dence solicited.

foi"

examination t*.at those Rules are as simpl i and as
easily understood as any physician's directions for taking a dose of caster oil or quinine.

all the eminent physicians I had consulted had given

Lessons for Children alont Themselyes.

1
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Two-Wheel Mowers!

Hott8e-^amslt.t^5lnv™e,"

of every description. CorresponCommercial Blanks
Topeka, Kansas.

VW'MP'"

Self-Eaking Reapers!
Combined Eeapers and Mowers!

B\K-

Bale
Publishers. Publishers of Spalding's Treatise, and a
thorough, complete, and beautiful series of Legal and

'
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(
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THE NEW WAY OF CURING THE SICK.

treatise in every department of

<
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V°" wiU
**<>«
Oil, then an injection,, and after that we will
^ave your Head. You will be well in

HARVESTING

Mr. Smith inclosed a lock of his hair along with the
The remedy is harmless, and not unpalaBee-Culture and Management.
above letter. It is about one inch in length, and of a
Embracing the natural history of the bee
table.
from
tho
earliest period of the woild down to the present
dark brown color, soft and jlively as that of a young
She makes this generous ofler for the double Giving the anatomy and physiology
man of twenty.
of the different
species
information unon
purpose of introducing the remedy, and for
that constitute
a colony
an!wto
Mrs. Robinson diagnoses the case and furnishes the
mter"rt
t0 th°8e
*eePoMntend Restorative complete (sent by express or by mail) on
bringing the mire within the reach of the poor- keepingbees.
B. KIDDER practical Apiculturist.
receipt of a letter in the handwriting of the applicant
p.
est people who use the pernicious drug. The
Board covers,
75 cents. Paper covers Sii'cents
Pric^
or a lock of hair. She diagnoses each case, and com
*»* For sale wholesale and retail by the Rclio-in
Phii„
expense of a perfect remedy will not exceed
pounds the Hair Restorative to suit the temperament of
the cost of the drug for continuing the deleeach person whose hair is to be restored.
The Restorative never fails to reproduce a good head
terious habit one month!
NEW editiox--prjxe~RE1VCJ<7ED
of hair in less than on.£ year, no matter how long the
Address Mrs. A. H. Robinson, Adams St.,
applicant may have been bald.
and Fifth Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Address Mrs. A. H. Robinson, corner Adams street
and 5tn Avenu< Chicago, HI., inclosing $5.00, which
We have so much confidence in the ability
tiy
-Acovers
full expense of diagnosing, remedy, and postage
K.
Newton,
of the Board of Chemists and Doctors who
or expressage
A
Book
for
ildron's Lvceums, Primary Schoo's and
control Mrs. Robinson's mediumship, that Famines, desigC ,ed
to impart a knowledge
and the Condition * of Health ofihTnuman
we unhesitatingly guarantee a faithful exe- Body
- -Better than a whole library of ommon Jiuman
works
cution of the above proposition.—[Ed. Jour- Without delay, let all Children's Lyceumsmedical
BEPOES
OF CHRIST
improve
nal.

—i fin Mil mm—rr

—
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Mrs. Robinson's Tobacco A-irfcidote.

41 West Twenty-sixth Street,

n
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DR. MILLER'S HOME OF HEALTH,

Tl2ni4

OF SPIRIT-LIFE, AND

ILLINOIS.

HOWARD TILDBN s.w< 0S800D.
Til.DEN & OSGOOD,

them. Address
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suffering world.—(Mart E. Waldron, Allegan, Mich.)
They en red my wife of Neuralgia, Deafness
and Bilious Fever.—(CaPt. A. B. Horton,

Pat.chogue,

Y.)

N^
Your Positive
and Negative Powders have
a
great benefit to me and fo my husband. Theybeen
cured
him of the worst kind of InflammatoryRheum^
S- B Stephens. Scoharie, N. Y>
a?J8m'~^MRSMy wife, Helen A Craig has been buffering for the last
four years from a complication of diseases., namely
Neuralgia and Painfull Affections of th'
body. Sleeplessness,
Dyspepsia, Liver
Complaint, etc. She used but three of the Positive
Powders
when
she
got
immediate
relief, and is wonderfully improving by their continued
use. They have
virtues exceeding language.—(J. H. Craig, PrescotL
Wis.)
'
Three boxes of your Positive Powders cured me of
Neuralgia, Rheumatism and Sick Head
ache.—(Mrs. Catherine M. Hoskius,
Baraboo.
Wis)
*
My wife having used a box of 3 our Positive Powders,
was relieved immediately of many A dies and
Pai ns of long standing.—(D. B. Gardner, Millville.
N. J.)
The Positive Powders have cured the Headaclie
and Toothache in s veral ca-^es, «nd my own cast of
Nervous or General Debility. I was very weak
and miserable. I have gaiued from the first day. and am
getting to feel almost as well as ever I cid.—(J
B.
Sweahingen, Fairmount Minn.)
While on a visit to my sister in Dover, she told me that
there had been almost a miracle wrought with ber in a
terrible case of Neuralgia with the Positive Powders
bne induced me to try Uem myself. I did so, with
wonderful success.-(M. Huntly, North Richmond
N. £1.

"The wonderful working of the Positive

Powders no tongue can tell, nor pen describe,
1 can now lie dotvn at night and sleep the
sweet sleep of my childhood.* >—(Mrs. Elizabeth

Hannah.Manti. Utah, now at Los Angeles,Cal.)

If you want a good, sonnd, sweet and refreshing sleep,
take one or two of S FENCE'S POSITIVE
POWOEH8. For this purpose they surpass every
other discoverv and invention of man. The POSIT 1 VE POWDERS induce a deep, quiet, healthy,
natural sleep, from which you awake feeling refreshed,
invigorated an i exhilarated Ou this point we refer to
the above 'etter. and also ;o W. Reed, Keene, N. H., L
Ethrtdge, Battle Creek. Mich., Mrs S. E. Grissom,
Smithville, N. C., and others.
The POSITIVES cure Neuralgia, Headache,
Rheumatism, Pains of all kinds; Diarrhoea, Dysentery,
Vomiting. Dyspepsia, Flatulence, Worms; all Female Weaknesses and Derangements; Fits, Cramps,
St. Vitus' Dance, Spasms; all high grades of Fever,
Small Pox, Measles, Scarlatina, Erysipelas; all Inflam
mations, acute or chronic, of the Kidneys, Liver,
Lungs, Womb, Bladder, or any other organ of the
body; Catarrh, Consumption Bronchitis, Coughs,
Colds Scrofula, Nervousness, Asthma, Sleepless-

ness etc
The NEGATIVES cure Paralysis, or Palsy,
whether of the Muscles or of the senses, as in Blindness,
pEAFNE88,los8 of taste, smell, feeling or motion; all
Low Fevers such as the Typhoid and the Typhus.
Soththe POSFITVE AND NEGATIVE are
needed in Chills and Fever.
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NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
1. Any person who take» a paper regularly from the
post-office —whether directed to his name or another's, or
whether he has subscribed or not—is responsible for the

payment.

2. If any person orders his paper discontinued, he must
pay all arrearages, or the publisher may continue to send
it, until paymentis made, and collect the whole amount—
whether the paper is taken from the office or not.
3. The courts have decided that refusing to take newspapers and periodicals from the post-office, or removing
and leaving them uncalled for, is prima facie evidence of
intentional fraud.
In making remittances for subscription, always procure
a draft on New York, or Post-Office Money Order, if
possible. When neither of these can he procured, send
the money, but always in a Registered Letter. The registration fee has been reduced to fifteen cents, and the
present registration system has been found, by the postal
authorities, to be virtually an absolute protection against
losses by mail. All Post-masters are obliged to register
letters when requested to do go.
|^-Those sending money to this office forthe Journal
should be careful to state whether it be for a renewal, or
a new subscription, and write all proper names plainly.
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is received
by the publisher for their discontinuance, and until payment of all arrearages is made, as required by law.
No names entered on the subscription books, without
the first payment in advance.
LOOK TO TOUR SUBSCRIPTIONS.

Subscribers are particularly requested to note the expirations of their subscriptions, and to forward what is
due for the ensuing year, without further reminder from
this office.
Upon the margin of each paper, or upon the wrapper,
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has been made. For instance, if John Smith has paid to
1 Dec. 1871, i t will be mailed, " J. Smith 1 Dec 1." If he
has only paid to 1 Dec. 1870, it wUl stand thus: "J.
Smith 1 Dec 0."
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Man

being twenty years in growing, lives, or should,
five times twenty years; the camel is eight

years in growing, and lives five times eight
years; the horse is five years in growing, and

lives twenty-five years; and so on with other
animals.
While men, women and children are constantly dying around us, presenting a sad picture to contemplate, a class of pseudo philanthropists have commenced discussing "Eutha-

nasia." "There is," says the Popular Science
Monthly, " a small knot of thinkers in Birminham. England, who come together to discuss
philosophical topics and call themselves the
1
Speculative Club.' In 1870 they published a
volume of seven essays, which were written
with much ability, and some of them with
great boldness. The sixth article of this volume is by Samuel D. Williams, and is entitled,
EUTHANASIA,

which, being interpreted, means ' easy or
desirable mode of death.''" Since this club
c ing this question, it
commenced
has received a great deal of attention from
different philanthropists and reformers. An
ai tide in reference thereto may be found in
another column of the Journal, the sentiments of which we do not feel like endorsing,
and which have induced us to give " Euthanasia " a careful examination.
The opinion seems to prevail among a certain few, that when life ceases to be desirable,
it then ceases to be useful, and that any
one under those circumstances is justifiable in
COMMITTING SUICIDE.

hasten death under some circumstances. No!
we say emphatically, No! This is a maudlin
sentiment, a feature of paganism that would
hasten the death of any one! The aged once
threw themselves under the wheels of the Juggernaut, and among certain savage tribes the
old and infirmed are killed. Civilization,
boasted civilization, with a highly intelligent
and symphatic feeling, apes the barbarians
and now wishes to introduce a more refined Juggernaut than the one with ponderous wheels in
India. Hasten death! Drive out the vital
spaik because it illuminates a miserable casket!
No! Be not too hasty!
View that aged couple. They are a burden
to their children, a burden, indeed! They
work night and day to support them. Why
should that unfortunate pair live? Their
days of usefulness are over. The sparkling sunshine illuminates their little cot, but
brings no youthful gladness or strength! Both
wish to die! Why not administer poison to
them? Their children would thereby be relieved of a burden. Oh! who would desire to
administer the fatal dose?
You are forced into the world. Let the
same unerring laws force you out. Do not
hasten the spiritual birth—such are only abortions and those who cause them are abortionists ! He who systematicallyhastens a spiritual birth, is guilty of sending an unwelcome
guest to the Spirit World! He who would
cast his aged parents under the wheels of a
Juggernaut and thereby relieve their suffering,
is doing an unnatural act. Suffering is sometimes grand in its effects! The purest philanthropists of the Spirit World are those who
suffered the most during earth-life. Those
whose lives have not vibrated with suffering
and pain, do not comprehend its nature, and
in the Spirit World can not devise means to
relieve it in earth-children. At times suffering
is unavoidable. Relieve it, by natural means,
if possible, but do not, we entreat you, cause
a spiritual abortion, and thereby force an unwelcome visitant into the Spirit World!

Forcible deaths are constantly occurring
around us. The unskilful physician sends his
victim to a premature grave ! Thousands of
CHICAGO, SATURDAY, MAY 10,1873.
abortions are caused each year, sending a germ
to be matured in the Spirit World ! Ministers
DEATH—EUTHANASIA.
murder their wives ! Enemies poison each
! A man is incarcerated in the tombs,
A Proposition to Murder Incurables* and other
and contracts a disease there and dies ! Booth
the Aged and Helpless!
assassinatedLincoln ! Foster in a fit of pas(TO BE CONTINUED.)
According to Genesis, Death entered into sion murdered a fellow-man ! Drunken rowthe world through the transgression cf our dies quarrel, then shoot each other ! Men in
A Voice from a Prison.
first parents. The habit, first established in battle imbue their hands with each others'
the Garden of Eden, has been transmitted from blood ! These forcible deaths are generally
Joliet Penitentiary, April 13, 1873.
generation to generation until the present time. the most horrible, and exhibit a dark, damnDear Sir:—I am a prisoner, incarcerated
So firmly rooted in the human mind has this ing, brutal nature. But now it is proposed to for six years. I have been here during the
inexorable decree become, that the pious make kill a human being in a refined, sympathetic, last four years. I am a young man, about
twenty-two.
have never been brought up to
the necessity a pleasure, and consequently may and highly humane manner, and make dying a any particularI church
or creed, yet I believe I
pleasure,
enchanted
of
that
those
sort
who
are
be often heard humming that good old Metho- "
was not created in vain. Though I have drank
worn out" may be transmitted to the pearly some of the bitterness of this world, yet I bedist hymn, " I would not live always." The
methods by which each one is compelled to gates of Paradise without that procrastination lieve in the future, in that universal or broad
way that reason points out to me. Yet from
take his exit from this terrestrial sphere, are so that is sometimes attached to £he lives of aged my
past experience, I believe my reason needs
persons.
multifarious, that while you are endeavoring
a guide, that guide I am happy to say I have
an
Prof. Newman,
advocate of suicide says, found in the book entitled " Nature's Divine
to keep at bay one vile disease, another ap"
proaches you unawares, grapples hold of a that Somewhat earlier, in reading travels, Revelation," lent to me by one of my felI highly appreciate the princivital part, and extinguishes the last spark of perhaps Mungo Park's travels and accounts of low-prisoners.
ples therein taught.
American
North
Indians,
was
to
led
mediI
life in your system. We know of only one
Now, Sir, this is what I am coming at:—
man on this mundane sphere, who is reputed tate on such cases as that of a party forced to I have read your Religio-Philosophical
to be perfectly healthy, and who has defiantly travel rapidly through forest or desert where Journal now and then, for the last two years,
I am pleased with its excellent reasoning.
snapped his fingers at the jaws of Death, and one of them suddenly fails in strength. If the and
I would like to read it regularly, as it is only
persisted in living, notwithstanding we have rest stay to carry him, all would perish. They now and then that I can obtain it. I am quite
published two obituaries of him. We refer to. reluctantly leave him behind. Sometimes he destitute of friends and money; therefore you
begs to be killed, lest he perish of slow starva- will be adding to the many kindnesses you are
DR. WM. HOTCHKISS.
tion, or by vermin devouring him. The facts, conferiflg if you will gratuitously let me
of St. Louis, the celebrated Snapping Doctor. I confess, led me to the conviction that we have the Journal. Do this, and y ou will be
contributing to my happiness in this vale of
He is one hundred and forty years of age, and overstrain our reluctance to shorten life." tears.
Perhaps under brighter circumstances
is the very picture of health, seeming to have Would it not be better even under those dis- I may be able to meet this favor.
Yours, truly,
an indefinite lease on life. He was never tressing circumstances to let the unfortunate
Jacob Sowers.
known to wash but twice, and then the renova- creature die naturally ?
Reg. 5,116.
tion instead of proving a healthy energizing inSupposing your father is very old. Long
Remarks:—We most cheerfully grant the
fluence on his system, temporarily, completely years of toil, sacrifice, privations and intense
request. Our paper is cheering the minds of
unnerved him. He is a Mason, and the lodge suffering enabled him to accumulate a fortune,
many a poor unfortunate fellow-mortal—many
in Virginia which he first joined shows him to which he persists in managing while life lasts.
who are now incarcerated in prison, while
forty
years
old. He He becomes very old, very old indeed, and
be about one hundred and
far worse, go unsuspected of crime.
others,
is a remarkable healer, and finds a lucrative somewhat troublesome. He contracts numerThe Journal finds a welcome reception
practice in St. Louis.
ous diseases. No sooner does the family phythe walls of many prisons, and is doing
Although this celebrated Snapping Doctor is sician modify his rheumatic affections, than within
its work well in reforming those who have
one hundred and forty years of age, we are in- he is attacked by some other disease. That
only to know more of the Philosophy of Life to
clined to the opinion that he will eventually
relieved, and he feels a severe pain in his
good honest men.
die, and the policy first inaugurated in the stomach, which makes him miserable. Like become
are a few prisons whose walls are so
There
Garden of Eden be successfully carried out! an old wagon, repaired in one place, breaks
Should he, however, persist in "living always," down immediately in another—this old hero thick—we should say whose wardens, whose
it would be a most excellent argument against of a hundred summers, when relieved of one Commissioners,or perchance, whose chaplains'
the creation of the Garden of Eden in remote malady, is immediately attacked by some skulls are so impenetrable, that naught but a
ages, and would, perhaps, induce some to other. It is cruel, some would say, to let him dogma of bigotry can find entrance into their
even doubt the statement of the Bible in re- live, and suffer so ! His sons and daughters, inner being; hence being clothed with a little
gard to an original pair. While, however, the affectionate and kind, would like to have him brief authority they assume to deny convicts
privilege of perusing our paper when sent
Doctor persists in living, others will continue die easily. In his massive chest are mortgages, the
to
them
free.
to die, some one way and some another. A notes and greenbacks, that his own industry
It is a disgrace that the American people
few, however, apparently fearing that they had accumulated—howmuch good they would
may never shuffle ofl this mortal coil, or be- do his children ! A little poison administered should no longer tolerate. All classes of the
coming tired of the routine of daily duties, or to him, and how calmly he would rest, and American people pay their taxes alike to
too inextricably intermingled with love or relig- how delightful his last moments ! Under the suppress crime and to punish and reform offenders. If an official is to pass upon the
ion, desire to destroy the silvery chord of life influence of a powerful narcotic he could die
by severing the jugular vein, or by shooting a sweetly dreaming, and then couldn't his heirs question of what manner of doctrine shall be
and taught to convicts by newspaball at some vital part, or by taking an over- enjoy themselves ? See how easy it is to en- tolerated
dose of a powerful narcotic. One young man, dorse suicide, and how fatal the result to pers, then farewell to religious liberty. If
religious freedom is to be curtailed toward
deeply involved in a social scandal, and being society !
Spiritualists, the same thing may be done toof a highly sensitive nature, resolved to termiBut here is a poor cripple. He can be seen ward any other religious denomination
that
nate his existence by taking poison. He any time in Chicago, peddling apples and peamay not meet the sanction of a bigoted official.
stealthily procured it, an ounce of laudanum, nuts for a livelihood. How keenly he suffers.
the people of Ohio and New York look
and writing a sympathizingletter to his friends, See the anguish in those eyes, sorrow that be- Will
into this matter? Your rights are at stake.
resolved to die. Extinguishing the light (he clouds his features like a funeral pall, and the
The officials of the penitentiaries of both of
dare not take the deadening dose in the light), troubled expression that sadly illuminates his
States have refused to allow the Religiohe felt for the poison, but instead thereof he countenance! The thrashing-machinecrippled those
Philosophical Journal to be received by
grasped a two ounce bottle of a powerful pur- him, and now he trudges along from morning convicts. Will Judge Edmonds
of New York,
gative liquid. With one mighty effort he until night in all sorts of weather, trying to
Hudson Tuttle, of Ohio, and others, aid in
drank it down, and then peacefully waited the earn an honest livelihood. When night comes,
bringing this subject before the public?
result, expecting momentarily to become un- he seeks his humble place of rest, dreaming
conscious. Soon, however, the physic com- perhaps of the luxuries of life! Is not death
The Learned in Council.
menced to operate, and it did its work so ef- preferable to such a life of wretchedness and
The New Covenant says that " The Rev. Mr.
fectually that the young man the next morn- hardship? A pseudo-philanthropist might say,
ing had no desire to commit suicide. He don't Yes. A famous physician in his last moments Livermore, who sued his church at Chariton,
think an over-dose of physic dangerous.
said, "I would write how easy and delightful it Iowa, some time since, for unpaid salary, and
According to Prof. Faraday, the crime of is to die." Why then hesitate in administering who obtained judgment, but almost extinsuicide is very common in this age of the poison to the confirmed invalid, the helpless guished the church, recently called a Council
world, for he intimates that all who die under cripple, the hopelessly insane, the depraved of Inquiry. The Leader says the Council met
one hundred years of age may be charged with idiot and those whom age has rendered useless last week, and after a rigid examination
and
self murder; that Providence, having originally and miserable? It is extremely fascinating to cross-examination of witnesses, decided,
1st.
intended man to live a century, would allow die, many assert. Dr. Adam Clark says the That the church did wrong in not paying its
him to arrive at that advanced period if he did sensations are wonderfullypleasing! He speaks pastor his salary. 2d. that the pastor
did
not kill himself by eating unwholesome food, from actual experience as he came near being wrong in suing said church. 3d.
That the
allowing himself to be annoyed by trifles, drowned once. A Frenchman condemned to church should, through the Grand
giving license to passion, and exposing him- be hung was saved by the rope breaking. apologize to Mr. Livermore. 4th. Council,
That Mr
self to accident. Flourin advanced the theory Louis the
XIY thought he had suffered enough, Livermore should apologize to the church.
that the duration of life is measured by the and offered him a pardon.
He would not All of which was done, and Mr. Livermore
time of growth. When once the bones and accept it—he said dying
was delightful—he was reinstated as a pastor."
epiphysis are united the body grows ao more, had experiencedthe pleasing
Application:—A stalwart fellow rode a
sensations! Is it
and it is at twenty years this union is effected not, then, better to die then drag out a miser- mule until it became so
very weary that a
in man. The natural termination of life is able existence here? Is it not commendable to
spirit of recklessness was excited in its inflam•

i

five removes from the several

matory bosom. The animal did not speak
like Balaam's ass, but lowering its head and
raising its tail, followed by a simultaneous
elevation of its heels, the rider found himself
all at once in a ditch! Rising therefrom, he
gave the mule a most unmerciful beating!
The Orthodox God came along, and seeing the
altercation, the mule suggested that he settle
their respective grievances. Therefore he decided: 1st. The mule did wrong in not carrying its rider. 2d. The rider did wrong in
whipping the mule. 3d. That the mule should
apologize to the rider. 4th. That the rider
should apologize to the mule. All of which
was done, and the rider was reinstated on the
back of the mule, which soon died. Was not
the decision of the Orthodox God a base act
of injustice; and further, will not the burden
of the church at Chariton, by the reinstatement of Livermore, become unbearable, and
finally result in a still greater catastrophe? Finally, would it not be best for you to apologize
to me, and me to you, and every body else to
each other, each admitting himself in the
wrong, and in good old Methodist style repeat
the words, "lama very great sinner?"

We are glad to note the fact that our good
Brother, Dean Clark, the able exponent of the
Spiritual Philosophy, was a few days since
married to Miss Jennie Shilling, a beautiful
and accomplished lady residing at Paw Paw
Michigan.
We take this opportunity to congratulate
our Brother on his good luck, assuring him
that in such a " Union there is Strength." May
their happiness be complete and their journey
through life always brilliant with sunshine.

Brother Wm. White.

Name of Post-office Wanted.

Boston, April 28th.—William White, one of
the publishers of the Boston Banner of Light,

The following named persons sent the
amount opposite their respective names, but
failed to give post-office address. They will
please do so immediately:
Berj. Sturgis sends .$6,50.

dropped dead this afternoon in a horse-car in

Letters of Fellowship.
The Religio-Philosophical Society grant-

on
ed,
the 25th of April, 1873, Letter of Fellowship to
Brother C. E. Kemball, of Mohawk, New York, late a Methodist clergyman
and to Brother J. B. Huggins, of
Kansas; also on the 28th of April, to Brother
Grover Stewart, of Newark, New Jersey,
and

Wirtonia'

Mrs. Susie Willis Fletcher of Westford, Mass.

constituting them "regular ministers of the
gospel," and authorizing them to solemnize
marriages according to law.
" In Union there is Strength."

Roxbury, of apoplexy. The deceased was 56
years old.
Just as our forms are being made up for the
qq.
press (April 29), the above telegraphic dispatch J. R. Sanford
S. S. Shepard
j 50
reached us.
go.
Our readers all over the world will join with Geo. Soule
go
us in tendering deep, heart-felt sympathy to J. Moulthrop
jq.
the family and business associates of our well J. A. Saunder
beloved Brother Wm. White, who departed D. Bradshaw 1 oq
J. Denney
this life on yesterday evening.
50
William White, a member of the firm of T. Daniels
3.00.
Wm. White & Co., publishers of the Banner of W. A. Connely 3 50
Light, is widely known among Spiritualists, J. Waterman 1 oo.
and where best known is most highly respected.
A Premonition of Fate.
His sudden demise will cast the pall of sorrow
over many households throughout the land.
When about mid-ocean, a curious incident
But three years ago, Bro. Charles Crowell,
occurred on board the ill-fated Atlantic. The
another member of that firm was translated to
steerage passengers say, that at about that
the higher life, as suddenly and with the same
point on the voyage two or three of the passendisease.
gers declared, as if gifted with the spirit of
One half of the members of that firm now reprophecy, that the ship and all on board
main to conduct the affairs of that old and
popular Publishing House—viz: Brother would be lost. They kept repeating the preLuther Colby, the Senior member of the firm, diction, packed their carpet bags and went on
and Editor-in-Chief of the Banner of Light, deck to watch for chance passing vessels, saying that they were going to leave her, as they
and Brother Isaac Rich, the business manager.
were sure she was doomed to destruction. The
We shall speak more fully of the labors of
captain then intervened, and locked them up
Bro. White hereafter.
as mad men, and when the prediction they had
made in their supposed insanity received its
A Spirit Child.
fearful fulfillment, they, it is said, perished in
Mrs. M. H. Burham, the New York cor- confinement.
respondent of the Missouri Republican, gives
an account of a Southern lady who has a spirit
From Whence Came The Information J
baby. Four months ago she lost a child of
W. H. Peterson, of Brownsville, Missouri,
five months. She is a delicate, fragile creature,
wrote
to the editor of this paper, requesting
and the loss of her baby nearly killed her.
Four days after the little creature's death, and him to see some good medium for the purpose
just at dusk, she became aware of something of ascertaining the whereabouts of the body
pulling at her dress, and there was her little of a little child who was a few days before
baby back upon her bosom. From that time drowned in the river, and whose mortal reto this the baby comes back to be nursed as mains could not be found.
Knowing that the band of spirits who conthe evening's shadows fall. She can not see
trol Mrs. A. H. Robinson of this city never fail
it, but she feels its little hands paddling about,
as a baby's will, and those around her can see to correctly inform inquirers whether absent
her dress disarranged, her collar pulled, and friends are dead or alive, we, on the 16th of
April, handed her the letter referred to.
the indentations on her bosom made by the inHer spirit guides controlled her and comvisible fingers of the spirit .baby. Her physimunicated
the fact that the body was already
cian is staggered. There is no alteration in
her physical condition; everything goes on as found. Her amanuensis committed the comif she was nourishing a child. The lady is not munication to writing and forwarded it to Mr.
a Spiritualist, is excessively refined and aristo- Peterson, and the following is his reply verifying the truth of the spirit communication.
cratic, and she shrinks from making the pheMrs. A. H. Robinson, Dear Sister:—
nomena public, but every night she cradles in
Yours of the 16th came to hand during my abher arms her intangible baby. She feels its sence.
I am happy to state that the body of
unseen mouth against her, and she bends with the dead child was found on the
13th, last Sunday
week.
bitter tears above the invisible little visitant.
Thanks for your kind answer.
Yours in the cause, W. H. Petersou.
The Present Era.
Browsville, Mo., April 21st, 1873.
We are glad to note the fact that Col. D. M.
Wanted—-A Partner.
Fox has succeeded in establishing his paper
again, and this time in the city of New York.
Dumont C. Dake, M. D., desires a partner
We have received the third number, and it
looks as bright as a new dollar just from the who understands his business, and has some
mint. It is full of choice articles, and will be knowledge of surgery. For further particuof especial interest to all Spiritualists and re- lars address him in care of this office.
formers, especially those of the East, from
whom it will no doubt receive that support
Dr. Yescelius, whose reputation as a magwhich it so eminently deserves. Col. Fox has netic physician is rapidly extending all over
associated with him as editor that noted author, the State, returned to this city day before
The doctor was absent at his
S. B. Brittan, M. D., whose eminent abilities yesterday.
admirably adapt him for the position. The country seat at Watkin's Glen, and returns to
Spiritualists of New York City have long de- his patients here with renewed vigor and skill
sired an organ there to represent their interests after his short respite. He will be found as
and expound the philosophy of Spiritualism. usual in his parlors at the American hotel.
In the Present Era they will, no doubt, realize An annoying typographical error in our antheir highest expectations. Col. Fox has ex- nouncement last week made us say that D. V.
hibited untiring energy in his efforts to es- would be here on the 7th of April instead of
tablish a first-class spiritual paper.
the 17th, the day on which he arrived.— Watertown{N. Y.) Morning Despatch.

Brittan's Journal.
We have received the second number of this
ably conducted Journal, and take pleasure in
recommending it to the favorable consideration of Spiritualists and those who wish to become familiar with new facts and principles.
Mr. Brittan, the editor, is a profound thinker,
possessing a mind that can express in clear
language those abstruse principles that are
now receiving the attention of advanced
minds. He is just the man to enlighten the
people, to lead them into new fields of thought
and inquiry, and in his Journal, from which
we shall from time to time take extracts, there
is a vast mine of intellectual gold that will enrich anyone who will carefully glance at
the
same. Bro. Brittan is an author of
world-wide
reputation, and we are confident that his efforts to publish
a journal (Quarterly), containing advanced ideas, will be fully appreciated
by the leading minds of the present
time.
Terms $ 3 per annum, in advance.
Ten
copies, $ 25. Address Brittan's Journal,
New
Y ork City.

A Remarkable Case of Sickness Diagnosed
irom a Lock' of Hair Only.

Mrs. A. H. Robinson, Chicago, 111., Dear

biSTER:—You remember, perhaps, the diagnosis and prescription for Mrs. S. E.
of Iconium, Appanoose County, Iowa.Swift,
We
are nappy to inform you that she is recovering
slowly. Her limbs trouble her yet somewhat.
1 hey swell up during the day. It is caused,
perhaps, from her sitting up during that time.
Dear Sister, we do not know how to express
our thanks to you. Your powers are truly
wonderful. You gave a correct diagnosis of
her complaint without me telliDg you any of
the symptoms. You, no doubt, remember my
presence on the 3d ult. You told me truly of
my headache without my disclosing
fact
to you. Inclosed you will find a lockthe
of hair,
and if you think it necessary for her to have
any further treatment, send it along and I will
pay all charges, but we don't know that it will
be necessary as she is getting along so well,
unless you think the renewal of the magnetized
papers necessary.

•

We are most fraternally yours,

M. J. Swift,
Mrs. S. E. Swift.
Iconium, Iowa, April 17th, 1873.
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{Continued from, First Page.)
What church to-day inculcates that broad
and extended charity which Jesus insists on

being practiced by those who enrol themselves

under his banner.
What church protests against the accumulation of wealth as the great evil that destroys

all Christian virtue and forbids even a hope of
heaven ?
We have many churches devided on the
forms and ceremonies

ticles but the essential principles of religion
presented by Jesus they virtually repudiate

both in creed and practice. What Christ regarded as most important in his gospel, lies
buried under the rubbish of speculative doctrines and theological learning.
The churches of to-day thus virtually acknowledge that the precepts of Jesus are Utopian and impracticable and prefer to have a
large congregation, and be sustained by the

affluent members thereof who contribute to the
finances of the church, and give it ecclesiastical power and temporal positions, rather than
preach the doctrines of Jesus to those who

could be willing to accept and practice them
in spirit and in fact.
If Jesus were to return to earth to-day and
preach the same doctrines he inculcated
eighteen centuries ago, how few would accept

his religion and profess to be his disciples.
How many large congregations would disperse
and cease to worship at his shrine.
Yet the great exponents of Modern Christianity determined to build up their own sects
and increase their salaries and the power they
hold over the minds and consciences of the
_

multitude of worshipers, who by the accidents

of birth and education or the psychological influence of revivalists, have become members
of the many churches now existing, boldly denounce and stigmatize those who differ with
them as infidels.
It would be modest and wise for the priests
and the laity to pause and take a reckoning
and see how far under the influence of great
and ambitious leaders they have drifted away
from the principles of the great teacher, retrace their steps and return to the gospel of
Jesus, before they assume to judge and condemn others.
Harrodsburg, Ky.
"Not Too Late," a beautiful song published by D. P. Fauds, 70 Main St., Louisville,
Ky.
W. J. Blow, of Lawrence, Kansas, would
like to make engagements to lecture in Northern Iowa and Illinois. Address him an Law-

rence, Ka.
J. D. Stafford wrote and sent three dollars from Milwaukee, but did not give the
name of the post-office where he now receives
the Journal. He will oblige us by doing so.
Warren Ciiase lectures before the First
Spiritual Society of Chicago, May 4th. He is
a noble veteran in the cause and should be
greeted with a large audience.

T. CHILD, M. D.

Canst thou chain old Time, in his march from
the past?
Canst thou stay the simoons death-dealing
blast?
Will a sweep of thy hand send backward the
tide,
To the sources, which channel the steep mountain's side?

god's wrecks.
EY

HENRY

Subscriptionswill be receivedand papers may be obtained,^
at wholesale or retail, at 634 Race St., Philadelphia,

of religion and on ab-

stract doctrines as regards the nature of God
and Christ, the trinity, the predestinationof
the soul and the eternity of punishment. Some
of those churches have creeds with many ar-

p l)iliu(ei|i(mt ljc|i«rfinc!it

coming generations will be blessed by its
fruits."
The following inspirational poem was read
by its author, Horace M. Richards:—

SPIRITUALISM IN PENNSYLVANIA.
Official Report of the Seventh Annual
Meeting of the Pennsylvania State Society of Spiritualists, held at Institute
Hall, Philadelphia, April 1st, 1873.

Will the darkness return? The sun cease to
shine?

Or nature revolt, to obey words of thine?
Will thy voice hush the music of unnumbered
spheres?
Will it lengthen or shorten the incoming

MORNING SESSION.

Mrs. Eliza L. Ashburner, President, called
the meeting to order. The Secretary, Dr. H.
T. Child, read the Seventh Annual Report of

years ?

Will spirits that have fled their earthly abode,
Re-inhabit their forms, at thy beck or thy nod?
As well mighst thou try all these to control,
As to stay the march of a human soul.

the Board of Managers of the Pennsylvania

State Society of Spiritualists.
The swift rolling tide of time to mortals,

brings again another Anniversay, and although

our labors as a Society have been somewhat

Though born in sin and raised in despair,
The soul of a God lies slumbering there.
And this be the lesson, O man in thy pride,
God's wrecks, that now drift on humanity's
tide,

limited, yet we rejoice in the knowledge that

the cause in which we have enlisted is moving
onward fulfilling its great mission of feeding
the multitudes, while we are called upon to
gather up the fragments that

nothing

be

lost.
The progress of the human race, like the
tide, is marked by its ebb and flow, or like the
seasons having a Winter of cold and stagnation, and a Summer of warmth, growth and
production.

Thy brothers, thy sisters, are all in His care,
The highest, the lowest, His love equal share,
And souls that seem buried in sins deepest
tomb

In their hearts, hold the gem of blossom and
bloom.

Those who do not realize the per-

fection of the works of nature sometimesfear
that a comet, or even a planetary body, may
fly from its course and strike our earth with
destruction; so those who do not realize the
tems of religion and lay waste the grand fabric
of the moral universe. We know, however,
that in the spiritual, as well as in the material
universe, all things are ordered in harmony
and wisdom, and whatever apparent discord
and confusion there may be, it is only a part,
but often a very important part of the great

Divine economy. So in the progress of Spiritualism, among all classes we see the hand of

the Infinite at work to bless mankind and lift
them into higher and better conditions.
The quarter of a oentury that has passed
since the advent of Modern Spiritualism, has

been filled with the most thrilling and import
ant events, revealing to millions of earth's
children the fact that the two worlds, so long
considered as separate and distinct, are one;
that the loved ones who have gone before us,
are not far from us, and can not be lost.
Since our last meeting the progress of the
has been very marked;

that of materializationhas become more general and perfect, and by a very recent report
from the West, we have an account of a new
and important manifestation, in the fact that
a telegraphic apparatus has been operated by

spirits. This apparently insignificant event,
opens a wide field for intercourse with the

dwellers of the inner life.
Our Society needs the co-operation of the
friends throughout various portions of the

DECLARATION OF SENTIMENTS.

be

self sustaining;

that

spiritual

mediums

should be so sustained and encouraged that
they may be intelligent teachers and writers,
healers of the sick, comforters of the afflicted
and useful recipients and communicators of
such individual thoughts or unitary plans of
action, as persons dwelling in the spirit life
may desire to impart to the mundane world.
Resolved, That all true friends of the human
race should now speak out boldly in defense
of Victoria C. Woodhull as the representative
of free thought, free speech and a free press,
while the combined influences of ignorance
and bigotry are so strenuously laboring to
crush her.
EVENING SESSION.

Mrs. Caroline H. Spear read a report from
the Philadelphia Press, in reference to a seance
with Charles H. Foster.
Dr. H. T. Child gave a lecture on the mission of Spiritualism, showing that the intelligence which had accompanied all the forms
had marked a new era in the world, and that
one of the grandest effects of Spiritualism, was
to extend the area of individual freedom; to
break down the barriers to free thought, and
thus open new fields for human inquiry.
Chauncey Barnes gave some very interesting
tests to the audience. Adjourned.
At a meeting of the board, held at 634 Race
St., Philadelphia, April 5th, 1873, the following resolutions were adopted:
1st, That Henry T. Child, M. D., be continued our missionary, and is hereby authorized
to hold meetings in any part of the State and
collect funds for the Society.
2nd, That Caroline H., and John M Spear,
1114 Callowhill St., Philadelphia, be likewise
appointed with the same authority.
3d, That the stated meetings of this board
be held on the 1st Saturday of each month.
Henry T. Child, President,
Caroline H. Spear, Secretary.

_

—

—

A Deserved Compliment.
At a meeting of the Board of Trustees for
the Society of Progressive Spiritualists of New
York city, held at 92 Clinton Place, March 6,
1873, the following preamble and resolutions
were unanimously adopted:
Whereas, The members of this Board have
learned of the illness of Brother Thomas
Gales Forster, and of his consequent retirement from the rostrum until October next;
therefore,
Resolved, That we extend to Brother Forster
our tenderest sympatits, and to his family and
friends our deepest condolence, trusting
that the present seeming cloud may prove
only the shadow of angel hands, weaving

'

111

1

'

"

"
I desire to tender the Board my thanks
for their offer, and to say that I accept
it, with the stipulation of one lecture per Sunday.
"
The condition of my health, together with

the positive instructions of my spirit friends

(without whose aid I should be useless), compel me to make this stipulation. Besides, I
conceive the best interests of the cause we love
would be enchanced thereby; for I can but
feel that too much lecturing in the past history of the spiritual mevement, has had the
tendency to cultivate a love of novelty on the
rostrum, rather than a love of truth. I am, in
the freedom of a living faith,
"
Faithfully and fraternally yours,
"
Thomas Gales Forster."

'

THE

CLOCK STRUCK ONE
AND

Christian Spiritualist.
EMBELLISHED

WITH

A FINK

STEEL

City fntMtainmmtk
[For the week ending, May 3d, 1873.]

McVicker's Theatre.—Madison street, between State and Dearborn streets. Last week
of the popular actor, Mr. Mark Smith. Every
evening and Saturday matinee, the beautiful
and picturesque play entitled, One Hundred
Years Old. Next week Grand Italian Opera.
Aiken's Theatre—Cornerof Wabash Avenue and Congress street, Frank E. Aiken,
Manager and Proprietor. One week only,
commencing Monday, April 28, also, Wednesday and Saturday matinees, the great artiste,
Mrs. G. C. Howard, will appear in her original
and world-renowned character of Topsy, in
the celebrated American drama of Uncle
Tom's Cabin.
street, be-

tween State and Dearborn streets. Arlington,
Cotton & Kemble's Minstrels. Last week of
the season—Monday, April 28th, benefit of
Billy Rice. The laughable burlesque of John
Sheppard and Joseph Blueskin. Mackin and
Wilson in their inimitable Songs and Dances.
The Modoc Question—Quiet Lodgings—The
Three Graces—Vocal Quartette. Every evening and Saturday Matinee. Next week—The
Kitty Blanchard Burlesque Company.
Nixon's Amphitheatre.—Clinton

"

THE

OF

OF THE

METHODIST EPISCOPAL
BEING A SYNOPSIS

CF THE

CHURCH.

INVESTIGATIONS

OF 8PHUT

INTERCOURSE BY AN EPISCOPAL BISHOP, THREE MIN
ISTERS,FIVE DOCTORSANP OTHERSAT MEMPHIS,TENN.,
IN 1855; ALSO, THE OPINIONOK MANYEMINENTDIVINES,
LIVING AND DEAD ON THE

SUBJECT

AND

COMMUNICA-

TIONS RECEIVEDFROM A NUMBEROF PERSONSRECENTLY.
"TRUTH IS MIGHTY AND WILL PREVAIL."

Table of Contents:
CHAPTER

I.

Man and His Relations.
CHAPTER

II.

The Intermediate State: Place of the Departed; Bible
Proofs; Samuel and Saul; Witness of Resurrection; Conclusive Evidence; Spirits' Departure; Spiritual Body;
Ascension of Christ; Success of the Gospel; Delight of
Spirits.
CHAPTER III.

Testimony of the Christian Fathers. Of Plato, Socrates,
Pythagoras, Homer, Irenaeus, Justin Martyr, Tertullian,
Clement, Origen, Cyprian, Constantine, Greek Church,
Boman Catholic, Melanchthon, Tillotson, Beveridge,
Baxter, Dr. Hawks.
CHAPTER IV.

Testimony of Methodists: Mr. Wesley, Dr. Adam
Clarke, Richard Watson, Dr. W ilber Fisk; Bishop McK- ndre and other Bishops.
CHAPTER

Myer's Opera House.—Monroe

PORTRAIT

AUTHOR

THE REV. SAMUEL WATSON

V.

Testimony of others, 8. W. Presbyterian, Dr. Barnes,
Rev. H. W. Beecher, Longfellow, Channing-Necessity
for Something; Spirit Communion Meets that Need,

street,

between Washington and Randolph. Monday evening, April 28th, during the week, and
at Wednesday and Saturday Matinees, the
world-famed character-artists, McKee and
Rogers, supported by their great Vaudeville
Combination.

We affirm that all persons are members of a
common family, and we esteem it a high privilege, as well as a plain duty, to do unto others
Hooley's Opera House.—Randolph street,
as we would have others do unto.us; that we
opposite
the Court House, R. M. Hooley, sole
peace
universal
of
are the friends
and good
order in society, and will encourage the settle- proprietor and manager. Grand Gala Week
ment of all disputes, whether among nations Monday and Tuesday, April 28th and 29th—
or individuals, by peaceful arbitration and will The Ticket-of-leave Man. Wednesday
afterassist in founding courts of conciliation, which
in some measure may take the place of the noon and night, and Thursday evening, Frou
present courts of justice, so called; that rights Frou. Friday, Benefit of John Dillon. Satare based upon capacity and are not governed urday Matinee, Frou Frou. Saturday night,
by sex; that there should be no proscription on Ticket-of-leave Man. Monday, May 5
th, Bartaccount of color, nationality, opinions or
modes of worship; that co-operation and other ley Campbell's new play, Risks.
unitary efforts may help to economize time,
wealth and talent, and increase the sum of human comfort and happiness;that free thought,
free speech and a free press are essential to the
establishment of truth and the maintainance
April 20th, 1873, by the Rev. John Atkinson, H. Canof good order, and should be encouraged and non Gobdon, of Stratford, Conn., to Lizza Sammis, of
demanded by all fair, honorable and peaceable Jersey City, New Jersey.
means; that we will encourage the founding
of Industrial schools that shall be opened to
both sexes, and all nationalities, and that may

~fm

"*

of appreciation, and regret that I am not more
worthy.

1STow Ready

CHAPTER

Mrs. Spear read a letter from Alexander
Acsakoff, of Russsia, in reference to the cause
in that country.
Dr. Child said there was evidence of the
fruits of Spiritualism in the liberation of the
serfs, and in various other forms of progress
The Committee on Nominations reported
the following list of names. The report was
accepted and the persons therein named duly
elected for the ensuing year: President, Henry
T. Child, M. D., 624 Race St., Philadelphia,
Pa ; Yice Presidents, Dr. Washington Barr,
Harrisburg; Eliza L, Ashburner, 1,235 Buttonwood St., Phila.; Ebenezer Hance, Falsington,
Bucks Co.; Dr. Charles Noble, Germantown;
Secretary, Caroline H. Spear, 1,114 Callowhill
St., Phila ; Treasurer, James E. Shumway,
505 Minor St.., Phila.; Board of Managers,
Ellen M. Child, 634 Race St., Phila.; John S.
Isett, Spruce Creek; Joseph Potts, Harrisburg;
Mary A. Stretch, Ha'garsville; William R.
Eyans, Carversville; Dr. Fetherolf, Tamaqua;
Harriet Fowler, Titusville; Reuben Lunt,
Corry; Jacob Kheun, York; Rebecca Grunda,
Newportville; Frederick Gumpert, Altoona;
David Havard, Chester Valley; Sarah Kirk,
Pineville; Mary Beans, 2114 Mt. Vernon St.,
Phila.; S. Minnie Shumway, 1426 BouvierSt.,
Phil.; Lydia A. Schofield, 526 N. 21st St.,
Phila.; Rachel Peck, 1311 S. 4th St., .fhila.;
Joseph J. Harmer, No. oVine St., Phila.; Dr.
Aiken, Blooming Valley, Phila ; John M.
Spear, 1114 Callowhill St., Phila.; A. E. De
Hass, 332 N. 12th St., Phila.; Dr. H H.
Blanchard and Ellen Blanchard, Philadelphia;
William P. Tilton, Hulmerville.
An eloquent address was read by Mrs. Robbins.
The Committee on Resolutions offered the
following which were adopted:

State, and we suggest that efforts be made, to
hold meetings under its auspices in different
parts of the State, at least once in three
Annie Lord Chamberlain is now East, and months. To do this, friends, we need your assistance sympathy, Co-operation and money,
will be absent five weeks. Upon her return she and
we make this appeal to all interested, that
will be pleased to meet her friends, at 160 they may send in their contributions to the
Secretary.
Warren avenue.
The report was accepted and directed to be
Committees of arrangement for Grove printed.
On motion the following committees were
meetings and all Spiritualistic and liberal
gatherings will do will to investigate the merits appointed: On Business and Resolutions,
John M. Spear, Ann Eliza
Hass and
of the "Progressive Songster," which they will Rachel Peck; on Finance, MaryDeBeans,
Dr.
find well adapted to their use.
Williams and Mrs Blackwood; on Nominations, A. Mary Wise, Lydia A. Schofield and
Dr and Mrs. Dake gave us a call this Joseph J. Harmer.
week. They are looking well, and judging from
Jeremiah Hacker was introduced to the authe anxious crowd of patients whom we saw dience as one of the radicals of the age, for
merly editor of the Pleasure Boat. He remarkthronging his parlors at the Matteson House, ed
that he had not heard any sound, not even
his popularity and success are as great as that of his own voice, for many years, and
would like to speak a few words about one of
ever.
the Lyceum mottoes on the wall, "Let us aid
Bro. Allen Pence, Terre Haute, Ind., is progress by assisting the children." You must
doing a good work in the cause of Spiritualism. begin at the beginning if you would do that.
Skeptics and insolent investigators can't in- The salvation of this nation, the progress of
mankind throughout the universe, depends on
timidate him. He offers $500 to any person the manner in which your
children are begotwho will detect Mrs. Annie Stuart, a physical ten, conceived and brought forth, as well as
on
manner
the
in
which they are trained after
medium, in a fraud.
they are born into the world. Every child has
Bro. Smith sends the following: There will a right to a sound, healthy body, a well organbe a grand rally at the "Old Camp-ground," ized and well balanced mind, and every parent
brings into this world a child without
Woodburn Station, O. & C. Railroad, 17 who
these conditions, sins against himself, against
miles North of Salem, Oregon, commencing the child and against mankind generally.
Wednesday the 4th day of June. Speakers,
If we look over the wrecks of mortality in
mediums, and the public are cordially invited this city, or even in the rural districts, where
the people are considered more healthy, we
to attend.
find that about one half of the children that
are born, die before they are five years old,
and half of the other half die before they reach
manhood and womanhood. It is not so with
the brute creation; it is not so with the plants
that spring forth from the earth. There is a
Zell's Monthly Magazine. This magazine cause for this. Go through your city
and the
has just been started, and soon, no doubt, will masses of men to-day are so filled with tobacco,
become a great favorite. It is beautifully beer and spirits that they are unfit to become
illustrated, and contains articles that are emi- fathers, for the effects of all these are transto the children in scrofula and connently adapted to illuminate the mind. We mitted
sumption, and worse still, in habits that lead
wide
of
usefield
to crime. The back brain is cultivated and
predict for it success and a
fulness. The contents for May are rich and kept in a constant state of activity. Men live
almost always under the lusts of their animal
varied, containing many facts in science, etc., nature, and theiT
souls are crushed down like a
of special interest. T. Elwood Zell, publisher, pack-horse, and the divine spirit is crushed
Philadelphia,
Pa.
down like a cart under sheaves. Then, again,
17 and 19 South Sixth St.,
look at the other sex; they have small waists;
The Popular Science Monthly for May, their organs are forced out of place, the blood
information
of
fund
can not circulate properly. Ask your physicians
as usual, contains a vast
on all scientific subjects. It is one of the if they can name five men and five women, even
in the religious societies, that are fully qualigrandest teachers of the age, and carries with fied
to produce healthy children.
it a flood of light to illuminate the scientific
Dr. Child said, "The remarks of our venerapathways of life. Terms, $5.00 per annum. ble friend, from the deep solitude of his silence
forever by earthly sounds, come to
Single numbers 50 cents, D. Appleton & Co., unbroken
us with profound significance. I rejoice that
York.
Broadway,
New
Publishers, 549 and 551
Spiritualism has prepared the way for such remarks, for the world needs them. Pursuing
Poems of Free Thought, by Mrs. L. E. this
subject a little further in the same line, we
Drake. This pamphlet contains many fine come to the question of the age—woman'spo
passages.
sition and rights, and we know that Spiritualism has done more than any other system that
Evening Thoughts, by Unicus, containing the world has ever known to prepare
the way
for the proper discussion of this subject. First,
poems, pen effigies, etc.
by giving woman a better opportunityto speak
for herself than she has ever had. All efforts
to reform children, or the world, will be but
Notice of Mass-Meeting.
palliative and futile, until woman stands side
side with man, free to exercise the natural
Bro. Jones:—Please give, as early as possi- by
and inherent rights which are hers by virtue of
ble, publicity to the fact that it is determined her
capacity and maternity, shall be, as it ever
to hold the Mass-meeting of Spiritualists in should have been,
under her control; then and
Cincinnati, May 23d, 24th, 25th and 26th. Sun- not till then, will there
be no more unwelcome
day 25th will be devoted to lectures morn- children to be reconstructed
or punished, and
ing and evening, and special exercises of the
most abominable tyranny which the cusLyceum in the afternoon. All who expect to that
toms of society and the
has given to
be present are requested to address me at once, man, to rule over woman, church
in regard
saas it is very necessary to be able to form some cred function, will be known only toasthis
one of
idea of the attendance.
cruel barbarisms of the past. A better day
Our Anniversary entertainment passed ott the dawned upon humanity, the light
of the
very satisfactorily, and was favored with the has
religion and philosophy of Spiritualism can
presence of a fair sized audience,
not fail to produce its effects, and mankind
i Yours, etc., G. W. Kates.
will not only read the lessons thereof, but
Cincinnati, Ohio, April 2d.

." """

and read with mingled feelings of gratification
and regret—with gratification for expressions

AFTERNOON SESSION.

workings of spiritual power and progress, have
their fears that Spiritualism will blast the sys-

various phenomena

»
above his head the wreath of his immortality.
Resolved, That this board tender to Brother
Thomas Gales Forster, an engagement for one
year, commencing October, 1st, 1873.
)
O. R. Gross,
E. C. Townsend, v Committee.
Wm. White,
)
The above brief record being transmitted to
Mr. Forster, elicited the following reply:
Washington, D. C., March 25, 1873.
Gentlemen:
''
V our letter of resolutions was received,

passed k

[.Notices for this Department will be charged at the
rate of twenty cents per line for every line exceeding
twenty. Notices not exceeding twenty lines published
gratuitously.]

VI.

First Investigations; Personal Experience; Conwnunications to Advocate in 1855; Organization of Circle;
Spirit Writing; Slander Refuted; Christs Character.
CHAPTER VII.

God and Heaven; Celestial City; Providence; Intermediate State; Spirit Communion; Angels are Men.
CHAPTER

VIII.

The Spiritual World; Universal Law; Progressiom Belief not Universal; None have Gone to Heaven; Dr. Winans; Mental Telegraph.
CHAPTER IX.

Knowledge of Spirits; Mystery's Opinion, Bacon's;
Judge Edmond's Letter; Different Languages; Confession; Searching Investigation: Children; Mothers; Philosophy of Future State.
CHAPTER X.

"Outer Darkness"—Trance, Nature of; Evil Splits;
Suicide; Thomas Lay; Persons Seen After Death.
CHAPTER XI.

Spiritual Manifestations; Bible Proof; Law; Coming
Events; Soul's Departure; Advice; Last Meeting of Circle;
Bright Prospects.
CHAPTER

XII.

Further Investigations; Communications from Mother,
Mystery, Father, Andrews; Spirits Seen; Cases; Episcopal Clergyman.

CHAPTER XIII.

The Philosophy and Reliability of these Manifestations;
Letters; What Shall We Do? Hon. Robert Dale Owen;
Moral Gravitation; Triumphs of Christianity.
CHAPTER

XIV.

Communications through Dr. J. V. Mansfield—From
my Father; Rev. J. D. Andrews, and Charles Scott.
Second Interview- From my Wife; Wm. K. Poston, and
Mrs. Lucy Leonora Winchester. Third Interview—Mollie, Bettie, Allen, Rev. John Newland Maffit, Bishop
Soule, Gen. Rivers, Rev. J. Frazer, Rev. Moses Brock,
Susannah Watson. Fourth interview—Dr. Gilbert, Dr.
Seat, Bishop Otey, and Dr. Howcott, My Sister Mary,
Brothers Wm. H. and John A., Mrs. Mary A. Tate, Wm.
K. Poston, Bettie, Dr. Stephen Olin, Rev. Mr Hyer, and
Rev. Daniel Jones; Manner of Writing; Judge Edmond's
Letter. Fifth Interview Mollie, Wm. K. Poston, d C,
Atkinson. Dr Parsons Last Interview—Mollie, Wm. K.
Poston, Allen Dupree, Levin Watson, Dr. Parsons.
The " Clock Struck One " is an intensely interesting
work in itself, and derives great additional interest from
the high standing of its author in the MethodistEpiscopal
Church in which he has been a bright and shining light
for a quarter of a century, a man who in personally known
to nearly all the clergy of the South and to a wide circle
in the North and wherever known is held in the highest
esteem. These circumstances cause the book to be
eagerly sought for. This anxiety is heightened by the
action of the Methodist Conference of which the author
is a member in disciplining him for publishing the book,
thus attracting the attention of thousands of all sects
who are anxious to read and judge for themselves the
"
Clock Struck One."

12mo, cloth, price, fl 50; postage, free.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St. and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.
per
! wanted I All classes of working peov pie,
*
of either sex, young or old, make more money at
work for us in their spare moments, or all the time, than at anything
else. Particulars free. Address G. Stinson k 80., Portland. Maine.
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JUST ISSUED.
Hiram M. Reed, departed this transitory life, March
29th, 1873, aged 53 years.
Dr. G. D. Fenn, of Arenac, Mich., passed to spiritlife the 25th of March, at 3 o'clock, aged 49 years, 2
months and 25 days.
Passed to spirit-life, at Galveston, Tex., on the 27th of
Jan., 1873, James E. Fizgerald, a zealous Spiritualist
who formerly resided in Western N. Y. and Ohio.
Passed to spirit-life on March 17th, 1873, Mrs. C. H.
Vredenburgh, at Atlantic, Iowa,
She was a firm believer in the beautiful truths of
Spiritualism, and said in her last moments before she
passed to her spirit home, that Spiritualism is a beautiful
belief to live by and a better one to die by. She knew
where she was going and feared not the change from
earth-life to her spint home.
Mrs. E. G. Dodge.

An Excellent Practice.
When subscribers write to this office in regard to renewals, changes of post-office address or discontinuance,
it is an excellent practice to cut oft and send along the
little colored monitor on which is a statement of each
persons account. It is always to be found on the margin
of each paper where several are sent together to the same
post-office, and on the wrapper when sent single. When
papers are ordered to be discontinued, be sure and send
the balance due, including three weeks in advance of the
time as three numbers will as a matter of necessity go be
fore the name can be got out of the mail list and machine.
Those little amounts are important to us as publisher and
justice requires tlat each one shall deal honorably even
in small matters of a few dimes.
Speakers Register.
We have concluded to entirely dispense with a Speakers Register. Many names of persons were sent for the
Register who never or seldom lecture—others never took
any pains to see that we were correctly informed of
changes in post-officf address. The result was the Register was no guide to^he public as de-igned. Speaker
who feel desirous of having their appointments published
will be accommodated by simply reporting from time to
time to this office.
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What do I want? How many hundreds and
thousands are journeying through this world
asking themselves daily, have I a spirit of
truth, or what do I yet want?
They go to the ministers of the gospel,, to
the courts of justice in high places, but they
all fail to give them answers as to what they
want. How many are perishing without
clothing to protect them, without knowing
what they want. Many years I sat under the
voice of popular ministers, and found not
what my soul wanted, but those learned and
distinguished men pushed me back by telling
me that 1 had not within my heart what I
wanted. I went from church to church, and
from altar to altar, and found not what I
wanted, but at their altar I found the golden
calf of many a bull and bear. Gold, silver,
diamonds and rubies would not purchase this
pearl of great price, because I found that
I could not worship a dead God, at a princely
altar. I wanted to worship at an altar of love,
truth and peace among humanity at large. I
would, like a lone wanderer cast ashore, sit
down with my eyes closed to all false light.
Had I done with the vast wealth I once. pos
sessed what I now would do, I would not need
to ask what do I want?
I found at last what I wanted. Ah! what
do I want, that I may send forth to hundreds
and thousands these heavenly flashes of golden
light descendingfrom the altar of truth? What
is more important than to know just where to
go, what we want, and what to do in this cause?

You want light, life, and liberty, and ever let

these three lights burn and give forth through
mediums the truths that are bringing others to

a knowledge of their duty by coming to the
front.
Oh! what a heavenly thought to know that
bright angels have the power to protect, to
aid you, and keep back dangers which may
cause you to tumble. You want the pearl of
great price, but God says, "Let there be light,"
and you shall have light and truth. Thank
God that we have found out at last; that truth
is what we want, in order to become victorious.
Great God, thou who art the sun and spirit of
peace, give us light from that grandest of all
altars, whose foundations exist to all eternity.
Shower down the precious buds of truth, peace
and love upon all, and may those who come to
these fountains, feel the divine presence of the
soul of nature. May the finger of truth guide
each one onward and upward, until our wants
are all supplied both here and hereafter,
Euthanasia—How to Cure Incurables.
A new social question is exciting considerable discussion in England, to the surprise of
some and horror of others, who have not
thought much on the subject, many of the
leading social economists, scientists and philanthropists of that country are out strongly in

favor of Euthanasia, or benevolent. homicide.
Prof. Williams and Sir Lianel Tollemache are
among its chief advocates. To these the name
of that distinguished clergyman of London,
Rev. Charles Kaysey, is to be added.
In a recent artiele of his published in the
"Index," he says: It is proposed to give legal
sanction to the doctors to administer a killing
dose of some anaesthetic to patients suffering
from incurable and intensely painful disease,
and who themselves desire to be released from
their agony.
"As I have brooded over this idea for many
years, I feel tempted to write to you about it,
in the hope of attracting philanthropists

and

legislatorsto this very important subject.
"Little need be said of the desirableness of
some such method of relief. In my long experience as a parochial clergyman among
thousands of cases acute and incurable suffering, I have had the means of observing how

death has been longed for, and prayed for; and
what a blessed buon it was when it came—
both to the patient and to his sorrowing
friends! I will mention but one case as a type
of hundreds.
"A young woman had a cancer which grew
inward to the shoulder-blade far beyond the
reach of excision. Death was of course inevitable, a question of time. But her agonies
were indescribable. By nature a most patient,
gentile creature, she became frantic in her
paroxysmsof pain, and would go raving mad
with torture. On coming to her senses, she
would weep and cry out to God to take her
life. Her very father and mother longed to
see her die; and had the law allowed it, it
would have been a most righteous duty to have
killed her then and there.
"It was of no use asking God to do what he
had already given us the power to do. Prayers
for her release were as futile as the prayers
for her recovery. What ought to havebeen done
was to exercise the power and freedom which
God has given us, in an action so merciful, so
humane. God does not want us to suffer a
single pang that we can avoid, so long as we
do not get rid of it by transfer to some one
else.
"Now there are numberless objections
thought against the idea of taking life under
such circumstances. They may roughly be
divided into two classes; those objections
which arise out of our supposed obligations to
God, and those which arise out of our known
obligations to men.
"I will take the latter first in order. It is
objected that to give legal permission to take
the life of a patient woulu open the door to a
very dangerous tampering with persons and
property; that the high regard in which we
now hold the sacredness of human life would
be lowered, if not destroyed, and that it would
encourage suicide under different and less
pressing cirumstances. Now all this may be
amply provided against by proper legislation,
Let three points be made perfectly secure:—
1st. The incurableness and the intense painfulness of the disease must be attested by the
surgeon or physician in attendance and by a
medical inspector appointed for that purpose.
2d. The patient's own earnest desire (not mere
willingness) to be relieved from the burden of
life must be sworn to before a magistrate or3d.a
functionary appointed for this purpose.
must be
The administration of the fatal doseofficers
or
done in the presence of proper legal
inspectors, and by the hands of medical men

"
Of course no safeguards will ever entirely
shut out the possibility of abuse or crime; but
those safeguards can easily be brought within
a very little of absolute certainty by proper
legislation Common talk about suicide ist
marked by ignorance and folly. People don
seem to be aware that suicide is a symptom
of the most viol ot disorder to which the
brain is liable. It is a disease, a derangement ;
not a crime. Before a man can take his own
life, he has reached a p int in aberation
where no reason or remonstrances are of any
avail. I know of nothing more sadly comic
than the scene in a police court when a wouldbe suicide is brought up on a charge of attempted self-murder. The poor creature generally a woman—has more than half returned
to her senses and begins to be glad that somebody has saved her, and she weeps from depression and hysteria; while the magistrate

has to go through the farce of scolding her

and telling her how wicked she is, or sending
her to prison for a month that the chaplain
may lecture her. Of all the grim mockeries
of human nature, I think that is about the
worst. To make it a crime to be mad ! But
I must now turn to the objections against
Euthanasia based on our supposed obligations
to "Gi d.
, ,
One favorite remark is: Thou shalt not
kill' is God's command, and how dare we fly
in the face of the Almighty ?" No doubt, it
is the law of God and of man that men should
not take each other's lives, if it can be
avoided. But what kind of regard do we
really pay to this law ? Why, we only observe it as it suits us, and I think we
are right there. We hang a murderer in
spite of this law, and we have a right to do so,
if we are sure it is the best and kindest thing
to do with him. But murderers are scarce,
and our breach of this law is proportionately
rare. We have a wider and better field for
our killing propensities in the plains of war.
We kill men by the thousands and buy them
up out of the factories, fields, and markets, on
purpose to be butchered. We don't talk much
of the sacredness of human life when a frontier is approached by our neighbor, or the title to
alittle plot of territory is under dispute. We take
life in other ways than those of hanging and
shooting. We pay for necessities, and luxuries, too, which can not be furnished without costing many a life, and what is worse,
making long lives bitterly painful. We will
have things which only man's blood can pay
for. When we like, we snap our fingers at
God's law—' Thou shalt not kill.'
"Are we bound to keep one in torment,
against his will, unless it be as a legal penalty
for some crime ? I maintain that not only
have we no right to do so, but that we are
bound to do exactly the reverse. It is our duty
to alleviate every pain and to shorten every
pang. It is our duty to use the abundance of
our poisons in sparing our suflering brother
the last few days or weeks of his unendurable
torture.
"
It is said with much truth that pain serves
some inscrutable purpose in training the soul,
and therefore it would be contrary to God's
will to alleviate or remove it. No doubt pain
does render this wonderful service as a disci^

^

pline for the human spirit; but we have quite

enough already, and can well spare the awful
tortures which would justify artificial death.
If you apply the principle of enduring all
pain for the sake of its discipline, you must
apply it consistently and never interfere at
all with the painful processes of nature and
disease.
"Depend upon it, God has given us the
power of life and death to use for the wellbeing of each other; and so long as that aim is

kept bright and clear, whatever we do is justified by it.
Suicide, which is rare among savages, is increasing as rapidly as any other outgrowthof
civilization. There can be little or no question but that suicides believe their evils incurable, save by this heroic remedy, and they deliberately choose that as the least of two evils.
I do not hesitate to justify any man or woman
in committing suicide under proper circumstances. When one is convinced beyond
doubt that his days of usefulness are over, and
that naught remainsbut to await, perhaps, in
painful impatience for the Angel of Death to
release him from a sphere he only encumbers,
a man is but just to himself when he cuts the
silver chord that binds soul and body together.

When to this is added the painful fact that one
is a burthen to loved ones, or a charge upon
the public, the right to commit suicide becomes an obligation. The unjustifiablegsuicides are those of men in the prime of life,
who yield to a fit of despair

in the midst of

some financial mistake or misfortune, and like
cowards they desert their families, swindle
their creditors and shirk their obligations to
society through self-murder. The memory of
such should be infamous, and I can readily believe that they will be subject to the severest
penalties in that life to which they so selfishly
hurry their pusillanimous spirits.
T. A. B.
The Connection of Christianity with Solar
Worship.

nothing
new in the sect of the Christians,
i
nothing peculiar to itself; and that it has absolutely
the character of all the Eastern religi
ions, and particularly of that of the Persians,
to which we attribute it as its source.
We have used our best endeavors to grasp
the character or the original genius of the religions of the great nations of Asia and Africa,
—of the Egyptians, Phoenicians, Arabians,
Phrygians, and Persians,—because it is from

etc. The following text, as well as others
also occur in Scripture:—"The Lord said he
would dwell in thick darkness " (1 Kings viii.
12), "He made darkness his secret place"
(Psalm xviii, 11) I make these observations
in answer to my objections that may be made
against printing my translation in the Medium
on the ground of its containing no spiritual information; though it may be considered of
great value by honest and intelligent people
midst,
of these people that the religion of as affording sound information on a most imthe
Christ issued, whose cradle was in the East, portant subject, which is not to be obtained
and almost in the centre of the nations above elsewhere. Spiritual information of any kind
named. We have seen that the great Divinity is indeed rarely to be met with in books; and
of these countries was the Sun, worshiped un- it is, as we all know, chiefly in the New Tesder different names—Osiris in Egypt, Bacchus tament, and particularly in St. Paul's Epistles
in Arabia, Adonis in Phoenicia, Atys in that it is to be found. I should be sorry inPhrygia, Mithria in Persia, etc. We have ob- deed to be accused of wishing to weaken any
served that in all these religions the G<>d Sun one's faith in the spiritual truths of the Chriswas personified; that priests constructed his tian religion by proving that such a' person as
history or legend, and that he always term- Christ never existed; and in order to exoninated his mortal life by some tragic occur- erate myself from such a charge, I will repeat
rence, to come to life again afterward and tri- here a statement I have previously made. To
umph over his enemies. We have seen that an unprejudicedmind the belief in the spirthis triumph was fixed at the moment when itual regeneration taught by Christ is estabthis Star who fecundates Nature restores to lished (even if Modern Spiritualism did not
the day its supremacy over the long nights of attest the fact) by passages taking from the
Winter, and over the Serpent that annually in sacred writings of two other religions which
Autumn brings them back. Notwithstanding correspond with the well-known passage in
the diflerence of the legends, there is one point St. John. I copy these three passages conin which we see they all agree, which is, that secutively, that my readers may be conbefore singing the triumph of the God his vinced.
In St. John iii. we read: "Verily, verily I
worshipers celebrate his obsequies; they erect
a tomb over him, they sprinkle it with tears, say unto thee, Exctpt a man be born again of
and after some days of a feigned mourning water and of spirit, he can not enter into the
they celebrate in the most pompous manner kingdom of God. That which is born of the
his return to life and the victory he has won flesh is flesh, that which is born of the Spirit
after getting free from the darkness of the is spirit. Marvel not that I said unto thee,
coffin, Osiris has his tomb where^ an image Thou must be born again. The wind bloweth
resembling him is deposited; Adonis in Phcc where it listeth, and thou hearest the sound
nicia has his; Bacchus had one also; in Crete thereof, but canst not tell whence it cometh or
that of Jupiter might be seen, as well as the whither it goeth: so is every one that is born
cave in which he was born; Hercules (or the of the Spirit."
In the Institutions of Menu, son of Brahma
Sun) had his at Cadiz, and his bones were to
be seen there; Mithra also, as we have before (the supreme creator in the religion of the
Hindoos), the following passage occurs:—"Let
stated, had his.
All these fictious tombs, all these legends, a man consider that as a mere human birth
all songs of mourning and of joy, although in which his parents gave him for their mutual
the name of a man and a hero, are nevetheless gratification, and which he receives after lying
but mystic fictions in honor of the Sun, con- in the womb; but that birth which his principal Acharya (preceptor), who knows the
quered at first by the darkness, but becoming
conqueror in turn. The doctors of these re- whole Veda, procures for him by his divine
ligions who have transmitted to us these le- mother the Gayatri (sacred texts of scriptures),
gends agree in telling us that the hero lamented is a true birth; such birth is exempt from
and celebrated in song is the Sun, although age and from death" (Richard's "India,"
they taught to the people that the person p. 55)
In Hardy's "Eastern Monachism," p. 295,
spoken of was a man, who formerly really
lived and reigned upon the earth. We here we find, in a conversation which takes place
present to our readers a reflection which we between a king and a priest, the following accan not help making, and which naturally of- count of a spiritual state of existence which
they call in their language Nirwana:—
fers itself to our consideration.
"King. If there be any comparison by
. Nearly in the same century in which these
religions and fables passed into the West, by which the nature or properties of Nirwana
the aid of the communication between the can be rendered apparent, be pleased to exEastern and Western nations which the con- plain them.
"Priest. There is a wind, but can its color
quests of Rome had rendered more easy, we
see issue from the same country a religious be told ? Can it be said that it is in such
sect which unites in itself almost all the char- a place, or that it is small or great, or long
acters of the others, and the hero of which is or short ?
"King. We can not say that the wind is
not only born the same day as the Sun, as
Mithra, Horus, etc., and triumphs the same thus. It can not be taken into the hand and
day, but also dies and comes to life again like squeezed. Yet the wind is; we know it bethem, and obtains his triumph under the same cause it prevades the heart, strikes the body,
astronomic forms and in the same sign as the and bends the trees of the forest; but we can
Sun. What! because there is a legend that not explain its nature, or tell what it is.
makes a man of him, and silly people believe
"Priest. Even so Nirwana is; destroying
it,—as the people of Egypt believed in the the infinite sorrow of the world, and presentlegend of Osiris shut up in a box by his ing itself as the chief happiness of the world;
brother Typhon, dead, and then restored to but its attributes and properties can not be delife; as the people of Phoenicia believed in that clared."
of Adonis killed by a wild boar and risen
There could have been no fraudulent conagain from his grave,—shall we obstinately
nivance between three divine teachers living
persist in making a real man of the hero of in different parts of the world and in different
the sect of the Christians who undergoes ex- centuries, and thus their religions, containing
actly the same fate ? Shall we believe that he the same declarations as to spiritual life, supwas born and died because the cave has been port each other mutually, and enable us to
shown where the Virgin brought him into the place faith in the truth they contain in comworld, and the tonib in which people had de- mon; and such truth, verified by experience,
posited his body, and whence he issued forth would remain unassailable, "even if it should
alive and glorious ? These mystic fictions, it be shown that the persons in whose names it
must be stated, were universally received has been taught have never really existed."
throughout the East. It is from the East that
Religions in ancient times were regarded as
this religion came, which has the same physi- mysteries, as I think the Christian religion
ognomy as the others. It is at the very time ought to be considered now. I have reprewhen the Isiacs, the Mithrias, and the mys- sented it to be such in an article which I conteries of Cybele and Atys made the most noise tributed to the Medium in May last, entitled
at Rome, and were often driven from it, that " Christian Spiritualism." I hope my readers
there appeared there with some notoriety the will not think ill of me for directing their atsect of Christ, adopted at first by some obscure tion to this, as it exposes, according to my
people, then driven away like the others, and conscientious conviction, the only view of repersecuted more than they as being more in- ligion that is adapted to our present state of
tolerant; it is of the same country, the same education and intelligence.
period, and has the same outward forms: then
T. E Partridge.
it is more than probable that it is the same
thing. The greater or less degree of good fortune which circumstances may give to a philosophic opinion or to a theological sect does
not change the nature of it. It is itself that
we must consider, probe to the bottom, analyze. It is of little importance to us, after all,
'1 tie Banner of Light is kept for sale at the office
that credulous people choose to understand
its fictions literally, and that, not being able to of this paper.
understand the. sense of its mystic figures, they
HART, MICH.—W. H. Gale writes.—I like your
obstinately persevere in revering its singular editorials well and value
Hudson Tuttle's articles
and monstrous outward form, and are con- very highly. He is an thorough exponent of the
spiritual philosophy.
tented with it.
We have previously demonstrated that the
MIDDLEPORT, O.—James M. Evans writes.—

iuiitto frfltit tlli! |rCD]itij,

second chapter of Genesis, the basis of the

Tour Journal has a wide influence among Spirit-

Christian religion, is a pure allegory; that the ualists and is quoted by our enimies as authority
evil which it supposes introduced by the ser- and very justly, from the ability and fairness with
pent was but Winter with its cold and dark- which it discusses all questions.
ness; that such an evil could not be repaired
(TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH OF M. DOTUIS.)
SALEM, 0.—John Gordon writes.—I value the
must then be born and triumph at the same Journal above all the papers I take, and look
[The series of articles we are now publishing periods at which the Sun is born and tri- for
its weekly arrival with intense interest. Spiritunder, this head are taken from the Medium umphs, and undergo the same adventures that ualism has done wonders for me, by redeeming me
from
orthodox horrors.
and Daybreak, an English publication. They the Sun encounters in the sacred fictions of all
ROCHESTER,
N. T.—Kate Gibbs writes.—I am
the
solar
religions.
Now,
in
(
examining
the
are of especial interest, and should be prefacts which characterize Christ and his sym- a clairvoyant and a magnetic healer. I never feel
served by every student of the Harmonial bolic form, according
to the traditions which that I am alone, for an hour hardly passes I don't
Philosophy.]
we have received, we see that in fact he has feel spirit hands on some part of me. If f am sick
CONCLUSION.
all the characters that ought to be possessed they will give me treatment and cure me.
Mr. Hyde might have drawn a deduction by the allegoric repairer of the physical evil
PROVIDENCE, UTAH TER.—James Chaplow
quite different, namely, that they who have produced by the symbolic animal. Then writes.—I would not like to be without the Journal
tor twice three dollars a year, for it is a bright
appeared the last upon the stage of the world Christ, whether in his nativity or in his death
star in the midst of a dark theology. There is a
with institutions which existed several cen- and resurrection, has nothing pertaining to large
field for good lecturers here. Address, James
turies before them can be but copyists; that it him which distinguishes him from the Sun; or
is absurd to suppose that the ancients should rather, it is only by the Sun that the extrav- Chaplow, Providence Cache County. Utah Ter.
PEORIA, ILL.—J. M writes.—The Prophets
have been charged by,divine inspiration with agant traditions can be explained that have
at Peoria, 111., for the purpose of general
the work of tracing out beforehand to Chris- been transmitted to us respecting him. Christ, School
spiritual instruction, propose to collect facts on the
tians the ceremonial which they were to then, is the Sun.
subject of dreaming, and to interpret allegorical
adopt. II the religion of Christ so strongly
dreams. All persons having important fact en this
address to the reader.
resembles that of Zoroaster, it is because it is
subject will please address confidentially, Box
a branch of it, and has nothing belonging to it
Many of my readers may perhaps feel a 1516, Peoria, P. O.
more divine or more supernatural than that of little wearied by the perusal of Dupuis's long
MINN.—Wm. McCanna writes.—This is
Zoroaster. This is the consequence which treatise on the solar religion, in which there toLYLE,
certify that I was cured of a cancer in the mouth
would necessarilyresult from this comparison is apparently a good deal of repetition, but (after being
given up by the ablest doctors in the
to a philosopher; but Hyde was not one. Thus perhaps not much more than is necessary to country) by Mary Ann Bradberry, ofRockford, 111.,
it is that the sentiment of supposed revelation make clear his chain of argument. However, Healing Medium. The writer after suffering for a
takes away from the most learned man even this may be, I have thought it right to confine long period of time was persuaded to try the powthe light of common sense, and prevents him myself strictly to the duty of giving a faithful er of healing given to mediums by spirits and was
from drawing true deductions; and that only translation of his work, curtailing only such fully cured.
because they are contrary to the false prin- parts as appeared to me to be superfluous.
SHELBINA, MO.—C. G. Brown writes.—We
ciples which he had adopted without examinaSpiritualists, however, with some reason, have had the pleasure of listening to our Bro. P.
R.
Lawience, inspirational speaker and heater, who
geometrician
It
a
is like
tion.
laying down may wonder at my offering them a treatise
delivered three lectures on our Angelic philosophy
the axiom that the whole is smaller than its that contains nothing whatever about Spirit- and
healed the sick during the day, to those who
part, and who, reasoning according to this ualism; but I must beg to assure them, as Du- are unable,
free, although, the people were at first
principle, admits nothing that is opposed to it. puis himst If states, that external forms and afraid
to come and hear, yet at the last lecture
Hyde,
if
the two religions are ceremonies, which'alone he treats of, are but many were unable to obtain seats. He also spoke
I will say to Mr.
alike in all points; then they are but one, or at the outer shell of religion; the kernel is the at Clarence, Shelbvville, and Bethel.
two
sects of the same relig- mystery of spiritual life, which has been alleast they are but
W ATERTOWN, N. T —W. W. Tucker writes.
ion. Thus reasons the philosopher. It would ways so cloaked, concealed, and fenced round —A practical man asks, "What is Spiritualism,
or
extract
to
almost
all
necessary
the learned in every way by its priests and initiators, as to what do Spiritualists believe? What has all this
be
prove
Hyde
to
that this conform- be quite impenetrable to all but the brother- rapping aud table-tipping and all your patient inwork of Mr
not conceive in what way it would ity
of the dogmas and ceremonies of Chris- hood who partake of its bent fii s. Paul alludes vestigations of spirit-phenomena, amounted to?
lite, betend to diminish regard for human
with
those of Zoroaster ex- to this secrecy in his Epistle to the Ephesians, "Well, the best reply I can muke is to point him to
perfectly tianity and Judaism
cause the object of the process is soother way, tends even to the smallest details. We refer iii. 5, 9: "The mystery of Christ, which in such articles as, "A glance at the principles of the
the
Association of Louisiana," published in the
humane. It would tend rather earthly duty to his work such readers as may be curious to other ages was not made knowD unto the sons Central
Rehgio-Philosophical Journal, March 8th,
holy
bv teaching that it is our highest
his
the
of
connections
of
men
unto
as
examination
it
revealed
the
is
pursue
now
I
not
and
is needless
1873^ think something of that kind embodying
to prevent all pain that encourage
which these two sects have with the original apostles, etc.; and to make men see what is leading ideas of the more thoughtful and intelto
people
you
more
The
the
beneficial.
ligent class of Spiritualists, ought to be more freThe facts which we have brought the fellowship of the mystery which from
the greater rever- religion. are
be tender and sympathizing,
sufficient to show that there is beginning of the world hath been hid in God," quently published.
together
others.
of
lives
the
for
have
ence they will
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WIS.—Dr. A. B. Severance

writes.—We have passed the' 25 th Anniversaryof
Modern Spiritualism, a day that should be cele
orated by all true Spiritualists throughout the
land, a day that should be kept in the memories of
the present and handed down to future generations as being a day that a new light dawned upon
humanity that was destined to revolutionize the
,°'e ,wl);'d- the Spiritualists of Milwaukee
celebrated the day with interest and profit to all
present, although very bad weather, the meetings
wetrje well attended, and all passed off very plea6-

Dr. H. P. Fairfield writes.—We know God by
what he does for us through nature. We know
Bro. Jones by what he does for us through the
Journal. We know that our physical wants are
supplied through the abundance of nature. We
know^ that our intellectual or spiritual wants are
supplied through the fulness of the Journal. We
know that God never withholds his goods from
those who seek them through nature We know
that Bro. Jones will never keep back the truths
from those who seek it through the Journal;
and finaly we know that the orthodox will get their
just desert from God through the same medium.
We know that all true mediums, Spiritualists and
reformers will receive the inspirations of God
through nature, and a friendly helping hand from
the editor of the omnipotent Journal.
Oliver Porter writes.—The strong sects are uniting. Dignitaries are enlisting. Presidents of
colleges, Governors of States, Judges of courts,
DD's, LL.D'b—these, with the Young Men's Christian Associations and with the immense amount of
money at their command, make it truly alarming.
Be assured that the explosion of the theory of
Adam's sin and Christ's sacrifice with its adjuncts,
is the prime cause of this movement, else why
should Dr. Miner be brought in? He is president
of their leading college and believes in salvation of
all by and through Christ's sacrifice. It was chiefly
through his influence that his colleague was ostracised for doubting, I 'think, such faith. Take this
from the priesthood of the sects and their occupation, in great measure, is gone. It should be remembered, too, that a large portion of those called
Spiritualists will not stand fire when the day of
battle comes, not beingheld and bound by organi-

zations, etc.

BEAR GROVE,
IOWA.—Richard Hopkins
writes.—The Spiritualists and friends of the
Harmonial Philosophy of Iowa might feel grateful
to the State Association for the selection and appointment of Dr. C. P. Sanford as State Missionary, as he is the right man in the right place. The
doctor may not be equal to some of the veteran
speakers, yet he possesses the ability to enchain,
entertain and edify an audience diametrical opposed
to him in sentiment, by the firm and fearless manner he delivers his thoughts accompanied with
suavity, generouslymingled with charity. Brother
Sanford delivered three lectures at this place recently, Bear Grove, Iowa, which were listened to
by large and attentive audience's composed chiefly
of the opposition element. The ideas advanced
by the speaker were received with due candor and

good feeling, and it is hoped that the germs scattered will ripen into a bountiful harvest. At two
lectures the doctor gave ten fine tests which were
duly recognized by persons present, although by
some rather reluctantly. We feel safe in recommending Dr. Sanford to the liberal minds of Iowa
as an efficient laborer for the cause of progression.
NEW ORLEANS, LA C. H. Silliman writes.—
Last Sunday on the 30th of March, the Central
Association of Spiritualists, held their annual
election of officers and anniversary commemoration
at Minerva hall, which passed off pleasantly and
terminated with the most happy results. In the
morning Dr. Milnir made a valedictory address to
the association and the following officers were
elected for the ensuing year: President, Capt.
John Grant; Vice-President, John MeDougal;
Secretary, C. H. Silliman; Treasurer, E. B Benton; Managers, Spencer Field, R F. Harrison,
W. F. Perkins, Mrs. J. R. Walker and Mrs. E. L.
Saxon, This corpse of officials will give a new impetus to the society and carry forward the great
cause of truth. In the evening Dr. Y. A. Carr
gavj a short address stating the nature of the occasion and was followed by Mrs. Walker with a
beautiful auniversary poem, written for the occasion. W. F. Perkins read an in'e sting paper
on the principles of Spiritualism, after which Dr.
J. R. Walker occupied the attention of the audience with a brief history of the manifestations of
Modern Spiritualism. Everythingpassed off with
the greatest harmony and the exercises were concluded with the remarks of our retiring president,
Dr. U. R. Milner, who related his very interesting
experience.
—

WEST LAFAYETTE,OHIO.-J. Burr writes.—

Spiritualism is diffusing itself into all grades of
society in this section of the country, and if we
could be aided by traveling friends, competent to
instruct us, might soon become a decidedly progressive community. Prompt mediums to call on
us! One year ago, Spiritualism was unknown, and
never spoken of in this section, except something
in the papers prompted thereto. Now there is a
general anxiety expressed to see, to hear, to learn
and to know something relative thereto. I frequently have circles at my office. Col. Wood, of
Coshocton, has many circles at his office, and
circles about town in private families are frequent
and in nearly every sitting, something occurs out
of common every day affairs of life. Col. Wood
and myself were the only persons taking spiritual
papers. Now, less than a year, there is probably a
dozen taken, mostly your Journal. 1 am an old
Mesmerist, and no*" a confirmed Spiritualist, but
an anxious investigator thereof; yet I feel free to
predict, that if ten times as many circles were
properly held, ten times as many strange phenomena would occur. What about the proposed
National Convention of Spiritualists to meet in
Cincinnati, 83d of May?
NEW ORLEANS, LA.—A Spintualists writes
Ib 11 to my obtuse* SS, or has Mr.
son Tattle made some apparent contradictionsHud
in

"The Genesis and Evolution
hisaC.le.!51,andlectureof Spirit.
He says.

Ascend the stream of
as
far as we may, we find new formations at life
step, but Creations never." Further on he everv
uses
this expression; * * * "may be called the plan
of Creation;' and near the close of the lecture I
read; "without this result Creation is a failure"
and once more, the expression, "Creative energy'"
With reference to another portion of the
I
am also puzzled I read, "But as thelecture
merges through intermediate forms into mananimal
and
the infant knows less than the perfect animal
»
* * Is the word infant there used
to designate
primitive man? If not, how does Mr Tuttle
reconcile the statement, that a "degree of advance
ment beyond which immortality obtains" is ncpes

!

sary,
with another statement viz: "Whether «
die drawing
or after a full !
century, has our
not first
the living
least breath,
influence in the final t
growth and
"
attainements of the spirit

etc

we to understand from this, that the' infant
reached the "degree of advancement"

Are

necessary\0=

insure
the further growth of the spirit' I
"perfect
the
animal" (compare4 with which

n
"infant knows less") progresses spirituillv the
i„

Mr Davis'Fifth Vol. "Great Harmonla" ?"Th»
Thinker") he draws the line where individual

in®

mortality is assured, at that point or consumma
tion "the perfect marriage of the cerebrum and
cerebellum," etc. A uniting of the two brains,
which is never effected outside of the human

family.
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of the deficiencies complained of in most cheap microscopes. They are made of the very best materials,
are finished in good shape, and are no not only well
adapted for use, but are also ornamentai*
no. 165 5 MICROSCOPE, Brass
body, 6 Inches high, One Ob-

ject Lens; Power 40 Diame
ters, or 1800 times the area.

i

Neatly packed in a Mahogany

Case, with one prepared ob-

£

ject, and sold for the low price of
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$3.00.
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the very best low-priced MICROSCOPES that are
manufactured. Those we are now handling have none

WORTH OF PROPERTY SAVED FROM THE FLAMES

-p3

hovi<«
"""barren aV" Chicago!^M

MICBOSCOPES.

AGAINST FIRE.

The Bible of the Ages.

Philosophy of Creation, by Thomas Paine,—
Through Horace Wood, Medium. Cloth 60 08
prom Hindoo Vedas, Buddha, Confucius
Paper
35 04 Selected
Egyptian Divine Pymander, Zoroaster, Tal
Poems of Progress. Lizzie Doten, 1.50 20 Mentiss;
Bible,
Philo Judeaus, Orpheus, Plato, Pythagoras
mude,
Gilt, 2.00 20
Marcus Aurelius, Epictetus, Seneca, Al Koran, Scandi
Parturition without Pain. M. L. Holbrook, k.d. 1.00 00
Swedenborg, Luther, Novalis, Renan
navian
Eddas,
Pentateuch—Abstract of Colenso 25 2
Taliesin, Milton, Penn, Barcley, Adam Clarke, Mart
Progress of Religious Ideas through Successive
Tyndall, Max Muller, Temple, Wool
Newman,
Fletcher,
Ages, by L. Maria Child. (3 Vols.) 6.75 72
man, Elias Hicks, Channing, Garrison, H. C. Wright
Physical Man, his Origin and Antiquity, by
Higginson,
T. Starr King, Buehnell
Lucretia
Mott,
50 00
Progressive Songster
Parker, Finney, Davis, Emma Hardinge, Emerson
Hudson Tuttie
1.50 2u
Denton,
Frotningham, and
Beecher,
Tuttle,
Abbott,
Radical Discourses, by Denton . 1.50 16
others.
Ravalette and the Rosicrucian's Story; 2 Vols.
in one. P. B. Randolph..., 1.50 20
GOSPELS AND INSPIRATIONS FROM MAN)
Radical Rhymes. Wm. Denton, 1.25 12
Real Life in Spirit Land, given Inspirationally,
CENTURIES AND PEOPLES.
by Mrs. Maria M. King 1.00 18
"
Slowly the Bible of the race is writ,
Rules for Forming Spiritual Circles, by Emma
Hardinge >. 05 02
Each age, each kindred adds a verse to it"
Supernatural, History of the. By Wm. Howitt
"This
original in aim and execution, helps to mee'
book,
2 vols
3.00 40
a want much felt. Giving the best thoughts from a date
Spirit Works, Real, bnt not Miraculous. By
far older than the Bible to our own day, it must tend to
Allen Putuam
35 03
break up idolatry of a book, to banish bigotry, and give
Soul Affinity, A. B. Child
20 02
higher wisdom and truer freedom and spiritual culture
Satan, diographv of. By K. Graves 60 03
It should be in every home in the land. None should
Sermon from Shakapeaie's Text. Denton 10 02
fail
to obtain it."—WilliamDenton.
Gospels
of
Araba,
Sacred
A. J. Davis, cloth
l.ro 12
full gilt
EDITED AND COMPILED BY G. B. STEBBINS.
Ornamen al covers
60 10
Price, $2.00. Postage 26 cents.
Sunday Not the Sabbath
25 2
Sexual Physiology, by R. T. Trail, M.D 2.00 20
400 pages; on heavy tinted paper; bound in cloth
Strange Visitors, Dictated through a Clairvoyant 1.50 20
** For sale wholesale and retail by the Rbligio-Philo
2.00 26
Spiritual Harp
Abridged Edition
Publishing House. Adams Street anc
sophical
i.oo 14
Self-Abnegationist; or the true King and Queen,
Fifth Avenue, Chicago, HI.
50 06
by H. C. Wright. Paper
Soul of Things, by Elizabeth and Wm. Denton 1.50 20
Social Evils, by Mrs. M. M. King 25 00
Spiritual Philosophy vs. Diabolism, by Mrs. M.
M. King 25 00
Songs of Life, by S. W. Tucker 20 02
Spiritual Songs, by S. W. Tucker 15 02
Spirit Life of Theodore Parker, through the Mediumship of Miss E. Ramsdell 40 02
Liver Remedy and Blood Purifier.
Seven Hour System of Grammar, by Prof. D. P.
Howe 1.00 08
This preparation was given Mrs. Lord while in i
Paper 50 04
Science of Evil, by Joel Moody l .75 20 clairvoyant condition. It has been well tester
Spiritual Manifestations,by J. S. Rymer 10 02 and has won for itself the name of the Gol den DisSyntagma i.oe 12
covery, the Wonder of the Age, and whic)
System of Nature, or Laws of the moral and
we offer the public without any fear of competition. It i»
Physical World, by Baron D' Holback 2.00 24
Startling Ghost Stories from Authentic Sources 50 04
composed of active remedies particularly adapted to th<
Self Contradictions of the Bible. 25 02
difficulties above named, balanced by others, rendering i
Spiritualism a Test of Christianity. D. W. Hull, 10 02
a favorite panacea in many other difficulties that aris<
Safena or the Mental Constitution, by Arthnr
Spiritualism Discussion of J. C. Fish & T. H.
from an unhealthy state of the Liver. It not only find'
Dunn,
40 00 its positive anchorage upon the Liver,
Merton
1
THE GREAT RESERVOIR TO THE HUMAN SYSTEM,
The Past and Future of Our Planet, by Wm.
Dentoi.
i.5o 20 cleansing and bringing a healthier tone and perms
That Terrible Question. Moses Hull 10 02
nent cure, but it gives tone to the digestive organs
Twerty Years on the Wing. J. M. Spear.... 20 02
Talk to my Patients by Mrs. C. B. Gleason, M.D. 1.50 16 dispels languor, acts upon the kidneys and bowels, has i
The Vestal, by Mrs, M. J. Wilcoxson 25 2
grand effect upon Catarrh, Scrofula, JDyspepTreatise on the intellectual, moral, and social
»ia, BiliousDiseases,Fevers, and Inflamman, a valuable work by H. Powell 1.25
matory Difficulties, allays Nervous DeTale of a Physician, by A. J. Davis 1.00 16
Paper Cover
75 ©6
bility, and by cleansing the biliary organs, it
The Question Settled, by Moses Hull 1.50 16
REMOVES MOTH PATCHES AND SALLOWNESS PROM TH7
The Merits of Jesus Christ and the Merits of
SKIN.
Thomas Paine as a Substitute for Merits in
others; What is the Difference between them?
It will also remove the effects of poisonous an<
by H. C. Wright 25 OS
deleterious substances that have long remained
The Inner Mystery, an Inspitattonal Poem, by
in the system. This Remedy contains No Poison'
Lizzie Doten 30 02
The Voices, by Warren Sumner Barlow, Gilt 1 !0 16
ous Drugs, IS PURELY VEGETABLE
Theological and Miscellaneous Writings of
all the offend
Thomas Paine 100 34 gentle in its action, and is calculated to find
ing elements and diseased places in the system, to loosei
Thomas Paine's Pilgrimage to the Spirit World 75 06
Tobacco and its Effects, by H. Gibbons, M.D 30 02
the bowels, and do a great work without weakening th<
The Temple; or. Diseases of the Brain and
while if sufficien
Nerves. A. J. Davis, 150 20 patient or producing pain or catharsis;
is taken (directions followed) it will cure the most rigi<
Paper
1.00 06
The Yahoo, a Satirical EhaDsody 70 OK
constipation.
The Gods. By Hon. R. J. Ingersoll. 25 02
WK CHAIiLENSB THE MEDICAL FACULTY AND THE WOBL1
The God Proposed, by Denton, 10 2
To-Morrow of Death 176 14 at large to produce a remedy, the combination so simpl<
Three Plans of Salvation, 10 02
and harmless, and yet so grand and potent, as this giver
Unwelcome Child, by Henry C. Wright. Paper 35 04 through Clairvoyance, and which we in the highest confl
Cloth 60 12 dence present to the world, already flooded with reme
Voice of Prayer, by Barlow 26 02
Vestiges of Creation 75 08
dies, all claiming rare virtues, and many as specifics
Vital Magnetic Cure, 1.50 16
This remedy has been tested over and over, each tim<
Vital Force, How Wasted and How Preserved,
proving perfectly successful and giving entire satisfac
by B. P. Miller, M.D. Paper 50 cents. Cloth 1.00 12
VolneyiS K '::s; or Meditations on the Revolution. We ask the public to give it a fair and imparUa
tions G. Empires, with biographical notice by
no prejudice can, after testing it, pre
Count Darn 1.00 12 trial,feeling sure
vent all from adopting it as a
Whiting, A. B. B'ography of 1.50 20

THE

For Chills and Fever both kinds are needed, and never fail to effect a car*.
Circular with full directions sent free to any address. Special directions given if called for free o" cliar®-®
eitherat the « ffice or by letter. Send brief description of »>mptoms ana three-cent st«wip for r' piv
'
Each Box Magnetic and Electric Pcwders, contains two shetts highly magnetized paper to be used ae an outward
application when there is pain or weakness. It helps to remove the pa*n and vitalize he ay stem
Agents wanted everywhere, particularly mediums A 1 irge and liberal commission given. Send for agents terms
Mailed post-paid, on receipt of price, to any part of United States, Canada or Europe.

Over 1200 actual fires put out with it.

FOURTEE A P T E R S*

SFRELT

Healing T»owei* of the Age.
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HE-EX,

No. 1660, The Universal Household
Microscope:

Price $6.00.—The most Con-

venient, Complete, and Powerful Micro
scope ever offered for this low price.

ALSO, THI

Mml Self-Acting Fire Engine,
FOR CITY, TOWN AND VILLAGE USE

GtoMm XlftBMTwy*
Mrs, Hand E. Loifs Great Clairvoyant

Who are Christians. Denton

10 02

What is Right, by Wm. Denton 18 02
What is Spiritualism, and Shall Spiritualists
have a Greed? by Mrs. M. M. King 85
Whatever is, is Right, by A. B. Child, M.D. 1.00 16
Wolf in Sheep's Clothing, or God in the Constitution, by Moses Hull 10 02
Why I Was Excommunicated from the Presbyterian Church. Pi of. H. Barnard. 20 02
Year Book of Spiritualism. Cloth 1.25 20
Paper

1.00

PAVOKITE FAMILY MEDICINE.

Single bottles of medicine, $1.00; or 6 bottles for $5.

Maud E. Lord, Physical and Test Medium

All business letters addressed to W, (1. Hookeb, Gen
eral Agent, 251X Park Avenue, Chicago' 111.

Talks To My Patients

06

ARE PREPARED TO FURNISH MISCELBooks of any kind published at regular Hints on Getting Well and Keep
WElaneous
rates, and, on receipt of the money, will send them

by mail or express, as may be desired. If sent by mail,
ene-fifth more than the regular cost of the book will be
required to prepay postage. The patronage of our friends
Is solicited. In making remittances for books buy postal
orders when practicable. If postal orders cannot be had.
register your letters.

VMM WWBTAEs®
A collection of articles in prose and poetry, comprising a
short essay on ORIGIN AND DESTINY, given through
the mediumshipof

Mrs. Ml. J. WILCOXSON.

"Tolive in hearts we leave behind is not to die."—
Campbell.
Thomas
"
What I had I gave. Forget the poet, but his warning
heed, and shame his poor word with your nobler deed "
—J. G. Wh.Utier.

Price, 25 Cents; Postage, 2 Cents.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave

Chicago.

,

It is more eflective t>ian the Steam Fire Engine, be
cause it is instantaneously ready and throws a powerful
stream of carbonic acid, gas and water for any length of
time.
It is the Best and cheapest Fire Engine in the world,
and comes within the financial abilities of every place.
It does not require an expensive system of water
works, and is never out of repair. Send for "their
Record."
F. W. FARWELL, Sec'y.
78 Mxrket St., Chicago.

Vl3n21m6
ANOTHER EDITION NOW READY

Just issued another edition of the sequel to the 'Stellar
Key,'' which is almost universally known as

DEATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE
Giving a plain and consistent account of Society and Scenes in the Summer-Land.
No Investigator's library ia complete without these
companion volumes. The reduction in price of the
'Stellar E ey" will euahle every one to possess himself
of these convincing and consoling books.
Price, in Arm cloth binding, and uniform with the
"StellarKey" 75 cents, postage, 18 cents; paper 50

cents, postage, 4 cents.

*«* For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,,
Chicago.

JUST PUBLISHED—FIRST REVISED EDITION
A new and revised edition of A. J. Davis's Astro-Philo•cphical book entitled

"A Stellar Key to the Summer-Land,"
Giving the Scientific and Philosophical Evidences of a Substantial Existence
after Death.
Illustrated with diagrams .-md tabulated statements of
the Harmonies of Nature. All the late discoveries by
scientific: men in light, color, the < onst'tatio'i of the fuii.
stars. e*c.. find confirmation in this little volume. Bound
in good style, uniform with its sequel, "Death and the

After-Life.'
Price 75 cents, postage, 12 cents; paper edition 50 cts.
postage, 4 cents.

wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philo*tf F,°^8?','r
sophical
Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave
Chicago. "•

ing Well.

The Pernicious Weed,

BY MRS. R. B. GLEASON, M.D.

For the benefit of those who have good sense enough
to wish to rid themselves of the filthy and pernicioup
habit of using tobacco, we publish the following letter:

The author says, u I do not write for the public or "the
profession " but for these friends who want Hydropathic
and Hygienic hints to help them meet their home duties
The book is not intended to do away with doctors, but
to a'd the young wife when there is nc experienced
mother or nurse at hand, to a'l * ise in emergencies, or to
guide in those matters with which woman's life ie so deplete . The book will offer no new theory as to the cause
or cure of diseases, but merely practical suggestions how
to relieve pain or better still, how to avoid it.
Cloth 12 mo 228 pp. $1.50; Postage 20 cents.
**For sale wholesale and retail by the Rel'gio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams street and 5th Ave.,
Chicago.

Mrs. A. H. Robinson—Dear Sister:—I sit down to

throw in my testimony with the rest. I have used tobacco twenty -five years. The appetite for it was hereditary,
and I felt lost without it. I found that it was destroying
my health, and driving me blind, and as heretofore I
could not stop its use without longing for it, especially
when I saw anybody using it, I sent you two dollars,
procured a box of your Tobacco Antidote, and am now.
after using one box, entirely free from its use. I can
sit down m a room where the pipe and tobacco-box are
passed around, and all partaking of it, atd not feel
moved to want a chew, or to smoke a pipe. I am thank
ful I have got rid of the obnoxious weed, for my health
is better, my eyes are now well, and I begin to feel like
a new man. I shall try to persuade others to do as I have
done, and thus I mav act ai? an agent in the case.
Very respectfully,yours, &c.,
W. W. Porter.

It has the important parts of a first-class instrument,
is readily adjusted, and well calculated not only „o
amuse, but to instruct. It has a firm tripod base of
cast iron, and the facility of inclining to any angle, for
convenience of observation; an adjustable eye-piecc or
draw-tube, and two object glasses of different powers,
with one prepared object, all packed in a neat wooden
box with hinges and hooks. It has a magnifying power
of twenty to 100 diameters, or 400 to 10,000 times tne area.
We can heartily recommend either of the above instruments, and those who cannot afford the higher priced
one need not be deterred from sending for the other, for
it will give them perfect satisfaction, though not admitting of so wide a range of observation and close examination.
These Microscopes can be sent only by express •
they cannot go in the mails. Our friends will please recollect this when ordering and give shipping directions
REPARED OBJECTS.
We have a large variety of objects neatly prepared and
mounted on glass papered slides, well calculated for either of the above instruments. Price $1.50 per dozen, or
15 cents each. Must be ordered by expreas.

BOOK OF THE MICROSCOPE.

An interesting Book on the Microscope, with over 400
illustrations ana directions for collecting and preparing
the objects will be sent to any address on receipt of to
cents, or 50 cents to those who buy the microscope.
For sale wholesale and retail by the Relumo-Philo sophical Publishing House, corner of
Adamsltreet and
Fifth Ave., Chicago, 111.

tiUl.DMN

iVLUMOliLKS
OF

AN EARNEST LIFE

A Biography of A. B. Whiting
TOGETHER WITH SELECTIONS FROM

His Poetical Compositions and Prose
Writings.
COSIriLED BY HIS SISTER,

R. AUGUSTA WHITING.
The work is published in response to the general demand for a reliable resume of the life, labors and wonderful mediumistic experiences of our arisen fellow-laborear
in the cause of human freedom and progress. It ha« been
carefully prepared by his sister, from his own journals
and letters; and from her intimate personal knowledge of
all important facts embodied, can not fail to be accurate
in every particular. It is embellished with a fine steel
portrait of the individual whose life it portrays.
The book is one that will be of interest to every Spiritualist, and to all who are interested in rare and curious
developments of mental phenomena, while the travel and
adventure of seventeen years of public life furnish incidents both instructive and amusing for the general reader.
Part second of the work contains a number of beautiful
poems, including the words of many of his songs, both
published and unpublished.
Price $1.50, postage 20 cents.
For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosoph
ical Publishing House, corner of Adams Street and 5th
Ave., Chicago, 111.
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In December last I applied to all the rail
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BY

Notice to Correspondents.—Give

name of town,

county and State where you are when you write. Direct
all letters to E. V. Wilson, Lombard, DuPage County,
Illinois. Never direct letters to us in different country

{jlaces,

when we are speaking under short engagements, uness we so direct. Write short letters, and to the point, in

44 plaia
talk," stating just what you mean and want, and
always date your letters.

Church and State.
Shall we have God in the Constitution of
the United States, and if so whose God? The
ultramontane section of the Catholic Church
are taking high ground, both in Europe and
America. We copy the following from the
pastoral, recently issued by Bishop Gilmour,
of the diocese of Cleveland, Ohio, in which
occurs sentiments, or rather commands, that
lay the axe at the root of freedom. Read it:
"
There must be less petty jealousies amongst
us; nationalities must be made subordinate to
religion, and we must learn that we are Catholice first, and citizens next. Catholicity does not
bring us in conflict with the State, yet it
teaches that God is above man, and the Church
above the State. To the Church as the representative of God we owe a spiritual allegiance,
yet in all that does not conflict with the law of Ood,
we owe an unqualified obedience to the State."
We shall not quarrel with the Bishop, or any
other man, about his religous views. We shall
deftn ours, and, when Rome, through her prelate, lays down a rule of action, that declares
the Church superior to the State, and that, too,
when the head of that church is a foreign polate, we think it is time that the people awoke
to a sense of the danger that threatens us.
We do not propose to go into an elaborate
argument on this subject at this time. What
we wish to do is to call the attention of our
readers to this monstrous document. Bishop
Gilmour is a bold, out-spoken man, and may
be considered a fair specimen of the leading
minds of the Church of Rome, in the United
States, and it will not be their fault if religious liberty has not an end on American soil.
The spirit of the Bishop's pastoral is this,
"
There is a higher law that makes the President of these United States, Congress and our
State governments subject to the Roman
Church; and that Church is subject to the
Pope." We can afford to laugh at that fanatic,
who supposes he is doing God's will, so long
'

as he is single-handed; but when that fanati-

cism becomes a leading feature in a church
numbering

millions, then there

Wit®

_

E. V. WILSON.

is danger.

Directly in connectionwith the spirit of this
pastoral, we have another danger coupled
with which there-are some of the best minds
in our land. We refer to the Christian Convention for the purpose of accomplishingthe
16th amendment to our Constitutional form of
recognizing God and his Christ,
fovernment,
'he spirit of this Protestant Christian Conven-

DAZE'S

MRS.

3

J ehovah-God

away, as this meeting should be made an im-

portant one. Its good results will be commensurate with the attendance. Our efforts in the

guaranteed. Send stamp for evidence. [vl3n25]

Til®

future for railroad reductions will also be influenced by the size of this meeting. The

Atlantic & Great Western R R makes it their
reason for not making a special rate, that they
doubt if the attendance would warrant it.
Friends, please dispel any such doubts.
I have made arrangementswith a few hotels
here, to accommodate those present at the
mass-meetingwho may prefer to stop at them,
or whom I may be unable to assign stopping
places with our friends. The list I have'Of
our friends who will keep those present is being rapidly filled. The first who report they
are coming, shall have precedence in being assigned. The following is the arrangement
with the hotels: Merchants Hotel will keep
any who may stop with them, at $2 00 per day.

Their regular rate is $3 00 per day. Crawford
House, Walnut St. House, and St. James Hotel will keep those who may stop with either
of them at $2.00 per day. Their regular rates
being $2.50 and $3 00 per day. But they make
a proviso that there shall be a certain number
or over, stop with them—viz: Crawford
House forty or more; Walnut St. House and
St. James Hotel each fifty or more. The Gait

^

doubtless

The hall rent and minor expenses of the
meeting will be paid by the Cincinnati Spiritalists.
I have been asked to give publicity to the
speakers and mediums who shall be present. I
can say I know of several of each that are
coming. All of them are invited. Many will
be here without

advising me of

*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.
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The
Gloch Struck Two.

NEW CHROMO,
Hill's Nbw Chromo, "HAPfY Hours," will be given
to each subscriber to Amateur the best Musical Monthly. Subscriptionsonly $1 per year. Sample copies, 10c.
Lee & Walker's Musical Almanac sent to any address 02
application.
The Sabbath, t^e most complete tune-book for
Church Choirs of all decominations, will be ready about
July. Lee & Walker, 925 Chestnut St., Philadelphia,

WHICH
SPIRITUALISM

N. Y. Magnetic Cure.
The most delightful and powerfal method of healing
NEURALGIA, RHEUMATISM, PARALYSIS, TUMORS, Dii-e t ;es of the BRAIN a d
NJERVlSS and FE^IILE diseases, and we have decided success in healing diseases of the Blood, Eyes,
Ears, Throat, Lungs, Liter, Kidneys, etc Intemperance, Opium-Eating and Tobacco-use also cured. Patients
aad others will find a peasant home ia our residence. A
skillful lady Physician always on hand to assist at times'.
DR E. D. BABBITT, 229 West 38th St. near Broadway, N. Y.

iiy., vlln8tf

The

Clock Struck Two,

£3 *f|jaBeautiful inventions for marking Clothing and
Pricing ^ards, etc. One will do for a whole
ifjjji family. Movable Type. Profitable, amusing
and instructive for the young Jet
Siver $1.25?
Printer $
JPSHSa
jkBIH with Ink, Type and neat Case, delivered
^ 1 ov mail anywhere. 3 Alphabetsextra 60c.
Agents wanted. GOLD IN G & CO., 14 Kilby St. Boston
v.4n7t4

ill

The Well-known Psychometrist

DOCTOR PERKINS

v

I .

hiZZJ&m

_

P. O. Box, 1227

v!3n2-yl

MENTAL MEDICINE

A TMogical and Practical Treatise
ON

MEDICAL PSYCHOLOGY.
BY REV. W. F. EVANS,
Author of "Mental Cure or Influence of
the TOLud. ou the Body In Health and

'

Price, $1.25; postage, 14 cents.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.

BIOGRAPHY
OF

MRS. J. H. C0NANT,
ONE OF THE

Greatest Medium's

Price, bound in cloth, 75 cents, postage 12
cents; paper 50 cents, postage 6 cents.

The book contains a history of the Mediumship of Mrs.
Conant from childhood to the present time; together with
extracts from the diary of her physician; selections from
letters received verifying spirit communications given
through her organism at the Banner of Light Free Circles;
and spirit messages, essays and invocations from various
intelligences in the other life. The whole being prefaced
with opening remarks from the pen of

*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosopliical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.

OF THE

NINETEENTH CENTURY,

THE WORK.

ism by Rev. Gregory, Narthfleld,

Vt., 1872."

.

Disease »

In this work the author shows that Jehovah was only
one out of a school of Gods who play their part in the
Bible; all of whom are shown to be spirits of departed
human beings, who had been translated to the sun or
one of the heavenly constellations, in accordance with
the belief ©f that people. He also shows the impossibility of legislating upon the subject, and gives extracts
from Jefferson's correepondonce on the subject.
Price, single copies, 15 cents; $1.25 per dozen; postage 2 cents per copy. [vl2nlltf]
N. B.—For sale at the office of this paper.

Ramblings after a Rambler; ExposALLEN PUTNAM, ESQ.,
ures of an Exposes.
A FINE STEEL PLATE PORTRAIT OF
THE MEDIUM ADORNS
Elicited by an "Expose of Spiritual
-

TEN CENTS TO DR. ANDREW STONE,
Troy, N. Y., and obtain a large, highly illustrated
SEND
book on the system of vitalizing treatment.

^

liy I>. W. Hull.

Rev. Mr. Parker is one of the most eloquent preachers
and debaters in the West, and has presented his side of
the question at issue with more than ordinary acumen;
thus enabling Mr. Hull to meet the opposition to Spiritualism in its strongest form The letters are friendly,
logical, witty and caustic. They will not only instruct
but thoroughly amuse those who read them.

TIPPING HIS TABLES

THE MAGNETIC TKEATMENT.

The
Clock Struck Two.

Lombard, 111.; Mrs. Addie L. Ballou, Chicago,
111.; Rev. T. H. Stewart, Dr. J. S. Brown,
Fares.
Dr, J. W. Carpenter, Kendallville, Iud.; Hon.
Wm. Dickenson, Rome City, Ind.; Hon. Wm.
receiving
daily
letters
am
:—I
Bro. Jones
S. Prentis, Prairie Town, Ind.; James Hall,
from persons who will attend the Mass-meet- Lagrange, Ind.; P. B. Randolph, M tssillon,
large
will
have
a
we
and
but
not
ing. I doubt
O ; T. P. Baker, Topeka, Kan.; Daniel White,
enthusiastic meeting. I regret to say that my M. D., Carlinville, 111 , Noah W. Parker, Tiparrangements with the railroads are not satis- ton Ind.; Dr. C. P. Sanford, Iowa City, Iowa;
factory. If our friends will form themselves Geo. C. Waite, Holyoke, Mass ; George M.
into delegations of ten or more, I think they Taber, John P. Allen, Mrs. S. J. Lewis, S. T.
can procure reductions on any road. I think Russell, Mrs. Ruth Peet, John W. Carson,
it very probable, at least, that if there shall be Wm. W. Lewis, Mrs. M. A. Henry, Springa large attendance, reductions can be had for field, O.; C. R. Fowler, M.D., Mrs. H. J. Calparties of ten or more on the return trip. I vin, Almedus Scott, Mrs. Betsey Scott, Mrs.
will do all I can to secure such favors. Those M. C. W. Dawson, Canfield, O.; A. Hise,
who expect to be present should make efforts Mrs. M. M. Hise, Louisville, Ky.; Mrs. A. C.
for reductions over connecting roads.
Babcock, Honeoye Falls, N. Y.; Daniel T.

CHRISTIANITY ?

Baths, Electricty& Vita! Magnetism!

STANDARD

Fahnestock, Lancaster, Pa.; E. Y. Wilson,

OR^

A. Friendly Correspondence between Moses
Hull, Spiritualist, and W. F. Parker,
Christian.

vfin7t4

House will keep any who may stop with them

entertain all who shall be present.

^

United States.

Price, 10 cts.; postage free.

BY ALLEN PUTNAM.
In response to a general demand, this able production,
has been issued in pamphlet form. Like everything of a
literary nature furnished the reading public by Mr.
Putnam, this work is full of interest, and bears the
mark of patient and earnest thought.

Price, 25 cents; postage, free.

An earnest, unequivocal and individual example
of the good wrought by Spiritualism. Its perusal can not
fail to cheer our struggling media.
Cloth, 324 pp., $1,50; postage 20 cents.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House Adams street and 5th Avenue,
Chicago.
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Chicago.
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Plans of Salvation

their coming. It would not be in place for me
The Mystery of
his pastoral and there is no misunderstanding to announceany one, as the meeting must reghim. "We must learn that we are Catholics ulate its own proceedings. That we will have
Metropolisville.
first, and citizens next; and the Church above good lecturers and mediums present is without
the State; to the Church as the representative doubt. All that now remains to be done, is
New Story (over 10,COO ordered before publication)
of God we owe a spiritual allegiance, yet in all for the Spiritualistsof America to attend the byThe
EDWARD EGGLESTON, author of ''The Hoosier
that does not conflict with the laws of God, meeting and seriously, earnestly and harmoni- School Master," of which 240,100 have already been pubof which 18,000 have alwe owe an unqualified obedience to the State." ously discuss and plan for increasd usefulness. lished, '*The End of the World,"
ready been published, etc. Fintly illustrated. Price, postYours Truly,
Reader, has not Rome declared again and
paid, $ | .50. ORANGE JUDD & C©., 245 Broadagain, that the Protestant Churches conflict
G. W. Kates.
[vl4i614]
way,^ Y.
with the Church of the living God? Does not
Ohio, April 23d, 1873.
Cincinnati,
Bishop Gilmour say the Pope first, then the
Cnurch, and the State last? Tne Priesthood
Call for a Mass-meeting of the Spiritual- No. 24 East Fourth St., Between Broad
first, then the people.
ists of America.
Spiritualism declares that Church and State
WAT AND THE BOWERY.
are two, and subjective to the will of the peoWe, the undersigned, believing the cause of
ple.
A. J. DAVIS & COtrue Spiritualism demands a meeting of the
masses of its adherents to discuss the question
Our Appointments.
Books on Harmonial Philosophy, Spiritof organization, to eradicate public prejudice
ualism, Free Religion, Science, and General Reform,
and European authors, at wholesale
by
American
both
and
assert
higher
to
religious aims, do issue
The Gentle Wilson will speak in May, 1873,
and retail. Lyceum Manuals, Lesson Books, and Illusthis, our call, for a Mass-meeting of all the trated
as follows:—
Literature for Children. Especial attention given
At Chandlerville, Illinois, on the evenings Spiritualists of America to assemble in the to the selection of Library Books
for Lyceums free from
old iheol'>gy. Subscriptions received for
of Philosophical
of Friday, Saturday,and Sunday,and Sunday city of Cincinnati, in the State of Ohio, in teachings
RelgioJournal, and other journals
morning the 2d, 3d, and 4th of May—four Thorns' Hall, on Friday, May 23rd, 1873, at ten the
devoted to Progress and Reform.
o'clock,
a.
m
,
and
to
continue
in
session
until
vl4n7t4
lectures; on the 9th, 10, and 11th of May,
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, four lectures, Monday evening, May 26th. Sunday, the
25th,
will
be
devoted
to
lectures
special
and
in Peoria, Illinois, on the Illinois river; at
Columbia, Ohio, on the evenings of Friday, exercises by the Children's Lyceum.
Each person attending, must have some
Saturday, Sunday, and Sunday morning, May
16th, 17ih, and 18th—four lectures; at Alliance, written evidence from individuals or societies
Ohio, on the evenings of Monday, Tuesday, that they are known as Spiritualists, to be
W. II. MI MLEK
Wednesday, and Thursday, May 19th, 20th, allowed full voice and vote in the proceedings
DESIRES
TO
ESTABLISH AN AGENCY IN EVER CITY AND
of
the
meeting.
Efforts
are
being
to
made
obpart
in
to
22d—four
intend
take
and
lectures;
FOR THE SALE OF HIS
the Mass-M< eting of Spiritualists to come off tain, for all who shall attend the meeting, a TOWN IN THE UNITED STATES
WONDERFUL
in Cincinnati, Ohio, on the 23d, 24th, and discount in rates on all rail roads entering said
25th of May, and we trust that this meeting city. All persons, or bodies of persons, who
Photograp~hs.
will prove a grand success; at Salem, Ohio, on shall expect to be present, will please address, Spirit
FOR TERMS ADDRESSWITH STAMP, STATINGNUMBEROF
G. W. Kates, care P. O. Box 568, Cincinnati, INHABITANTS.
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday
evenings, the 26th, 27th, 28th, and 29th of O., so that arrangements for their entertainW. H. MUMLER,
vl3nl34t 170 W. Springfield-St., Boston, Mass.
May—four lectures; at South Bend, Indiana, ment and for the meeting can be made.
Let American Spiritualists come once toFriday, Saturday, and Sunday evenings, and
Sunday morning, at 11 o'clock, May 30th and gether and show their strength in number,
31st, and June 1st, 1873; at Rockford, Illinios, wisdom and earnestness, in the cause they
A. B. SEVERANCE,
on the 13th, 14th, and 15th of June, 1873— have learned to love.
G. W. Kates, P. H. Britt, Jr., I. A. Pittman, Will give to those who visit him in person, or from auto
meeting of the Northern Illinois Association
or from lock of hair, readings oi character, marked
Spiritualists which will be the grandest gath- Dr. T. C. Fahnestock, Mrs. Dr. M. A. Morrell, graph,
changes, past and future, advice in regard to business,
ering of Spiritualists ever held in Illinois. Cincinnati, O.; Miss Lizzie Keyser, Covington, diagnosis
of disease, with prescription, adaptation of
Ky.; Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten, Boston, those intending
marriage, directions for the management
We h%ye secured the largest hall in the city,
H.
Mass.;
J.
Randall, Clyde, O.; Mrs. L. of children, hints to the inharmoniously married, etc.
with aining-room, Kitchen, ante rooms and
Terms,
for full delineation; brief delineation,
$2.00
Hutchison,
Owensville, Cal.; George W. Sand- $1.00
furniture. There will be a table furnished
with the substantiate of life, at which all may ford, East Middleton, Wis.; J. Russell Sleeper,
A. B. SEVERANCE.
Rochester, N. Y.; MaryL French, Townsend Yl nl3 tf 457 Milwaukee St., Milwaukee, Wi».
dine and sup, or break their fast.
Harbor,
Mrs.
Mass.;
M.
C.
Rundlett, South
All who were at St. Charles and Belvidere
were delighted; at Rockford they will be Royalton, Vt.; James Madison Allen, Sarah S.
Allen,
Ancora,
N.
J.;
Thomas
Haskell, West Of Kansas City, Missouri, has the only remedies that
happy. The Brothers and Sisters and friends
of humanity outdone their well known hospi- Gloucester, Mass.; O S. Poston, Harrodsburg, will ensure a safe and permanent cure of those organic
natures Taws,
Ky.;
A.
Underhill,
M
D.,
O ; P. T. diseases contracted through ignoranceorofotherwise.
Akron,
meeting.
The
tality in Belvidere at our last
A
vie?, overindulgence, intemperance
Brethren and Sisters of Rockford will expect Johnson, Ypsilanti, Mich.; Seward Mitchell, greater
number of persons are afflicted with those disCornville,
Maine,;
Jemima
many
M.
Webster,
Harrisevery
evils
o"
the
in
body
,to come to our
eases than any other, and from them,
them. We want
social life are generated and through false modesty or
Annual meeting. Come from Wisconsin, ville, O ; Job Smith, Hallsport, N. Y.; Wm. inability
of their physician or ignorance of their own
Jordan,
Port
Huron,
Mich.;
J.
H.
Michigan,
Garretson,
and
the
Missouri,
Iowa, Illinois,
physiology, are victims of insanity a d death Dr.
Richland,
A.
Iowa.;
S.
good
Ttiomas,
Our
Camden,
large.
President,
Dr,
at
world
Perkins guarantees cures and will retorn fee in any
Patients writing me
Kayner, of St. Charles, Illinois, will issue his Ind.; W. S. Reynolds, Topeka, Kan.; Albert case where a cure ie not effected. symptoms
as nearly in
for treatment should give all their
call for our Annual meeting next week; and Stegeman, Lamila Stegeman, Allegan, Mich.; full
nothing'back
if you wish for a
possible.
as
Keep
Moses
Hull,
Vineland,
N.
J.;
Dr.
B.
will
him.
Wm.
join
friends
Rockford
the
successful cure. Address Dr Perkins, Kansas City, Mo.
The Mass-Meeting—Railroad and

WITHOUT PAIN

The
Clock Struck Two.

ing a majority of votes determines whose God
Gilmour has spoken

PARTURITION

Cars of Children

st $1 50 per day. I wish to recommend the
Merchants Hotel, and all who may not procure
entertainmentwith our friends, to stop there.
Rooms can be engaged in advance by addressing the proprietors, Messrs. Mclntyre & Bruce.
It is probable our friends here will be able to

shall rule, Bishop

Sw#s

Escaping fromjlie Primal Curse.

tion is the same as that manifested in Bishop
Gilmour's pastoral. The design of both parties is patent, and is this: Whoever rejects the
authority of our God and his Christ, let him be
damned!
We will suppose that this Sixteenth Amendment is accomplished, and God becomes a fact
in our government, there must then be legislation necessary to carry out the object, to define
his wants, a bureau and secretary of the department of God.
Tiie next point to determine will be,
Whose God? This can only be determined at
the ballot-box, and that sectarian element hav-
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Edwards, Moselle, Mo.; John Beeson, Chapinville. Conn. ;.Gibson Teas, Long Lake, Minn.;
William C. Gibbons, Pleasanton, Kan.; George
Kealhofer, DeWitt, Ark ; Edwin Dyrr, Lagrange, Ind.; Rev. A. M. Worden, South Bend,
as best I could to make liberal rates. The fol- Ind.; Amos Benton, Dr. J. Bradley, P. V.
my
efforts:
of
Herzing, H Bieber, St. M irys, O ; G. G. APPOINTMENTS FOR 1873.
result
io ving is the pr. sent
A CODE OF DIRECTIONS
The Pittsburgh, Cincinnati & St. Louis Barrott, J. M Hussey, Wm Hamilton, M.
Elgin, 111., 1st and 2nd; Rockford, 111., 3rd, 4t.h, 5th and
FOR
Railway make excursion rates for round trips Nichol, Mendon, O.; Dr. M Funk, Mt. Ver- 8th; Beloit,
Wis., 7th, 8 h and 9th; Madison, Wis., 11th
as follows: Parties from twenty to thirty at non, Ind ; J. L Braffett, New Paris, O.; J. and 12tn; Watertown, Wis.. 13?,h, 14th and 15th; Fond
2} cents per mile; thirty to forty at 2J cents; S. Burr, M D , West Lafayette, O.; Dr. D. Du Lac, 16th and 17th; Oshkosh. 18th, 19th and 20th;
21st and 22nd; Whitewater,24th and 2bth; WaukeEdited by M. L. Holbrook, M. D„ Editor of
forty and upward 2 cents. The Ohio & Miss- Hulburt, Sturgis, Mich.; Wm. Richmon, New- Ripon,
sha, 2 ith and 27th; Chicago, M^tteson House, 28tb, 29th,
the "Herald
of Health" with an appendix on the
issippi Railroad, Louisville and Cincinnati ville, Ind.; A G. Champion, Antwerp, O.; C. 30th and 31sc of each m nth during the
year. Oflices,
Short Line, will give round trip tickets from all S. Kinsey, Boston, Mass.
princ'pal hotels in each 'ity. Chronic complaints incident to both sexes exclusively and successfully treated.
stations for one fare and a half. The Louisville
By Dk. C. 8. LOZIER, Dean of
ENCOMIUMSPROM THE PRE8S.
Mail Line Co.'s Steamers will charge $5.00 for
the N. Y.,
The Western Rural speaks of Dr. Dake a* one of the
round trips from Louisville t > Cincinnati, and
most successful physicians in the United States.
Medical College for Women, etc.
in proportion on shorter distances. This fare
Dr. Dake.—That this scientific physician has no equal
includes meals and state rooms. The Balti
in the West, thousands will affirm.— Journal, Beloit,
extensive and an immense range of
Wis.
more & Ohio Railroad, promised to make a
H
^i0pi^8
bearing on it
dire^ and important
The difficulty huave
has accordingly
Live, energetic, liberal men, advertise. Such a man
been not to find what to
liberal rate in a communication dated Decemsay
Clairvoyis
and
who
Dr.
Dake,
in
the
last
years
three
E.
T.
has built up one
GRAVES Te«t, Business
but toregimen
decide what
to omit. It is believed that a
ber 5th, 1872. My tetters to them have not
has been
described; a constructive
Physician, Terms $1 and three stamps Ex- of the largest practices of any physician in the West.— healthful
preparatory, and preventive training, rather than
been ars vered. The remaining roads decline amines ant
by hair or letter. Address, Morrison, Whiteside Rockford Gazette.
a course
of
remedies
medications, and drugs. Among authorities
making special rates. I presume the follow- County, ill., Box 255. vl4n7tf Dumont C. Dike, M.D., is having great success in this consulted tre
following
widely
Known
and
celebrated
city He is active, whole souled, in fact, one of the names may be mentioned:
ing will be satisfactory as the cause why I have
Bull, Dewees, Duncan,
'whitest' gentleman we have ever known —ReligioLoaier, Montgomery, Napheys, Pendleton, Shaw,Gleason
not succeeded better:
Storer!
Philosophical Journal.
WEEK
EACH
ilt
l
and
Verdi.
1
$72 00
Cincinnati, April 17th, 1873.
Price postage piid, $1.00
strictly legitimate.
everywhere.
wanted
Agents
Business
*** F?r sale wholesale and retail by the Religo-PhiloG. W. Kates, Dear Sir:—Your communicasophical
Publishing House, Adams street and Fifth Ave
Particulars free. Address, J. WORTH & Co., St. Louis,
tions concerning reduction for Spiritualists Mo.
Chicago.
'
vl4n2yl
Mass-meeting on 23d proximo, were brought
THREE
before the Railroad Association, at their meetA Book for the Times.
ing on 10th inst., and I am directed to say that Samuel Maxwell? M.D.
the nine terminal lines of Cincinnati decline to
CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN.
ASTROLOGICAL ORIGIN
make any reduction.
Treats all form * of disease with great success. Sends PROVED BY SELECTIONS FUOM THE NEW TESTAmedicine to all parts of the country. $3.00 and lock of hair
MENT WITHOUT COMMENT-A^SO SELECTIONS
OF
Yours Truly, John H. Brown.
for examination. $5.0 to $20.00 per month for treatment.
SAME
THE
FROM
WORK
ON
SEVERAL
Address,72South 6th St., Richmond, Ind. P. O. Box 1285.
Secty. R. R. Association.
IMPORTANT SUBJECTS.
vl4n*>tf
If I should succeed in making any further
OF THE
DRUNKENNESS and OPIUM HABIT.
rates, I will communicate the same through
A better knowledge of the real Teachings of the New
has
Testament can be obtained fiom this little work in one
OLD
the Journal. I hope our friends will not C. C Beers, M. D., 345 Fourth Ave., New York,
AND
NEW
TESTAMENTS:
permanent and painless remedies, given him through hour than in years by the ordinary method of reading the
allow a small amount of money to keep them spirit
Scriptures. ^ Being an Argument on God in the Constitution of the
aid. Ten years successful experience. Cure

roads terminating here for reductions. Some
replied offering rates, and others declined to
make any until nearer the time of the meeting.
I have for the last six weeks been urging them

GREAT

THE DEBATABLE LAND
BETWEEN

THIS f ORLD AND THE NEIT
WITH ILLUSTRATIVE NARRATIONS

REDUCTION IN PRICE!

THE HISTORY
OF

MODERN AMERICAN

SPIRITUALISM:
A TWENTY YEARS' RECORD
OF THE

Astounding

and Unprecedented

Open Communion between
Earth and the World
of Spirits.
BY EMMA HARDINGE.
This work is already well known to our readers and we
are happy to be able to offer it for so email a sum. The
hook is an octavo volume well bound in cloth and contains 600 pages, and at the price should be in every
library.

Price, $1.50; postage free.
*,*For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philo
sophical Publishing House, Adams St. and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.

LAND

DEBATABLE

BY ROBERT

DALE

OWEN

Author of Foot-falls on the Boundary of Another World,
" Beyond
the Breakers," etc.
:0:

CONTENTS:
Prefatory address to the Protestant cl rgy.

Book I
Book II
Book
Book
Book
Book

III
IV
V
VI

Touching Communication of Religious Knowledge to Man.
Some Characteristics of the Phenomena.
Physical Manifestations.
Identity of Spirits.
The Crowning Proof of Immortality.
The Spiritual Gifts of the first Century appearing in our times.
: o:

The world-wide reputation of the author as a Statesman, Diplomatist, and writer, his earnest and varied life
in connection with the ri^e of the manufacturing interest
in England, the Socialistic Movement in this country,
the political affairs of thirty years ago, the career of a
Diplomatist at the Neapolitan court but last and greatest
of all the Growth of Modern Spiritualism affords an
absolute gurrantee that any work from his pen must be of
the highest order and absorbing interest The large sale
and extended interest manifested in all quarters upon the
publication of Debatable Land is sufficient evidence of
the authors reputation and its continually increasing sale
it to be a work of great ability and one eagerly
emanded by the public and meeting the highest expectations.
Mr. Owens "Foot-falls" has reached a
sale of over Twenty Thousand copies and is still selling
well. Debatable Land bids fair to exceed it in popularity. It is a 'arge handsome twelve mo book of Five

Sroves

—Compiled—

By Wm. H, Westcott.
Comprises a collection of some of the best and most
popularselectionsof the day, (over 20H pagee,) arranged
for the use of Spiritualists for the Lecture, Circle or
Lyceum. These " Gems" are adapted to familiar
melodies, and the Songster is intended to take the place
of more ponderous music books for general use, and
has met with hearty approval from all who have seen it.
Every Spiritualist needs a copy. The following are a few
of the
SELECTIONS:
SWEET BY-AND-BY.
STRIVING FOR TIIK RIGHT.
BEAUTIFUL RIVER.
MO THER KISSED ME IN MY DREAM.
REST FOR THE WEARY.

DREAMING TO NIGHT.
HOME ABOVE—(Air:

'"'"Iltymz Attain.'')

HOME OF THE ANGELS—(Air: "Star of the
Evening.")
LOVE AT HOME.
NATURE'S CALLS—(Air: "Nellie Lee.")
HOME, SWEFT HOME.
SOMETHING SWEET TO THINK OF—(By
Ordway.)
WAITING BY THE RIVER.
NEARER MY GOD TO THEE.
ERRORS TEACHINGS SHALL MOULDER IN
THE GRAVE—(Air: "John Brown.")
SWEET SISTER SPIRIT, COME—(Air: America.)
DO THE SPIRITS OF LOVED ONES COME
'
ROUND US—(Air: "Do they miss me at Home.")
A LIGHT IN THE WINDOW.
MESSENGER'S ANGELS—(Air: "Star Spangled
Banner.'')

.

I HEAR THE ANGELS SINGING—(Air: "Ever
of Thee.")
Bound in Cloth and Board Covers, per copy 50 cents.

IESF*Liberal discount to Lyceums and the trade.

Hundred and Forty-two pages handsomely bound.

Price $2.00. Postage free.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religto-Philosophical Publishing House Adams street & 5th Avenue.

Chicago.

NATURE'S LAWS
IN
HUMAN LIFE:

AN
Exposition, of Spiritualism:
Embracing the various opinions of Extremists, pro and
con, together with the Author's Experience.
BY THE AUTHOR OP "VITAL MAGNETIC CURE."

Price 1.50; postage 20 cents.
*#* For sale by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing
louse, 150 Fourth Ave., Chicago.

The Spiritual Harp,

The New Music Book,

For the Choir, Congregation,
and. Social Circle.

Over one-third of its poetry, and three-quarters ©f its
music arc original. Some of America's most gifted and
popular musicians have written expressly for it.
The Spiritual Harp is a work of over three hundred
pages, comprising SONGS, DUETS, and QUARTETTS

With PIANO, ORGAN, or MELODEON accompaniment^
Single copy $2.00
Full gilt
3.00
6 copies 10.00
12 copies
19.00

When sent by mail S4 cents additional required on each copy.
Abridged edition of the Spiritual Haep, containing
one hundred and four pages, price $1.00; postage 16 cents.
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INVOCATION.
BY MRS. HELEN HA.MLETT.

Spirit! the day is dying, come to me
In the faint flashings of that sapphire sea;
Come from that land of bliss,
And tell me if, in that far, fairer clime,
Spirits commune at holy eventime,
As mortals do in this ?
Spirit! the day is done, one meteor
Trembles athwart the ether realms afar,
Veiling its voiceless rays.
Long and most lovingly I watch its flight;
No message floats down from its starry height
In answer to my gaze !
Day has returned. Sweet spring has come and
gone,
Autumn and Winter, until years have flown
Since last on earth we parted,
In all that weary time thou hast returned
No more, to those who wept for thee, and mourned,
Fond and e'er faithful-hearted.
As lilies twain, as roses intertwined,
The same sweet sympathy, one mutual mind,
Were we in youth's glad morn;
Until death came and severed from my side,
My brave companion, counselor and guide,
Leaving me all forlorn.
Oh, if blest spirits on that other shore.
Hearing our wailing, could return once more,
Surely I should."have known !
Only in dreams as mortal hast thou spoke,
And smiled, until in rapture I awoke
To find the vision flown.
I loved a babe, a matchless boy, one whom
The angels loved as well, and lured him home.
Alas, alas for me !
He would press kisses on my lips as sweet,
As pure as love and innocence. 'Iwere meet
That such should seraph be.
I would give worlds, aye, worlds, for just one kiss,
One clasp of those soft arms, one mute caress !
I muse at close of day,
And whisper to the winds, the silent skies,
To tell me if he bends those azure eyes
And smiles with love on me.
i

No voice! no answer ! Nothing save the gloom !
Until I saw beside the Savior's tomb,
One who could point the way;
They can not come to me, my best beloved !
But I, through patience, toil, by sorrow proved,
Shall spend with them, all doubt and pain removed,
A whole eternity!

COME IN.
Tlie Startling Phenomena wliich is
Terrifying Tobias G-oldschmidt
and Family.
[From the Chicago Times of Jan. 86th, 1873]

The dwellers in the vicinity of South Park
avenue and Twenty-ninth street have of late
been greatly agitated over sundry peculiar

manifestations that are taking place in that
usually quiet neighborhood, and their agitation

has been increased to the very extremity of
endurance by the simple fact that the manifestations are of such a character that neither
their cause nor their object can be discovered.
These good people can not be charged with
possessing over-exitable natures, neither are
they prone to attribute to the supernatural,that
for which they are unable to account. .Nevertheless they are now obliged, for the time at
least, to admit that there are some goings-on
in that neighborhood that their most sagacious friends have thus far failed utterly to
explain.
THESE REMARKABLE MANIFESTATIONS

are by no means new in the neighborhood.
They first began early last fall, and continued
nightly until cold weather set in, when the evil
genius, if it be a thing of evil, departed. Daring its stay they used every effort to discover
what manner of thing it was, but without the
slightest show of success. Tue police, who are
supposed by the uninitiated to possess certain
powers of descernment, were called upon, but
their labors proved as fruitless as those of the
citizens had been, Night after night, in spite
of every exertion to prevent it, the disturb
ance continued. Every hypothesis was advanced to account for the strange proceedings,
but all proved to be false, when put to the
test, and the good people of the neighborhood,
and especially the particular family who were
the objects of persecution, finally settled down
to the belief that there was some strange
power which worked at times in nature, which
they could not understand. Then with the
beginning of cold weather the manifestations
ceased entirely, and it was fondly hoped forever, but
AT THE CLOSE OF THE LENTEN SEASON

they were renewed, and have again become
the subject of public wonderment.
Now had the minds of the good people been
at all tinctured with the doctrines and beliefs
of Cotton Mather, and John Endicott they
would have known at once what to do in the
case. They would have acted as the people
of Salem did some two hundred years ago.
They would have arisen in their might, and
•

EXTERMINATEDTHE OLD LADY'S HOME

long since, and it is entirely probable that they
would not have left a single gray-haired matron to bless the South division. But such
things were not to be. The days of beliei in
the subtle powers of witchcraft have long
i

J

since gone by, and the residents of South rark

avenue have concluded that the strange doings

CHICAGO, 3vEA3r 17, 1873.

which almost nightly disturb the rest of their
neighbor are
SIMPLY INEXPLICABLE. 1

The family which is thus made the object of
these seemingly supernatural visitations, is
that of Mr. Tobias Goldschmidt, residing at
No. 317 South Park avenue. The particular
thing which now so greatly disturbs the peace
of mind of this good father in Israel is
THE RINGING OF HIS DOOR-BELL.

Now it is easy enough to see how the persistent ringing of a door-bell might agitate the
spirits of some people but Tobias is not one of
these. He pays his bills regularly and is therefore not pestered with any hateful creditors
who would seek to disturb his hours of rest by
thrusting disagreeableduns beneath his nose.
His hand has never been raised against his fellow-man, and he has no cause to fear the minions of the law. No terrible mother-in-law
pursues him like a Nemesis, and he has not
the slightest reason to fear that the movement
of his bell-wire will ever announce an unpleas-

ant visitor. Why then should the little tintinnabulator strike such a terror to his heart and
cause him and his family to start from their
seats by the fireside, or from their beds at the
dead hour of night, with su;h looks of wild

amazement ? There could be but one reason;
that is that the powers and forces which combine to cause the agitation of that same bell
are mysterious and past finding out.
It might seem at first blush, to those who

was not even the shadow of a human form any- tion. Their friends, too, had, so to speak,
where to be seen. Thinking, however, that nearly forgotten the subject, when suddenly,
some one might be concealed under the stair- on the eve of
way, he hastily returned to his room, for the
LAST GOOD FRIDAY,
purpose of donning a few articles of clothing
in order to investigate the matter, but while in the tintinnabulatorbegan its old pranks again.
the act of throwing his dressing gown about It was quite late in the evening when the
manifestations begau, but nevertheless, the
his shoulders
whole household was alarmed at the renewal
THE RINGING WAS REPEATED.
of the pet persecution, and at once rushed, as
Then a relative who slept upon the ground of old, to
floor called to him that some one was ringing,
DISCOVER THE CAUSE
and almost simultaneously with the call came
But, as of old, none was discovered. All out
another ring, and this was followed by
side was quiet as the grave, and nothing unuA VIOLENT POUNDING
sual was seen or heard.
upon the door, every blow of which seemed to
On last Wednesdaynight the ringing was rethreaten to break through the panels.

This

music was kept up until Mr. Goldschmidthad
reached the door, yet when it was opened there

was not the slightest thing to be found that
could possibly be supposed to have caused the
racket. A search was made, but no malicious

school-boy, drunken man, ghost, visible imp
or devil was to be found to bear the blame, and
the disgusted citizen and family retired again

to rest.
For a few evenings thereafter they were
allowed to sleep in peace.

came

Then again there

A RINGING AT THEIR BASEMENT DOOR,

and the same process of investigation was
gone through with, but with like success. A
few evenings afterward it came again, and

peated, and strange unnatural sounds followed,

seeming to indicate that some new phase in

plausible argument used by the supernaturalists, and it has not apparently been urged with-

out effect, yet it is still strange that she should
discontinueher visits during cold weather, and
become so demonstrative when her first call is
not promptly answered.

None of these explanations have as yet been
accepted by the head of the family, as affording a reasonable solution of the difficulty.
THE TRUE CAUSE,

as he believes, is yet to be found, and he is exceedingly anxious that it be found as quickly
as possible. Until that cause is discovered
and removed, he expects, as does everybody
else in the neighborhood, that the ringing, the

knockings, and the unearthly sounds will still
rpp.nr t.r» rlist.nrh hia rf»nna#»

the persecution was about to be inaugurated.

The ringing and the knocking are now accompanied by still other unusual sounds, and the

question arises,

WHERE "W.LL ALL THIS MATTER END?

Mr. Goldschmidt says, it will probably end on
or about May 1, as unless the noises cease he

shall gather up his household effects on that
day, and betake himself to the West side.

Then if the bell-ringer, whoever he is, dispenses his music for his benefit, he will remove
with him, if not, he will probably keep on
ringing at the old bell knob. In case the
former suppositionbe correct, Mr. Goldschmidt
is of the opinion that he will go distracted un-

then the visits came to be made almost at reg- less he finds a solution for the mystery. In
intervals, until Mr. Goldschmidt grew to case the latter be the result, the house No. 317
Mr. Goldschmidt and all his family were the ular
more unhappy at the loss of his rest than South Park Avenue, will probably be for rent
victims of some strange hallucination, or that be
they were being played upon by some mis- was the great Shylock at the loss of his daugh- all summer, or until somebody develops the
a fit of sheer strange mystery.
chievous boys, but such is not the fact. The ter and his ducats. At last, in
SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS
little bell-knob on the door-post at No. 317 desperation, he resolved to fathom the mysor die at the door of his castle. He acSouth Park avenue was moved many times tery
Of the various hypotheses which have been
a
cordingly
with
huge
armed
himself
bludgeon,
during the dark hours of night last fall by
tor this perverse disturb
other smaller ones for use in cases of em- advanced to account
some agency which it has thus far been im- and
ance, a few may be given as examples. Of
ergency,
and
possible to discover. The same mysterious
course, the first supposition is, that it is the
forces set it in motion on
SECRETED
HIMSELF
UNDERNEATH
work of mischievous boys, but this does not
THE
STAIRWAY.
seem possible, since so close a watch has been
THE EYE OF LAST GOOD FRIDAY,
All night long he kept his eyes upon that kept up that they would surely have been
and again on last Wednesday evening, and alere this time. Neither is it believed
so last night, and if, on each occasion, the call shining bell-knob, and it is more than likely caught
that Mr. Goldschmidthas an enemy in the world
was not immediatelyanswered by some mem- that if any mischief-loving school boy had who
or could even be hired, to
ber of the household, the ringing was suc- dared to even look at that same handle during play woulda wish,
such cruel joke upon him.
ceeded by a succession of violent knocks and that time he would have gone hom ,< with an
Again, it has been intimated that possibly
kicks upon the door, as if some urgent visitor aching carcass.
None came, however, and Goldschmidt pre- one of the family were responsible for the
threatened to burst it in. If, on the other
strange proceedings. This proposition Mr.
hand, the call is answered, the one who opens pared to watch again on the following night.
Although he did not thus discover the cause Goldschmidt indignantly refuses to entertain,
the door is invariably rewarded by finding that
he has had his trouble for his pains, as nobody of his sorrows, he did learn that a man can since if the genuine fright of any member of
not attend to business during the day and the household were not sufficient proof of their
is in waiting or in sight.
he is confident such a thing would
If anybody doubts these statements, they watch bell-knobs all night for many days in innocence,
succession. He, therefore, much as he dis- be utterly impossible. The family consists of
may easily satisfy themselves of their truth.
Mr. Goldschmidt is a clothing dealer at No.35 liked to have it known that he had allowed the husband and wife, three small children,
near male relations, and a servant,
Kinzie street, where he may be found at any such a thing to bother him, reported the mat- two orofthree
all whom Mr. Goldschmidt has the uttime, and he is always ready to relate the ter to Sergeant Barrett and asked his aid. It in
most confidence. He is also confident that no
strange circumstances and receive any new was readily granted, and
human agency has for so long a time disturbed
suggestion that might lead to a solution of the
A POLICEMAN WAS PUT ON WATCH
his rest, and still eluded detection. Such a
mystery.
at the doorway. Still the bell aroused the thing would be impassible. Again it could
SERGT. BARRETT,
sleeping household, apparently until the son of hardly be supposed that any animal could be
at the Cottage Grove avenue police station, Abraham would fain have torn it from its the cause, since although a rat might set the
and many of his men, who have spent many hangings, only that he wanted to learn the bell in motion by running over the wire, prolong nights in the vain attempt to solve the mysterious cause of all his troubles.
vided it were possible for him to get at it, it
mystery, as well as any of the residents of
At length Sergeant Barrett
would be utterly impossible for any animal,
the neighborhood, will readily confirm the
with a kick less powerful than that of a govLENT HIS PERSONAL AID
statements of the members of the persecuted
ernment mule, to produce the terrible knockto
investigation,
the
and
as
he
would
go
to
the
family.
ings and pounding which are sure to follow
Had any human "agency been in any way house in the most secret manner possible, and the ringing unless the first call is immediately
post
on
himself
the
inside
pro
to
watch
the
connected with the curious disturbance, it is
answered. Of the
the almost universal belief that it would long ceedings there, having at the same time a man
SUPERNATURAL CAUSES
concealed
the
steps,
under
it
is
probaltogether
since have been discovered, since every possible eflort has been made in that direction. able that if any disturber of the peace had which have been suggested as affording an exThe manifestations began about the last of been caught meddling with the bell-wire, he planation of the affair, Spiritualismis the prinwitchcraft has also been susAugust, and as has already been stated, con- would forthwith have been taken before Judge cipal, although
pected by a few who still cling to the theories
tinued uatil the commencement of steady Banyon.
And yet with all this precaution, the disturb- of Cotton Mather. To these suggestions the
cold weather.
ing genius eluded them. At times his visits persecuted gentleman pays but little attention.
THE FIRST RING
would be delayed until after the departure of In witchcrafthe does not believe at all, and in
was made on "one fine evening while all the the "peelers,"when, obedient to his touch, the the visitations of spirits he has but little faith.
family were seated together in the parlor. The bell would begin its antics, almost before the That old faith which stayed up "our Holy
hour was somewbat late, and Mr. Goldschmidt sergeant had reached the sidewalk. Then Father Abraham" through all his several cenhimself answered the bell, and, of course, to again, the thing would move before their very turies of life, and through trials more severe
his great surprise found no one waiting at the eyes. Perhaps greater contempt for the min- than are imposed on men in these latter times,
door. The strange circumstance was related ions of the law was never shown in the city of as Mr. Goldschmidt thinks, will still be suffito the family, but after examining the premi- Chicago.
cient for his three score years and ten, with all
ses thoroughly and finding no waiting caller,
When the law and the law-forcers failed, their attendant unhappiness. Why should the
they finally came to the conclusion that they Mr. Goldschmidt's friends came to his aid. spirits of the departed return to bother him?
must have been mistaken.
One of them, a young man in his employ, In all the genealogy of his race he remembers
Here it may be well to state that
who is also a relative, had heard the stories, none to whom he was unfriendly, or who enbut had concluded to take them all cum grano tered into the /alley of the shadow of death
THE HOUSE
bearing a grudge against him. None of his
occupied by Mr. Goldschmidt and his family savin.
Nevertheless, he was ready to lend a hand to departed friends, so far as he can remember,
is an ordinary two-story frame structure, with
bell-ringers or great
a stairway leading up from the sidewalk to the the investigation, and accordinglyvisited the were either professional
Since he had no enemies, he is at a
front door and a veranda in front, after the house for that purpose. Imagine his surprise, callers.
know
why
the
spirits
to
loss
of his departed
style of many of the residences in that portion and the great shake his unbelief experienced,
should delight to manifest their presof the city. The upper or main floor is taken when, on coming in sight of that bell-knob, friends
in a way that gives him so much trouble
up by the parlor and several sleeping-rooms and while his eyes were fixed upon i;, to hear enceanxiety.
and closets, while the sitting-room, dining- the silvery tones of the bell withi.i. As it and
Being a prominent member in his synagogue,
room and a bedroom or two and the kitchen was a warm evening and the windows were
"
has for several years past held the position
are on the first floor. Immediately under the opened, he heard one of the children say, I he superintendent
of charities, and one of his
stairway leading up to the front door is a door guess Dave has come," and ran to open the of
duties has been to see to the
opening into a small hallway on the first floor, door for him.
"Yes," said he, "Dave has come sure
BURIAL OF THE PAUPER DEAD,
and on the jamb of this door is situated the
bell knob which has been so often disturbed enough, but who the devil rang that bell for and those who claim that his present unhappime,
is
what
want
know
to
I
by the strange and mysterious cause. The
ness is caused by spirits from the other world,
Everybody in the house supposed he had urge this with much vehemence as a reason
wire connecting with this knob runs up along
of
more
at
time
done
was
but
the
he
than
it,
the inner door-post, thence along the ceiling
their faith. Yet the gentleman believes that
protested
his
twenty
and
he
inno
feet
distant,
through the various partitionsto the kitchen,
his work, even in this melancholy field, has
cence.
where the little tormentor is hung.
been well done, and that none of those whom
investigation,
although
His
course
of
he
Whoever disturbs that bell must either go
he has borne to their last resting-place, have
diligent,
avers
failed
utterly
was
most
that
it
as
under the stairway to get hold of the knob or
been left so conveniently near the surface that
else have access to the wires or the bell itself the others had done; and while other friends they would wish to return again to haunt the
*i
re
also
they
alike
aid,
lent
their
unsuccess
on the inside. But night after night all these
earth; neither have they been so rudely
ful, and at last, when " Ja k Frost" finally got that they would be driven to leave theirburied
points have been
charthe
a
E-iith,
firm
on
Mothtr
manifesta
hold
nel-houses to seek repose or recreation.
DILIGENTLY GUARDED B'lTH BY CITIZENS AND
tions
ceased.
One circumstance, more than all others,
POLICE,
All winter the family dwelt in peace, and
who believe that Spiritualism affords the
and yet, who or what it is that rings Mr. Gold- thought of their late trouble only as a thing thosekey
to the strange and disagreeable demtrue
schmidt's bell has not yet been learned.
of the past, although they sought to find a solu- onstrations, urge upon his attention. Not long
The second manifestation occurred only a tion for the mystery. Mmy were suggested,
few evenings after the first, but at a late hour but none seemed to be satisfactory. Finally, since a lady relative of his died in the house.
of the night; when all the members of the as the long winter months dragged themselves Her husband still boards in the family, and
as they say, are but the anhousehold were in bed, Mr. Goldschmidt, whose into eternity one by one, the family began to these ringings,
room is on the second floor just back of the flatter themselves that they had seen the last of nouncement of her return to
JOIN THE OLD FAMILY CIRCLE,
parlor, sprang out of bed at once and looked the affair, and although it was most unsatisfacover the verandah, but the bell knob stood tory to leave it unexplained, yet, as they could and be once more among those she loved so
out cold and white in the moonlight, and there not do otherwise, they would accept the situa- well on earth. This is, perhaps, the most
absolutely disbelieve in the supernatural, that
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Wliy Capt. Jack Killed Gen. Canby.
To any one acquainted with the present
temper of the Pacific Coast Indians the reason
for the massacre of Gen. Canby by Capt. Jack
is obvious.
A belief exists among the tribes and bands
in the States and Territories heretofore named
that the time of their deliverance from the
domination of the white race is close at hand.
It has long be:n predicted by the old warriors
and their medicine men, and'within the last
three years has gained an almost universal acceptance. When questioned, however, by
those sustaining official relations with them,
most of the Indians deny any knowledge of
these beliefs or traditions. Nevertheless, the
fact that the belief has become almost universal
is well known to all intelligent men having
friendly relations with the Indians.
On page 383, Commissioner's report for
1872, are four statements on the subject, by
N. A. Cornoyer, agent in charge of the Umatilla Reservation, Oiegon, to which Supt. T.
B Odeneal, of Oregon, at the conclusion of
his report (on page 362, same book), makes the
followingreference:
A STRANGE AND DANGEROUS RELIGION.

The Indians mentioned by Agent Cornoyer

in his report as being on the Columbia River,
numbering, in his opinion, 2,003, are a source
of considerable annoyance to the agents at
Warm Springs and Umatilla. They have a
new and peculiar religion, by the doctrine of
which they are taught that a new God is coming to their rescue; that all the Indians who
have died heretoforeand who shall die hereafter are to be resurrected; that as they then will
be very numerous and powerful, they will be
able to conquer the whites, recover their lands,
and live as free and unrestrained as their fathers lived in olden times. Their model of a
man is an Indian; they aspire to be Indians
and nothing else. About four hundred of them
belong at Umatilla Agency, one hundred at
Warm Spring, and the remainder in the Territories of Idaho and Washington. I understand that repeated ineffectual efforts have

bsen made to inc uce them to return to their
reservations. It has not been practicable for
me to confer personally with them. It is
thought by those who know them best that

they can not be made to go upon their reservations without at least being intimidated by
the pressnce of a military force.
WHO SHALL BE THE INDIAN MOSES?

This belief, substantially the same as officially stated above, has led the Indian in that
belt of country situated east of the Cascade
and west of the Rocky Mountains to longingly
look for the coming of their deliverer and to

hail all unusual natural occurrences as indications of his speedy advent. No Chief knows
but that he may prove to be the chosen one,

and Capt. Jack in his success will be greeti d
as such by' great numbers of braves. The
same idea that inspired the first gun of the re
bellion, namely, to "fire the Southern heart,"
actuated these Indians. The treacherous as
sault in which Gen. Canby was sacrificed
would never have been made had not Captain
Jack and his associates been guaranteed the
co operation of the great tribes of all that section. It was the one thing needed to fire the
Indian heart. The fact that Gen. Canby and
other men were slain is as well known to-day
to the Indians about Fort Benton as tojthe people of JYreka. The earthquake which shook
Oregon and Washington Terrirory last December was accepted by the Indians as prophetic

of a great event in their favor. This bloody
massacre will be to them the fulfillment of
nature's prophecy Such is the meaning of the
lava-bed catastrophe.
A Premonition of Fate.
When about mid-ocean, a curious incident
occurred on board the ill-fated Atlantic. The
steerage passengers say, that at about that
point on the voyage two or three of the passengers declared, as if gifted with the spirit of
prophecy, that the ship and all on board
would be lost. They kept repeating the prediction, packed their carpet bags and went on
deck to watch for chance passing vessels, saying that they were going to leave her, as they
were sure she was doomed to destruction. The
captain then intervened, and locked them up
as mad men, and when the prediction they had
made in their supposed insanity received its
fearful fulfillment, they, it is said, perished in
confinement. j
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IMMORTALITY OF THE SOUL.
A Lecture delivered at tlie St. James'
Theatre, New York, on April 13th,
by l'rof. S. B. Brittan.

shall say then that there is not a marvelous

and invisible world still more subtle ?

The microscope developes wonderful worlds

of existence. Every drop of water is a world
by itself. If we have this vast empire of minute invisible substances, why not have another

of still more invisible existences filling up the
stellar worlds and the infinite spaces of the

Universe ?

Link by link nature reaches from man down
to the lowest scale of matter. Shall there not
be then infinite lmks reaching from man to
God ? Those who are materialisticwill insist
that there is no spiritual existence. Shall we
listen to a blind man who says there is no such
things as light or color ?
Man stands here between the two worlds.
By his material organization he is akin to the
earth, and by his divine moral and intellectual
being he is connected with all the world above
him even up to the highest archangel. As the
Russian poet says:
"
I hold a middle rank 'twixt Heaven and
earth
On the last verge of being stand, etc."
When we realize that such is our position, it
should lead us to aspire heavenward. The
millstone of Materialism drags so many down
to earth. If man stands here and is able to
lay his hand on all the material creation and
then reach upward, he should understand this

great power. There are abundant evidences
in the nature of man about his immortal nature which the pulpit does not understand how

to bring forward. I have taken a somnambul-

ist and put him under the brightest glare of
light and his pupil would remain absolutely

unchanged, proving that he was in a condition
to see without the ordinary light.
The Archbishop of Bordeaux tells about a
young somnambulist who would see through
an inch board and write on just as well as
when the board was absent. So with every
clairvoyantwho sees without the use of his
eyes, if it can thus be shown that any human
being can see without the use of his physical
sight, it goes to prove a finer spiritual vision.
Apollomus was at one time arrested in his
speech and cried out, " Stay the monster,"
and at that very hour the tyrant on the throne
was slain. Christ saw in this way and so
did the Jewish prophets, and many of the ancient Greek and Pagan philosophers, as well as
many among you to-day. I have known a man
to read the prices current in London by clairvoyance, while another man who had confidence in him bought stock and cleared three
thousand dollars on the knowledge thus

gained. Then as sight does not necessarily
depend upon the eyes, what is it that sees ?
Physiologistsunderstand that the optic nerve
of itself is incapable of seeing.
.What is true of sight is also true of hearing.
There are persons who are clairaudiant, or can
hear'without the external ear. If then a man
can see or hear without these organs, he can
see eternally without them. The clergymen
do not use these great arguments but speak of
man's aspirations after immortality as proof
that he will be immortal.

See what a wonderful revelator memory is.
Man is constantly changing. These graybearded men before me have had many bodies
and yet they have a principle of immutability
within them which enables them to retain
their identity and to recall to recollection the
events of their childhood. This could not be if
there were not something more permanent than
the bodily brain and organs. If memory was simply a photographerof forms on perishable materials, it would last only while those materials

lasted. The objects of nature are photographed probably on the choroid

Brother Jonf.s :—The following article,
which 1 published about a year ago, recently
fell into the hands of a Baptist clergyman of
this place, who calls upon me to publicly retract or defend my charges against Orthodoxy.
I would like your permission to comply with
the Elder's request through the columns of j our
Journal:

]

Louis Fourteenth, as haughty and oppressive
a monarch as ever trod an enslaved people into

the dust, died peacefully in his luxurious bed.

A vast amount of skepticism about Spiritualism rests upon disbelief in the immortality
of the soul. We look over nature and find a
tangible system of things which we can easily
prove to ordinary minds, though some have
declared that all matter is simply an e fleet on
the sensorium. One eminent writer says that
matter does not exist at all, and another man
says it is no matter what the other man says.
There is an infinite scale of material existence
going from the simplest and grossest to the
most refined and sublimated. When we get to a
material as fine as the air, we can not even see
it or analyze it by putting it into a crucible.
I wish to impress upon you this fact that all
the laws or forces of matter are as widely diffused as^matter itself.
By a law of organization, matter is taken up
and refined and goes through an everlasting
process of trituration and sublimation. As matter becomes sublimated it rises into organized
existence both of vegetable and animal life.
You know the air to be matter as much as the
grossest forms of the earth. The law of organization takes hold of the most sublimated
forms of matter, not the grossest. This refinement of matter may be seen in plants and
flowers and still more in man. If any man
of two hundred pounds weight could have all
the fluids of the body evaporatedthe remaining part would weigh only ten pounds. Who

membrane of the

eye, not on the retina, as is generally supposed,
and yet how can repeated photographs of objects be made on it? Suppose, again, you
were to erect a tablet, and then commence talc
ing it away, until, like the human body, in one
year or even seven years, it should be all gone,
what could be seen there if there were nothing
but a material basis of memory 1 Every man,
tree, the globe, the whole material universe, is
constantly undergoing change. You ask a
man who has had his limb amputated, if he

feels as if he was a complete man, and he will
say, Yes. A man after having his leg amputated, attempted to jump out of bed, not real
izing his loss. If the nervous system is not
crushed by this amputation, he will live. Sensation extends clear to the extremities even
w hen the limb is amputated. Not even the
crash of worlds could annihilate it. If you
can thus cut off his limbs, and have the man
still complete, why can you not strike out all
of the physical system and have his being complete? The man who sits at the western gate
of life with a few scattering locks of silver,
can still look back to childhood, although his
physical system has changed so many times,
and, feeling that there is an immortal something within him, may exclaim:
"
I feel my immortality o'releap
All pains, all groans, all griefs, all fears and
peal
Like the eternal thunders of ' the deepliv st forInto mine ear this truth, Thou

I
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After Death Comes the Judgment.
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The judge now says: "Louis XIV., in order
that this assembled universe may see that lam
i
infinitely
just, and yet the justifier of thee who
art one ot the greatest criminals that was ever
arraigned before my bar, I pronounce thee a
just man, because 1 imputed my righteousness
to thee. Take thy seat upon my right hand,
t
that
thou mayest ent(r into the joys of thy
]
Lord."
The painful fact is becoming contini
ually
more evident to the assembled universe,
i
that
fanaticism, cruelly and in justice are the
prevailing characteristics ot the Almighty
Judge.
Madam Roland is arraigned. The terrori
stricken
hosts for a moment forget their own
peril at sight and memory of this great woman.
Their love and admiration is kindled to enthusiasm as the recording angel reads her record;
her pure and innocent lit**; her great intellec-

.

His descendant, Louis Sixteenth, as mild and
benignant a sovereign as ever sat upon an
earthly throne received upon his unresisting
brow the doom from which his unprincipled
ambition;
ancestors had escaped. It is difficult for us, in tual endowments; her laudable
unswerving devothe sympathy which is excited for the compara- her divine aspirations; her
humanity; and her
tively innocent Maria Antoinette and Louis, to tion to duty, to justice, tothis
enthuremember the ages of wrong and outrage by glorious martyrdom. But by generous
ihe announcewhich the popular exasperation had been siasm is suddenly chilled
is not found in the " book
raised to wreak itself in indiscriminate atroci- ment that her nameMercy
steps forward and
ties. There is but one solution to these mys- of life." Divine
Justice in her defense. The
teries: "Afterdeath comes the judgment."— pleads with Divine
fact that she is charged with no crime; that
J. ti. C. Abbott's History of Maria Antoinette.
of the greatest
The history of the world is the history of her life was a continued scene
a martyr's crown,
oppression, ot injustice, and of cruelty of kings, moral heroism, crowned with
is pleaded with all the eloquence that the innobles and priests living in grandeur, luxury
With the same ferand idleness, and the masses of the people, tercessor can command.
orator compare
robbed of their hard earnings, doomed to a life vid oloquence does the divine
grandeur of the
of misery and destitution. In contemplating the moral beauty and
the dissolute, op
these endless scenes of robbery, cruelty, perse- life of Madam Roland, with
of Charles IX
cution and bloodshed the heart grows sick, pressive and blood-stained lives
are now sitting on the
and the reason, in painful bewilderment, ex- and Louis XlV., who awaiting
transportation
claims, "If the universe is governed by justice right hand Of the Judge,
when will justice be done to the oppressor and to heaven.
"What were the dying words of Madam
his victim?'' For it is self-evident, even to the
recording
most ignorant, that justice is seldom fully Roland?" inquired the judge. Tne
read as follows:
meted out in this world; for generation after angel
"
Dying words of Madam Roland on the
generation lives and dies under the iron heel of
liberty ! how many crimes
oppression, while the lordly tyrant revels in scaffold: O liberty,
are committedin thy name!Thejudge then
luxurious ease, and dies on a royal couch.
from me into
To reconcile this state of things with infinite says, "Madam Roland, depart
for the devil and his
justice various theories are entertained. Per- everlasting fire prepared
knew you!" Here let the
haps the most prevalent is that referred to in angels, for I never
curtain drop, and this divine tragedy—the
the above quotation: "A day of judgment af- grandest
farce in the Universe—end. Is it not
ter death." I think it is self-evident to most
be able to ofler a
reflecting minds that if justice is ever done to time that historians should
of the mysteries of hisevery member of the human family, it will be more rational solution
day of
done in a future state of existence. So far the tory, than the popular notion of a
popular opinion is well founded, but that this judgment?
Dowagiac, Mich.
great day of judgment will mete out much
justice, is not so clear.
So much of the Baptist clergyman's letter as
"Believe on the Lord Jefus Christ and thou
relates to the above article.
shalt be saved."—Acts16: 31.
"
"I return your book with a few thoughts
That he might be just, and the justifier of
suggested by your article under the head,
him that believeth in Jesus."—Rom. 3: 26.
"After death comes the Judgment." I see in
Thus saith the Lord.
animus which exhibited
"Justifier," says Webster: "He who par- this article the same
Revolution,"—a
dons and absolves from guilt and punishment." itself in "The Impending
Bible truth is
"Justification," says Orthodoxy, "is an act of chronic hatred of the Bible and
all your productions;
free grace by which God pardons the sinner very clearly traceable in
impressed with the idea
and accepts him as righteous, on account of but here you seem
you had ihe power to turn the great truth
the atonement of Christ." This doctrine also that
against its author and thereby
teaches that this life is a state of probation, of redemption
upon both.
and that the vilest sinner may avail himself of bring contempt
You quote correctly from the Bible some
the merits of the atonement at any moment in
out partially, the system
his life, even with his dying breath; that in the passages which bring
from the condemnationof sin, and
last moment of existence, the greatest tyrant of salvationa triumphant
with
flourish, in which you
that ever cursed his race, may be absolved then
that you were prepared to sit in
from all his guilt by a simple act of faith in seem to feel
on the sure word of prophecy, ma!;e
Jesus, and go into the presence of God as inno- judgment
deductions as you imagine must certainly
cent as a new-born babe. Let us take this such
an overwhelmingimpea<-hmen1
doctrine to the great day of judgment, and see be regarded assystem.
whole
what justice it will mete out to some of the of Ithe
, wou'd have be n well for you to have
world's greatest criminals, and what grand soquoted the chapter and verse of the Bible
lutions it will make of the mysteries of Divine where
found the passage which you re
Providence. "The judgment is set and the gardedyou
as justifying you in saying, "That in the
books are opened." Jesus is on the judgment
of existence the greatest tyranl
seat,and divine iustice is the prosecuting attor- last moment
his race, may be absolved
ney. Charles IX., of France, is arraigned be- that ever cursed
from all his guilt, by a simple act of faith in
fore the judgment-bar, charged with murder.
Jesus, and go into the presence of God as inEighty thousand Protestants—men, women
as the new-born baby. "On failing to
and children, dripping with blood, testify that nocent
the chapter and verse you should have
Charles murdered them on Saint Bartholo- find
cited your readers to an article and section in
mew's day, A.D. 1572 Charles admits the the
of orthodoxy where such a sentiment
charge, but makes no defense, and asks there- was creed
taught. This you did not do. I therefore
cording ungei to see whether his name is not boldly
you with a groundless assumpfound in the "book of life. The book is search- tion oncharge
which
to flourish the suppositions in
found:—"Dying
is
following
record
ed and the
IX. Louis XIV and Madam
to
Charles
regard
France:
Oh?
of
King
Charles
IX.,
words of
Roland.
have
I
what
murders
shed!
I
have
what blood
If you wish to be honest you will state
committed!—pardonme—pardon me!"'
through the columns of a spiritual paper your
"
REMISSION.
retraction of your charge of irjustice in the
"
Charles IX, King of France, inasmuch as Bible account of God's government, or at least
thou hast confessed thy sins and asked me for give the evidence to substantiate your assumppardon, believing that'l suffered the penalty for tion.
Please read Prov. 1:24^28; Is 55:6; Matt.
thy sins on the cross, I absolve thee from all
guilt, and pronounce thee free from all sin.— 25:10-12; Ezek. 7:11-13,; Acts. 13:46.
Yours,
Jesus Christ the Son of God."
The judge then says: "Charles, my son,
R.. S. Dean.
thou art not guilty; take thy seat on my right
Reply.
hand." As Charles, with a royal air, walks to
Mr. R. S, Dean, Dear Sir:— Before a
his seat among the" paints, Admiral Coligni is
heard to mutter: Infinite justice turns out to person can retract it is necessary that he
be an infinite sham!"
be convinced of error, and to convince of erAmong an almost infinite number of minor ror something is necessary besides assertions
cases, we note the following: "A poor man is and charges. As you have given no proof
arraigned,charged with burglary. The record- that I am in error, I, of course, do not yet feel
ing angel reads the history of his life, which is bound to retract. I am, therefore, in obedisubstantially as follows: He was a peasant ence to your injunctions, obliged to "give
who had inherited nothing but poverty. He the evidence to substantiate" my "assumphad paid out his last cent to support a tyran- tion." (?)
My charge of injustice is not so much against
ical government,and his family were starving.
No longer able to resist the heart-rending »p "the Bible account of God's government," as
peals of his famishing children, at the hour of against the orthodox version of it; for, though
midnight he entered his rich lord's dwelling to the Bible teaches that the sinner may be justiprocure a loaf of bread. His presence was dis- fied by a simple act of faith in Jesus, and can
covered, and in his attempt to escape he was consequently enter "the presence of God as
instantly shot dead. With great anxiety he innocent as a new-born baby," yet I do not
inquires if his name is not in the "book of think that it teaches the endless misery of any
life," but it is not there. In vain does Infinite creature, but orthodoxy does. It is more parMercy plead in his favor the extenuatingcir ticularly this monstrous dogma, endless
cumstancesof his extreme poverty, of which misery, that I arraign before the sense of all
not he, but his oppressive government was the justice, human and divine.
cause, and of the resistless tears of his famishI am surprised that, after briefly stating the
ing offspring. The judge decides that being orthodox plan of salvation, giving chapter and
shot dead instantly, he had no possible chance verse of the Bible where its main basis is
to call for pardon, and, consequently, had re- found, you should "boldly charge" me "with a
ceived none. The indescribable anguish of groundless assumption," because I failed to
infinite despair settles down on the counte- give chapter and verse in the Bible, or "article
nance of the poor man as he is commanded to and section in the creed of orthodoxy where
take his place on the left. Louis XIV., King such a sentiment was taught." I can only exof France, is now arraigned. His record shows plain your course by supposing that you do
but few good acts to relieve a long life of not fully realize the nature of orthodox creeds,
crime. Many millions of people testify that and that your better nature recoils from the
he ground them in the dust, by robbing them of monstrous conclusions which I legitimately
their property which he expended on his pal- derived from them. To be consistent with the
ace and mistresses. Many hundreds of thous- dictates of humanity you must either deny the
ands of men, women and children, came from premises on which I based my conclusions, or
the dungeons and galleys to which he had say that 1 misrepresented them. You seem indoomed them; from the countries where he clined to do the latter.
You say I 'quote correctly from the Bible
had banished them; from the fields of battle
where he had slain them, and from the forests, some passages which! bring out partially the
the mountains and the caverns where he had sjstem of salvation." etc.
I quoted Rom 3:26 Albert Barnes, good
caused them to perish of hunger, cold and exhaustion, and accuse him of wrongs and cru- orthodox authority, in his notes says of this
elties indescribable. Louis admits ttie charges verse: "This verse contains the substance of
but denies that he is guilty, and inquire of the the goppt-1 " •'And the justifier of him, etc.
*

'

Court whether his name is not written in the

"book of life," wherein the following record is
found:
"
Louis XIY., King of France, died at eight
o'clock, on the morning of the first of Septem-

ber, A.D. 1715, on his r yal couch in the palace of Versailles, surrounded by the wealth,
the beauty and the glory of France. These
were his last words: ' Now in the hour of death,
O, my God, come to my aid."'
"

REMISSION.

Louis XIV., King of France, according to
the record thou hast no righteousness of thy
own; but, inasmuch as thy last act, in the state
of probation, was to call upon me for aid, I
impute my righteousness to thee and pronounce thee without sin."—Jesus Christ the
Son of God.
"

( r* t k, tvttn justifying him that believeth, etc.
This is ti,n p< cu i.111> and the wonder of the
j

gospel. Even while pardoning and treating
the ill-deserving an if they were innocent, he
Can leiain tils pure and

holy character."

A

verse that contains the substances of the gospel
can not bring out the system of salvation very
partially. What is the difference between
"treating the ill-deserving as if they were innocent," and permitting the greatest tyrant that
ever cursed his race to enter the presence of
God as innocent as a new-born baby. Now let
me quote from the creed of orthodoxy. From
the Baptist Confession of Faith as given by
Dr. Belcher, of Philadelphia, in his history of
the Baptists.
FIFTH. GOD'S COVENANT.

Man having brought himself under the curse

Z&zzz 1—— —

—

of the law by his fall, it pleased the Lord to reveal the Covenantof Grace, wherein he freely
oflereth unto sinners life and salvation by Jesus
Christ,

of them faith in him, that

requiring

they might be saved, etc.

JUSTIFICATION.

TENTH.

Those whom God effectually calleth, he also
freely justifieth,

accounting

and accepting

their persons as righteous, not for anything
wrought in them, or done by them, but for
Christ's sake alone.
From the Augsburg Confession, adopted
by the whole body of Lutherans in this
country.
FIFTII. JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH ALONE.

"That men can not be justified before God
by their own strength, merits, or works; but
that they are justified gratuitously, for Christ's
sake through taith," etc.
Creed of the Methodist Episcopal Church.
NINTH. OF THE JUSTIFICATION OF MAN.

We are accounted righteous before God,
only for the merit of our Lord and Savior
Jesus Christ by faith, and not for our own
works or deserving:—wherefore, that we are
justified by faith only, is a most wholesome
doctrine, and very full of comfort."
Thus the orthodox creed teaches, as plainly
as words can express, that we are justified,
cleared from guilt, or made innocent, or
"treated as if innocent," by faith in Jesus
alone. It follows then, that whenever this
faith is exercised, even by the greatest sinner,
in this state of existence, the result,—justifica
tion—salvation—follows. And should the subject die the next minute, he will enter the
presence of God free from guilt—"innocent as
a new-born baby." This is in accordance with
the universal practice of the church. What

force of arms from the infidel Turks and Mohammedans of Asia, and after going through
unparalleled sufferings and meeting death in ev-

I

ery shupe in all its horrors, in a war of nearly

three centuries, they finally gave up after a
sexes. Was this a success ? A few such would
have exterminated the whole Christian
race
from the face of the globe. Still they persevered and went on under the guidance of
the Popes, who about this time established the
Inquisition, and who with this engine of terror
ana death enabled them to dethrone kings and
slaughter of millions of persons of all ages and

rule empires with a nod.

And thus from the thirteenth century up to
the sixteenth, the civilized world was governed by as cruel and tyrannical a Hierarchy
as ever cursed the earth. Nor were the affairs
of the people greatly improved under the action ot the great German reformer, Martin
Luther. True, he protested earnestly against
the Popes assuming certain prerogatives,

and

declared loudly against the devices they had
adopted to fill the coffers of the church, sue h
as selling indulgences and of giving absolutions from sin, etc. But the spirit of intolerance and persecution still prevailed and
went on under the auspices of the Inquisition,
as the Papists and the Protestants alternately
held the ascendency.

It whs under these

changes of the church militant, that the fires
of persecution were kindled by the Catholics,
and Latimer, Rogers, Cranmer and other
Protestant bishops suffered martyrdom by
being burned at the stake, and soon after Michael Servetus, a man much noted for great
talent and learning, suffered the same fate at
the hand of John Calvin, the great Protestant
reformer and founder of the Calvinistic church
of the present day.

Were these praiseworthv

orthodox minister ever refused salvation to
the hoary-headed sinner tottering on the verge
of the grave, or to the bloodstained criminal
on the scaffold the last moment before his
execution, even though his innocent victim
might be writhing in endless torment? Truly
might Albert Barnes say, "This is the peculiarity and wonder of the gospel." It is a "peculiarity ," because in the wide domain of nature
there is no such breach of every principle of
equity. The government that should introduce
this principle into its laws would immediately
be swept out of existence and be followed by
the universal execration of mankind. It was
no great " wonder" when the dungeon, the
rack, and the stake were as common as
churches, and blood, cruelty, and vengeance
blotted every page of the history; but that any
intelligent, benevolent mind, at the present
day, should entertain such a sentiment, is a
wonder.
The passages in the Bible to which you refer
me, I think, do not help you out of the difficulty. If you refer them to this state of existence, then you make the Bible and your
creed contradict themselves. Orthodoxy teaches that the present state is a state of probations
and that,

successes of the Christians ? Were they worthy of imitation, or should they be deprecated
and shunned by every truly honest moral
man ?
But now we see that an entire change of
tactics has taken place in the Christian world
in regard to the mode of recruiting their mem-

but little on either side where the proof of the
proposition depends upon the presentation of

The proprietor of the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House is impelled to look to

bers in the church, and of aiding their finan-

cial resources.
In the first place they have dropped all the
harsher and more offensive points in iheir
creed, such as endless punishment in a lake of
fire and brimstone, and have commuted them
to a fire of conscience, and have given up the
dogma of the endless damnation of infants,
and in every case address their arguments
more to the reason than to the fears of men.
Thus in adopting a more suasive course, they
no longer send to endless perdition every one
who happens to be out of the pale of their
particular church, but instead, extend the
hand of fellowship to all church communicants, thus forming a sort of Holy alliance,
offensive and defensive, against the common
enemy, the Infidel, who doubts the truth of
the Christian dogma of the divine character of
Jesus; and now thev join in long protracted
meetings, in fairs, festivals, concerts, neck-tie
sociables, and sometimes in the more question"
While the lamp holds out to burn,
able games of chance. This last may be hailed
The vilest sinner may return.''
a Christian success, but may it not
If you refer them to the day of judgment properly considered "Progress t" be more
after death, then you make them prove my
position with reference to Louis XIV, Madam
The Little Bouquet.
Roland, etc. Now will you please read Luke
23:43; Acts. 2:21; Psalm 86: 5; Rom. 10:13. If
the Bible is all true and divine, then are the
The above entitled work will be a monthly
passages which I have quoted of equal authority with these which you have quoted. If you magazine, (usual magazine size, 32 pages of
say that I thus involve the Bible in contradic- reading matter) with an illuminated cover of
tions, I reply that I did not make it. I take it
as i find it. Your creed obliges you to reconcile uncommon beauty. The whole work will be
these contradictions if they are such; my creed richly embellished with illustrative cuts, and
requires that I adopt the truths and reject the replete with well written articles based upon
Yours for the truth,
errors.
the philosophy of life, and spiritual facts
H. Straub
adapted to the taste, capacity, mental and
moral culture of the children and youth of
Is Christianity a Success2
the present age, both in an out of the sphere
BY H. AMES.
of Progressive Lyceums.
This rare work, first of its kind ever brought
If, Yes, wherein, and how far ? It is very
easy for one person to say that Christianity is a before the public, will be put before the Spirsuccess and it is equally easy for another party itualists of the world at its actual cost—$1 50
to say that it is not. Confident assertions avail a year.
facts. If Christianity is a success, has it succeeded in the Romish church, whereof it is
said to have been established by St. Peter and
Jesus, who authorized the apostles to go out

other means for sustaining his House than
profits from this work. The object is to place
the magazine in the hands of the children of
and preach, and whatsoever they should bind
on Earth should be bound in Heaven, and cer- all Spiritualists at least, in a form so attractive
tain signs were to follow those who preached, as to banish the prejudice that so generally
and those who believed in his name, they were prevails among the youth, against the truth
to heal the sick, cleanse the lepers, restore of spirit communion.
sight to the blind, and ifthe^C dtauk any deadly
The well-known ability of the proprietor of
poison it should not harm them. They did
go forward and established the first Church, this house to execute whatever his angelic
and it was the only organized orthodox Chris- friends impose upon him, is a guarantee that
tian church throughout those long, dark ages The Little Bouquet will be a perma/nent inof the world. Though it appears they never
did from the first beginning agree on certain stitution of the country and a credit to Spiritmysterious yet very important, points entering ualism.
in to the very fcundation of their religion,
A general invitation is given to friends of
those differences of doctrine, according to the the enterprise everywhere not only to write
most reliable church history, were, in regard for its
columns, but to secure subscribers for
to the divinity of Jesus, some holding that he
was a mere man endowed with superior the work.
The work is a fixed fact, and we earnestly
power and faculties, and born of a woman,
whose name was Mary and his father Joseph, appeal to our friends to forward their subscripand had brothers and sisters in the flesh; an- tions. Address Little Bouquet, corner of
other was in the ceremony of the Eucharist,
some maintaining that the bread and wine are Fifth Avenue and Adams street, Chicago.
the real body and blood of Christ, while others
hold that it only represents them in a figura-

tive sense, both of which we believe are still
open questions among the Christian denominations up to the present day, and it is plain
to the mind of every careful observer, that
there are much less proportionately at the
present time who believe in the divinity of
Jesus, than there were half a century ago; and
should this infidelity of belief progress at the
latter rate for a century to come, the orthodox
belief of Jesus being God would be entirely a
thing of the past.
Can this be called a Christian success? Have
any in the church proved their belief by their
curing diseases by laying on of hands, or by restoring sight to the blind. We have heard of
no such cures at the present day, except
among the much slandered, modern Spiritualists.
The apostles were instructed to preach the
gospel to every creature, and he that believed
should be saved, and he that believed not
should be damned. Now this gospel was the
Christian belief in Jesus, for it is said there is
no other name given under Heaven whereby
man could be saved. If this was so, what was
to be the state of those millions of souls who
were born before the advent of Jesus, and in
consequence of Adam's transgression seemed
to be doomed to endless misery, and now although eighteen hundred and seventy-three
years have passed since that event, and out of
a population on this globe of some eight hundred and forty millions at the present time
not one fourth have heard the name of Jesus'
and never will. Are these, too, all to be irretrievably lost ? If so, where is the Justice, and
where is the Mercy? Is the boasted atonement a mere farce, a snare to ruin millions of
souls? Is this, too, a Christian success. To
us, certainly, it does not look like a plan of
the iff tod Father, prompted by infinite wisdom
and paternal lovt*.

Nor did the Christian faith meet with better
success in the Cniii-tian wars of the crusaders
where they attempted to wrest Palestine by

Attention Opium Eaters!
r

Mrs. A. H. Robinson has just been furnished with a sure and harmless specific foi
curing the appetite for opium and all other narcotics, by the Board of Chemists, in spiritlife, who have heretofore given her the necessary antidote for curing the appetite for tobacco, and the proper ingredients for restoring hair to all bald heads, no matter of how
long standing.
Mrs Robinson will furnish the remedy, and
send it by mail or express to all who may
apply for the same within the next sixty days,
on the receipt of five dollars (the simple coat
of the ingredients), and guarantee a most
perfect cure or refund the money, if directions
accompanying each package are strictly fol-

lowed .

The remedy is harmless, and not unpalatable.
She makes this generous ofler for the double
purpose of introducing the remedy, and for
bringing the cure within the reach of the poorest people who use the pernicious drug. The
expense of a perfect remedy will not exceed
the cost of the drug for continuing the deleterious habit one month!

Address Mrs. A. H. Robinson, Adams 8t,
and Fifth Avenue, Chicago, 111.

We have so much confidence in the ability
of the Board of Chemists and Doctors who
control Mrs. Robinson's mediumship, that
we unhesitatingly guarantee a faithful execution of the above proposition.—[Ed. Jour-

nal.
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into
souls of the house of Jacob who came
Egypt were seventy (70) In Acts 7:14, we

read that the number was seventy-five(75)
of these stateDid the same God inspire both
t
It is an old saying that "figures won
ments?
an alllie " There is a bia blunder here forhow
to
wise God to make. Will you tell me
fix the matter so as to relieve God of this

-

souls of the house of Jacob who
^I?alfthe
went into Egypt were seventy and the Israelites

-

Arts and Sciences.
We have referred to the Hindoo chronology
in previous articles, however, and now dismiss
the subject as indefinite and uncertain, but not
more so than that of Menes, Minos anu Moses,
who stole the standard data and contents o
their respective systems from the Hindoos
Manu, merely changing a few names and
dates to suit their respective ages, localities
to
Turning more especially
and purposes.
the discovery of the Arts and Sciences, we

but have time to make brief mention ot some
of the leading. Silk was brought from India
274 A C.: bells mounted 400 A C.; silk worms
imported into Europe 493 A C.; organs mtro

duced 660 A C.; glass in 663; arithmetical digits in 991; musical notes in 1124; manner8
compass in 1200; coal, as fuel in 1239; spectacles in 1299; printing in 1436; postal facilities in 1464; almanacs in 1470; Oopcrnician system in 1593; telescopes in 1549; decimal arithmetic in 1602; logarithms in
1614; circulation of the blood in 1619; barometer in 1623; air pumps in 1680; Newcowmen's
steam engine in 1712; inoculation in 1720; Fahrenheit's thermomettr in 1730; cotton spinning

in Egypt two hundred and fifteen
sojourned
(
vears as shown by the chronology of the Bible,
don't you think it was a remarkable increase
ed in Exodus 7: 37, six million men besides
women and children? Six huudred thousand
men would show that there were at least three
million of people. Don't you think those
women of Israel had a most wonderful delivery
from Egyptian bondange?
Hushim, the only son of Dan, was one of
the seventy who went into Egypt with Jacob
(Gea. 50, 7:28) and was the second generation
from Jacob. As the Israelites went out of
Egypt with the fourth generation, doesn't it
require a great stretch of faith to believe that
the increase of the house of Dan amounted in
two hundred and fifteen years or in two gener
ations to 6,277 warriors (see numbers 2, 26)?
If there were 62.700 warriors then there must
have been 313 500, as only one out of five of
the entire population could have been a warrior. Wouldn't it be best in reading the Bible
to entirely set aside reason, and by so doing
avoid all these inconsistencies? Do you think
an all-wise Creator requires us to believe such
inconsistencies, absurdities and falsehood as

Titan, Paulo, Veronese, Tinterel and Bassano were the leading painters of the Yenician
school. Caraccis, Dominichius, and their disciples, of the Bolognese school; Rubens, Vandyke, Rembrandt, Turners, Vangoyn, Ruysdael
and Vanderneer, of the Flemish school; Thorn
hill, Richardson, Hogarth, Wilson, Reynolds,
Barry and West, were the founders of the English school of paintiDg; Ponson, Claud, Loraine, Yernet and David, were the chief readers
C'f the French school; Murillo and Valas guez
were the chief of Spanish painters. The ear
liest painters known, however, were Ciinabue,
Chirlandao, Massacio, Quintin, Matys and
Albert Durer. The greatest painters, according to the accredited popularity, were Raphael,
Michael Angelo, Corregio, Leonard > da Vinci,
Titin, Guido, Rubens, Vandyke, Rembrandt,
Teniers Murillo, Carraci, Claude, N. Poussin
and Carlo Dolce.
The Madona and Child is the oldest painting
known (painted in 860), the next by Chancer,
in 1390.
Hogarth, Wilson, Gainsborough, Lawrence,
West, Reynolds, Martin, Turner and Wilkie
are the most distinguished of English artists.
Though more commendable than inaction
the display to be observed in the museums of
fine arts in painting, popular taste and eclat is
not always correct; nwny side considerations
generally decide and control public opinion,

irrespective of the true claims of intrinsic
modesty and merit; and of late, its popular
display has degenerated into a sort of horseswapping operation, as between the producer

and user, the one generally a subsidized moneyconsidering toady, and 'he other but little
more than a dignified shoddy with more money
than either taste, principle or brains. " The
Royal Academy in London was established in
1768, and consists of a President, five Professors, three Secretaries, thirty-seven Academicians, seventeen Associates, and six associate
engravers." Their annual exhibition, as far
back as 1830, contained some thirteen hundred
subjects.
These august aggregations rather serve to
restrain than encourage others than the favored
few, whereas, they might, if attended with

less pretense, pomp and display, think more
of, and more note and encourage humble
genius of less display and pretense, who seem
as if born to blush unseen, and leave their fragrance in the desert air.
These so-called royal institutions of the fine
arts, with their immense patronage and influence, have become numerous and powerful;
nor is it clear they advance the general spirit
and genius of the art in a practical, so much
as a scientific direction.
When our science becomea a self-'sufficient,
funnelling autocracy in the fine arts, or in any-

thing else, it in that proportion fails to come
down to the simple principles of homogeni
alitv of nature, and to this extent fails in the
general achievement of the end at which it
aims.
We are by no means agrarian in any thing,
nor an advocate of the mere display of pomp
in any thing, the chief merit and hope of success of which should consist in the naturalness
of its prepossessinghomogenity.
It is only that we are an enthusiastic admirer
of the Fine Arts in general that we use this
occasion to thus make these special observations.
Theological Nuts for the Clergy to Crack.
BY JOHN M. FOLLETT.

In Exodus 12:40, we read: Now the sojourning of the children of Israel who dwelt
was four hundred and thirty years.
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Being a practical treatise in every department of

Bee-Culture a*<d Management.
Embracing the natural history of the bee from the
earl'est period of the world down to the present time.
Giving the anatomy and phy»-iology of t he different
species that, constitute a colony an i information upon
every point, of interest to those who keep or intend
keeping be*s.
By. K. B. KIDDER practical Apicnlturist.
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*** For sale wholesale and retail by the RHigio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams t-t. and 5th Avenue,
Chicago.

Nurse. Well, Mrs. Fogy, the Doctor's Ipecac vomits you splendidly. We will soon give
you the Calomel and Jalap, next the Castor Oil, then an injection, and
after that we will
apply the blister and the leeches, and if necessary shave your head. You will be well in
three or four weeks,—a little salivated, pwhups, but that's nothing. The Doctor won't
charge you more than $40 or $50.
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the above?

MACHINES

Dr. Slade, located now at 413 Fourth avenue. New
York, will give special attention to the treatment of
disease. Also keeps Specific Remedies for Asthma and
Dyspepsia. vl4L8tf

Self-Raking Reapers!

jTwTvAN NAM EE, MUD.

Combined Reapers and Mowers!
Two-Wheel Mowers!

1039 mt. Vernon s*t., Philadelphia, Pa,.—
Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays.

A COMPLETE VARIETY

Fridays and Saturdays.
Examinations made by lock of hair.

All Classes of Farmers can

Bcleetrie Magnetic and Clairvoyant Physician.

FROM WHICH

404 Do an st.« Brooklyn, N. Y«—Thursdays,
Send for circular

select Machines

containing testimonials. vl3nl3t,f

BEST SUITED TO THEIR WANTS.

B. W. FREEMAN,

SIMPLE! STRONG
DURABLE ! LIGHT DRAFT!
PERFECTION of PRINCIPLE!
PERFECT WORK!

SPIRITUAL

Clairvoyant Physician,
Termg, personal examination at my office $ 1 00
Wnen lock of hair with name and age sent.... $ 2 00
O

Manufactured only by

D. M. OSBORNE & CO.Auburn.N. Y.

Misses Helen Grover & Lizzie L Crosby
Business

and

Test

i

Branch Offices and Warehouses:
Chicago, Illinois.

Mediums.

Magnetic treatment given. Examination and treatment
give a from lock of hair or photograph, to patients at a
distance.
Jjimes Fis'i Jr. Business Control of
I?I 88 Grover, will advise on business by letter as
well as personally.
Terms from $2 00 to $3.00, No. 316, 4th Ave., New
York City. v!3n26t8

Cleveland, Ohio.
St. Lonis, Missouri.
Philadelphia, Pa.

So. Framingham, Mass.

Address D. M. OSBORNE & CO.,
AT EITHER PLACE.

Pamphlets in the English, German,
Swedish or Bohemian Languages, giving full descriptions and prices, can be
had from local agents, or will be mailed
iree on application.

MRS. A. H. ROBINSON,

Healing, Psychometric & Bnsiness Mini,

Corner Adams St., & 5th Aye., Chicago.

MRS.

ROBINSON, while under spirit control, on receiving a lock of hair of a sick patient, will diagnose
the disease most perfectly, and prescribe the proper remedy. Yet, as the most speedy cure is the essential obiect in view rather than to gratify idle curiosity, the
better practice is to send along with a lock of hair, a
brief statement of the sex, age, leading symptoms, and
the length of time the patient has been sick; when she
will, without delay, return a most potent prescription and
remedy for eradicating the disease, and permanently
curing all curable cases.
Of herself she claims no knowledge of the healing art,
but when her spirit-guides are brought en rapport with
a sick person, through her mediumship, they never fail
to give immediate and permanent relief, in curable cases,
through the positive and negative forces latent in the
system and in nature. This prescription is sent by mail,
and be it an internal or an external application, it should
be given or applied precisely as directed in the accompanying letter of instructions, however simple it may
seem to be; remember it is not the quantity of the com
pound, but the chemical effect that is produced, that
science takes cognizance of.
One prescription is usually sufficient, but in case the
patient is not permanently cured by one prescription, the
application for a second, or more if required, should be
made in about ten days after the last, each time stating
any changes that may be apparent in the symptoms of
the disease.
Mrs. Robinson also, through her mediumship, diagnoses, the disease of any one who calls upon her at her
residence. The facility with which the spirits controlling
her accomplish the same, is done as well when the application is by letter, as when the patient is present. Her
gifts are very remarkable, not only in the healing art, but
as a psychometric and business medium.
Terms Diagnosis and first prescription, $3.00; each
subsequent one, $2.00. Psychometric Delineation of
character, $3.00. Answering business letters, $3.00. The
money should accompany the application to insure a re-

Husband.— What, Mary, icell already, and eating toast and tea! I left you with a
raging fever this morning.
Wife.— Yes, Albert, I am tveil already, and 1 took nothing but six of Spence's Positive
Poivders. They acted like a charm,^nd they cost only two cents and a half a piece. That
is the tiniest doctor's bill you ever paid•

IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENTS!

Office 116^ South High Street,
(Bet. State and Town sts.) Oolnmbus
Residence No. 236 East Gay Street.

THE NEW WAY OF CURING THE SICK.

HARVESTING |

pdium'0 Mumn.

Healing,

JOURNAL. ^

J19 KBARNKY ST.. (up stairs) SAN FRANCISCO .OA L
Keeps for sale t.h.-

from that number in that time which is record-

machinery in 1773.

in Egypt

HKKMAN SNOW.

SOMETHING Ni£W

WONDERFUL LIGHTNING RELIEF
FOR THE

TEETHAOHE
War/anted to cure Teethache in ,one minute. Always
sure safe and reliable. Try it and you will never be without it. S nt to aoy address on receipt of price. Trial
size, 25 cents. Large size, 40 cents. Full direction with
every bottle. Address,
A. B. DOiiMAN,
Box 84, Willijiantic, Conn.

v!4n6tf
Mrs. Robinson's Tobacco
dote.

Anti-

The above named sure remedy for the appetite for tobacco in all its forms, is for sale at this office. Sent to
any part of the countrv by mail, on receipt of $2.00. It
is warranted to cure the most inveterate user of the weed,
when the directions on each box are followed. Newspapers and quacks will tell you that this antidote is made
from gentian root. It is false. Gentian root is no remedy for the appetite for tobacco, but it is injurious to
health to use ft. Mrs. Robinson's Tobacco Antidote tones
up the system and restores it to its normal condition, as
it was before imbibing the hankering desire for a poisonous weed. It is a remedy presented by a band of chem
ists long in spirit-life, and is warranted to be perfectly
harmless.
This House will pay any chemist ons thousand dollars
who will, upon analyzing this remedy, find one particle
of gentian root, or any other poisonous drug in it.
Address Rklioio-Philosophical

Fuel shin a H.use,

Adams Street and t^ifth Avenue, Chicago, 111., either for
wholesale orders, single boxes or local agencies.

ply-

fW Hereafter, all charity applications, to insure a reply, must contain one dollar, to defray the expenses of
reporter, amanuensis, and postage.
N.B.—Mrs. Robinson will hereafter give no privaet
sittings to anyone. If privacy is required, it must be by
letter, accompanied with the usual fee; and terms above
stated, must be strictly complied with, or no notice will
be taken of letters sent.

Prof. Wm. Denton's Works.
In'°a'nswer

to repeated calls the
RADICAL RHYMES.
Author has published these Poems. They are written
style
that characterizes
vigorous
ill the same oold and
his prose writings. Price $1.25; postage 12 cents.
THE SOUL OF THINGS; OR PSYCHOMETRIC REsearches and discoveries.

Spiritualist Home

By Wm. and Elizabeth

M. F. Denton. This truly valuable and exceedingly interesting work has taken a place among the standard
literature of the day, and is fast gaining in popular favor. Every Spiritualist and all seekers after hidden
truths should read it. Price #1.50; postage 20 cents.
FUTURB
LECTURES ON GEOLOGY, TIIE PAST ANDSelling
rapOF OCR planet. A great scientific work.
idly. Price $1.50; postage 20 cents.

148. W. Washington-St.

ILLINOIS.
This is God's woid. I will with the assistance CHICAGO,
of the Devil show that God was mistaken.
Jacob was the father of Levi, who was the HOWARD TILDEN. S.W. OSGOOD.
OR GENESIS
TIL DEN <V OSGOOD,
THE IRRECONCILABLE RECORDS;
father of Kohath, who was the father of Amand GEOLOGY. 80 pp. Price, paper 25 cents; postage 4
ram, who was the father of Moses, so that it ATTORNEY'S AND COUNSELORS AT LAW.
cents; postage 8 cents.
40
Cloth
cents.
125 SOUTH CLARK STKEBT.
was only four generations from Jacob to Rooms 32, No.
IS RIGHT? A lecture delivered in Music Hall,
Moses, including Moses. Kohath the grand- |vl8n61yr] <fe 33, Chicago, III. WHAT
Boiton, Sunday Afternoon, Dec. 6th, 1868. Price 10
was
one
of
the
seventy
postage 2 cents.
Moses,
who
of
cents;
father
ON THE BIBLE, For
COMMON SENSE THOUGHTSedition-enlargedand
went into Egypt with Jacob. Kohath lived
BOARDING IN NEW YORK CITY.
recommon sense people. Third 2 cents.
one hundred and thirty.three years. Amram
cents; postage
Pleasant rooms and good l)oard In a Aral-class location
10
Price
vised.
years,
thirty-seven
hundred
and
and
one
lived
at reasonable rates, at
CHRISTIANITY NO FINALITY; OR10 SPIRITUALISM
cents; p. 2 cents.
Moses was eighty years old when he led the
superior to Christianity. Price
BR.
MILLER'S
HOME
OF
HEALTH,
Egypt.
out
of
Proof:
Gen.
8:11;
Israelites
ORTHODOXY FALSE, SINCE SPIRITUALISM IS
41 West Twenty-sixth Street,
true. Price 10 cents; postage 2 cents.
Exodus 6:16, 18, 20; 7: 7. Add together the
NEW YORK.
THE DELUGEIN THE LIGHT OF MODERNSCIENC*.
entire ages of Kohath, Amram and Moses up
Price 10 cents; postage 2 cents.
^""Turkish baths, Electric baths, Movement cure and
to the time he led the Israelites out of Egypt, Lifting
cure in the establishment for those requiring
BE THYSELF. A Discourse. Price 10 cents p. S cent*.
and it only makes three hundred and fifty them.
Address
MILLER,
HAYNES
<fc
CO.,
Price, 15 cents; postage 1
years. Was Mr. Moses inspired too much
vl2n!4 Proprietors. IS SPIRITUALISM TRUE?
cents.
when he wrote that the sojourning of the children of Israel in Egypt,, was four hundred and
WARRENCH ASE & CO.,
thirty years? If the Bible was divinely in614 NORTH FIFTH STREET, ST. LOUIS. MO.,
spired, how do you account for the conflict in
Keep constantly on hand all the publications of the
the statement M >ses makes, that it was four
hundred and thirty years, and the chronology Rellgio-Philosophical Puolishing House, Wm. White S> Hebrew and Christian Revelation
of the Bible which says it was two hundred Co., J. P. Mendom, Adams & Co., and all other populs?
and fifteen years? See chronology of Gen. liberal literature, Including the Relibio-Philosophioai:
TRANSLATED FROM
50:6, which gives an account of Jacob and his Journal, and Banner of Light, Magazines, Photograph*,
family going into Egypt 1706 years before Parlor Games, Golden Pens, Stationery, etc.
Christ,and of Exodus, which gives an account
BY LOUIS JACOLLIOT.
of the going out of the Israelites from Egypt
NKW EDITION—PRICE REDUCED
—:o:—
1491 before Christ.
EXTRACTS FROM AUTHOR'S PREFACBI
In Gen. 50:23, we read that Joseph saw
"I come to show you Humanity, after attaining the loft
Eptir dm's children of the third (3d) generat ion,
iest regions of speculative philosophy, of untrammeled
Epliraim was the son of Joseph, who was
By A. E.
of

3 We announce nothing new when we say that every
thing in nature, from the least to the greatest, is either
positive or negative. In other words there are in nature
but two forces; and they do all the mighty things as
well as all ths little things that are done. These two
forces are easily recognized under the different popular
and scientific names which have been given them. In
the solar systems of the universe they are called attraction and repulsion; iu the earth they are
called nortli and *outli polarity; in the ultimate
chem cal atoms of matter they a-e called electropositive and electro-aegatlve; and in animal
and vegetable life they are called male and female.
But wherever they dwell, and under whatever names
kuown, they are always the same, always dual always
found, upon an ultimate analysis, to be n 'thing more
than nature's two great forces, the positive and the
negative, modified by the peculiarities of the material
forms in whica they are embodied. The positive and
negative forces are therefore the onlv powers of the
universe of systems, suns, worlds, atoms, life, mind.
The positive and n gative forces move and guide, make
and destroy, build up and tear down, lock and unlock
evervtning in na ure-they are, as it were, nature's
riff lit and left liand, doing everything that is
done, and without which nothing can be done.
Oar bodies, and th ; organs of our bodies, are pervaded
and actuated by the s^me two forces, the posiiive and
the negative, in disease as well as in health; the only
difference between h^altn and disease being, that in disease t e natural balance, or equilibrium of
those two forces, is temporarily or permanently destroyed. The quickest, surest and safest way, therefore, to
restore lost health is to restore tlie balance or
equilibrium of the positive and negative forces;
and the quickest, surest and safest way to do this, is to
introduce into the diseased body, or organ, the very
force itself, whether positive or negative, which wili
bring about the required equilibrium This can not be
done effectually by a machine or batt ry; because, as is
well known machine electricity, or magnetism, travels
upon the surface, and can not oe made to penetrate to
the diseased part unless the current is made so strong as
to kill the parts through which it pisses. What is reeded, therefore, is something that will carry the positive
and negative forces into the interior of the body, and the
interior of the various organs of the bo ly The POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE PO WDERS do
this; nnd hence their wonderfulr-ucces.-in curing diseases
of all kinds. These Powders are magnetically polarized,
and act as vehicles or carriers of the positive and
negative forces into the blood, and through the blood to
the lungs, the heart, thebraki, the liver, the kidneys, the
stomach, the intestines, the muscles, the womb, and
e^e y organ, fibre and atom of theent re body. Nothing,
. it fore, can escape their penetrating and pervading
power. They search the system to the very marrow of
the bones.
Truth is always simple Simplicity is one of the
evidences of truth. Now, nothing can be more simple
and natural than the above explanation of the nature of
disease and its rem dy It is briefly as follows: Every
disease is an unbalanced magnetic state of the diseased
organ, throwing it into a positive or a negative condition.
The remedy must be something wbicn will convey to the
diseased organ a sufficiency of the positive or of the
negative force to restore the onran to its origi ial mag
netic equilibrium. This is done by the administration
of the POSITIVE or of the NEGATIVE
POWDEUS, accorcicg as the diseased organ is in a
positive or a negative condition.
One of the consequencesof the great simplicity of this
explanaiion and classification o diseases and their
remedy, is the fact that a ch Id twelve years old can
treat itself if sick, by simply following the plain R lei
which accompany each box of the POSITIVE AND
NEGATIVE POWDERS; and it will be found
u >«>n examination t at those Rules a^e as simple and as
easily understood as any physician's directions for taking a dose of caster oil or quinine.

Newton,

Amra >> Mii'i Moses, how do you make these
two stHten'pn's a^ree?

M '-ch led out the fourth [4thl generation
from JacoM, and Joseph who died "in Egypt
lived to see the fifth (5th) generation from
Jacob. Don't you think inspiration is somewhat mixed here?
In Gen. 56:27, we are told that all the

A Book for Children's Lyceums, Primary Schools and
Families, designed to impart a knowledge of ihe Human
Bodv and tne Condition* of Health.
Better than a whole library of common medical works
Without delay, let all Children's Lyceums improve (heir
groups with these L-ssons."—^1. J. Davis.
"
Should immediately become a text-book in
srhools, and have a place in every family "~Dr S the
B
Brittan.
Price (in cloth) 50 cents, postage 6 certs; six copies or
more 45 cents each; fifty or more, 40 cents each. Usual
discount to ihe trade.
*»* For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St. and Fifth Ave
Chicago.
'

W info,"

India, was trammeled and
reason, on the venerable soil
stifled by the altar that substituted for intellectual life a
semi-brutal existence of dreaming impotence
India is the world's cradle; hence is that the common
mother in sending forth her children even to the utmost
west, has, in unfading testimony of our origin, bequeathed
ns the legacy of her language, her laws, her morale, he*
. #. .To religious dea
literature, and her religion.
potism, imposing, speculative delusions, and class-legislfttion, may be attributed the decay of nations.
Aware of the resentment I am provoking, I yet shrink
not from the encounter We are no long#
burnt at the stake,"

1
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•
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Price $2.00; postage,24 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, bv the Religio-PMlosophical Publishing House, 150 Fourth Ave., Chfcajfo.
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It is our intention to publish, in this and future advertisements, certificates and evidences of the euro by
th* POSITIVE AND NEG VJTIVE POWDERS of all classes and varieties of disenses. We beg n with the following certificates of cures in that laage
class of diseases which are attend-d with neve re

as

I have gained from the first day, and am

getting to feel almost as well as ever I aid.—(J B.
SwEAfiiNGEN, Fairmount Minn.)
While on a visit to my sifter in Dover, irhe told me that
there had been almost a miracle wrought with ber in a
terrible case of Neuralgia with the Positive Powders.
She ind ced me to try tuein myself. I did so, with
wonderful success.—(M. Huntly, North Richmond

N. H.JtotfZZZ

(f
The wonderful working of the Positive
Vowders no tongtie can tell, nor pen describe.
I can now lie down at night and sleep the
sweet sleep of my childhood—(Mrs. Elizabeth
Hannah. Manti. Utah, now at Los Angeles, Cal.)
S&If you want a good, PO'ind, sweet and refreshing sleen,
t.ak« one or two of S PENCE'S POSITIVE
POWDERS, For this purpose they surpass every
man. The POS| other discovery and invention of deep,
quiet, healthy,
ITIVE POWDERS induce a
natural sleep, from which you awake feeling refreshed,
invigorated ani exhilarated Ou this point we refer to
the above letter, and also 10 W. Reed, Keene,. N. H., L.
Ethrtdoe, Battle Creek, MichMrs S. E. Grissom,
Smithville, AT. C.. and others.
The POSITIVES cure Neuralgia, Headache,
Rheumatism, Pains of all kinds; Diarrhoea, Dysentery,
Vomiting Dyspepsia, Flatulence, Worms; all Femai.is Weaknesses and Derangements; Fits, Cramps,
St. Vitus' Dance, Spasms; all high grades of Fever,
Small Pox, Measles, Scarlatina, Erysipelas; all Inflam
mations, acute or chronic, of the Kidneys, Liver,
Lungs, Womb, Bladder, or any other organ of the
body; Catarrh, Consumption. Bronchitis, Coughs,
Colds Scrofula, Nervousness, Asthma, Slebplebsness, etc.
The NEGATIVES cure Paralysis, or Palsy,
whether of the Muscles or of the senses, as in Blindness
Deafness,loss of taste, smell, feeling or motion; ali

snch

as the Typhoid

and

the

Typhus

Both the POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE are
needed in Chills and Fever.

^AGENTS E7e^e?.. ^
mailed post-paid at these prices.

1 Box,' 44 Pos. Powders,
1
44 NeK.
"
1
22 - & 22 Pos

" .'

*$ 1.00
oo

J

1.00

6 Boxes,
5.00
Send money at my risk and expense, by Postoffice

Money

Order,

Registered

Letter

lle«dache, N^nral^fa, Draft on New York, or hv Express, deducting
RUeumatUni) A ches and Paf nsof all kinds.
from the amount to be wni. K f.v'i'H
pain,

Lessons for Children about Themselves.

fifth (5th) generation from Jacob. In the same
chapter we are informed that Joseph died in
Egypt- See verse 26. As Moses was the fourth
generation from Jacob—viz., Levi, Kohath,

Jones

night, with a dreadful morning, after havattack of Neuralgia, ing taken the Positive
He sends for a Pox Powders. They put a
of Positive Poivders. veto on his Neuralgia.

HINDOO ORIGIN OF

the *• 'n of Jacob; then Joseph lived to see t,'ie

and miserable.

Low Feverp

Mr.

THE BIBLE IN INDIA.

"fa liM*

buffering world,—(Mart E. Waldron, Allegan. Mich.)
Theycired my wife of Neuralgia, Deafness
and Bilious Fever.— (C*pr. A. B. Horton,
Patchogue, N. Y.)
Yo tr Positive and Negative Powders have been a
great benefit to me and to my husband. They cured
him of the worst kiad of I nfl am m at o r y Rlieumatfsm — (Mrs. S. B Stephens. Scoharie, N. Y)
My wife, Helen A Craig has been buffering for the last
four years from a complication of diseases, namely;
Neuralgia and Painfull Affections of th..
body. Sleeplessness,
Dyspepsia, Liver
Complaint, etc. She used but three of the Posidve
Powders when nhe got immediate relief, and is wonderfully improving by their continued use. They have
virtues exceeding language.—(J. H. Craig, Prescott,
Wis.)
Three boxes of your Positive Powders cured me of
Neuralgia, Rheumatism and Sick Headache,—(Mils. Catherine M. Hoskins, Baraboo,
Wis )
My wife having used a box of your Pos'tive Powders.
was relieved immediately of many Aches and
Pains of long standing.—(D. B. Gardner, Mtllville,
N. J)
Th* Positive Powders have cured the Headache
and Toothac he in s veral cases, and my own case of
Nervous or General Debility. I was very weak

1
I
j

1

I
j

such

•I have been troubled with the Neuralgia for the last 15
years, and at times have been laid up with it for s x
weeks at a time I ha^e u^edyour Positive Powders for
Neuralgia and SicR Headache. They relieved
me almost immediately. —-(Libbib G. Bakrett, White
Hills, Conn.)
T have been suffering nearly 40 years with
Chronic Mendaclie, a; d often retortei to
CMoroform to get temporary relief; but the paroxysms
would return as soon as the effect of the Chloroform
wore off. But after using jour Positive Powders, lean
pay with others that they o«me like an angel of mercy in
the night time —(Mrs. M. A. Earley, HuntsvUle
Ala)
I had a severe attack of Neu ralfrf a last week, and
I stopped it in lOiniuutes with your Positive Powders.—
(Jacob S. Ritter, River Styx, Ohio.)
When I commenced taking your Powders, I had
Spinal CJompIwfnt of nearly 30 years standing;
also Diabetes, Sciatica, Rheumatism »nd
Erysipelas. I am now well of all. Oh, I do think
them the most wonderful medicine ever given to this

^

-

for Money
Order, or 15 cent* for a I'ri't. or for Kxpr«f>efiee, or ror
^Registration of a letter. Tn -et'ing u Post-Office
Money Order, Ml '<mr Po-'master to make it
payable at Stattoo ! , IN. York. City.

AJ1 Letters and Remittances hy M,iil, and all Expanse Packages should be directed as follows:

PROF. PAYTON SPENCE, M.n.,
37 i St. Marks Place,
New York City.
For sale, also

by

S. S. Jones, Cob. Adams Street

and Fifth Ave., Chicago.
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ful, despicable spirit, and with a disposition as
brutal as a thousand gladiators, a million of
hissing serpents,
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EDITOR, PUBLISHER
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AND PROPRIETOR.
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TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
One copy, one year, in advance $3 00
"
44
44
at the end of the year 3 50
Three months on trial, to New Subscribers
50
Religio-Pliilosopliical Publishing Mouse.
All letters and communications should be addressed to
S. S. Jones, Corner Fifth Avenue and Adams St., Chicago.
NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
1. Any person who takes a paper regularly from the
post-office—whether directed to his name or another's, or
whether he has subscribed or not—is responsible for the

f

payment.

2. If any person orders his paper discontinued, he must
pay all arrearages, or the publisher may continue to send
it, until payment is made, and collect the whole amount—
whether the paper is taken from the office or not.
3. The courts have decided that refusing to take newspapers and periodicals from the post-office, or removing
and leaving them uncalled for, is prima fade evidence or
intentional fraud.
In making remittances for subscription, always procure
a draft on New York, or Post-Office Money Order, if
possible. When neither of these can be procured, send
the money, but always in a Registered Letter. The registration fee has been reduced to fifteen cents, and the
present registration system has been found, by the postal
authorities, to be virtually an absolute protection against
losses by mail. All Post-masters are obliged to register
letters when requested to do so.
^"Those sending money to this office for the Journal
should be careful to state whether it be for a renewal, or
new
subscription, and write all proper names plainly.
a
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is received
by the publisher for their discontinuance, and until payment of all arrearages is made, as required by law.
No names entered on the subscription books, without
the first payment in advance.
look to your subscriptions.

Subscribers are particularly requested to note the expirations of their subscriptions, and to forward what is
due for the ensuing year, without further reminder from
this office.
Upon the margin of each paper, or upon the wrapper,
will be found a statement of the time to which payment
has been made. For instance, if John Smith has paid to
1 Dec. 1871, it will be mailed, 44 J. Smith 1 Dec 1." If he
has only paid to 1 Dec. 1870, it will stand thus: 44 J.
Smith 1 Dtc 0."
CHICAGO, SATURDAY, MAY 17, 1873.

DEATH—EUTHANASIA.
A Proposition to Murder Incurables, and
the Aged and Helpless!
Not a dny passes that some newspaper does
not contain a graphic account of a case of suicide. It is generally supposed that each one
has a perfect title in fee simple to his physical
organization, and that he has an inalienable
right to obstruct the vital wheels that sustain
life therein, by diving into a muddy liver, or
imbibing some poison or by carefully adjusting
a noose around the neck and allowing the
weight of the body to do the fatal work. Dr.
Holland, in Scribner's magazine, says that "If
man is nothing but an animal, if this life is all
there is of his existence, and the question simply concerns the amount of comfort to be got
out of it in this transient world, why, let
him do as he likes with himself and his friends;
but he who regards the present scene as only
the foreground of an infinite spiritual future,
t'arough which, if one tread faithfully the prescribed passag es of pain as well as pleasure, he
shall find himself in higher pathways, as a consequence, at the last,—we say he will take life
whether it be convenient or inconvenient, and
hold it as the gift of God, inalienable by any
reason of infirmity

or suffering, or hopeless

disease, or cost to other life through ministry.
The doctrines of Prof. Newman and Mr.
Tollemache are unchristian doctrines. They
carry us back into barbarism—back into the
darkness in which children killed parents that
became a burden to them, and mothers strangled infants that could only inherit their own
sufferings. It is an infamous criticism of the
divine wisdom, an insult to Providence, an assault upon the safeguards of society, and a reflection upon human nature and human destiny, from which all Christian manhood recoils
as from the touch of a serpent."
There seems to be a desire manifested by
certain prominent characters, to render suicide
fashionable, or, in other words, to bring into
existence a humanizing Juggernaut, that will
on the most approved method, render dying
exceedingly delightful, and thereby induce
those who are incapacitated to perform the
duties of life, to destroy that vital spark that
illuminates the physical organization.
In our boyhood days, we were accustomed
to contemplate the wondrous beauties of nature, as well as those human excrescences in
society that exist without any object, or without accomplishing any thing for the benefit of
the world, and we then were in favor of removing them. Finally, however, we came to
the conclusion, " That each thing in its place
is best, and that which seems but idle show
strengthensand sustains the rest."
That idea worked a complete revolution in
our mind, and banished our visionary schemes
in reference to introducing into the world a
patent method of rendering dying sublimely
delightful, inducing the happy recipients of
our system to give expression in their last moments to a glowing sentiment worthy of being
recorded in the pages of history.
We then considered ourself a philanthropist,
introducing to the world a panacea, which,
while it extinguished in a delightful manner
the last vital spark of life, would render dying
as attractive as a visit to Niagara Falls or Barnum's Museum. Then we had an idea that
our " approved method of dying " would eventually be adopted, thus ridding the world of a
class of "old fogys," and leaving elbow-room
for "Young America" to figure conspicuously.
God, the orthodox God, has an approved
method of indiscriminate slaughter, and he
does not select the poverty-stricken,the cripple, the aged, or those who desire to die, but
like a Cannibal of Patagonia, or Fiji Islander
who selects the fattest of the prisoners for a
human repast, he, too, seems to have a preference for the young and beautiful! Perhaps he
had perused the articles of some of earth's logicians—those who favor killing a certain class,
and came to the conclusion that he would try
his hand at the business. Accordingly, in
January last, animated with a fiendish, hate-
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a billion of wasps, and a

trillion of hornets; and with a countenance
like an enraged dog, and a nose turned up like
a pugilist, he left his 7x9 throne and came to
earth! We had read in the Bible about his
being an angry God; about his visiting the iniquities of the parents unto the third and fourth
generation; about his being "a man of war,"
and that his "sword was filled with blood;"
but in January last we realized the truthfulness
of the fact.

He visited Minnesota and caused that terrible
snow storm!

At first the large snow flakes, pure and white,
falliDg gently on the fields of wheat, and ornamenting the forest trees with crystal beauties,
did not seemingly portend a catastrophe to the
children of earth! But by-and-by the heavens
became darkened, the winds raged furiously,
apparently resounding with the shrill voices of
all the devils of pandemonium!

What fearful scenes ! Those clouds of snow
that moved along, surging to and fro like the
Chicago fire, carried a winding sheet for
earth's children!
Hear the shrill yell of contendingforces !
The gates of Hell seem ajar, and the escaping
flames are turned into snow flakes, on each of
which sits a hydra-headed monster who desires to satiate his thirst in the life-blood of
some of earth's children !
The orthodox God, who numbers the hairs
of the head and watches so tenderly the sparrows, got up this storm in order to create a
first-class sensation in the Courts of Heaven,
and to convince the Minnesotians that he can
kill anybody he desires. And so he did !
There were six couple of young, gladsome
persons, the merry twinkle of whose eyes, and
features radiant with the sunshine of happiness
spoke of their enjoyment—theywere taking a
ride, and the demon storm came with its pentup rage and fiendish yells, and entombed them
in a snow-bank ! There, locked in each other's
embrace, they were found when the anger of
this Orthodox God had subsided !
What a sad spectacle !
The assassin, the fierce assassin, raises the
dagger and strikes down his victim; connected
with that may be some palliating circumstances, but when a God who controls all things,
with malice and aforethought sends a fearful
storm and kills, yea murders, twelve innocent
pleasure seekers, the probability is that he has
been reading some of the productions of
earth's children, who would like to rid the
world of those whom they consider useless!
That was a terrible storm in Minnesota,
hundreds were cooly murdered by the Christian
God.
In all-ages of the world, certain charactcrs
have adjusted themselves on a throne of their
own production, and thereon, like the king of
the Fiji Islands, have decided who shall die !
Cain, the crazy Cain, killed Abel, and the
Jews killed Jesus. Socrates took poison, and
Cleopatra wooed to its destructive work a poisonous asp. Judas, poor fellow, just as essential in the Christian plan of salvation as Jesus,
killed himself. Brutus thought Caesar should
die, and Booth measured the length of Lincoln's days.
Look at the treachery of Captain Jack, the
savage Indian warrior, who shot General Canby. He chose the time to commit the fatal
deed at a conference. The world knows the
details of his last out-crop of Indian treachery.
How the Commissioners and the Modoc chiefs
met between the opposing forces. How, after
a characteristic speech, the leading chief
stepped behind the Commissioners, coolly
said, "all ready," snapped his revolver at
General Canby, re-cocked it, and as the General turned to face him, shot the noble old
soldier through the head so that he fell lifeless, almost on the instant.
God himself orders sundry murders, and
conducts himself as badly as a Spanish bull
enraged by the expert courtiers. Children
want their aged pareDts' property, and drop a
subtile poison in their tea or coffee, and how
serenely they die, to their entire satisfaction !
Among animals, the ferocious lion kills the
unoffending lamb. The pickerel will eat its
own young with heartless rapaciousness. The
hog, dirty, filthy—despised by those who crucified Jesus, devours its own offspring, and in
turn is killed and eaten by the Gentiles. The
frog darts from its swampy pool, and catches
the unwary insect, and sings in delightful response to the savory meal. The fishes of the
sea, as a general thing, have no respect for fishlife, and with a conscience as corroded as a
cast-iron kettle, they paddle along without
regret with a brother fish dying in their mouth.
The snake, horribly slimy, and disgusting in
appearance, with demon forked tongue and
with eyes as brilliant as a diamond, charms
the little bird into its rapacious jaws, and
makes a meal of it. The hawk, the owl and
the vulture will eat any bird that their strength
can overcome. The feline and canine species,
animated with a malignant spirit, something
akin to that which the Devil felt and possessed
when he clinched in his massive paw an inkstand and cast it at the head of that illustrious
reformer, Luther, slaugther the herbivora
species without mercy! The school-boy without shedding a tear of remorse, will crack the
louse that attempts to make a nest in his head.
The louse in turn attacks the unoffending boy,
and if it had the power would make a hearty
dinner of his head. Parasites without number
exist and eat each other. Insects that can't kill
a person outright, exert their dimunitive power
to render him miserable. A bed bug is
about the meanest bug that exists. Regardless
of the fatigue of a sleeper, and with malice
enough in its little heart to make a mountain
of hate, it will come forth when least expected
and attack some sensitive part, luxuriating
thereon until driven off by symptoms of alarm
on the part of the weary sleeper. Then, again,
the system is full of animals, and at times they

destroy it, as in the case of trichina. Is it,
then, any wonder, that having originated, ac
cording to Darwin, from the animal kingdom,
that in this enlightened nineteenth century,
the preposterous proposition is made to kill
the blind, the crippled, those who are a "bur
den," and those who want to die?
We recognize the fact that we live amidst
antagonism, not only among animals but
among plants. The war is carried on there
with the same remorseless spirit, and as a consequence the strongest win, overshadowing
those less strong with their branches and giv
ing them no room to expand. Ascending to
man, we find that this antagonism still exists,
but is gradually diminishing under the influence of enlightened civilization. It is custom
ary among savage nations to kill the aged
and helpless, and occasionally in this country
the same spirit is manifested. But the true
policy i8 to let all die as naturally as
they are born; to render the life of the aged
and helpless as pleasant as possible, and to
cause no premature spiritual births, by poison
or other means.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Hon. Warren Chase In Chicago.
This indefatigable laborer in the cause of
reform, lectured before the First Society ot
Spiritualists on Sunday, May 4th, to a large,
appreciative and entLu3iastic andience. Although somewhat advanced in years, his voice
is still silvery, his system all aglow with magnetic life, and his mind beaming with fresb
ideas and grand conceptions! He commenced
by referring to spiritual manifestations. The
tiny rap, so called haunted houses and communion with the immortals had become so
common that the fact ceased to excite the people. Man is naturally a religious being, however low in the scale of existence. In ancient
times, when the earth was comparatively
young in years, and the conceptions in regard
to an overruling Providence was very vague,
then there was an innate impulse within the human heart exciting it to worship. Of course,
there were exceptions to this rule, but so ex
ceedingly rare that they could hardly be re
garded as exceptions. Humanity, then excited
to action by the promptings of a religious nature, reached out for Divinity, and symbolized
their rude conceptions thereof in idols. This,
at that time, in those conditions of society,
was all that could bs expected. Idol worship
was then as common as the Christian worship
is at the present day. Time passed on, and as
the wheels of progress moved, rapid strides
were made in advancement. As the intelligence of the people expanded, they extended
the area of' their inquiries, and finally their
worship began to assume a higher standard.
The idols of stone, wood or clay lost their supremacy, and the more advanced of earth's
children worshipedthe elements.
This was a new unfoldment in the human
mind, of the religious nature, and presented to
the world a system of philosophy of a far more
reasonable nature. The cooling winds of Sum
mer, the warm sunshine, the refreshing showers, and the earth smiling under its luxuriant
vegetation, were eminently well calculated to
direct the attention to the elements, and raise
them to a high pinnacle as objects of adoration! Finally Mahomet came, and took another step in advance. The idols had been
superseded, and the worship of the elements
must now give way to the theories of a mind
that seemed to be illuminated with divine wisdom, and which directed the attention to a
power and intelligence invisible to the
senses of mortals. The religion of the Mahometans inculcated the strictest honesty,
and that essential trait of character was more
prominent with them and exercised with far
more scrupulous care, than it is among Christians. Then came the Christians whose religion he thought a little in advance of that inculcated by Mahomet. Thus has the religious
nature of man reached out after the divine
principle, making slow progress, it is true, but
nevertheless we can discern plain marks of improvement. Now all these systems, effete with
age, ready to crumble to pieces, and having
accomplished their mission, must give way to
the grand, beautiful and practical truths of
Spiritualism! The progress of religious development corresponds in a great measure
with the physical development of man from
the lowest order of animal life, commencing
with the radiates and ascending to the vertebra.
In an able and concise manner he compared
the two, explaining the gradual unfoldment of
animal life up to man, and the development
of religious knowledge and an idea of the future, into Spiritualism. The Christians taught
love; they tried to unfold that divine principle in human nature. They had curious
ideas in reference thereto, however. The object on whom they concentrated their affections was distant. They had never seen him,
never heard his voice, and all they knew of
him was learned from hear-say testimony.
They must love that imaginary being, but received nothing in return. Self-love could not
be allowed—that was condemned, and yet they
taught that you must love your neighbor as
yourself ! Your love must all be transported
to a being whom you have never seen, while
you were expected to entertain no affection
for self, yet required to love your neighbor as
yourself. This doctrine, though erroneous,
was instrumental in doing some good—it dev< oped love within the human heart, unfolded its divine principles, and made it strong
and vigorous, although perverted from its natural channel. Spiritualism, brilliant with rare
gems of thought culled from the storehouse of
knowledge in the Spirit-world, and illuminated with the grandeur of truth, was now
ushered into existence and before its triumphant march, all other systems of faith in regard
to a Divine Providence or a future life, must
give way.

Throughouthis entire lecture, he was eloquent, at times stirring the souls present with
his genuine honesty of expression and enthu-
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city, and everybody should hear him.
In the evening he lectured on this subject,
"
Give the Devil his Due." Those who heard
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him, were highly pleased with his efforts.
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The Religio-Philosophicai
they vouch for the honesty of those mediums,
and the veritable reality of the manifestations. Journal is the pride of his life, but the beau
When an exposure of deception transpires it is ideal, which has only been delayed for the development of an
very humiliating.
auspicious time for it to apChurch has several times been similarly ex- pear, is the Little Bouquet.
Terms, single copies by mail, twenty
posed, and yet, speaking advisedly and of
cents
Speci'
what we do know, we assert that William Yearly subscriptions in advance, $1
men copies by mail, fifteen cents.
Church is a goocf medium.
After so many exposures, it is surprising
Star and Crescent Club.
that the audience do not insist upon using
The Star and Crescent Club, devoted
some means to secure him, so as to place the
to
question of his aiding in the matter beyond any dancing, has during the past winter achieved
a
great
success. This is due to the fact that
possibility.
We have so confined him several times the club would only allow "steps" of a high
that we know he could not get out of his moral tone to be taken by those present. David
fastenings without its being apparent to the once danced, and "leaped," too, before the
audience. Under those test conditions the Lord, but the Star and Crescent Club, considmanifestations were superb. On immediately ering the example of David unworthy of imitastarting a light he, Church, was found intact, tion, would not allow any of that kind of dancwithout a stitch or seal being broken. His ing. The Lord might like it, but they did not i
garments—coat, vest, shirt, pants and drawers In fact the music was too quick for any one to
were all sewed together, and the thread sealed leap, jump or turn a somersault the same as
with sealing wax. His hands were tied tightly David did before the Lord, consequently no
around the wrists, and the knots were then David was allowed admission. May 2nd the
sewed to his coat sleeves, and all sewed down club had a grand time-Miss
to his pants; then the threads were sealed with chosen May Queen, and crowned in honor of
sealing wax. Then the cord was tied around the occasion. During the Summer the memeach rung of the chair and sealed at those bers of the Club will devote their attention ocplaces; then the ends were carried off each way, casionally to getting up picnics, steamboat exnailed to the floor and sealed at each of those cursions, etc. Next Friday evening, May 9th,
points. Then his feet were placed on a sheet of the club will give another dance for the
paper marked around, his pants sewed down fit of the Committee of Ladies, who have deto the, carpet, and the threads were sealed with voted their best energies to render all the
sealing wax. After the manifestations were evening entertainments of the Winter, pleasover he was found in the exact condition in ant and profitable. We hope there
be a
which he was left—every stitch and every part large attendance.
of his clothing—everything exactly as it was
Another Good Man Translated.
when he was first confined.
During the time he was thus confined, the
[From the Banner of Light.]
manifestations were of the most convincing
Were we yet enveloped in the mists of eccharacter, so much so that if Church himself clesiastical belief, we should be tempted to
was to confess to being an imposter, we cry aloud with the psalmist, "Help, Lord, for
man ceaseth; for the faithful fail
should know that he stated that which was the godly
from among the children of men." But with
false.
vision awakened, at least in a measure, to the
We are not justifying Church for any impo- sublime comfort which the gospel of spiritsition that he may be guilty of. That is not the communion pours out to mourning hearts on
province of this article, but we emphatically every hand, we can but feal to say, "All is
well, when we inform our readers that Wm
state that which we know to be true in regard "
the senior partner of this firm, a good
hlt.e>
to his mediumship. In conclusion, we say to man
in every sense of the expression, one
our friends who have an opportunity to attend whose purse was ever open at the call of charione of Church's seances, confine him as we did. ty, and whose departure from the material
will be lamented by many of his benefiHe will quietly submit to it all if treated kindly, form
ciaries, a sympathizing friend, a citizen who
and most wonderful results will follow. If he was universally lovtd and respected
by all
declines to submit to such rigid tests, accom- who knew him, whether Spiritualist or otherhas
wise,
heard
with
ready
ear
the angelic
panied with the kindest treatment in every
summons, "Come up higher," and entered on
particular, then, of course, he should be in- the ei joyment of that grander state of existformed that his services are not needed.
ence for which his unremitting labor-for the
Under such tests we shall at any time be truth in the past has so clearly fitted him.
Bro. White was apparently in as good health
happy to have Mr. Church occupy our seance
as usual when at the office on Monday mornrooms.
ing, April 28tli, went at his accustomed hour
We do not doubt the report that he was de- for dinner, and in the afternoon left his home
tected substantially as reported, but we would at 7 Indiana place, Boston, to fulfill a business
appointment with
I. B. Rich, of the firm.
really like again to have an opportunity of dem- On his way thitherMr.
he was seized with fainting
onstrating that William Church is a good me- in a horse-car, and endeavored to leave it, but
dium, notwithstanding the honest convictions fell back powerless upon the seat and almost
immediately expired. At the time of his deof many very intelligent people to the con- cease
he had but recently completed his sixtieth
trary.
year.
These few words, pregnant with a deep
The Little Bouquet.
meaning to the hosts of personal friends and
admirers of our deceased brother, are all that
The above-named beautiful monthly maga- it seems meet that the present
should
zine, designed for the youth and children, will call forth. Silence—golden occasion
silence in the
be issued on the 15th of May, and will more presence of the event is the fittest tribute which
can be paid to the pure and elevated example
than meet the expectations of the most san- set by our deceased
brother among men. To
guine Spiritualists throughout the world. It his
afflicted family, who are called upon to
will be a work of rare beauty, and acceptable mourn the earthly presence
cf one near and
as a literary production every way suited to dear, our hearts go out in earnest sympathy.
But that this martyr to the cause of truth
the times. Its embellishments will be appro- which he
so warmly espoused, who has passed
priate and artistic.
so suddenly from the physical in the autumn
Its publisher reserves no margin of profits
- time ot his usefulness, is living still, near us
it will be furnished at actual cost estimated and active for the good of every
principle of
upon a subscription list .of twenty thousand reform, we know and are assured. As the
great
apostle to the Gentiles hath it with refor the first year.
gard to the Deity,
confidently say of our
Those who order and send fifteen cents for ascended brothej:so we
"I am persuaded that
specimen copies, will have that amount deduct- neither death, nor life, nor principalities,
nor
powers, nor things present nor things to come,
ed from the regular yearly .subscription,
and
depth, nor any other creature,
secure it the balance of the year for $1.35.
The shall be able to separate us from" his love!
magazine at regular rates—such as are charged
—
on all similar monthlies, to insure a
LETTER PROM LUTHER COLBY.
living
profit to the publisher-should be
not less than theBro. Jones:—I wrote you briefly, yesterday,
|2.50 per annum. But it has been
moment learned of the death of Bro.
the intention White, the ISenior
publisher of the Banner of
of the proprietor, for at least eight
years, to -Light, and as there were some inaccuracies in
publish a spiritual magazine
for the youth and my statement, I hasten to correct them, and I
children that should not only
can do no more fully at this time than to state
command their that
he left home
respect but their admiration and
after dinner, to
love. To the meet Mr . Rich, on yesterday,
Boylston street, where they
end that it
the sub- were to look at a building we talked of leasing,
might
become
cosmopolitan
scription price has been placed
at figures that liro. White became faint while in the car, it
wi1
stems, and attempted to leave it, but fell back
it to the family circle of
the °n
most humble
seat, anc' expired
before medical aid
I , ,6
America-aye,
our could
be rendered.
His body was conveyed
spirit friends citizens in
to the undertakers, and subsequently
say
wherever
the
English
lan
guage is spoken throughout
to his late residence, 7 Indiana street.carried
the world!
Mr.
White was a good man in every sense of the exWeca^TuX send specimen
hence we have adopted the plan numbers free; pression and died a martyr to the faith he had
so warmly espoused. His purse was ever o, e*
above-named
and we really hope to receive
to the calls of charity, and many poor people
fifteen cent
by every
mourn his exit. While we grieve that he
mail, tailing into our hands like snow will
" m Mar°h,
has been so suddenly taken from us in the
for specimen copies, to be
sent
aitumn of his usefulness, yet we rejoice to
to all parts of the country.
We are in receipt of a letter from C. D. Pace,
Esq., President of the First Spiritualist Society
of Port Huron, Mich., attesting to the truth
of a reported exposure of William Church, a
medium for physical manifestations, published
in the Port Huron Times.
Frauds in mediumship are exceedingly annoying to Spiritualists. With the best intent
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Luther Colby.
We most emphaticallyendorse all that Bro.
Colby says in regard to Bro. White. Hereafter
we hope to lay before our readers a more extended notice of our departed brother. We
only delay such notice for facts which we
hope to gather from an article that will doubtless soon appear in the Banner Light —Ed.
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know that in spirit he will b"e with us still,

and continue to labor on, as in the past, for
the highest good of his fellow-men.
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If may 17,1873 RELIGIO-PHILOSOPHICAL
Dr. Dean Clabk has gone to Sheboygan
Falls, Wis., where he can be addressed.
Db. W. Persons is performing some startling cures at Richmond, Va., where he has
promised the citizens to remain until the first

of June.
Those who wish to engage the services
of W. J. Shaw to lecture, can address him at
Lawrence, Kansas, in care of Captain W. J.
Neil], during the month of May.
Letters come from various sections in regard to the imposter, Von Yleck. When last
heard from he was in Michigan City. We have
denounced this imposter so often, that anything further we might say, would do no
good.
We have received an interesting pamphlet
from Judge Edmonds, entitled "Messages from
George Washinton, on Government and the
Future Life," entitled "Spiritual Tract No. 12."
It will be found upon our shelves, and will be
sent by mail on receipt of ten cents.
Charles H. Reed, the medium for physical
manifestations, will hold a seance at Martine's
Hall, on Ada street, between Madison and
Washington, on Friday evening, the 9th in-

stant.

perhaps, from her sittiBg up during that time.

Dear Sister, we don't know how to express
our thanks to you. You gave a correct diagnosis of her complaint without me telling you
any of the symptoms (you no doubt rememoer
my presence on the 3d inst., you told me truly
of my headache without me disclosingthe fact
to you).
Inclosed you will find a lock of hair, and if

already shown the deep interest created by

the book, and we have republished it at the
earliest possible moment, and in superior style.
It is a book that once opened will be read
with constantly increasing interest and is pronounced one of the most remarkable productions ever issued from the press. See advertisement in another column, and send in your
orders.
J. R. Buell, Secretary, writes: The Seventh
Annual Convention of the Indiana State Association of Spiritualists, will be held at Dr.
Pence'Hall, in the city of Terre Haute, Ind.,
commencing Friday, June 18th, 1873, at 10£
o'clock a.m., and continue in session over Sunday. The business will be conducted by delegates and members in attendance. Each local
Society of Spiritualists, within the State, will
be entitled to three delegates, and one additional delegate for each ten members over
twenty. Good speakers are expected in attendance. All friends of the cause are invited
to be present. The friends at Terre Haute
will do all they can to lighten the expenses of
those in attendance. Not least among the attractions offered to those attending the Convention, will be two resident mediums for
physical manifestations, who are beginning to
attract considerable attention outside of the
city.
Letter of Fellowship.
The Religio-Philosofhical Society grant-

ed a Letter of Fellowship to Hon. Warren
Chase, on the 6th day of May, 1873, constituting him a regular minister of the gospel, and
authorizing him to solemnize marriages according to law.
An Inquiry.
Bro. Jones —To me the greatest mystey in
nature is how a person can appear at the instant of death, as is often the case, attired
seemingly in the very same habiliments of
earth-life. Has everything a counterpart or
duplicate in nature? Will you or some of your
able correspondents, please answer and oblige
one in the pursuit of knowledge.
Yours Fraternally,
B. D. Evans
Williamstown, Hancock Co., Ohio.
Reply:—It is a demonstrated fact that
spirits' mirror forth the cxact appearance
af'er death that they had before theii d ciase.
Not that they retain such appearance long in
spirit-life. Without such power they could not
be identified by friends to whom they appear.
We have seen many spirits from infancy to old
age—children coming with flowers in their
hands; old people with gray hair and beard—
and often with whiskers from jet black to
pure white. The spirit when taking on materiality necessarily assimilates such elements
as are natural to it at the age it materializes. Hence a spirit would, if it showed
itself at all, have to take on elements corresponding with those that last formed its material body. It does in fact materialize itself
by virtue of law governing in such cases.
A Remarkable Case of Success, Diagnosed
from a Lock of Hair only.
DEjfti
Mrs. A. H. Robinson, Chicago, III.,
Sister:—You remember, perhaps, the diag-

nosis and prescription of a Mrs S. E Swift,
of Iconium, Appanoose county, Iowa. We
are happy to inform you she is recovering
'
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Subscriptions will be received and papers may be obtained,
at wholesale or retail, at 634 Race St., Philadelphia.

you think it necessary for her to have any fur-

yeast.

all charges, but we don't know that it will be

A Sermon by Lorenzo Dow—Scenes in Spir-

ther treatment; send it along and I will pay

necessary as she is getting along so well, unless you think the removal of the magnetized
papers necessary.
We are most fraternally yours,
M. I. Swift.
S. E. Swift.
Iconium, Iowa, April 17th, 1873.
To Whom it may Concern.
Take notice and write at once, if you would
hive a speedy reply. Give name of post-office,
town and State.
A lady w rote me from Royal Center, but
fails to give her own name and name of State.
A person writing from Bridgeport, inclosed
two dollars, but failed to give name and State;
another writes from Alton about his wife, but
fails to give name or State; another writes from
Cottage Grove about his wife, but fails to give
name or State; another writes from Muskegon,

Bristol,, Con., Jacob C. Darling says he
has for a long time been unable to walk without crutches, that he is friendless, penniless
and without a home. He asks for charity
from those who are able to aid him. Small
remittances will be thankfully received. Address as above.
The Spiritualist Society of Atlanta, Georgia,
sends us resolutions complimentary to Mrs.
Addie L Ballou, and unqualifiedly endorsing
her. That is saying all the resolutions express.
She did a good work in the South, and favorable reports are coming therefrom. She
would like engagements near Chicago. Address
her at Terre Haute, Ind.
B. F. Underwood, we are glad to learn, is
creating considerable interest in the West.
His lecture in this city, and those at St.
Charles, 111., were well calculated to set the
people to thinking. He has lately been at Madison, Wis., where he was well received. Mr.
Underwood's lectures are well attended by
Spiritualists—nine-tenths of his audience in
this city endorsing Spiritualism. They paid
him the most respectful attention, and often
cheered him.
Every week since the great tire in October,
1871, we have had inquiries regarding "A
True History of Jesus of Nazareth, by Paul
and Judas," the sale of several editions had

i

slowly, her limbs trouble her yet somewhat.
They swell up during the day. It is caused,
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it-Life and Communicationsfrom Frank
Murdock Hitchcock and others.

That the two worlds are very similar, is
constantlydemonstrated, and the following incidents in our experience will give a familiar
illustration. Passing into the interior state,
we were saluted by our old friend, Lorenzo
Dow, and kindly invited to accompanv him
for a time. We did so, and soon came" to a
place where they were holding a circus. We
entered and took our seats quietly, there being
no admission fee, persons coming and going
as they were attracted, staying just as long as
they desired and then quietly departing. There
was a large audience seated around the ring in
which they were about closing the perform-

ance. A harlequin clown was amusing those

assembled.

He asked this question,

"Why

was Admiral Farraeut like yeast?" Some one
called out, "Because he made the people rise."

"That is very good," said he, "but there is ansends two dollars, but gives no name or State; other
reason. I will put it again. Why was
another writes from Fayette, Iowa, about wife
like yeast?" "Because he
and mother, sends two dollars, but fails to give Admiral Farragut
to the mast, "some one replied, amid
any names; another writes from Lyndonville, stuck fastlaughter.
The audience were about
of
but fails to give name or State; another writes shouts
when the manager, perceiving us,
from Muskegon, sends two dollars, but gives departing,
"
called, I see our old friend, Lorenzo Dow,
neither name nor State.
a stranger with him; perhaps they have
Such carelessness is the cause of dangerous and
to say to these persons assembled
delay, when sick people need prompt atten- somethingthey
have, let them come forward.
here. If
tion.
The audience seated themselves at once and
No one should presume, because the underDow and the stranger. We
signed has prescribedfor a patient, that she re- called loudly for into
the arena, and as soon as
stepped forward
tains their names or places of residence.
quiet, Lorenzo
arose in his quaint
Her patients are numbered by thousands all they were
"
Friends, brethren and
over the world. When under spirit control for manner and said:
something to say to you on this
diagnosing and prescribing for the sick, no sisters, I have my
text will be the word Yeast
and
cognizanceis taken of anything but the nature occasion,
of the disease and the remedy. The above de- —not exactly in the manner in which you have
scribed letters will be promptly attended to on heard it, do I use it, but in the language of a
receipt of newly-cut locks of hair from the sick

persons, and proper addresses, so that letters in
reply can be properly directed.
Mrs. A. H. Robinson, Chicago,
S. E. Cor. Adams St. and Fifth Ave.

gflOfejS.
Phillip Earnscliffe, or the Morals of
May Fair, by the author of ' The Ordeal for

Wives," etc New York, Sheldon & Co. This

is the latest and most powerful of all of Mrs.
Edwards' novels.
The fame of the author

in this country guarantees a large sale of the
work.

The Passions in Relation to Health and
Disease, translated from the French of Dr. X

Bonsgeous,by Howard F. Damon, M.D. Price
$1.25 James Campbell, Publisher, Boston.
The subject treated in this book is of great importance. The book addresses itself not only
to physicians but to teachers, heads of families,
and the old and young of both sexes.
Church's Musical Visitor for May, contains the usual summary of the principal musical events of the past month, at home and
abroad; an interesting musical sketch by the
author of Postilion de Lonjumeau, entitled "The
Tin Violin." This number also contains the
complete programme and details of the Cincin-

nati Musical Festival, with sketches of the solo
singers who are to take part in it, and an engraving of the plat of the Hall. There are
three pieces of good music in its table of contents. Sample copy free. Address John
Church & Co., 66 West Fourth street, Cincinnati, O.
,

City (Eutortammwite.
[For the week ending, May 10th, 1873.]

Amphitheatre. (Formerly Nixon's.) Clin-

divine teacher, who gave forth this parable:

'The kingdom of heaven is like unto leaven,
which a woman took and hid in three measures of meal till the whole was leavened;' and
on another occasion the same teacher said,
'
Take heed, and beware of the leaven of the
Pharisees and of the Sadducees.' By the void
leaven, Jesus meant the spiritual and divine
principle, the germs of which are hid in every

terms and with all the power and pathos they
can command, the thoughts and sentiments of
the best writers and authors, to commit by

memory and repeat by rote as best they can
their part in the drama. This is certainly a
good primary school, but I had, while on

in my soul that I longed to utter upon the
stage. It is my ideal that we can by look,
countenance,voice, gesture and mein give such
a strong and clear expressionto our ideas, that
they must thrill the human soul and inspire it

pand in beauty and loveliness.
"You know that the good housewife keeps

her yeast or leaven a long time, but she must

keep it in a cool place, and take precautions to

keep it from growing, for it has a natural tendency to do this. So this divine principle,

this ,'kingdom of heaven' wkich is hid in every
human body like the yeast in the three measures of meal, may be kept so cold that it can
not grow and expand. The housewife knows
when she has placed her leaven in the dough

that she must have it at a proper temperature;
neither too warm nor too cold, and then the
process will go on as she desires it. So, my
dear friends, as I look into your interior natures I can see just what each one is doing with
this leaven of the kingdom of heaven. I can
see who it is that's keeping it too cold so that
it can not grow, and I shall be personal with
you all, my friends, because I love you, and I
want to to tell you just what you are doing,
and also what you ought to do," and turning
to us he said, "our preaching here differs from
that of earth in this, that we find it necessary
if we would grow ourselves that we make a
practical thing of it and make others grow

thoroughly mixed, and then it must be kept
just warm enough to grow. If it be too warm
it will ferment, and become sour, and if it is
too cold the bread will not rise and become
light. I have seen many persons who have

deeds or work, and put the leaven into that
and carefully kneed and work this until it is

abundance of this good leaven in them, but

they are so zealous and hot-temperedthat they
often get sour and their work is seldom well
don».
"Then there are many others who are so cold
and indifferentthat the leaven can not work
properly and their lives are partial failures.
The point to be attained by us all, my friends,
and I include myself with you, is to have the
Myer's Opera House.—Monroe street, be- leaven of divine truth properly mixed through
tween State and Dearborn streets. This (Tues- all our nature, and then by careful watching
day) evening, May 6, every evening, and Wed- to keep them at the right temperature, and in
condition.
nesday and Saturday matinees, the grand spec- good
"
I need not be more personal than this. I
tacular burlesque Sb akspearean extravaganza, said I would speak to you, but I ask you to set
"
Baa Dickey!" founded onBurnaud's Richard in judgment upon your own selves, and esIII., with an entirely original opening, pre- pecially would I beseech you in the earnest
ness of a brother and father to 'take heed and
senting for the first time at this theatre, the beware
of the leaven of the Pharisees and of
"Kitty Blanchard Burlesque Combination." the Sadducees,' and of all unrighteousness for
George Losch, musical director, with a band this always produces evil and suffering. Let
of twelve selected instruments. No change in me then urge you to seek to know more of
righteousness and truth, of that true spiritualthe prices.
ity that comes from the unfolding of all the
McVicker's Theatre.—Madison street, be- divine attributes, and having found these, for
tween State and Dearborn streets. Lucca- they are in us all as children of one common
God, let us try to realize the responKellogg Grand Italian Opera is now at this fa- Father
siblity that rests upon us, and cultivate all our
vorite place of amusement, and is greeted with powers so that we may grow and produce the
large and enthusiastic audiences. Clara beautiful fruits of holiness and peace.
"Brethren and sisters, I would have you re
Louise Kellogg will appear in the beautiful
alize that this holy and divine leaven will enplay, " Martha."
able you to make for yourselves the true bread
Aiken's Theatre—Corner of Wabash Av- of life which will not only sustain and nourish
life of God our Father,
enue and Congress street, Frank E. Aiken, us in the everlasting
will enable us to feed the hungry, clothe
Manager and Proprietor. Farewell perform- but
to minister to the
things
all
the naked and in
ances of Mrs. James A. Oates and her comic wants of those around us; then shall we grow
Opera company. This (Tuesday) evening, nearer to God in all things and be bound up in
of brotherhood."
May 6th, Flower Girl of Paris. Also, at the the holy bond
We could see that this sermon reached the
Grand Matinee to-morrow afternoon. To-mor- minds of those assembled. After this we had
row (Wednesday) evening, first time in Chi- a free time conversing with the spirits. Those
cago, Les Bavards. Thursday, Prima Donna who had established the circus came to us and
them said, "Brother, you maybe someof A Night and an Alarming Sacrifice. Fri- one ofsurprised
at finding such an instiuition
what
day, Benefit of Mrs. James A. Oates. Satur- in the spheres of the inner life " "Not> t all,"
day afternoon and night, last performance of we replied. He continued, "I am glad you
Mrs. James A. Oates and her superior Opera understand this, for, where you realize that
the conditions of the spheres are similar to
Company.
those of earth life, and know that your world
is continually tending to this, persons 10 whom

these things are a necessity, there might be no
difficulty in comprehending

and appreciating

our labors, especially when you realize the fact

that the opera, the theatre and the circus are
designed to become great moral levers ti> lift

mankind out of ignorance and bigotry, and in-
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We were sorry when the time came for us
to leave these scenes and return to the consciousness of the external, but we have endeavored to recall and describe all that we
could of this experience.
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pitssiftl to $jiirit Tile.
Gone, to join his mother (who passed to the brighter
•ide of life five years ago), from Woodland, Yale County,
Cal., Austin A. son of R. B. andO. C. Blowers, aged 17
years, 4 months and 14 days.
He had been reared in the beautiful arms of Spiritualism,
communing often with bis mother through Mrs. Dailv,
a friend of the family, and a fine test nedium and he
was pr< pared|to meet the change.
Mrs. B. A. Chamberlain.

dormant in the ground a long time, and neither

CLOCK STRUCK ONE

with loftier conceptions of the grand realities

from vast realm of ideas, and clothing them in
impressive words of their own, give utterance
to them with a power so intense that it thrills
their audiences, and fills them with a high and

ii

THE

First Investigations; Personal Experience; Communications to Advocate in 1855; Organization of Circle;
Spirit Writing; Slander Refuted; Christs Character.

of life.
"
Here I find those who in their acting

j

Now Ready

earth, ideas and sentiments born and burnsng

grow nor perish; so this divine principle can
not perish or be destroyed, but if you would
have it grow, you must do somethingto promote this, and herein lies the responsibilityof
each individual, and the necessity for each one
to work out their salvation—notwith fear and
trembling as I once taught, but in the pure air
of freedom, and the warm sunlight of the love
of God, which will make you all grow and ex-

Hooley's Opera House.—Randolph street,

advertisement.

of union be-

tween us, which has been strengthened by
many acts of yours since. I shall have something to say to you about my experiences in
this life. I have realized now the means by
which I am to attain the ideal of my life. I
found many persons here who have welcomed
me, and who belong to the theatrical profession to which my life has been devoted. I
have found several grades here—first those
upon about the same plane as in earth-life,
whose highest ambition is to recite in glowing

[.Notices for this Department will be charged at the
rate of twenty cents per line for every line exceeding
twenty. Notices not exceeding twenty lines published
gratuitously.]

also.
"
It is not only necessary for the housewife
to bring her yeast into a warm place, but she
must take the flour, which represents good

Unless you wish a premature death you will
let all the poisonous hair preparations alone.
Nature's Hair Restorative is perfectly
harmless as any druggist will tell you. See

have established a strong bond

body, soul and spirit, or mind.
"We know, my friends, that germs may lie

human being, the three measures representing

ton street, between Washington and Randolph.
Monday, May 5, every evening, during the
week, and Saturday matinee, the wonder of
wonders, "Vanek," the great decapitator.
opposite the Court House, R. M. Hooley, sole
proprietor and manager, Monday, May 5,1873,
during the week and at the matinee, after
weeks of preparation, Bartley Campbell's new
play, written expressly for this theatre, entitled
"
Risks !" New scenery—Long Inland Sound!
(New.) Dugluyn Cottage! (New.) The Varney
Villa Illuminated. The East River by Moonlight. In rehearsal, " The Gentle Savage," and
in preparation, " Through Fire."

struct them in the grand principles of life, at
the same time that they are amused and interested."
We replied that we accepted all that, and
would be happy to visit them at some future
time. He replied, " You will always be very
welcome. We have neither admission fees nor
complimentary tickets. Those who feel attracted to come are always welcomed, and our
plays, recitations and acting are always
adapted to the demands of thejaudience. You
have friends here from the theatrical boards of
your earth. One of them stands beside you
now, Frank Murdock Hitchcock." He stood
up beside us and there was a mutual recognition.
He said, "The kind and sympathetic words
uttered by you on the occasion of my funeral,

33 r. Abba Lord. Palmer.
Clairvoyant, Homoeopathic "Physician and Business
Medium, Minneapolis, Minn., Box 1050. Diagnoses disease by lock of hair or autograph and gives ptescriptions.
Will send remeoies for female weakness, Consumption
and diseases of the liver and kianevs. Traces stolen
property—delineatescharacter; advices concerning lawsuits, marriage, etc., and gives communications from
spirit frit nds. Terms, $2.00 vl4n9

CAUSE AND CURE 0F~DISEASE
Every afflicted person will be deeply interested in the
perusal of a pamphlet just published by Dr. R. Greer e,
who has been Phj sician of the Boston Medical Institute
for twenty-five years. It describes various diseases and
their proper treatment, and snould be in every family.
Price fifty cents; bui it will be sent by mail, free, to invalids, to any part of the country. Address, Dr. R.
Greene, 34 Temple Place, Boston, Mass.
vl4u9t4
Wanted: Agents for the "Contributor," a sixteen-page
undenominational,religious, and family Pi)per. Thirteen
departments. Rev. A. B. Earle writes, for it. $1.00 a
year, and one of the finest, p emiums ever offered, given
to each subscriber. Agents meet marvelous success.
One says, "It on'y needs a boy to show it—it sells itself."
A subsciiber sends 100 subscribers, and says, "It only
took a jittle over one day from my work." Large com
missions. For terms, samples, etc., address, J. II.
Earle, Boston, Mass,
\14n9t4
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my Father; Rev. J. D. Andrews, and Charles Scott.
Second Interview- From my Wife; Wm. K. Poston, and
Mrs. Lucy Leonora Winchester. Third Interview—Mollie, Bettie, Allen, Rev. John Newland Maffit, Bishop
Soule, Gen. Rivers, Rev. J. Frazer, Rev. Moses Brock,
Susannah Watson. Fourth Interview—Dr. Gilbert, Dr.
Seat, Bishop Otey. and Dr. Howcott, My Sister Mary,
Brothers Wm. H. and John A., Mrs. Mary A. Tate, Wm.
K. Poston, Bettie, Dr. Stephen Olin, Rev. Mr Hyer, and
Rev. Daniel Jones; Manner of Writing; Judge Edmond's
Letter. Fifth Interview Mollie, Wm. K. Poston, Q. C.
Atkinson. Dr Parsons Laot Interview—Mollie, Wm. K.
Poston, Allen Dupree, Levin Watson, Dr. Parsons.
The " Clock Struck One " is an intensely interesting
work in itself, and derives great additional interest from
the high standing of its author in the MethodistEpiscopal
Church in which he has been a bright and shining light
for a quarter of a century, a man \^ho in personally known
to nearly all the clergy of the South and to a wide circle
in the North and wherever known is held in the highest
esteem. These circumstances cause the book to be
eagerly sought for. This anxiety is heightened toy the
action of the Methodist Conference of which the author
is a member in disciplining him for publishing the book,
thus attracting the attention of thousands of all sects
who are anxious to read and judge for themselves the
"
Clock Struck One."
I

12mo, cloth, price, $1 50; postage, free.

*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St. and Fifth Ave..

Chicago.

per (lay! A#ent8 wanted! All classes of working peow pie, of either sex, young or old, make more money at
n
«
work for us in their spare moments, or all the time, than at anything
else. Particulars free. Address G. Stinson & Co.. Portland. Maine.
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Philosophy of Creation,

Painless Preventive of Toothache.

Unfolding the laws of the Progressive Development of
Nature and embracing the Philosophy of Man, Spirit, and
the Spirit World. By Thomas Paine, through the hand
of Hoi ace Wood, Medium.
Price, cloth, 60 cents; postage, 6 cents. Paper, 35 cents,
postage, 3 cents.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophieal Publishing House, Adams street and 5th Ave.,
Chicago.

'"PBE
SUBSCRIBER having been for many years a terx rible
sufferer from some of the worst forms of Toothache, was at last relieved by the prescription of an old
friend of his, For twenty years he has had no toothache
at all. Consequently he fe«',ls that he can WARRANT
THE PRESCRIPTION AS A PAINLESS PREVENTIVE
Or TOOTHACHE.
I will send the Prescription to any address on the receipt of $l.i 0. Address
W. P. PHELON,
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WONDERFUL ! Great Juvenile Magazine,
Choicest reading. Charming pictures. 30 cents a
year. A magnificent $1.00 CHROMO FREE,
by first mail. Splendidprices for clubs. Agents outfit,
including Chromo, 25 cents. Specimen, 3 cents. Send
at once, JohnB. Alden, Publisher, Chicago, 111.
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ME. FROTHINGHAM'S NEW BOOK.
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The Religion of Humanity,

HIS PARENTAGE, HtS YOUTH, HIS ORIGINAL DOCTRINES

By O. B. Frothingham Contents:—-I. Tendencies; IL
God; III. Bible; IV. Christ; V. Atonement; VI. Power
of Moral lDspirati>n; VII. Providence; Vill. Moral
Ideal; IX. Immortality; X. Education of Conscience; XL
The Soul of Good in Evil; XII. The Soul of Truth in
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Christianity & Materialism.
The Doctrines of the one and the Principles of the
other presented in contrast, by B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, 15 cents.
BUTTS & DINSMORE, Publishers,
36 Dey Street, New York.
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Alexander Smyth, Medium,
of Philadelphia, by the spirits taking possession of
him about one hour in every twenty-four, usurping all
his powers, giving a continued series of well connected
scenes, presenting scenery, characters and personages,
dialogue •> and actions in their regular order and successsion, embracing all the most important parsonages and
the incidents which cccuned during the sojourn of Jesus
while upon earth. There was probably no book ever
written in which such perfect life-pictures occur; every
city and country village, every river, brook and mountain, and scenery in general, is so vividly portrayed that
an actual journey through the country could hardly be
more interesting. The characters in ihis unexampled
drama are so faithfully portrayed, that, as you are introduced to each in turn, you see.n well acquainted and delighted with your company, and the many points of interest you are called to visit. The book is replete with
interest from beginning to end and had already passed through several editions when the plates were entirely
destroyed in the Great Fire, since then we have had a
verv great demand for the work from our subscribers
and the trade. The edition about to be issued will be far
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12 mo. 856 pages, cloth bound.
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without being an enthusiast; a radical, butnot
sin iconoclast; a cautious arid clear thinker,
yet not a conservative He is proud of his
native land, proud of his adopted country,
proud of being a Spiritualist; and, we believe
proudest of all of the Lyceum. The children
seem equally proud of him and appreciative.
The task of carrying out the programme
adopted was most successfully performed.
Garrett's Hall was well filled at the morning
which was devoted to conference, the
j
session,
It will
1venerable Father Lawrence presiding.
be remembered that he first suggested the
of the day, according to a communikeepiDg
]
cation he had received from the Spirit World.
At the afternoon session the attendance was
large, and the exercises opened by the Lyceum.
Mr. Lees made introductory remarks to the
point which were well received, as they could
not be otherwise. Space will not allow us to
particularize or mention by name the many
who declaimed equally as well. Suffice it to say,
the audience constantly applauded. The calisthenics were most admirable, and the concert
singing meutionably good. This portion of
the programme concluded by singing "Jubilate," Mr. A. G. Smith, Conductor of the
Painsville Lyceum, leading. Then followed
the speeches of Hudson Tuttle, O. P. Kellogg,
Mr. Winslow and Mrs Thomson, interspersed
with singing by Miss Robbins, exceedingly
fine, and repeatedly encored, and the reading
of " Davis Green and his flying machine," by
Mrs. Einina Tuttle. Her inimitable rendition
of this humorous poem, was greatly applauded.
The evening session was opened by D. A.
Eddy in a happy speech, as usual with him,
straight to the mark. Mr. O. P. Kellogg made
a speech suarkling with wit and sarcasm; Mrs.
Emma Tuttle recited a poem of the glorious
days of Rome; Miss Robbins sang exquisitely,
was encored and sang better; Mr. Thatcher
gave the concluding address in his own good
style, and then Minerva gave place to the Thes-

||t|iitvtmei|t. \
CIRCLE OF LIGHT.

1

that there is no bond whereby the different
Lyceums are bound together, and no unity of
action can be expected of them.

As for Spir-

itual Societies they are bound together by a
rope of Band, and their mass and delegated

meetings are not characterized by harmony of
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course of action. ThiB may be an unpleasant
CITY, MICH.-A. H. Mack writes statement, but its truth should lead us to con- WeCARSON
need a speaker here. Who will "come over
sider, not how organization can be effected, but and help us ?" A new
place but a good fluid open.
dare
its desirability and usefulness. Who
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claim that had Spiritualism twenty-five years seen
spirits or persons from the other land on
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occasions while all alone, and my father
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formed a system, that humanity would
was one of them.
been the gainer? Has not, on the contrary,
COSHOCTON,OHIO—B. I. Ford writes.-Have
its incalculable influence resulted from its
a work in book form called, A Search After
freedom from system, its invincible individ- you
If so, what is the price? If not what will
God?
ualizing power, and that it has had no mortal the back
numbers of the Journal cost containing
leadership? T
It has been the leaven in all systems. It has
Answer —The Searck After God, including a
penetrated the sanctuary of the church; the
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flit before my mind. I imagined it was about seven
miles square, walled in, with a double row of fourand-twenty elders, at the right of a great white
throne, equipped with these huge fiddles, sawing
out anthems to a vain glorious God, who will get
terribly angry if not incessantly told how good he
is. I was iiot converted.
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cry is everywhere, tell us more about Spiritualism,
give us tests, send us physical mediums. We are
North Tenth Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
anxious to know more about it. If the healing
mediums that come South would proclaim themThe Independent Journal.
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healers, for none others need apply—if such of
either sex would come South and settle permaBko. S. 8. J ones:—In a recent number of
nently in the large towns and cities, they would
the Journal I notice that you, in speaking of
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Wilson have done a good work in the South tne
Everywhere its influence is spiritualizing the lished in book form. The time of its appearance past Winter, and acquitted themselves with honor.
movement." I am gratified at this new assur-Mrsworld of thought. No "pent up Utica conance that the Journal will in the future, as in
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relieved.
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Spiritualists in the narrow sense of that word, speaker, Capt. R H. Winslow. He gave us two rather no spiritual exponent, has had a new revelawho desire to deny freedom of speech, on the
no more than we want Catholics, or Method- lectures. He is a ready and interesting speaker. tion. The last beast seen by John, with two
Spiritual Rostrum. I hope that this element
which grew together, mears one'.horn, the
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perhaps there never was a moment after squirming of the orthodox remind me of a wild The representatives of Spiritualism here are among
and denies the only guarantee of progress.
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when beast shut up in a cage, with both eyes punched the first minds of the place, and do themselyes and
Such a termination of the movement at Cin- when concluded. Thus happily terminated the departure of the first immortal spirit,
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the modern phase of spirit intercoursewith miracle—it only admits of the unknown.
reason shall take the place of pathies and earth; a day which has since been consecrated
among the best that we have ever heard tuted one of the finest lectures on the Harmonial
as
Iowa,
The thought of eliciting intelligence from on Spiritualism. They fully understand and ap- Philosophy to which we ever listened. The inisms."
in thought and deed to that purpose. I am remusic was finer than we ever heard
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with us this day and to shed over our councils
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as they have never been touched by the mild young. It is the ripeness of the year, proph- she has suflered, has at last reached a haven of that the Journal is gaining in favor ever so much little orators were, indeed, orators in minature.
milky manner of some so-called spiritual esying Spring; unlike the year, the Spring repose. Miss Katie Fox by her marriage to an in this conservative section, and you would be Everything was perfect—no failures—no ungraceful
Jones, to see movements—no puny voices! We thought of
papers. The world needs a bold independent that is to come, is eternal. We feel the appro- English gentleman of high birth and standing; much amused sometimes, Brother Sunday
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The Journal has in my opinion exhibited well-spent life, stands so near the threshold of passed the ordeal of her
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these qualities in a far more marked degree the great beyond. Its light illuminates his ward. Her marriage, as reported in the Lonthan any paper in existence, which is ex- soul with the dawn of the glorious day of eter- don Times, was witnessed and acknowledged
WACO, TEXAS.—S. R. Evans writes-—My sub- just been among the Spiritualists of Wilksville and
by her spirit guides in a most remarkable man- scription to your paper having expired, you will vicinity, and having never seen any mention of
clusively devoted to Spiritualism and an era is nal life.
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The work is published in response to the general demand for a reliable resume of the life, labors and wonderful mediumistic experiences of our arisen fellow-laborer
in the cause of human freedom and progress. It has been
carefully prepared by his sister, from his own journals
and letters; and from her intimate personal knowledge of
all important facts embodied, can not fail to be accurate
in every particular. It is embellished with a fine steel
portrait of the individual whose life it portrays.
The book is one that will be of interest to every Spiritualist, and to all who are interested in rare and curious
developments of mental phenomena, while the travel and
adventure of seventeen years of public life furnish incidents both instructive and amusing for the general reader.
Part second of the work contains a number of beautiful
poems, including the words of many of his songs, both
publishedand unpublished.
Price $1.50, pottage 20 cents.
For sale wholesaleand retail by the Religio-Philosoph
ical Publishing House, corner of Adams Street and 5th
Ave., Chicago. HI.
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This preparation was given Mrs. Lord while m t
clairvoyant condition. It has been well testfic
and has won for itself the name of the Golden Discovery, the Wonder of the Age, and wblcl
we offer the public without any fear of competition. It if
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Slowly the Bible of the race is writ,
Each age, each kindred adds a verse to it"
"This book, original in aim and execution, helps to meei
a want much felt. Giving the best thoughts from a date
far older than the Bible to our own day, it must tend tc
break up idolatry of a book, to banish Digotry, and give
higher wisdom and truer freedom and spiritual culture
It should be in every home in the land None should
fail to obtain it."—William Denton.
EDITED AND COMPILED BY G. B. STEBBINS.
Price, $2.00. Postage 26 cents.
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of onr country.
rich In romance and natural wonders,
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I'votittcv IPrqiiulmcnt.
BY

E. V. WILSON.

Notice to Correspondents.— Give name of town,
county and State where you are when you write. Direct
all letters to E. V. Wilson, Lombard, DuPage County,
Illinois. Never direct letters to us in different country
places, when we are speaking under short engagements, unless we so direct. Write short letters, and to the point, in

"plain talk," stating just what you mean and want, and
always date your letters.

The New Year and our Work to Date.
Gentle Reader, Greeting, often we have sent
you, and often in return have held your hand
in ours, have heard sweet words of approval,
and sometimes harsh words in reproof, and
yet we are thankful for all we have, all we receive. Are you, dear readers ? Are you aware
of the struggle, the toil, the actual wear and
tear that we speakers, seers, mediums, are passing through, in order to carry to a creedbound world our gospel of glad tiding from
the Summer-land, the home we are all going
to 1 If you are not, it is high tijne you were.
We propose in these series of articles to
bring as vividly as word-picturing can, our
year's experience before you, and when the
year is through, we shall ask you, have we
. done our duty, not alone for ourself, but for
the army of laborers who are in the field with
us f We would not like to share your approval all alone—no—no—notall alone!
January 1st, 1873, found us at our home
with Parmer Mary and our household jewels.
The darlings, how we love them, and how
fearfully we are struggling to build up a home
for them, and oh, the sacred hallowed anticipation of some time sitting beneath our own
roof-tree, all our own, with no mortgage overshadowing our joy,—Farmer Mary and the
Gentle Wilson with our darlings, with our
friends—not a few—their name is Legion—
grouped around us, worshiping God, and the
angels helping, we will shout, laughing, weeping, all our darlings, all our friends—they are
Legion—joining in this holy cheering, Our
home is free ! O ar home is free !
Reader, we weep, not tears of sorrow, but
tears of joy. Our soul is fall this mild morning. Farmer Mary is well and so are all our
darlings. It is a happy New Year's day, and
we are going to take our New Year's dinner
with our daughter in her new house. There
will friends be with us from the shore of time
and the Summer land. We dine, we laugh,
we see the angel band, they see us, and we are
happy. The day and the dinner are past, and
we then to our homes repair, leaving our
daughter and her mate. May they always be
as happy as on their New Years day.
January 2d, 3d and 4th, we are on our farm,
cheering Farmer Mary in her labors for our
darliDgs. Very dear to us are those visits to
our loved ones at the old home.
January 5;h, we, Farmer Mary and the Gentle Wilson, go to Chicago to hear our gifted
Brother Lyman C. Howe, and truly is he
gifted, speaking inspired thoughts from an angel band of men and women from their home
in the Summer-land, and as is our wont, we
took a part in the toils of the day, dividing
time with him, morning and evening. We
went home with him and his mate, and with
them bread did break.
Monday, Jan. 6th, we called on Brother S.
S. Jones in his sanctum, our first visit to the
new quarters of the Religio-Pii

losophical

Journal. Pure and holy are those rooms;
no smell of whiskey or tobaoco there. The
air, the room, all new, lresh from those impurities

Long and earnestly did we talk, Far-

mer Mary, S. S. Jones, the Gentle Wilson and
Brother Francis, of things past, present and
future. It was refreshing, truly to sit in these
elegantly furnished rooms of the Riligio Phil-

Journal office. The order, the
ornaments, the harmony, all combined was
heaven realized.
Our readers are unacquainted with one of
osophical

the workers in the Religio Philosophical

Publishing House. We refer to our genial
and very good friend, Col. Bundy, Secretary.
We met Sister A. H. Robinson, the healer and
seer. Everywhere we go, we hear good reports of the work our sister is doing. May her
shaddow ne ver grow less.
We returned to our home at night greeting
and greeted by our own loved ones.
Tuesday, January 7th, we left Farmer Mary
and our darlings for Manistee, a lumbering
station in Michigan, on the shore of Lake
Michigan, one hundred and seventy miles
from Chicago, by railroad to Pent water, and
fifty-three miles by stage from Pentwater to
Manistee, in all two hundred and twenty-three
miles north of Chicago. When we left Chic igo it was a fair pleasant morning, and continued fair weather until we reached Muskegan. Then it begun to storm, and when we
reached Pentwater the elements were in an

uproar.

Wednesday, January 8th, we left Pentwater,
three sleigh loads, sixteen men and one woman,
bound for Luddington and Mmistee, and the
storm-gods with us all the way through woods,
burnt district, and occasionally on the Lake
Shore. The north-west wind was blowing a
tearing gale.

The lofty pines were bending

like reeds before the blast; the snow falling
fast, pelting us fearfully in the face, and so
thick that we could not see a rod before us;
and when we came out on to the Lake Shore,
we knew that the storm-gods were abroad.
The swift howling wind, the pelting driving
snow, the spray from the wave high up in the
air, came full in our faces with a force that

We were soon out again in the storm, On

we sped, late in the night. Compelled to leave

our sleigh, on foot we made a mile and more
to Manistee. We had won the day. Reader,
such a storm as this we have never fought!

A

greater victory never won! Never felt we the
blessing of temperance as in this storm, and
when we entered the hotel, men could hardly
believe that which we had done. All the next
day and the next, the storm swept on, block-

ading every road. We were storm-bound in
Manistee.
January 9th, 10th, 11th and 13th, we held
house occupied. We gave many fine tests,
making converts to our cause. We found
warm and true friends here in Mmistee, and
long shall we remember the kindness we met
at the hands of our friends. We shall see
them again, and then we shall write up more
fully this City of the Pine Woods.
Monday, January 13th, we left Manistee in
private conveyance, for Chicago. On our way
to Pentwater, we met the first through mail
from Chicago and the outer world; five full
days of the snow blockade. We reached Pentwater just in time to take the first train out for
Chicago.

January 14th found us at our home at dinner.
January 15th, we left our home at 6 o'clock,
p. m., for Lexington, Ky., a stormy ride of
many miles, reaching Lexington Thursday
evening, the 16th.

We lectured there five

times to very fair-sized audiences, giving many
fine tests. We made our home with Doctor
Sneedaker, a Spiritualist—good and noble. We
gave many fine tests, and most of them were
identified. We met many who were very kind
and good to us, but unfortunately, we came in
contact with a brute in the form of a man who
outrageously insulted all in the house at which
we were a guest. We are thankful this man is
not a Spiritualist.
E. T. GRAVES, Te«t, Business and Clairvoyant Physician, Terms, $t and three stamps. ExMBS.
amines by hair or letter. Address, Morrison, Wniteside

The Pernicious Weed.

HUMAN LIFE:

AN
Exposition of Spiritualisms
Embracing the various opinions of Extremists, pro and
am, together with the Author's Experience.
BY THE AUTHOR OF

"

VITAL MAGNETIC CURE.'*

Pri^e 1.50; postage 20 cents
*** For sale by the Religio-Philosophical Publiflhinf
louse, 150 Fourth Ave., Chicago.
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forth in Manistee, speaking six times, beginning with seventy-five hearers, and concluding
Sunday night with every available foot of the

3
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Plans of Salvation
PROVED BY SELECTIONS FROM THE NEW TESTAMENT WITHOUT COMMENT ALSO SELECTIONS
FROM THE SAME WORK ON SEVERAL

IMPORTANT SUBJECTS.
A better knowledge of the real Teachings of the New
Testament can be obtained from this little work iu one
hour than iu years by the ordinary method of reading the
Scriptures.
**» For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,

Chicago.

"WHICH

SPIRITUALISM

OR^ CHRISTIANITY ?
A. Friendly Correspondence between Moses
Hull, Spiritualist, and W. F. Parker,

Christian.
Rev. Mr. Parker is one of the most eloqnent preachers
and debaters in the West, and has presented his side of
the question at issue with more than ordinary acumen;
thus enabling Mr. Hull to meet the opposition to Spiritualism in its strongest form The letters are friendly,
logical, witty and caustic. They will not only instruct
but thoroughly amuse those who read them.

Price, bound in cloth, 75 cents, postage 12
cents; paper 50 cents, postage 6 cents.
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Samuel Maxwell, M.D.

Ramblings after a Rambler; Exposures of an Exposes.
Elicited by an "Expose of Spiritualism by Rev- Gregory, Narthfield,

DRUNKENNESS and OPiUM HABIT.
C. C Beers, M. D., 345 Fourth Ave., New York, has
permanent and painless remedies, given him through
spirit aid. Ten years successful experience. Cure
guaranteed. Send stamp for evidence. [vl3n25]

THE MAGNETIC TREATMENT.

SEND

TEN CENTS TO DR. ANDREW STONE,
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book on the system of vitalizing treatment.
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The Mystery of

Metropolisville.
The New Story (ever 10,000 ordered before publication}
by EDWARD EGGLESTON, author of ''The Hoosier
School Master." of which 240,< 00 have already been published., '*The End of the World," of which 18,000 have already been published, etc. Finelv illustrated. Price, postpaid,''$|,5O. ORANGE JUDD & CO., 245 Broad[vl4i 6t4]
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Hill's New Chromo, "Hapfy Hours," will be given
to each subscriber to Amateur the best Musical Monthly. Subscriptionsonly $1 per year. Sample copies, 10c.
Lee & Walker's Musical Almanac sent to any address oa
application.
The Sabbath, tHje most complete tune-book for
Church Choirs of all denominations, will be ready about
July. Lee & Walker, 925 Chestnut St., Philadelphia,
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N. Y. Magnetic Cure.
Baths, Electricty& Vital Magnetism!
The most delightful and powerful method of healing
NRlJRALGIA,RHE(JMATISiTI, PARALYSIS) TUMORS, Dif-ei^es of the BRAIN a d
NERVES and FEMALE diseases, and we have decided success in healing diseases of the Blood, Eyes,
Ears, Throat, Lungs, Liver, Kidneys, etc Intemperance, Opium-Eating and Tobacco-u*e also cured. Patients
aad others will find a peasant home in our residence. A
skillful lady Physician always on hand to assist at times.
DR E. D. BABBITT, 229 West 38th St. near Broadway, N. Y.
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Hariffonial Depot in New York City,
No. 24 East Fourth St., Between Broadway and the Bowery.

A. J. DAVIS & CO.
Books on Harmonial Philosophy, Spiritualism, Free Religion, Science, and General Reform,
by botn American and European authors, at wholesale
and retail. Lyceum Manuals, Lesson Books, and Illustrated Literature for Children. Especial attention given
to the selection of Library Books for Lyceums free froin
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our horses were so blinded by the storm that
they could not move. Now halting, now
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and we were informed that the woman tod
WONDERFUL
one or two more were freezing to death. A
consultatation was held, when we determined Spirit Photographs.
to move on at all hazards. Our sleigh was
FOR TERMS ADDRESSWITH STAMP, STATING NUMBER OF
stalled in a snow bank. All were heavily INHABITANTS.
MUMLER,
laden. Our sleigh taking the woman started Vl3nl34t 170 W.W.H.Springfield-St.,
Boston, Mass.
on, and as we took her hands in ours we looked
into her face; it was blanched and white. We
read her soul; she was thinking of home; so
were we. It was hard to freeze—perhaps to
A. B. SEVERANCE,
die in such a storm, and so far from home. Be Will give to those who visit him in person, or
from auto
good
of
cheer, we whispered her; one hour graph, or from lock of hair, readings oi character,
marked
more and the victory is won; and on we sped changes, past and future, advice in regard to businesi,
of disease, with prescription, adaptation of
through the storm. We passed a house, gave diagnosis
those intending marriage, directions for the management
the alarm that men were freezing behind us in of children, hints
to the inharmoniouslymarried, etc.
the storm. Men with sturdy souls and strong $HK)Tms, $^*0®
foil delineation; Drief delineation,
of limb, no questions asked, went forth into
A. B. SEVERANCE.
the mighty storm with one intent to save, to
rescue from death their fellow-men. 'Tisdone, v7 nl3 tf 457 Milwaukee St., Milwaukee, Wisall are saved, and we are safe at 1 o'clock, p. m. ,
in Luddington.
After dinner a council was held; the ques- Of Kansas City, Missouri, has the only remedies that
will ensure a safe and permanent cure of thosj organic
tion, " Shall we go on?" All backed out save diseases
contracted through ignorance of natures laws,
we, the Gentle Wilson. " Let us go," said we. viC", overindulgence,
intemperance or otherwise. A
All the rest said "No." We plead necessity; greater number of persons are afflicted with those diseases than any other, and from them, man? of the evils in
then the driver consulted.
social life are generated and through false modesty or
"Old man," said he, "can you stand the inability
of their physician or ignorance of their own
physiology, are victims of insanity a d death Dr.
storm ?"
"
guarantees cures and will retnrn fee in any
We can; we are not old, but young; our Perkins
where a cure is not effected. Patients writing me
blood is hot; we are strong of limb. Driver, case
for treatment should give aU their symptoms as nearly in
we will beat this storm."
full as possible. Keep noth;ngback if you wish for a
"
cure. Address Dr Perkins, Kansas City, Mo.
We will go," said the Knight of the Whip; successful
P. O. Box, 1227.
be ready at the blast of the horn."
vl3n25yl

DOCTOR PERKINS

S _A_ IF"1 IE 1ST -A_
OR THE

MENTAL CONSTITUTION.
In Mental Science the world has had a surfeit if
worthless speculations. It now asks and needs exait
and positive knowledge, such as guides the Astrono
mer, the Mechanic, the Chemist, or the Physiologist, to
certain success in his labors. The discoveries set forth
in this volume answer this great need. They bring order ont of chaos, and reduce all mental action and laws t3
exact mathematical statements. Thus they open to ue
a new world of thought and life, for the mental laws re late us to every sphere and every act of duty and pleasure. The truths here explained are of supreme interest
and importance to all classes of persons. Not only is
this the case with regard to its general ideas, it is also
true of their special applications. The farmer, the cook,
the mechanic, the architect, the artist, the literary man,
the statesman, the teacher, and the parent, will each find
here new truths which relate to his special duties or pursuits. An examination of the table of contents will at
once show this to be the case.
The condensed style of the author has enabled hi™ tc
treat each ofjthe many topics embraced in this volume
with great clearness. For example, in the second chapter
the reader will find the Signs of Character described,
and to get the same knowledge elsewhere, he would have
to purchase a volume costing five times the price of this.
So the Word Analysis, in the seventh chapter, and the
Laws of Conjugal Love, in the sixth, are equally example#

of condensedand lucid statement.
The Safena has about 200 pages, well illustrated with
engravings. .Price, in cloth, $1.00. Sent by mail post
paid.

Vt., 1872."

CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN.
Treats all forms of disease with great success. Sends
medicine to all parts of the country. $3.00 and uock of hair
for examination. $5.0 - to $20.00 per month for treatment.
Address,72Soutli 6ch St., Richmond, Ind. P. O. Box 1285.
vl4n^tf

A Now Scientific Work

TH

Flashes of Light

BY ALLEN PUTNAM.
In response to a general demand, this able production,
has been issued in pamphlet form. Like everything of a
literary nature furnished the reading public by Mr.
Putnam, this work is full of interest, and bears the
mark of patient and earnest thought. j
~

Price, 25 cents ^postage, free.

^

From the Spirit-Land,
Through the ledinmship of

Irs. J. H. Conant,
Compiled and arranged by Allen Putnam,

*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical .Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.

Author of Spirit Works; Natty, a Spirit;
Mesmerism, Spiritualism,Witchcraftand Miracle.

§Jrogwjsissm

This comprehensive volume of more than 400 pages
will present to the reader a wide range of

—Compiled—

By Wm. H. Westcott.
Comprises a collection of some of the best and most
popular selectionsof the day, (over 200 pages,) arranged
for the use of Spiritualists for the Lecture, Circle or
Lyceum. These " Gems" are adapted to familiar
melodies, and the Songster is intended to take the place
of more ponderous music books for general use, and
has met with hearty approval from all who have seen it.
Every Spiritualist needs a copy. The following are a few
of the
SELECTIONS:
SWEET BY-AND-BY.
STRIVING FO R THIS RIGHT.
BEAUTIFUL RIVER.
MO THER KISSED ME IN MY DREAM.
REST FOR THE WfiARY.

DREAMING TO NIGHT.
HOME ABOVE—{Air: "Home Again.")
HOME OF THE ANGELS—{Air: "Star of the
Evening.1')
LOVE AT HOME.
A ATTIRE'S CALLS—(Air: "Nellie Lee.")
HOME, SWEET HOME.
SOMETHING SWEET TO THINK OF—(By
Ordway.)
WAITING BY THE RIVER.
NEARER MY GOD TO THEE.
ERROR'S TEACHINGS SHALL MOULDER IN
THE GRAVE—(Air: "John Broum.")
SWEET SISTER SPIRIT, COME—(Air: America.)
DO THE SPIRITS OF LOVED ONES COME
'If 0 TJND US—(Air:' 'Do they miss me at Home.'')
A LIGHT IN THE WINDOW.
MESSENGER'S ANGELS—(Air: "Star Spangled
Banner.11)
I HEAR THE ANGELS SINGING—(Air: "Ever

of Thee.11)

Bound in Cloth and Board Covers, per copy 50 cents.
^""Liberal discount to Lyceums and the trade.

A G-oodL Head of Hair Restored by a Spirit Pre-

Useful Information, gCieiltiflc Dispisition,

Life,
Soul, Spirit Celestial Body.
A most beautiful book,
in the author's usual

written
finished style, aflash with spiritual illuminations and
affections. It contains the testimony of the departed
respecting what they see and hear of the "better land;"
the philosophy of life, the moral ratio of worlds, the
brighter views of the transition called death, the true
uses of funerals on a more attractive scale, and visions
of the "Beyond." It is a casket of sweet immortelles,
and a Bethlehem star in every bereft home.
Price, 75 cents; postage, 12 cents.

and

Disease,

AND THE

PsycMoEicai leM of Treatment.
BY W. F. EVANS.
"'Tisthe great art of life to manage well the restless
mind."
The above is a very valuable work of 360 pages, cloth,
12 mo. Price $1.50: postage 20 cents.
*» For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, 150 Fourth Ave., Chicago.

OLD THEOLOGY
TURNED OR

UPSIDE

RIGHT SIDE

Down; Up:
By a Methodist Minister.
The Resurrection of the Dead; the Second Coming of
Christ: the Last Day of Judgment—showing from
the Standpoint of Common Sense, Reason, Science, Philosophy, and the Bible, the Utter
Folly there is in the Doctrine of a Literal
Resurrection of the Body, a Literal
Coming of Christ at the End of
the World, and a Literal
Judgment to Follow.
BY REV. T. B. TAYLOR, A.M., M.D., AUTHOR OF
UTHB inebriate," "death on the plains," and one
anonymous work. Price, paper, 75 cents; cloth $1.25;
postage free.

RADICAL DISCOURSES
—ON—

RELIGIOUS SUBJECTS.
—BY—

WILLIAM DENTON.
CONTENTS:
Man's True Saviors.
Be Thyself.
The Dtluge in the Light of Modern Science.
Is Spiritualism True?
Orthodoxy False since Spiritualism is True.
What is Right?
Who are Chr stians?
Christianity no Finality.
The God proposed for our National Constitution.
A Sermon rom Shakespeare.
Price $1.25, postage 16 cents.
***For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philo
gophical Publishing House. Adams street and 5 ifth Ave.,
'

Chicago.

Uevised

Heoond

Edition.

OR,

ARTIFICIAL SOMNAMBULISM,
HITHERTO

CALLED

MESMERISM,

Geographic Description,

OR,

—AND—

Spiritual Revelation.

Animal Mag-netism.

The Disembodied Minds of
THEODORK PARKER,
WILLIAM ELLERY CHANGING,
THOMAS PAINE,
REY. HENRY WARE,
JOHN PIERPONT, and many other
Distinguished Lights of the past,

HISTORICAL SURVEY OF MESMER'S OPERA
TIONS, AND THE EXAMINATION OF Tlir
SAME BY THE FRENCH COMMISSIONERS.

HERE SPEAK
TO THE

EMBODIED INTELLIGENCES o TO-DAY.

CONTAINING

A BRIEF

PHRENO-SOMNAMBULISM;OR, THE EXPOSITION OP PffRB
NO-MAGNETISM

AND

NEUROLOGY.

A NEW TIEW ANB

DIVISION OP THE PHRENOLOGICAL©RGANS INTO FUNCTIONS, WITH DESCRIPTIONS OP THEIR NATURE ANB
QUALITIES,ETC., IN THE SENSES AND FACULTIES;AND
A FULL AND ACCURATE

DESCRIPTION

OP THE VARIOUS

Their utterances, as given through the lips of MRS. J
H. CONANT, recorded by the pen of the phonograpihe
scribe, have awakened the greatest interest in Society
concerning

PHENOMENA BELONGING TO THIS STATE; INCLUDIN«
ITS DIVISION INTO TWO DISTINCT CONDITIONS, VIZ:

THE ORIGIN" OF MAN,

STRUCTIONS HOW TO ENTER AND WAKE PROM EITHER.

The Duty Devolving on each Individual,
AND THE

THE

WAKING

AND

FREEDOM FROM ARTIFICIAL CONSTRAINT
AND

THE

Added Light of the Spirit-World
Render inevitable to the reflecting soul entering it in
obediance to the fiat of

NATURAL LAW.

CONTENTS:
Chapter 1. The Abseneist; Initial Reflections.
2. Eirly Recollections; Visions and Thoughts.
3. Boyhood Days; Mental Influences; Nature.
4. A vivid Dream; H >me Conversations; Giugerbread
Visions; A father's Counsel.
5. Contemplations,The Ancient Prophets; Swedenborg
and Andrew Jackson Da?is.
6. The Phenomena of Spiritualism; The Fox Family;
A Mother s Advice.
7. Went to hear the Kappings; Kev. Charle3 Hammond; Motives of the Departed.
8. Vurioas Opinions concerning the Dead.
9. Reflections; Free Tninkers; Beauty of Nature; A
Btrange Sight.
'
1. Personal Realizations; A Vision.
a 'li' Travel; Singular Phenomena in Spring6
field,
Ills.
"
12 Dr. Bell's Statement, with Thou.hts concerning
the Springfi H D m rnstr itions.
15. Popular Preju lice-; Miss Irish, the Medium.
14- Convictions; P.ivate Scenes and Friendly Messages from
the Unseen
15 Conscienti .us Scruples; Traveling with the
Spirits; A Prayer
16. Contemplations; Strange Feelings; A Voice of
Counsel; Spine Messages.
17. Friendly Acquaintances: A Letter from Home:
Sickness; A Touching Oomnunication.
18. Personal Affairs: My Father's Death; Angel
Gaardianslrp; Move to Mi hiean.

ing^in spirits' •

5 -A. Voice; Planchette; Hear-

SLEEPING,

WITH

PRACTICAL

IN-

The Identity of these Conditions with other
States and Mysteries,

Together With

DESTINY OF THE RACE,
As treated from the several standpoints which the

Reason and Recompense;

BY J. O. BARRETT.

Health

Both in

Theologic Explication,

THE MASTEREON

Springfield, Mo.

TUB

Influence of the Mind
On the Body,

aixjvxjcn

The book is composed of extracts from answers to
scription.
some of the most important questions proposed at the
Banner of Light Free Circles, and will meet the desire
Editor Journal:—For the benefit c my friends and
of multitudes of Spiritualists all over the country.
me world, I desire to make this brief statement.
As an encyclopcedia of Spiritual Information it will be
I have been almost entirely bald for about six years. ; without a superior.
Had tried almost everything that I could hear recom- |
CLOTH $1.50; POSTAGE 20 CENTS.
mended, and firmly believed that nothing could restore
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philomy hair.
sophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave..
One year ago this month I wrote Mrs. A. H. Robinson,
Chicago.
the healing medium, 148 Fourth avenue, Chicago, as a
please
my
wife.
resort—or,
rather, to
last
Mrs. R. immediately prescribed for me. I did not get
all the ingredients for the Restorative until some time in
June, 1871. I then commenced using it as directed, and
was encouraged, because it was the first application that
OR,
had been felt upon the scalp,—it causing a smarting sensation. I continued the use of this preparation about
three months, when I could see the hair starting in spots
all over my head, and I now have a very comfortable
head of hair, which money cannot buy. 1 am asked
A REVELATION CONCERNING THE LAWS OF MIND
almost every day how it is, and what I had used to bring
AND MODERN MYSTERIOUS PHENOMENA.
my hair back, all agreeing that it is unaccountably
strange, etc., etc. And here let me state, that not one of
all the eminent physicians I had consulted had given
any encouragement, but, on the contrary, had told me
BY MARCENUS R. K. WRIGHT,
that I never would get a head of hair.
I can fully substantiate the foregoing by 10,000 witnesses, if necessary, and will answer correspondents if
The Self-Hade Author and Seer.
desired M. K. Smith.
Mr. Smith inclosed a lock of his hair along with the
above letter. It is about one inch in length, and of a
dark brown color, soft and jlively as that of a young
man of twenty.
Mrs. Robinson diagnoses the case and furnishes the
Restorative complete (sent by express or by mail) on
receipt of a letter in the handwriting of the applicant
or a lock of hair. She diagnoses each case, and compounds the Hair Restorative to suit the temperament of
each person whose hair is to be restored.
The Restorative never fails to reproduce a good head
of hair in less than one year, no matter how long the
applicant may have been bald.
Address Mrs. A. H. Robinson, corner Adams street
and 5ti Avenue Chicago, 111., inclosing $5.00, which
cover* full expentt of diagnosing, remedy, and postage
or expressagp

E^VIENTAircUREr
ILLUSTRATING

BY ARTHUR MERTON.

County, 111., Box 255. vllnTlf

Agents wanted everywhere. Business ytrictly-fegitimater
Particulars free. Address, J. WORTH & Co., St. Louis,
Mo. vl4n2yl

For the benefit of those who have good sense enough
to wish to rid themselves of the filthy and pernicious
habit of using tobacco, we publish the following letter:
Mrs. A. H. Robinson—Dear Sister:—I sit down to
throw in my testimony with the rest. I have used tobacco twenty-five years. The appetite for it was hereditary,
and I felt lost without it. I found that it was destroying
my health, and driving me blind, and as heretofore I
could not stop its use without longing for it, especially
when I saw anybody using it, 1 sent you two dollars,
procured a box of your Tobacco Antidote, and am now,
after using one box, entirely free from its use. I can
sit down m a room where the pipe and tobacco-box are
passed around, and all partakiug of it, and not feel
moved to want a chew, or to smoke a pipe. I am thankful I have got rid of the obnoxious weed, for my health
is better, my eyes are now well, and I begin to feel like
a new man. I shall try to persuade others to do as I have
done, and thus I may act as an agent in the case.
Very respectfully, yours, &c.,
W. W. Porter.

Price, 10 cts.; postage free.

*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philoeophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.

The Well-known Psychometrist

I

NATURE'S LAWS

AN ACCOUNT OF SEVERAL OBSTETRICAL CASES DELIV
ERED WHILE BN THIS STATE; THE PROPER METHOD
OF PREPARING SUBJECTS POR SURGICAL OPERATIONS; THEIR MANAGEMENT DURING AND AFTER THE SAME, AND THE LATEST AND
BEST METHOD OP CURING DISEASES,
ETC., IN THOSE PERSONS WH©

ARE IN THAT CONDITION.
BY

Wm. B. Fahnestock, M.D.
The author of the above-named book is a philosopher
of large experience and great merit. In this work he
treats of the philosophy of mind, as demonstrated by
practical experiments during the last twenty years.
No work has ever been published which so thoroughly
demonstrates many popular theories to be unfounded
and fallacious, and at the same time gives a rational theory for phenomena manifested.
Dr. Fahnestock is a thorough believer in spirit communion, and teaches in this work the modus operandi to

a demonstration.
12 mo., 328 pages.
Price, $1.50; postage 16 ceats.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.

STMAWGE VISITOMS:
A Series of Original Papers,
EMBKACTNO

PHILOSOPHY, SCIENCE, GOVERNMENT, RELIGION,
POETRY, ART, FICTION, SATIRE, HUMOR,
NARRATIVE,

AND PROPHECY.
BY THE

SPIRITS OF IRVING, WILLIS, BRONTE, RICHTEB,
THACKERAY, BYRON, HUMBOLDT, WESLEY,
HAWTHORNE, BROWNING,
AND OTHERS

Now Dwelling in the Spirit-World.
These wonderful articles were dictated through a clair
yoyant, while in a trance state, and are of the most in"
and enthralling nature.
^
rm?
The sale of this extraordinary work has been of the
most unprecedented nature.
Elegantly bound in cloth.
Price, $1.50. postage, 20 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, 150 Fourth Ave., Chicago.

^^ere6tin^

FOUR LECTURES
BY

THOMAS GALES FORSTER.
1.—An Address on Spiritualism.
2.—The Analogy between the Facts of the Bible and
the facts of Modern Spiritualism.
3 —Man a Religious Animal; or, the Devotional Ele
ment in Man.
4.—Man a Trinity.

2 ). A Rem irkable Message.
21. Principle of WiJl.
22. Spirit Hearing Established; Imprisoned in
Psychology; Suffering and Success.
These able and learned addresses weie delivered by
Price, $1 25; postage free.
Mr. Forster in Apollo Hall, N. Y., under the auspices of
the Society of Progressive Spiritualists, during the month
For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth
of November.
Chicago. Ave..
1 Price 15 cents each; postage Scents.
t
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|rntlj toears n* mask, botus at no Ijuman serine, scelts neither place nor applause:

slie ottlg asks a faring.

YQL.XIY. CECICJLG-O, !k£j^~24:, 1873~ ~~l22£££S£r£S:\
Mrs. Burton replied: " He has gone; another
i
spirit
is coming to write for you,"
Her hand then began to tremble, and imme<
diately
to write as follows, the

through ner, tola a gentleman or tnis city—a
writer on this paper—that in a certain number

Select jhrettg*

of months his wife would bear him a living
child; that at a subsequent time, the week, the
day, the exact hour when the child should be

FOURTH MESSAGE.

born and its sex were foretold, and that all
came to pass exactly as prophesied or foretold
by Mrs. Burton while in a clairvoyant state.
All this we do positively know.
We called upon Mrs Burton on the after
noon of Thursday, March 13, to find her at

Tom Paine is the man who takes whatever
pluck there maybe in a man and helps to
mould him into shape. He will learn men
through their grand interior sense of conception—the force of inception and the influx of
'
to the blood
home with her family. On asking for what is odic force—that they are to attend
body of practical use and energy, if they
called a sitting, she expressed a willingnessto and
for atonement; that Christ's blood will
accede to the request. She seated herself on a wishwash
away one stain of crime, of guilt, or
sofa, near a window, looking out upon Nine- not
one blot of ignorance. He is endowed with
teenth street. In the grate a coal fire was the
gifts of progress which carry him fa3t and
burning brightly. There was light enough to
faster—hand over hand to the acme of happiread in any part of the room the finest print.
Taking into her lap a common portfolio, and ness, and is yet full of work, carrying out
and workinto her hand a lead pencil, she requested us plans which he devised on earth,
the grand interests of all. I will not
to be seated on the sofa near her when the ing for
let him monopolize time and opportunity
following conversationensued:
for I wish to say something. I am
Mis. Barton—"Whatis it you would know here,
yours to command,
of to-day f"
Stonhwall, Jackson.
Editor— ''We would see what information
Editor—We are glad to hear from Tom
your guide, or control, or spirit intelligence
can give of events, past, present or to come— Paine, and from one who was so brave a
what prophecies will be made, that we can patriot as StonewallJackson. Will the spirit
see in after days how much reliance there is tell us any thing of public importance—any
to be placed upon the truth and intelligenceof thing to say to the people of the South, or
of the North, relative to the right or the
that which you call spirit control."
Mrs. Burton—"We will see what is said or wrc it of political affairs, that our duty to men
told us. Will the spirit write for us to-day ma> !.i known and performed? If knowledge

A SPIRITUAL SONG.
BT GKOBOE MACDONALD.

The times are all so fearful!
The heart so full of cares !
To eyes that question tearful
The future spectral stares.
Wild terrors creep and hover
With foot so ghastly soft!
The soul black midnights cover
Like mountains piled aloft.
Firm props like reeds are waving.
For trust is left to stay;
Th<> thoughts, with whirlpool-raving,
No more they will obey.
Frenzy, with eye resistless,
Decoys from truth's defense;
Life's pulse is flagging listless,
And dull is every sense.
Who hath the cross upheaved,
To shelter and make whole ?
Who lives from sight received
That he may help the soul ?
Haste to the tree of wonder;
Give silent longing room;
Outgoingflames asunder
Will cleave the phantom gloom.

'

can l i;r parted from you from your standpoint, i :ur here to ask for it, and to make
rec< rd (1 v ur ideas, that the world may
1

that we may know of the questions asked and

gain knowledge?"
In a minute or so she began writing with a
pencil on common print paper, several small

know wldi <.: truth or falsehood there is in the
idea of commuaications from those who have
while chatting and talking as her hand moved passed from darkness to light—from supposition to reality.
over the paper in its work.
Mrs. Burton's hand soon began to write this,
FIRST MESSAGE.
"When you come together, make a point of the
FIFTH MESSAGE.
invoking high authorities, and then of tryI must try to bring all men into closer raping the spirits to see whether they are capable
to instruct and to edify, and if they can port with you through the medium of your
paper, and the instruments which you contemharmonize one with the other.

Draw thee an angel tender
In safety on the strand;
Lo ! at thy feet in splendor,
Outspreadsthe promised land.

sheets of which were in the portfolio, all the

Scribner's for May.

SPIRITUALISM EXAMINED.
Accoftnt of a Yisit to a Medium, Mrs. Juliette T. Burton.

unless strongly individualized while on earth,

are apt to lose or to forget their names after

heretofore;

death, and then to take any earthly name
when sending messages."

it than its friends dare admit. At all events,
the new belief is an old one, and its followers
and believers outnumber to-day those of any

'

.
'

.

/

and if you

have faith in me,

you must adhere to this troth which I would
"
Do not be afraid to utter truth, in what
utter:
Editor—"We would like to hear from some
soever it may be presented." But if you
other religious belief in the world. We desire person known on earth—some person known form
learn of other spirits what is good
the readers of these chapters to preserve them of all men, if there is such a one in the Spirit- would
other uses, you must ask of such as get into
—to read them carefully—to sift out the good land, within earth reach, who can and will in
rapport with you, they being subject to be
from the bad—to compare the evidence as it write or communicate through this medium to
for that purpose alone.
shall be given from week to week, and to hold a person who is searching for facts, and who used
Question—What do you mean? We do not
fast only to that which shall be good. Our does not care a whit for generalities when on a clearly
comprehend.
purpose is to investigate, not to endorse; to let mission of this kind."
Answer—I mean that one spirit may be cogfacts stands for themselves, knowing that
Mrs. Burton's hand then began to write in a nizant
of what you need in business purposes;
wheat and chaff grow together till winnowed rapid manner, this, the
another, of what you need spiritually and finanand separated by men who dare work. WttereSECOND MESSAGE.
cially.
ever information is to be had, there is the,
At this the hand of the medium paused in its
"There will not be any name given in Heaven
place for an editor, the mission of whose paper
is similar to Nancy, or to Jane, Molly, work, and she remarked: " He has gone, but
is to cut open the sod; to prepare the ground, which
or Kate; but a name significant of the gual tics here comes another influence to speak to you,"
that seed may grow.
the spirit will ba administered. Every soul and at once began writing the
Our first visit for the purpose above named, \ of
enters the indefinite has his or her name
SIXTH MESSAGE.
to obtain material for these chapters, was to1 who
as a mortal and as a spirit. This peculation on
the residence of Mrs. Juliette T. Burton, on eanlh
Now my faithful, dear brother, you must
spiritual
status
are
registered
the
in
and
pluck for whatever is right, for the right
Nineteenth street, near Sixth avenue. This
belonging to the section, spheroid, or have
lady lives a quiet, retired life. She does not| book
shall have music poured into it and be heard.
county,
city.
to
aud
equivalent
state,
zone,
advertise for nor seek notoriety. In fact, she
You must now open your mouth, for we will
when an investigator of Spiritualism
shrinks therefrom. She is a native of Rich- Then
talk through you. In the nd we design to
looks
name
whom
the
of
the
friend
he
wants
mond, Va., the exemplary wife of a physician s for, he must ask the guide of the medium to bring the whole United States together, and to
of this city, Dr. Burton, and the mother of; look up the spirit known by his or her earthly. harmonize the sections. Th ire may be misery
three children, all of whom are now in the name.
and confusion for awhile yet', but there will be
justificationand compensation,and to the peoother world. She is a frail, pleasant-looking\>
of
hand
ceased
for
a
Here
control
the
the
lady of the best families, who was brought up moment, when, as Mrs. Burton said, "Here pie everywhere success. I will say more to
to despise and disbelieve in all the manifesta-[ comes a stronger spirit, like one with authori- you at some future time.
tions which have at last forced her to believe ty," her hand began writing the
Thomas Jefferson.
as she now does, that spirits of those who livAt this point Mrs. Burton, the medium,
MESSAGE.
,
THIRD
ed, still come and go like winged messengers
went into a deep trance, or clairvoyant state
from this state of existence to that which shallI I come to you this day to give you the opinion and spoke as follows:
your
of
knowledge
have
individual
of
huformed
I
follow, all the while in full
influence
FROM THEODORE J AltKER.
man life, actions and events which they are3 both in the temporal and the spiritual spheres
"I am glad to see you here to-day in search
you
which
to
mould,
belong.
or
have
agent
the gold
shape
in
as
You,
and
sir,
working to
finite power. Mrs. Barton believes in Spirit- which needs the hottest fire to liberate it from of knowledge, especially for that knowledge
ualism as she does in God—in that which is3 the ore, which is so heavy that the lever which which will benefit your fellow-mortals, and be
good. She is a lady perhaps a little past the3 drags it up from beneath the crust of circum- of service to the public. In the spirit-land we
noon-day of life, and lives a pure life as be- stances needs to be strong and of the steel have cognizance of affairs and actions on earth,
which is forced from inspiration itself. You and do strive continually to benefit, by all
come the best of women.
Her reception-room is a curiosity. There iss have the work in your hand which is to hand means in our power, those, who are yet benothing of the artist about her, yet the walls9 you over to posterity as the Evangelist for a hind us, but ever dear. The cause of humanare covered with oil paintings, the work of herr certain class which is now knee-deep, head- ity is the cause of God. To day, we knew
hand while she is in a state of unconscious- over-heels and spine thick in the ignorance here of your coming to thi* place to gain information. A circle of spirits have met and
ness. In a room darkened, so the glare of thee which their progenitorsinculcated.
to
sun will not hurt the eyes, she sits on the floor,, You must needs have help from outside chosen me their President for this occasion
with a prepared canvas in her lap; paints andi sources to bring yourself to comprehend your- speak to you. Your motive in entering upon
brushes by her side. Like one who walks ini self who are divinely made, participatorof theb this investigation has much of speculation in
sleep, she works unconsciously and produces aa kingdom and kingdoms in nature, which will1 it. You would increase the circulation of
complete picture at a single sitting. And suchii bathe your mentality, wrap your affectionatee your paper equally with your desire to bring
no
curious pictures. Groups of heads and fpces,i, and help your spiritual to a seat in the highestt truth to your readers. With this we find
- ranksof future progress. You have been holdi fauU, for good will come of it. Your readers
represents men, women and children of differ•some to
ent nations. Faces on which other faces aree back, straightenedin means and crucified in dei-- will rapidly increase; some to see,
painted. Arms aud hands on which faces andi sire for a purpose which your guides are cog;-- study, many to condemn. As you present the
thereto
other arms and hands are painted. Paintingss nizant of, but which we, as outside influences,I truth, men will know it and '.;ve heed there
is
h are not permitted to understand in full. I havee in due season. You are like/h peach;
of ladies dressed in laces and garments which
1< ok
under a magnifying glass reveal numerouss seen that you are to cross the gulf of prejudicee much about you fair and 1 teautiful totothose
other faces. There are faces of scholars andd and to s>can the summit of realization, and too upon, pleasant to the taste, :* tractive
of that peach
thinkers—of children and adults, and allII be a pillar in the grand floor of the philosophyy who read and who think. Inside
- of man's eternal right to be his own master, to0 is a bard seed. It needs hard blows to cr ick it.
wonderful to behold, as they are perfect in de3i-Inside of that seed is a kernel. To the tast<
sign and attractive in execution. One picturee work out his own salvation, and to be respon
it sible in judgment to himself alone. Go ahead1 it, is bitter. Men who do not know whj
is that of a middle aged man. The spirit
is Bij brave and strong, patient and willing Goo tiiii gi are a« they are, say it is too bitter, bui
which controlled her hand, wrote that he was
your impressionss they say it. is sound. If you would be less bit
at one time the second son of a wealthy Eng-r- where you are led—follow
it and command success. I am soon to i etr,r t.er and qually sound, your power for gooc
lish gentleman—that he passed on to the Spirit
:e you cry "out of the woods!" If you can only
y would be increased an hundredfold. In t
World, and now that he had found a chance
your integrity along with you and shutit por ion of your pap^r is a kicdly seritiment
to communicate with earth, wanted to sendd carrytongue
all enemies' creed of forgiveness
is Mud a love for all mankind. Spread that senti
back greeting to the family. Mrs. Burton hadd the will beof
jl ment over mora of your pen-work, and d(
the man for the times, the sentinel
it you
the portrait copied by a photographer and sent
d | for the watch, the spirit for God. I am yours,3, more good. To y<ai much has been given
on to England. A letter ha3 been returned
Thomas Paine.
js faithfully,
much is being gi n; much more will be given
from the family, saying the picture completes
After the signature was made as above,3, Take heed that jon use jour talents wisely
n
the link a chain of family portraits ;--that from
as Mrs. Burton's hand stopped writing, when wee for your work on e«r ti is by no means fin
the dress, the style and the wonderful likeness
ished. There are other duties than those o
1 I Eskcd
they believe it to be exactly as represented.
"
5-- the sanctum for you to enter upon,
YVill Tom Paine tell us, through the me
Call it Spiritulism or what you will, we <k dium,
"
it
where he is, what he is doing and what
You ask of public affairs. This we wil
rknow that while in a trance, or state of clair;e
another world?''
tell you as prophecy, and the world will knov
voyancy, Mrs. Barton, or the intelligent his interest in this or

lo\

t*T» - y-

I

'

looked in at the window of M msieur the Marquis in Dickens' " Tale of Two Cities," upon
the fence near a chamber window, and utter-

the weak, the principles of liberty; a man
who can speak, and who will be heard. Abk

not who that man shall be, for it is not for
you now to know. There will be bloodshed,
and peace will come after that. Defend the

ing revengeful cries for blood that had been
wantonly shed. A practical feature of this
complicated case is that the persecuted family

right and stand by the truth, God will take

care of the rest. On earth I was known as
Theodore Parker. You have friends here who
watch over you with care, and who rejoice at
the work of those who strive to make mi n

happier and better. Go on in your good work,
and I will invoke in your behalf the aid of
Almighty God, whose workers we all are."
The interview here terminated, as the medium aw kened from her trance.
Spiritualism in a New Form.
For some time past it has been known here
and elsewhere that there were remarkable spiritual manifestations in the village of Alton,
Wayne county, whereby a lady acting as a
medium, dead persons had appeared in bodily

substance to living friends, and held communication with them, even to conversation and
grasping of hands, and this in presence of a
number of persons.

have become so terrified that they refuse
to live in the house, and that in consequence
the owner of the building has privately offered
it for sale at less than its value.
The last episode in this ghostly catalogue
occurred on the 10th inst., in Newark. Upon
the night of that day not less than six hun-

dred persons appeared at the corner on Spring
street, where the tract of the Morris and Essex Railroad crosses the street. The rumor
had spread abroad that on the KKh of every
month appeared at that spot a phantom locomotive, controlled by the ghost of one Nate
Nicholls, an engineer who about five years ago
lost his life at that point. Midnight was the
hour when the locomotive might be expected,

[From the Kochester Union, of February 20.]

A number of citizens of

and, strange as it may seem, developing as it
!does an extraordinary degree of superstition
in this age of enlightenment, hundreds of people, at the hour named, were shivering in the
jcold
night air, on the corner mentioned, waiting for the coming of the spectral engine and
engineer. A breathless silence prevailed in the

(

gathering as the midnight hour approahed,
\and for a brief space a genuine
sensation in

\the superstitious

crowd was caused by the in-

genuity of a wag, who repaired to a neighbor:ing
engine-house, and, at the proper moment,
;sounded
an earthly shriek with the whistle of
nothing of Spiritualism, and who have been one of the
locomotives.
greatly surprised, and avowed themselves
mirm
wholly unable to account for what they saw
A Haunted House.
and heard. Nothing tra,,spiringin relation to

Rochesterhave been to Alton and witnessed
these exhibitions, including some who knew

'

Spiritualism since the Fox family made its ap-

pearance here many years ago, has caused so
much excitement as these developments at
Alton.
The Oswego Palladium has the following in
relation to these manifestations:
"Alton is a pleasant and modest little village

on the line of the Lake Ontario Shore Railroad,
now building westward from this city to the
establishing future results, both to the mortals Niagara river, and with which, by means of
and spirit, finance and government. You this new road, we are brought into neighbormust heartily receive my congratulationsupon ing relations.
"From this fresh and breezy country retreat
having arrived at a position through whose
conditions you do more to enhance the inter- comes a most remarkable story of spiritual
story as marvelous as it is
ests of a people sore and distressed, than ever manifestations—a
startling.

Editor—"Nancy!—who is Nancy? What
does she i now about this business? What
Nancy is it that thus writes without a postscript?"
Mrs. Burton—"I would explain that spirits,

In these chapters we purpose to give facts,
incidents, and information aa it can be obtained We believe there is more truth in that
which is erroneouslytermed Spiritualism than
most people believe, and more of humbug in

President Grant has entered upon his last

term of office. He has failed. His successor
will be a man holding views the reverse of his;
a man of pluck, who dare defend the right,

plate using in its colums will be effective in
riveting attention, fixing interests, and thus

Nancy.

BY MARK M. POMEROY—CHAPTERONE.
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"Alton has a medium—a lady of eminent

social standing, and the most respectable family
connections, who displays the unheard-of
power to conjure the fleshy re-appearance of
the dead! She holds seances at the house of a
resident of Alton, though she herself, we understand, lives in Sodus. Every thing that transpires is done in a room wherein the lights are
not dimmed, but are allowed to burn in the
ordinary way, while the seance proceeds. The

We hear of a fearful case of Spiritualism,
or whatever else it may be termed), in the
First Ward of this city, Syracuse, N Y.
John Miller, who resides on ICirkpatrick St.,
ivers that a few nights since he was aroused

i

:rom sleep by some unusual noises in his
louse. Mr. Miller resides in a house recently
uuilt, and which he rents from a wealthy individual in the First Ward.
On the night in question Mr. Miller had retired to bed and had been asleep but a short
time when the most unearthly noises commenced, by which he . was

awakened, and

which he could not account f6r in any manner.
At the instigation of his wi'e, Mr. Miller
arose and proceeded to make an investigation.
He found every door in the house open, and

on the wall on one side of the room was written the words in English:
"

John Miller, you must make a better living

for your family!"

On the wall on the other side of the room
was written the same sentence in German.
Miller was horror strickc n. He knew not
what to make of these

strange proceedings.

The most frightful noises continued all that
and the next morning he, together with
nary size and description, having an aperture night,
family, vacated the premises, after having,
about the siza of a common looking-glass, at his
as he swears, nailed up alt the doors with fourwhich appears the re-habilitated spirit of the inch
spikes.
deceased person, and through which friends
Again visiting the house in the afternoon he
even shake hands and converse with those found
all the doors wide open, the furniture
whom they have looked upon as forever lost, so scat;ered
about, and everything in the utmost
far as regards the earthly form.
A gentleman of this city, whose veracity confusion.
Mr. Miller is positive that no human agency
is above dispute, was lately present at one of
have been brought to bear in this mystethese seances. He says that after a time there could
rious business. He has vacated the house enappeared to him the form of a brother who tirely,
and refuses to return to it under any
died in a distant State, and who was not and
could not have been known to the medium or considera'ion.'
Miller works himself into a fearful state of
any other person in the room. The appear- excitement
when reciting his adventures in the
ance was so vivid and life-like that he invol- haunted house.—Ex
untarily started up to proceed towards it, but
was suppressed by some one present. It disA Genuine Haunted House in Kentucky.
appeared, but in a moment came forth again,
this time leaning out from the cabinet, and
[Columbus, (Ky.) Dispatch, February 1.]
stretching forth its hand in salutation. He then
Mr.
Rison, living in the house formerly ocrushed forward, grasped the hand and shook

medium alone occupies a cabinet of the ordi-

it—a flesh and blood hand—pressed it between

cupied by Mr. Wad dell, and afterward by Mr.

his two palms and kissed it; they then held a
conversationtogether. He relates that at the
same seance there appeared to him the form of

M. W. Matthews, at night hears strange and
unaccountablesounds—sometimesas of an unshod person walking about the floor, at others

a deceased lady of this city, with whom he

of persons scuffling, and then of doors opening

conversed, and who sent by him a message to
her husband.

floor.

"An instance is related where a wife and
daughter, the latter long dead, re-appeared to
the husband and father The child first appeared in the child-like form it bore at the
time of its death, and subsequently in the form

of its present existence—the maturity of womanhood.

Other equally marvelous

circum-

stances are related.
"The medium is a woman of infirm health,
and on that account, she holds but one seance
a week, each of which is crowded. The matter has created great excitement in the vicinity,
and the story has already spread far and wide.

Persona from Boston and other distant places,
have visited and are weekly visiting Alton to
see the manifestations."

A Ghost with liis Throat Cut.
[From the N. Y. Worid.l

The ghost which now disturbs the nerves of
the proprietor of a certain House in East
Wheeling, W. Va., is one of the most alarming in its physical appearance that can be imagined Ii looks, indeed, as if it might have
stepped b idily out of one of the most bloodcurdling chapters

of the novels

of the late

Mrs. Anna Radcliff. This dreadful vision
suggests the perpetration of a dark crime in
its attributes. It shows itself at intervals to
the occupantsof the house which it makes the
scene of its demonstrations with eyes that
glare malignantly and with a great gash in
its throat from which the blood seems to be

and closing, and again of chairs falling on the
Sometimes the sounds

proceed from

one part of the house, sometimes from another,

but usually from unoccupied

up-stairs apart-

ments. Careful search about the house at the
time the sounds are made fails to reveal their
source or cause. On one occasion while Mr.
Rison was looking in a room to discern the
cause of the noise, the door seemed to be forcibly pushed against him. The sounds are
heard by all the members of the family and
by workmen employed in the shop, and have
been heard by those who previouslyoccupied
the house, usually by night, but sometimes by

day. Mr. Rison has heard the sounds for several months, and has made every effort to discern their cause, but without success. He appears to be a calm, sensible, reflecting man;
says he does "not believe in ghosts," and is not
afraid of them; nor is he afraid of the noises
about his house, but they disturb his sleep and
alarm members of the family. A short time
ago, when Mr. Rison was searching for the
cause of the noise, he found some human bones
stowed away in a back attic, but he does not
attribute to them any influence in producing
the sounds, nor is there any mystery as to how
they came there, as he has ascertained that
they were found in the country by a previous
occupant of the house, and deposited

there

simply as curiosities. The sounds do not pro-

ceed from the part of the house where the

bones are deposited.
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Persons Out of Employment,

or having

some spare time can make money by canvasing for " The Clock Struck One," by the Rev.
Samuel Watson, D D. It is a work which all
still flowing.
A few nights since, the occasion of its last " Orthodox" people, and especially Methodists,
visit, "in the dead city and middle of the should read, and of course every Liberal and
night," the head alone made its appearance, Spiritualist will read it. Send us $1.50 for
perched, like one of those stony faces which specimen copy and terms.
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RELIGIO-PHILOSOPHIOAL, JOURNAL. MAY
Ever iu favor of free speech and press,

fork jrpartmittt.
iy

^7T7 B.

>
Would
like to quote from some of these, but
1
have
not space for such purpose. Indulge a
f
few
more quotations, however, from numbers
c later date than that above cited, which conof
c
clusively
show that the question of absolute
"sexual freedom"—promiscuity—is therein ad:
vocated
as "the'vital question of all reform."
In an editorial—No. 13, vol. v.—entitled
'
"The great and grave question" we find the
•
i
following:
"But in what direction should true reform
t
turn
its eft'ortb? Plainly in the direction of
s
sexual
science; * * *. We say sexual science
t distinguish what we mean from that which
to
1
we
have usually denominated social science.
Social
i
science relates not only to sexual science,
but to the organization of society as a people
t its physical, industrial, intellectual and
to
)
moral
status—but this at which we now aim
>
specifically,
as basal to all the rest, is the science
'of sex."
Again, in No. 15, vol. v.—editorial—"The
i
Sexual
Question"—we are told:
"It will be remembered that in a recent
t
article
we laid down the proposition that the
question of sexual relation was the most vital

have yet to learn that these sacred rights,
guaranteed by the constitutionsand laws of

D. BABBITT, D. M.

"our land," are resting upon the shoulders of

the "Woodhull Ring,'Yor that they are even
vitally involved in the Woodhull prosecutions
—for those prosecutionswere for alleged violation of certain United States and State laws.
The seizure and destruction of a single issue
of the paper was also under legal forms, upon
an alleged violation of law which forfeited the
right or property and of the publication of
that issue alone. And no other issue of said
paper has been molested, either in circulating
through the mails or otherwise, nor in right of
property attaching thereto. Hence it is no
dangerous or vital "blow" at the freedom of the
press," even though the prosecutions and
seizure were inspired by bigoted prejudice and
hate, and not based upon sufficient legal cause,
which remains to be determined by a trial of
the pending cases. _
Every citizen, of average information, knows
that these people have their legal rights and
remedy against any unwarranted and illegal
proceedings—either in or out of the courts
and hence that the hue and cry of "persecution" is but the clap-trap of "brazen-faced"
notoriety seeking, and of self-sought martyr-

It
Subseriptions and Advertisements for *~J
t$»™Pe*
Went o8ib

ceivedntihe New York Magnetic Cure,
Street, bv Dr. Babbitt.

Spiritual Periodicals.

was almost infinitely increased. It must have
been, or his tail could not have drawn a "third
part of the stars of heaven!" Here I am puzzled again, for this holy angel was not a Devil,

tthe columns of that "persecuted" journal.

I

: fl

He worked here in Peoria some eight
ten
years ago, about six weeks. This is theorway
he began to "prepare the great highway of the

Lord. He collected the little children
for an hour or two each day, for a few alone
days
and told them of an angry God, how He would
devour wicked children, and that all little
children were very wicked that had not given
their heart to God, and that there was a horrid
ugly Devil that would torment all little children, who died unconverted, in a burning
of fire and brimstone forever, and when he lake
had

and did not want to quarrel with God until the

Devil got into him; and if there was an evil

spirit outside of him that made him a Devil by
entering him,then this dragon was not really

the first Devil after all; for if he was pure and

holy, he could

only have

become impure

through the agency of an evil influence outside
of himself. This is an intuitive truth. So you
see that the Bible history of your orthodox their minds wrought up to the highest pitch
Devil does not carry us back to an original or he would ask in ihunder tones, "is there anv
lit tie child here that wants to go to that awful
first Devil. Don't you see it?
The first place in the Bible that I find the hell! All of course answered, "No." "Then
word Satan recorded, is in (1st Chron. 22:1), you will all kneel down and pray to God to
about 1,017 years before Christ. It may, per- save your precious immortal souls." All
haps, be found before that time. It is not ma- down, and Chief Pathmaster Hammond knelt
leads
terial to my argument if it is. My object is to off in prayer, closing with boisterous declamarepre
Devil
or
was
no
Satan
there
tion. Then he tells the little children they
show that
sented in the Bible, as being in e xistence till must pray. Some do so and some do not
and
Banner,
Lyceum
the
Bouquet,
none
was
if
and
there
the
fall,
Then this highway priest tells them they must
long ages after
the Little
at the very time of the fall, then the whole all go home and go into their closets, and kneel
last but not least, Brittan's Quarterly, a journal
In
and
"
Art
Literature,
as
nothing
better
Science.
story must be considered
down and ask God to convert them and all the
of Spiritual
spiration," the most beautiful of all quarterthan a pagan or heathen fable.
little children in Peoria. Then if their father
to
able
work,
masterly
a
"holy
that
writ"
there
from
Now, to show
or mother are not pious, they must go to them
lies and altogether
pseudo
of
fabrics
which
of
out
cobweb
angels
sweep away the
was no Devil—or even
and put their little arms are und their neck and
of all questions."
overthrown
have
they
are
made—in
fancy
devils
that
pray to God to convert them to Christ.' By
scientists who
In No. 16, vol. v.—editorial: "The seeming your Bible teaches us
Spiritualism. Two numbers of Bnttans Jourcontradictions in the social problem"—in existence at the fall, I shall read you from Ex. this time their parents are in a crying mood
has
which
of
each
dom.
^
heaven
appeared,
Lord
made
"For in six days the
nal have already
and piously inclined. Then they are instructEven should "popular pre judice and clamor," answer to a correspondent's call for explana- 20:11,
and earth and all that in them is." There! this ed to prevail on father and mother to come to
admirable engravings of eminent Spirituala- prevent
obtaining justice tion, we read:
from
"heroes"
these
making
matter,
of
have
pages
purpose.
All I
Rouse's Hall to learn the way of salvation from
ists, etc., and 144
"Now it can not be even inferred from any- will do for my present
through the courts of this "boasted land of
volume of itself, which,every Spiritualist should liberty,"
thing that as yet we have ever said of Mr. to do now is to turn back and see what God the lips of the Reverand Clown, alias, Hamand
institutions
our
that
see
not
I
do
num
each
make
to
emsays
mond.
be proud of. It costs $600
ever car- made in those six days, for Moses
are, thereby, likely to "crumble into Beecher, that nis amative impulses
That is about the mode pursued by this great
ber ready for the press, and Prof. Bnttan freedom
ried him beyond the rule of mutuality, or that phatically that he made all that in them is and
government
certain
since,
years
few
A
dust."
unnoble
but
costly
this
how
The church says,
pathmaster, to construct a road that God can
should be sustained in
the salvation ol it was ever indulged at improper times; or yet we find no Devil.appeared
necessary
(to
deemed"it
ufficers
subscrip
year's
one
for
in the shape or travel in search of some poor sinner, whom he
dertaking. Enclose $3
improper circumstances, with proper ever, that the Devil
the republic) to suppress several leading papers under
But hold! you are beg from all eternity foreordained to eternal life.
tion, to Prof. S. B. Brittan, 335 Broadway, of
notwithstanding this persons. The whole question resolves itself person of the serpent.
but
cities;
great
our
New York.
the principles of so- ging the question. You are taking for granted I will tell you one result here of this way-pre"outrage," free speech and free press survived. into this: According to
did he come parer's efforts. He "prepared the way" to the
I have seen the necessity of sustaining our Nor
in the cial freedom in which we believe the exercise the very thing in dispute. Where
prominent
most
now
those
did
the
from
late
of
ever
asks and Lunatic Asylum at Jacksonville, 111., for a
Echo
serpent?
your
into
get
from
to
own papers more than
and
bene
proper,
healthful
of
is
amativeness
of
walls"
"watchman's cry," upon the "outer
answers,
Where?
lovely, affectionate young wife, whither she
sensational attacks of New York papers on our the
immediately
conindividuals
the
ficial,
both
to
the
VV oodhull Zion, seem then to fear for
Even this myth, this sacred allegory or epic went in a few weeks after she had been conmost tried mediums, and their slander of Spir- safety
eierned and through them to society, between
safety
press.
The
and
speech
"free
of
adgam
generally
a
sin
verted to a belief in the horrid doctrines
itualists generally. I can
mutual and reciprocal; of Rev. Dr. Hitchcock, does not contain
human rights did not then, to these persons in whom itbeis prostitution,
mission to most papers on other subjects, but of
since it is a gle particle of evidence, that any evil spirit taught her by this egotistical clown, and I do
and this can never
be
to
appear
defenders,
Woodhull
anxious
Devi)
York
our
New
of
existed, out of which j our ugly orthodox
when I have written to some
not know but she is there to this day. She left
capacity."
in the persons of Storey, Marble ana natural expression of a natural
papers aaswering their sophistries and their lodgedfellow-sufferers."
In No. 10, vol. v, of this same Woodhull and could be made. He is all a man of straw, as far her husband and home a raving maniac, made
their
no
get
could
matter
perversion of facts, my
these excerpts as any tangible evidence of him exists, even in such by what the church calls the influence of
I do not share in the ludicrous anxiety Claflin Week'y (from which allentitled:
admission. The Herald, however, was fair of Hence
the "holy spirit and the love of God." Her
"Mr. the Bible, till centuries after the fall.
are taken) is an article
in
safety,
the
for
people,"
"Woodhull
these
abuthe
exposing
article,
Rev. Dr. Scott, the great commentator, says, husband was left in a state of great grief and
enough to admit my
Beecher and Promiscuity," which clearly states
natural
guaranteed
already
country,
of
the
this
Seven
of
theCommittee
reality
sive representations that
on "The serpent appeared to speak, but in
sorrow, and you can not, and neither could
civil rights: Free Speech and Free Press. the definition of "Mrs. Woodhull's views
had published in the World. The Committee and
free love"—an explanation which she evident- Satan spake by the serpent." It was real)} Hammond, make him believe that "God is
anything
for,
will
do
who
all
tnose
if
And
delense;
own
their
in
answered this article
modifi- your great men, like Scott, that got your Devil love." He "don't see it in that light." The
"
"and therefore will control the meeting, this ly endorses, else dissent, comment orstatement
into the Garden of Eden before his time. You church don't "prepare the way of the Lord" as
called some of my assertions assumptions;
cation would have appeared with the
Modern
of
Anniversary
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personal Devil, there was a time or period in either one of these three plans, the poor wayand of free speech ('!) with them. Thus, I not —they have the right to enjoy each other awhich
facts, not assumptions; stated that mediums only
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he came into being, and if you and all plan. Infidels chose the third, namely, works.
spirit of tolerance, as well as that women between himself and whom this same which
feared, but that every candid and persevering speech, in thejustice
tendency or affinity seems to be present, the the priesthood of Christendom, can not tell us In proof of things, I will cite you to the testiand right."
investigator could, in the end, get the most of "freedom,
first in- when that precise time was, you had—all ol mony of your sister Catherine, in her great
But to the proof as to the real issue involved same law that gave the right in the
wonderful manifestations. I further stated
* * * * you—better stop talking about him at all.
"
"
work which she wrote thirty-five or forty years
In the article stance gives it in the other six."
that Signior Damiani, a cultivated gentleman, in the support of the Week ly
After this showing—however, so much it Your Bible tells us all about the exact time ago, and which was first published about
of London, did a far nobler thing than they, headed "The Beecher-Tilton Scandal Case"— may
be asserted that Mrs. W. desires that ex- when the "heavens and earth and all that in fifteen years ago, and to which she gave
- WoodhuU and Claflin's Weekly, Nov. 2d, 1872—
by offering £1,000—not to a one-sided party
plane of devele>pment (angelic 'plane) them is," was brought into existence, but not the very appropriate name of " Common
bat to a committee of the scientific and literary and signed by Victoria C. Woodhull—the alted
lifts all above simple passional desire a reliable word as to when his terrific mi jest} Sense applied to religion, or the Bible and the«
gentlemen of England, if, after the fullest in- affirmative is repeatedly made and argued, in which
People." I have read and re-read this blessed
and gratification—I hope none will again tell made his first appearance.
vestigation, they could disprove the claims of various forms and figures of speech, substanti- us:
I suppose you are aware of the fact that the book scores of times, and I feel justified in say"You do not understand the teachings of
ally, that the marriage institution is "played
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the W s; she does not mean what you mnjority of our best scholars that are under ing that she did really apply more common
out;"that no obligation of fidelity of husband,
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wife, lover, mistress or mate, is binding, and think she teaches; you are prejudiced;" and sixty
all courtesy and as briefly as possible, has not
like egotiscal or bigoted assumptions, in ing exists as a personal Devil or the old Satan family ever did—even including your very bebeen published in the Herald, and so I presume that only mutual desire and necessity of the the
of discriminative acumen and argument; of the Bible. I am particular in referring to nevolent and great human hearted father; for
some of the prejudiced readers have concluded two individuals concerned, have any moral, place
but will boldly declare that they are, or are not age, for I am well aware that there are many the Rev. Dr. b. C. Bartlett, of Chicago, said
that no answer could be given. When the hence any rightful force, in determiningaction in
sympathy with these doctrines—which, as theologians, who were educated in the theo about two years ago, in a sermon that he
aversion of the public press to doing justice tc and transaction, in sexual commerce. In that Mrs.
W. constantly asserts, are the vital, the logical schools of sixty, seventy, eighty and a preached on "election," in which he mainthis subject thus appears, let us, one and all. article, we are informed that:
hundred years ago, that taught and believed in tained that God did "eternally purpose" to
"I told him [Tilton] that the fault and the real issues of her work
sustain our own literature, until it shall be
Hence it is not a question of "free speech the horrid doctrines of election,foreordination leave a part of mankind to reject him and be
come a mighty power for the truth throughout wrong were neither in Mr. Beecher, nor in and
press," but of an absolute sociul and politi- and reprobation, and total depravity, whose lost. "This," he said, "is the doctrine of
Mrs. Tilton, nor in himself; but that it wasi
the whole land.
were so benumbed and distort- reprobation;" and he further made use of the
the false social relations under which we still[ cal revolution, which if reached, must subvert mental facultiesany
thing and every thing they following language: " It is to the Christian, in
all governments—for such "freedom" can ed as to believe
live." * *
Tlie Keal issue.
Bible teaches. But this number Lyman Beecher's own words, precious and
"I ridiculed the maudlin sentiment and mock; never rightfully and harmoniouslyobtain, so think that the
rapidly less, for which we give glorious!" Is this a libel on your dead father,
heroics and 'dreadful buzz' he was exhibiting; long as legal restraint is essential to any con- is growingThe
BY J. K. BAILEY.
most stupid thing we find in all or is it not? Was he ever so steeped in total
over an event the most natural in the world, dition or right of society, or of the individual. thanks.
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To my humble perceptions, these devout; all other persons than ourselves—as true
common sense applied to their religious creeds; * * * And there has been a new developm
friends of liberty, in their zeal for the sacred courtesy never seeks to spy over or to pry into
, still we will apply them. I here lay down the ment of philanthropy, in which those who
rights of "free speech and press," overlook thej other people's private affairs."
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ai^ Stietttts,

Immense numbers of fish have also been
thrown from the craters of volcanos; one cabi x't at Yerona contains six hundred fishes, of
different sizes, taken from M mnt Balca, while
another has eight hundred specimens of an
BY Y.A. CARR, M. D. extraordinary size, procured from the same
place.
Southern Department.—Papers can be obtained and
Brogniart, in his Geological Flora, classes
Subscriptions will be received by Dr. Y. A. Carr. Address
plants into four periods; first, the transition
care Dr. J. W. Allen. No. 12, Dryads st. New Orleans, La and real formations; second, variegated sandstone; third, the chalk; and fourth, those found
Facts and Classifications in tlie Science of above the chalk. Those of the fourth period
being similar to the present; thus, we see that
Geology.
each period has its grade of vegetable as well
Oar brief allusions to the different Sciences as animal life.
selects Geology at first, because it is nature's
Fossil shells are found in mountains all over
virtual history of the world's growth, as well the world, such as abound in the stone, of
as otherwise suggestive of the source and char- which Abyssinian, Hindoo, Egyptian, Grecian
ter of generative impress beyond the world and Roman structures are built.
that operate through it, as an individualized
magazine of conditions and relations.
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Tobacco Preparation, Spence's Positive and Negatlvi
Powders, Adams & Co.'e Golden Pens, Planchettes, Dr
Storer's Nutritive Compound, etc. Catalogues and Ctr
mlars mailed free.
EV" Remittances in U. S. currency and postage teampt re

•fined at par. Address
HERMAN SNOW,
Box 117. SanFrancisoo. Cal
SECRETS OF

B E E-K EEPING
Being a practical treatise in every department of

Bee-Culture and Management.
Embracing the natural history of the bee from the
earl'est period of the woild down to the present time.
Giving the anatomy and physiology of the different
species that constitute a colony an 1 information upon
every point, of interest to those who keep or intend
keeping bees.
By. K. B. KIDDER practical Apiculturist.
Price Board c vers. 15 cents. Paper covers, 59 cents.
*** For sale wholes-ale and retail by the Religio-Philo
sophical Publishing House, Adams et. and 5th Avenue,

pdium'iss Column.

Chicago. "*rv
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pearing, all imbedded in concrete rock. Advanciag still to peat bogs, still higher ordors

Tne alternate condition of the earth's surface

as being covered^and uncovered with water at
different periods is attributed to the earth's oblique and eccentric motion as a planet, and its
varied reactions superinduced by the ulterior
forces by which it is surrounded in the formastral condition.
The different distance in the perhelion and
aphelion, which points progress around the
ecliptic in every 20,900 years, is one of the
chief causes. Tne difference of re-action at the
two distances, left the water to accumulate un-

select Machines
BEST SUITED TO THEIR WANTS.

der the impress of the perhelion, which has

been acting on them as they now stand during
the last six thousand years; that is, the per-

helion has been vertical over the southern
hemisphere during that time, and it is here we
find but the proportion of two-thirteenths of
land to water.
Tiie fact that fossil remains of tropical animals have been found in the extreme northern
latitudes of Siberia and North America in
great abundance, prove that different portions
of the earth have, at different times, been tropical or otherwise, as the astral nature of the
case demanded at the time. It is also a noticable fact that the fossil or organic remains in
given strata are always the same simple, or
complex, according to the age of the strata.
Tubipores, millepores, belimites, ammonites,
and neutiliies are found in the oldest limestones; coralites, echmites, fishes, leaves, reeds,
palms, etc., are found in primary argellaceous
schists; orthoceralites and pectimites are found
in the lowest secondary sandstone; griphites,
ostricites, buccanites, etc., are found in the
secondary limestone.
The next is the coal stratification, which is
made up of a strictiy inter-electro chemical
elaboration, in which we find the fossil remains of a still higher and more developed
vegetable, animal, and we may add, mineral
growth. The fossils of each stratification advances step by step, until we reach the lowest
fresh water stratification, gypsum, which contains still larger and more thoroughly developed growth of all descriptions.
Advancing to the alluvial, we find the
fossil remains of animals with which we are

familiar.

Cuvier establishes'thirty-six new genera of
fossil quadrupeds now unknown, besides uncertain ones, and also forty-nine species; he
holds that oviporous animals were before the
viviparous, and that the quadrupeds and the
mamuiiferous are far more recent.
There are many large basins that have been
filled in the course of time. In the basin so
filled on which paris stands, there is a marine
stratum on chalk, filled with sand, clay and
shells. The next stratum is fresh water deposits; the third marine, and the fourth fresh
water, over all of which ate alluvial deposits.
These basins are generally three hundred feet
deep, based on a stratum of limestone, marl,

'

sandstone, chert and shale.

Mount Bolca, near Verona, presents the,
most numerous specimens of oryctology as yet
found in one place, elephants, stags, bears andI
phocae, two hundred genera of unknown testa-

cea, two hundred species of petrified shells ol >

different modern seas and climates, with zooph
ites of different genera, and remains of birds'
and insects, are found in immense masses.
B isaltic columns, scoriae, lava, etc., also ap
pear, all of which goes to prove the nature andp[
character of the co operative elab >rations oi
fire and water at all known altitudes of alter
nating land and water.
It is thought by many of the more critica1
geological observers, that at various times anc[
places, volcanic gulfs have had violent com
with the seas—all of which is in
hav(
ferred from the positive facts that islands
within the memory of history, been thrown uj^
by volcanic action here, and sunk by then*
'

xnunic'ation
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SIMPLE! STRONG

DURABLE! LIGHT DRAFT!
PERFECTION of PRINCIPLE!
PERFECT WORK!
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Husband.— What, Mary, well already, and eating toast and tea! I left you with a
raging fever this morning.
Wife.— Yes, Albert, I am well already, and I toolc nothing but six of Spence's Positive
They acted like a charm, and they cost only two cents and a half a piece* That
Powders.
is the tiniest doctor's bill you ever paid*

IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENTS!

!

Manufactured only by

1

D. M. OSBORNE & CO.Auburn, N. Y.

—

Branch Offices and Warehouses t

^We announce nothing new when we say that every

Chicago, Illinois.
Cleveland, Ohio,
St. Lonis, Missouri.
Philadelphia, Pa.
So. Framingham, Mass

nature, from the least to the greatest, is either
thin^in
positive or negative. In other words there are in nature

AT EITHER PLACE.
Pamphlets in the English, German,
Swedish or Bohemian Languages, giving full descriptions and prices, can be

chenrcalatoms of matter they a-e called electro
-

had from local agents, or will be mailed
free on application.

Mrs. Robinson'sTouavvo Anti
dote.
The above named sure remedy for the appetite for tobacco in all its forms, is for sale at this office. Sent to
any part of the country by mail, on receipt of $2.00. It
is warranted to cure the most inveterate user of the weed,
when the directions on each box are followed. Newspapers and quacks will tell you that this antidote is made
from gentian root. It is false. Gentian root is no remedy for the appetite for tobacco, but it is injurious to
health to use ft. Mrs. Robinson's Tobacco Antidote tones
ap the system and restores it to its normal condition, as
it was before imbibing the hankering desire for a poisonous weed. It is a remedy presented by a band of chemists long in spirit-life, and is warranted to be perfectly
harmless.
This House will pay any chemist one thousand dollars
who will, upon analyzing this remedy, find one particle
of gentian root, or any other poisonous drug in it.

ILLINOIS.

HOWARD TILDKN. 8.W. OSGOOD.

TILDEN & OSGOOD,
ATTORNEY'S AND COUNSELORS AT LAW.
No. 125 SOUTH CLABK STREET.
Rooms 32, dt 33, Chicago, III.
[vl3n61yr]

Address Religio-Philosophical

Publishing H,use,

Adams Street and Fifth Avenue, Chicago, HI., either for
wholesale orders, single boxes or local agencies.

Talks To; My Patients

BOARDING IN NEW YORK CITY.
Pleasant rooms and good board In a first-class location

Hints on Getting Wall and Keeping Well.

at reasonable rates, at

DR. MILLER'S HOME OF HEALTH,
41 West Twenty-sixth Street,

NEW YORK.
e?~TarMshbaths, Electric baths, Movementcare and

BY MRS. R. B. G LEAS ON, M. D

Lifting cure in the establishment for those requiring
them. Address MILLER, HAYNES & CO.,
vl2nl4 Proprietor^.

n

The author says, "I do not write for the public or "the
profession " but for those friends who want Hydropathic
and Hygienic hints to help them meet their home duties
The book is not intended to do away with doctors, but
to a'd the young wife when there is no experienced

WARREN CHASE & CO.,
614 NORTH FIFTH STREET, ST. LOTUS, MO..
Keep constantly on hand all the publications of the
Religio-Philosophical Puolishing House, Wm. White A
Co., J. P. Mendum, Adams & Co., and all other populax
liberal literature, including the Rkligio-Philobophio.ii
Journal, and Banner of light, Magazines, Photograph#,
Parlor Games, Golden Pens, Stationery, etc.

mother or nurse at hand, to art vise in emergencies,or to
guide in those matters with which woman's life is so replete . The book will offer no new theory as to the cause
or cure of diseases, bat merely practical suggestions how
to relieve pain or better still, how to avoid it.
Cloth 12 mo 228 pp. $1.50; Postage 20 cents.
#*For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams street and 5th Ave.,
Chicago.

NEW EDITION—PRICE REDUCED

Lessons for Children about Themselyes.

7

By A. E. Newton,
A Book for Children's Lyceums, Primiry Schools and
Families, designed to impart a knowledge of the Human
Body and tue Condition of Health.
Better than a whole library of common mcdical works.
Without delay, let all Children's Lyceums improve their
groups with these Lessons."—A. J. Davi*.
"
S.iould immediately become a text book in the
schools, and have a place In every family."—Dr. 8. B.
Brittan.
Price (incloth) 50 cents, postage 6 cents; six copies or
more 45 cents each; fifty or more, 40 cents each. Usual
discount to the trade.
** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St. and Fifth Ave.
Chicago.
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GRAMMAR
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The author was induced to publish this iittle work by
the urgent and repeated request of persons of all shades
of education in every State in the Union from Maine to
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Garden of Eden
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ORTHODOXY FALSE, SINCE SPIRITUALISM IS
true. Prife 10 cents; postage 2 cents.
THE DELUGE IN THE LIGHT OF MODERNSCIENCE.
^

lillJICAL • II l{O\0L0(i

By M. B CRAVEN.

Price, 10 cents; postage, 2 cents.
'

%* For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Pbilo sophical Publishing House, Adams street and Fifth Av.

sunenng world.—(.mart k. waldron, Allegan, Mvcfu)

They cured my wife of Neuralgia, Deafness
and Bilious Fever#-(CiPr. A. B. Horton,
Patchogue, N. Y.)
Your Positive and Negative Powders have been a
great benefit to me and to my husband. They cured
him of the worst kind of Inflammatory Rheumatism.—(Mrs. S. B Si ephen8. Scoharie, N. Y)
My wife, Helen A Craig, has been t uffering for the last
four years from a complication of diseases, namely;
Neuralgia and Painfull Affections of tkj
body, Sleeplessness,
Dyspepsia,
Liver
Complaint, etc. She used but three of the Positive
Powders when she got immediate relief, and is wonderfully improving by their continued use. They have
virtues exceeding language.—(J. H. Craig, Prescott,
Wis.)
Three boxes of your Positive Powders cured me of
Neuralgia, Rheumatism and Sick Headache.—(Mrs. Catherine M. Hoskins, Baraboo,
Wis.)
My wife having used a box of > our Positive Powders,
was relieved immediately of many Aches and
Pains of long standing.—(D. B. Gardner, Millville,
N J)
The Positive Powders have cured the Headache
and Toothac ?»e in s veral cases, and my own case of
Nervous or General Debility* I was very weak
and miserable. I have gained from the first day, and am
getting to feel almost as well as ever I Gid.—(J. B.
S we a ringed, Fairmount Minn.)
Wnile on a visit to my sister in Dover, she told me that
there had been almost a miracle wrought with her in a
terrible case of Neuralgia with the Positive Powders.
She ind ced me to try taem myself. I did so. with
wonderful success.—(M. Huntly, North Richmond
N. H.

(t

'

The wonderful working of the Positive

Powders no tongue can tell, nor pen describe.
1 can now lie down at night and sleep the
sweet sleep of my childhood,'(Mrs. Elizabeth
Hannah. Manti. Utah, now at Los Angeles, Cal.)
refreshing sleep,
df you want a good, sonnd, gw^et
take one or two of SPENCE'S POSITIVE
POWDERS. For this purpose they surpass every
other dlscoverv and invention of man. The POSITIVE POWDERS induce a deep, quiet, healthy,
natural sleep, from which you awake feeling refreshed,
invigorated an i exhilarated On this point we refer to
the above 7etter,and also 10 W. Reed, Keene. N. 27., L.
Ethrtdoe, Battle Creek. Mich., Mrs S. E. Grissom.
SmithvMe, N. (7., and others.
The POSITIVES cure Neuralgia, Headache,
Rheumatism, Pains of all kinds; Diarrhoea, Dysentery,
Vomiting Dyspepsia, Flatulence, Worms; all Female Weaknesses and Derangements; Fits, Cramps,
St. Vitus' Dance, Spasms; all high grades of Fever,
Small Pox, Measles, Scarlatina, Erysipelas; all Inflammations, acute or chronic, of the Kidneys, Liver,
Lungs, Womb, Bladder, or any other organ of the
body: Catarrh. Consumption Bronchitis Coughs.
Colds Scrofula, Nervousness, Asthma, Sleepless-

ness. etc.
The NEGATIVES cure Paralysis, or ^alsy,
whether of the Muscles or of the senses, as in Blindness,
Deafnes8,1oss of taste, smell, feeling or motion; all

California. • *-

Prof. Wm. Denton's Works.

cents.

positive and electro-negative; and in animal
and vegetable life they are called male and female.
But wherever they dwell, and under whatever names
known, they are always the same, always dual always
found, upon an ultimite analysis, to be nothing more
than nature's two great forces, the positive and the
negative, modified by the peculiarities of the material
forms in which they are embodied. The positive and
negative forces are therefore the onlv powers of the
universe of systems, suns, worlds, atoms, life, mind.
The positive and negative forces move and guide, make
and destroy, build up and tear down, lock and unlock
everything in nature-they are, as it were, nature's
right and left hand, doing everything that is
done, and without which not hing can be done.
Oar bodies, and th; organs of our bodies, are pervaded
and actuated by the Same two forces, the posiiive and
the negative, in disease as well as in health; the only
difference between healtn and disease being, that in disease t e natural balance, or equilibrium of
those two forces, is temporarily or permanently destroyed. The quickest, surest and safest way, therefore, to
restore lost h .alth is to restore the balance or
equilibrium of the positive and negative forces;
and the quickest, surest and safest way to do this, is to
introduce into the diseased body, or organ, the very
force itself, whether positive or negative, which wili
bring about the required equilibrium Thi« can not be
done effectually by a machine or battery; because, as is
well known machine electricity, or magnetism, travels
upon the surface, and can not oe made to penetrate to
the diseased part unless the current is made so strong as
to kill the parts through which it passes. What is needed, therefore, is something that will carry the positive
and negative forces into the interior of the body, and the
interior #f the various organs of the bo iv The POSITIVE AND NBUATIVE POWDERS do
this; »nd hence their wonderful ouccesr- in curing diseases
of all kinds. These Po wders are magnetically polarized,
and act as vehicles or carriers of the positive and
negative forces into the blood, and through the blood to
the lungs, the heart, the brain, the liver, thekidnevs, the
stomach, the intestines, the muscles, the womb, and
eve y organ, fibre and atom of the ent re body. Nothing,
i refbre, can escape their penetrating and pervading
power. They search the system to the very marrow of
the bones.
Truth is always simple Simplicity is one of the
evidences of truth. Now, nothing can be more simple
and natural than the above explanation of the nature of
disease and its rem dy It is briefly as follows: Every
disease is an unbalanced magnetic btate of the diseased
organ, throwing it into a positive or a negative condition.
The remedy must be something wtiicn will convey to the
diseased organ a sufficiency of the positive or of the
negative force to restore the organ to its original magnetic equilibrium. This is done by the administration
of the POSITIVE or of the NEGATIVE
POWDERS, according as the diseased organ is in a
positive or a negative condition.
One of the consequences of the great eimplicity of this
explanation and claesificatio1 o" diseases and their
remedy, is the fact that a ch'ld twelve years old can
treat itself if sick, by simply following the plain R les
which accomptny eac^ box of the POSITIVE A^D
NEGATIVE POWDERS; and it wili be found
up-oa examination Uat those Rules are as simple and as
easily understood as any physician's directions for taking a dose of caster oil or quinine.
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It is designed to meet the requirements of a
of
, persons, immersed in business pursuits entirely class
cut off
of
from
the
influence
the
advantages
and
school
room
—;o:—
RADICAL RHYMES. In answer to repeated calls the, and whose opportunities of an educational development
Author has published these Poems. They are writtenJ in this* particular are seeminsrly at an end. Re is satisfied
in the same bold and vigorous style that characterizes that one of the greatest obstacles to the understand.)ng of
Grammar is the scattered arrangement of thought as exhis prose writings. Price $1.25; postage 12 cents.
hibited in the Text Books in use His arrangement is
THE SOUL OF THINGS; OR PSYCHOMETRIC REentirely
origin all what he has r-tained must be carefully
By Wm. and Elizabeth1
searches and discoveries.
read
and digested;wkat he has omitted is not worth the lookM. F. Denton. This truly valuable and exceedingly in- ing after.
Any one can speak or write correctly after g ving
\
teresting work has taken a place among the standardI
this little work one week's careful studv The sale
over
literature of the day, and is fast gaining in popular fav- twelve thousand copies in two years without any #f
special
or. Every Spiritualist and all seekers after hiddeni effort is proof
the
meets
work
the
that
necessities
of
the
truths should read it. Price $1.50; postage 20 cents.
adult prrpulation of America and is the right-hand friend
LECTURES ON GEOLOGY, THE PAST AND FUTURE \ j of the Self Student.
OP OUR planet. A great scientific work.
Selling rapPrice, cloth bound $1.00 Paper covers 50 cents.
idly. Price $1.50; postage 20 cents.
*** For sale wholesale and r i ail by the ReMgio-Philo
THE IRRECONCILABLERECORDS; OR GENESISj . sophical Publishing House Adams street and Fifth Ave.
AND GEOLOGY. 80 pp. Price, paper 25 cents; postage 4'
cents. Cloth 40 cents; postage 8 cents.
WHAT IS RIGHT? A lecture delivered in Music Hall
Boston, Sunday Afternoon, Dec. 6th, 1868. Price id
cents; postage 2 cents.
CONTRASTING THE OHHIIMH <;Y COMPUTATIONS
COMMON SENSE THOUGHTSON THE BIBLE Fort OF THE HEBKEW AM) RUP'',,AGINT VERSIONS
commonPrice
sense people.
Third edition—enlargedand re-. FROM ADAM TO CHRIST WITH A CHITICAI
vised.
10 cents; postage 2 cents.
ESSAY ON THE GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF TIIP
CHRISTIANITY NO FINALITY; OR SPIRITUALISM
superior TO CHRISTIANITY. Price 10
centB; p. 2 cents.

Price 10 cents; postage 2 cents.
BE THYSELF. A Discourse. Price 10 cents p. 2 cents.
IS SPIRITUALISM TRUE? Price, 15 cents; postage i\

J

but two forces; and they do all the mighty things as
well as all the little things that are done. These two
forces are easily recognized under the different popular
and scientific names which have been given them. In
the solar systems of the universe they are called attraction and repHlsion; in the earth they are
called north and *outli polarity; in the ult mate

Address D. M. OSBORNE & CO.*

148. W. Washington-St.
--
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All Classes of Farmers cam

Hereafter, all eharity applications, to insure a reply, must contain one dollar, to defray the expenses of
reporter, amanuensis, and postage.
N.B.—Mrs. Robinson will hereafter give no privaet
sittings tx) any one. If privacy is required, it must be by
letter, accompanied with the usual fee; and terms above
stated, must be strictly complied with, or no notice will
be taken of letters sent.

CHICAGO,
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A COMPLETE VARIETY
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of organic life appear.
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Combined Reapers and Mowers!
Two-Wheel Mowers!

1

but when her spirit-guides are brought en rapport with
a sick person, through her mediumship, they never fail
to give immediate and permanent relief, in curable cases,
through the positive and negative forces latent in the
system and in nature. This prescription is sent by mail,
and be it an internal or an external application, it should
be given or applied precisely as directed in the accompanying letter of instructions, however simple it may
seem to be; remember it is not the quantity of the compound, but the chemical effect that is produced, tkat
science takes cognizance of.
One prescription is usually sufficient, but in case the
patient is not permanently cured by one prescription, the
application for a second, or more if required, should be
made in about ten days after the last, each time stating
any changes that may be apparent in the symptoms of
the disease.
Mrs. Robinson also, through her mediumship, diagnoses, the disease of any one who calls upon her at her
residence. The facility with which the spirits controlling
her accomplish the same, is done as well when the application is by letter, as when the patient is present. Her
gifts are very remarkable, not only in the healing art, but
as a psychometric and business medium.
Terms:—Diagnosis and first prescription, $3.00; each
subsequent one, $2.00. Psychometric Delineation of
character, $3.00. Answering business letters, $3.00. The
money should accompany the application to insure a re-

THE NEW WAY OF CURING THE SICK.
———

Self-Raking Reapers!

MRS.

The

Nurse.—Well, Mrs. Foyy, the Doctor's Ipecac vomits you splendidly. We will soon give
you the, Calomel and Jalap, next the Castor Oil, then an injection,
and after that ice will
apply the blister and the leeches, and if necessary shave your head. You will be
well in
three or four weeks,—a little salivated, perhaps, but that's nothing.
The Doctor won't
charge you more than $40 or $30.

MACHINES

Healing, Psychometric & Basiness Medinm,

types of past growth are low extinct.

THE OLD WAY OF DOCTORING THE SICK,

ind a general variety of Spiritualist and Reat Eastern prices. Also,
Ajiti

This imperial science has of late made as
rapid strides as any other, and will not be put
down by the mere tyro assumes of stupid theoDr. Slade, located now at 413 Fourth avenue. New
logical theory. It is indeed truely a live selfwill give special attention to the t.rearment of
revealing record of the " dead " past, full to York,
disease. Also keeps Specific Remedies for Asthma and
overflowing with curious and interesting sug- Dyspepsia. vl4ii8lf
gestions of moment to all passing observation,
analysis and deduction.
J. W. V AN N AM E E, M. D.
Homer and the more eminent Hindoo ob- Eclectric Magnetic and Clairvoyant Physkiau.
servers of his time, supposed the earth round,
Mt. Vernon 8t., Philadelphia,Pa.—
and it but remained for the Popes who follow- 1039
Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays.
ed, to call it a plane, and assign all to the 404 Dean 8t.. Brooklyn, N. Y.—Thursdays,
Fridays and Saturdays.
Westward, to the Kings of Spain.
Examinations made by lock of hair. Send for circular
Trie deepest depths of the seas, and the high- containing
testimonials. vl8nl3tf
est hight of the mountains are four miles below and above the average surface of the earth.
B. W. FREEMAN,
The first fact however, in the way of one of
SPIRITUAL
theology's greatest of past assumes, is that but
that thirty-six cubic miles of water is daily Clairvoyant Physician,
discharged into the oceans from both the Terms, personal examination at my office $ 1 00
clouds above and from inland sources. And Wlien lock of hair with name and age sent.... $2 00
hence without a miracle, which have ceased of
Office llfti South High Street,
late; it would have taken three hundred (Bet. State and Town
sts.) Columbus ©
thousand years to have gotten up his flood
Residence No. 236 East Gay Street.
with the strictest economy in the premises.
What knew or cared Moses or Noah for the
MRS. A. H. ROBINSON,
grand balance relations and reciprocal conditions—nature's alternating change. They were
alike oblivious of both the formative source and
constituency of water, and saw not the vapors Corner Adams St., & 5th Aye., Chicago, i
of the sea descending the hill-tops, valleys and
ROBINSON, while under spirit control, on re- i
plans in the form and spirit of reinvigorating
ceiving a lock of hair of a sick patient, will diagnose
rain.
the disease most perfectly, and prescribe the proper re- ;
It has been found in digging down to certain medy. Yet, as the most speedy cure is the essential ob- !
depths in all countries, tiie alternate remains iect in view rather than to gratify idle curiosity, the !
better practice is to send along with a lock of hair, a
of marine and land growth have left their fos- brief
statement of the sex, age, leading symptoms,
I
sil remains there in this order and form, clearly the length of time the patient has been sick; when and
she j
showing that an alternate change of water and will, without delay, return a most potent prescription and 'i
for eradicating the disease, and permanently
land prevailed at the different times these pro- remedy
curing all curable cases.
ducts grew. Hundreds upon hundreds of these
Of herself she claims no knowledge of the healing art,
chief point of speculation these facts superinduce is, as to whether the lowest rocks
were not the original surface and first formative
source of organic life, elaborated from inorganic condition. Suehfhas been the nature of
the past whatever may follow.
Though we have treated somewhat in extenso
upon this subject in former articles, we may
now briefly repeat a few facts which should be
kept before the public eye.
The older secondary rocks contain peculiar
plants and reeds of an aquatic extraction; above
these madrepores, corals, etc. %re found; above
these are fishes, bamboos, ferns, etc.; still
higher are complex shells, ovaparous amphibia, etc. All found, thus alternately bedded in
the oldest rocks of the secondary formation.
Advancing still to the newest solid rock
formations, we find whales, seals and birds ap-
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Low Fevers

Mr. Jones at mid-

Mr.

Jones in

the

night, with a dreadful morning, after hav-

attach of Neuralgia. ing taken the Positive
He sends for a Box Powders. They put a
of Positive Powders. veto on his Neuralgia.

It is our intention to publish, ?n this and future adverticements, certificates and evidences of the cure by
th* POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE POWDE RS <>f all classes and varieties of diseases. We beg n with the following certificates of enres in that laage
class of diseases which are attended with severe
pain,
such
as Headache,
Ndi rulifia,
Rheumatism, Aches and Pains of hU kinds.
I have been troubled with the Neuron for the last 15
years, and at times have been luirl up with it fors x
weeks at a time I have used your Poni >ve Powders for
Neuralgia and Sit*k Headache. They relieved
me almost immediately. —(LiBBia ft. TUkrktt, White
Hills, Conn.)
T have been suffering nearly 40 years with
Chronic IIea,daelie, a d often reeortel to
Chloroform to get temporary relief: but tho paroxysms
would return as soon as the effect of the Chloroform
wore off. But after using your Positive Powders, I can
sny with others that they came like an angel of mercv in
night time —(Mrs. M. A. Earley, HuntsviUe
Ma)
I aad a severe attack of Neu ralgffa last week, and
I stopped it in 10 minutes with your Positive Powders.—
(Jacob S. Rittkr. River Styx, Ohio.)
When I commenced taking your Powders, I had
$pin»l Complniutof nearly 30 years standing;
al*o Diabetes, Sciatica, Rheumatism and
Erysipelas. I am now well of all. Oh, t do think
them the most wonderful medicine ever given to this

«mr,h

a»

the Typhoid

and

the

Typhus.

Both the POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE are
needed in Chills and Fever.

^AGENTS j!
mailed post-paid at these prices.

1 Box, 44 Pos. Powders, $ 1.00
<•
1
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DEATH—EUTH AN ASIA.
A Proposition to Murder Incurables, and
the Aged and Helpless!
Tiie Popular Science Monthly furnishes its
readers a splendid article on Euthanasia, from
which we glean the following statements in
reference to the history of this subject, as it
has from time to time received the attention
of prominent men. We are glad to note the
fact that a leading Scientific Monthly takes
strong ground against introducing into society
a juggernaut that would result in untold injury
by flooding the Spirit World with unwelcome
visitants, and retarding their progression for
centuries: ,

There is a small knot of thinkers in Birmingham who come together to discuss philoso-

phical topics, and call themselves " The Speculative Club." In 1870, they published a volume of seven essays, which were written with
much ability, and some of them with great
boldness. The sixth article of this volume is
by Samuel D. Williams, and is entitled "Euthanasia," which being interpreted means an
easy or desirable mode of death. The
writer

begins

by referring

to the opposi-

tion which was made to the administration of
chloroform for the relief of pain, and more
especially in cases of child-birth, which was
regarded as a revolt against the Divine decree:
"In sorrow shalt thou bring forth." This
prejudice having passed away, the writer raises
the questiion of the application of chloroformto
a relief of the sufferings which often attend
the approach of death, and observes: 'It is
difficult to understand why chloroform should
be rightly recurred to, to render less painful
the natural painful passage into life; and yet,
that it should be almost an offense to so much
as suggest a like recurrence to it in the still
more painful passage out of life." Why, he
asks, should the patient about to beoperated
upon by the surgeon always have a refuge from
suffering open to him, and yet the patient about
to suffer at the hands of Nature the worst she
has to inflict, be left without help or hope of
help? Mr. Williams lays down and defends the
"
following proposition:
That in all cases of
hopeless and painful illness it should be the

recognized duty of the medical attendant, whenever so desired by the patient, to administer
chloroform, or such other anaesthetic as may
by-and-by supersede chloroform, so as to destroy consciousness at once, and put the sufferer at once to a quick and painless death; all
needful precautions

being adopted to prevent

any possible abuse of such duty; and means being taken to establish, beyond the possibility
of doubt or question, that the remedy was applied at the express wish of the patient."
After describing the tortures of lingering
disease leading to inevitable death, the writer
remarks:
"
Cases such as this abound on every hand;
and those who have had to witness suflering of
this kind, and to stand helplessly by, longing
to minister to the beloved one, yet unable to
bring any real respite or relief, may well be
impatientwith the easy-going spirit that sees
in all this misery—so long as it does not fall
upon itself—nothing but 'the appointed lot of
man;' and that opposes, as almost impious or
profane, every attempt to deal with it effectually.
"
Why, it must be asked asain, should all
this unnecessary suffering be endured? The
patient desires to die; his life can no longer be
of use to others, and has become an intolerable
burden to himself; the patient's friends submit
to the inevitable, but seek the means of robbing death of its bitterest sting—protracted
bodily pain; the medical attendantis at the bedside with all the resources of his knowledge
and his skill ready to his hand; he could, were
he permitted, bring to his patient immediate
and permanent relief.

Why is he not allowed

to do so, or, rather, why should not his doing
so be a recognized and sovereign duty?"
To the objection that such a course would be
a violation of the sacredness of life, the author
rej >ins:
"it may well be doubted if life have any
sacredness about it, apart from use to be made
of it by its possessor. Nature certainly knows
nothing of any such sacredness, for there is
nothing of which she is so prodigal; and a
man's life, in her eyes, is of no more value
than a bird's. And, hitherto, man has shown
as little sense of the value of man's lite as Nature herself, whenever his passions or lusts or
interests have been th warted by his brother

•

man's destruction. A sense of the value of his
own individual life to himself, man has, indeed, seldom been deficient in; and, by a kind
of reflex action, this sense has slowly given
birth to, and always underlies, the sense, such
as it is, of the value of other men's lives. But
even to day, and amid the most civilized countries of Europe, 'the sacredness of man's life'
is thrown to the winds, the moment national
or political passion grows hot, or even when
mere material interests are seiiously threat-

make noble sacrifices for the comfort of their
dying relatives. Tell them plainly that they
are rather fools for their pains than otherwise,
and that they had better suggest suicide to the
sufferer at the earliest opportunity, and you do
your best to encourage, not merely suicide,
but the cruel murder of a helpless man. A
deathbed, instead of beii'g the scene for
calling forth the tenderest emotions and the

freely, whenever good is to be won or evil
avoided by such sacrifice or use; the man who
save others

from grinding pain, has always

if done for one's self; the man who could vol-

untarily give up his life to save another from
months of slow torture, would win everybody's good word; why should he be debarred
from taking a like step when the person to be
"

NO SECT IN HEAVEN.

I sing the road to bliss above,
The different ways in which we move
"

Each stupid sect, in error bound,
Think they the only road have found
To paradise complete.

noblest self sacrifice, will be haunted by a hor-

parture is earnestly desired, and his friends in-

clining to the opinion that killing is not murIt is furthermore urged that the sacredness der, but kindness. The agitation of the quesof life is violated by existing medical practice, tion, what is the proper moment for smotherwhere, in cases of extreme and hopeless suffer- ing your dying father instead of soothiDg him,
ing, physicians administer drugs which give is not favorable to the development of those
present relief, at the expense of shortening the sentiments
and the inculcation of those lespatient's life.
sons which we generally associate with a sickTo the objection that submission to the will bed. In fact, the plan which certain eccentric
of Providence forbids the shortening of pain
philanthropists have advocated with such queer
in this way, the writer replies that " by the enthusiasms has a direct tendency to make
same principle we should submit to the will men greater brutes then they are, and they are
of Providence, and not seek to escape any quite brutal enough already."
pain. Not submission to surrounding circumThe Spectator objects that "the gravest of
stances—another term for God's will—but suc- the merely rational objections we can bring
cessful effort to bend them to his purposes, is against Mr. Tollemache is, that the ideas of
man's chief business here; and every useful which he is the advocate would plainly lead to
thing he does is a successful attempt to change, two entirely new phases of feeling—impatience
for his own or others' benefit, some of the con- of hopeless suflering instead of tenderness
ditions of life which surround him."
toward it, where there was any legal difficulty
And thus the author of " Euthanasia " goes in the way of getting rid of it by the proposed
attacking
own
current
and
on
ideas,
takinshis
new law—and further, a disposition to regard
view of the economy of the world. Nature is people as 'selfish' who continued burdens upon
a
beneficent
any
not
him
to
mother,
mighty,
others without any near and clear chance of
more than she is a dread and relentless pow- the complete restoration of their own powers.
er—
Suppose it were permitted, as Mr. Tollemache
"
wishes, that, on receiving the testimony of two
Red in tooth and claw
or three physicians that a man's case is hopeWith ravine."
less, he might, if he choose, elect to die, and
"
Death by disease is always death by tor- that popular feeling came to sanction that
lure, and the wit of man has never devised tor- choice as the right choice; what can be clearer
lure more cruel than are some of Nature's than that, in the absence of any relations to
whom such patients were dear, and who took
methods of putting her victims to death.
"One of the main facts, then, that men have pleasure therefore in prolonging their life,
to make familiar to their thoughts and to ad- there would spring up a tone of habitual disjust their lives to, is, that they are born into a pleasure and irritation toward all who chose to
world on the painful riddle of which specula- go on giving unnecessary trouble to the world,
tion can throw no light, but the facts of which >md that very soon the standard of 'unnecespress hard against them on every hand; and sary' trouble would begin inevitably to become
lower and lower, so tbat all the organized
from these facts the truth stands out clear and
harsh, that not enjoyment, but, in the main, charity which now expresses itself in our hosstiuggle and suffering, is what they have to pital system would gradually suffer 'a sealook for, and that, to bring this suffering into cbaBge' into something by no means 'rich or
bearable proportions, should be one of the strange'—a sort of moral pressure, on poor inchief aims of their lives."
valids with any thing like a prospect of longThe publication of this essay made but little continued helplessness, to demand the right of
stir at first. But it was separated from the vol- ridding the world of themselves? We say that
ume, and published in a pamphletwith pre- it is in this reflex effect of the new code of
face by Rose Mary Crawshay, and in this feeling upon our thoughts of diseases, in the
shape went to the third edition. The subject transformation it would certainly make of
has been lately taken up in the Fortnightly Re- pure pity into impatience and somethinglike
new, by Mr. Tollemache, under the tittle of reproachful displeasure, that the ex'reme dan"A New Care for Incurables." Planting him- ger of arguing out this sort of question, on the
self on Mr. Williams' ground, he reproduces superficial considerations of the balance of
his chief arguments, and adds others, with pain and pleasure for each individual case, is
a view of strengthening the case. To illus- best seen."
trate how far pain reconciles us to death, he
In a letter to the same paper, Mr, P. A.
says:
Channing says: "It is odd that men whose
"It is probably from surgical cases that the thought is mainly an outcome of modern
stongest arguments for euthanasia may be science should fail to apply what is, perhaps,
drawn. One of the highest authoritiesrespect- the most striking conception of modern science
ing such cases, the late Sir Benjamin Brodie, —that of time in relation to growth—to quessaid that a very moderate amount of pain, if tions such as this of Euthanasia. If the cencontinued for a long time, would make any . tral human instincts on which morality rests
one heartily tired of life. He remarked also, are slowly-won product of ages of moral
that during his whole life he had known only growth, a practice out of harmony with the
two dying persons who showed any fear of most fundamental of those instincts, however
death; and that both those died of bleeding. speculatively excellent, could not be introOne cause of this singular circumstance prob- duced without mischief. It would sacrifice
ably was that in these two cases there was too much of human feeling before it had tin e
hardly any pain to distract the mind; and the to put itself on a rational footing. Even in tl e
fact is curious, as showing how rare, in Sir individual philosopher it may be doubted
Benjamin's experience, such painless deaths
whether reason could remodel instinct so as to
must have been."
make the sense of duty in such a case, really
The publication of this paper gave the dis- complete. In most men the overridden incussion a fresh impulse, and numerous articles stincts would merely be replaced by selfishness
and letters have appeared in the English press,
and cruelty to the helpless. They would lose
a few in favor of Euthanasia, but most of the gentleness of strength, without gaining the
glimpse of the new morality.
them decidedly against it. The Saturdays Re- least
"
view, which had at first coquetted with Mr.
In Euthanasia we are offered a refined
Williams's theory as novelty, upon sober re- copy of the customs of some savage tribes,
flection condemned it. The following is a part among whom life is more difficult to'maintain,
of its argument:
and so less valuable. But, then, their instincts
"It is of primary importance to inculcate a are on the level of their customs. There is no
regard for the sanctity of human life. The re- jar between calculation and sentiment, such as
luctance to take life is indeed often pushed to we should have. Such ajar would make the
an extreme by the opponents of capital punish- practice, if adopted among us, spring from an
ments. But nobody can say that the mass of estimate of personal advantages, and not from
the population have as yet pushed their ten- the half-thought-out sense of what is best,
derness to the verge of effeminacy. A little which is duty to most men. And, where such
story, related for a different purpose in the imperative instinct as the desire to keep life
Fortnightly Review, illustrates very prettily a for ourselves and our friends at all costs are
sentiment which is not so uncommon as might directly repressed in forming and acting on
be desired. A sensible Scotchman watching this estimate, the result must be moral loss to
by the bedside of his dying wife became impa- all except the philosopher who has had time to
tient at the poor woman's anxiety to express think his soul to oneness under the rule of
her last wishes, and civilly requested her to reason. Euthanasia might become a whole'get on wi' her deeing.' Now, among the some doctrine if time should dissolve our prespoorer classes, where the inconvenience in- ent, perhaps animal, feelings, and replace
flicted by people who 'take an unconscionable them by more economical sentiments. But, as
time in dying' is necessarily felt much more we are, it could only be an esoteric doctrine
keenly than with people in a different rank, it for the few who might have opportunities of
is to be feared that this delicate hint is fre- ending hopelss misery by chloroform without
quently followed up by some practical remon- giving needless pain to their friends. That is,
strances. 'They pinched his nose beneath the it would be applicable only in the way Prof.
clothes,' as Barham says, on the authority of a Newman deprecates.
"
real occurrence, 'and the poor dear soul went
It may, of course, be urged that there has
off like a lamb.' Suppose, in fact, the case of been a latent change in men's notions of life
a small cottage, where the invalid has become and death which only needs expression, and
a heavy burden upon his family instead of a that, if men talked freely, many would be
support, where the expense of providing medi- found to talk Euthanasia. But facts like the
cine and attendance is most seriously felt, and growing aversion to capital punishment seem
where the sick room is also the only dwelling- to point the other way. It is not because we
room, must there not frequently be a strong feel less keenly the horror of murder, but betemptation to give him a quiet push or two cause we are more scrupulous about taking
along the downward path? If it were under- even the least worthy life. Take the growing
stood to be the law that invalids might be leniency toward infanticide. It is not because
finished off when the case was hopeless, 'would there is a change of opinion as to the duty of
not the temptation be frequently overpowering? keeping even supeifluous babies alive, but be1 es, it is replied, but the doctor and the par- cause we are more reluctant to take a woman's
son must be present. That is all very well, life in vengeance for a child's. Again, the
but, it the practice became common, the peo- sense that under certain circumstances it
ple_ would quickly learn to take the law into would be better for us or those dear to us to
their own hands. For it is to be observed that die, is surely far from being the true wish for
tuis one of the cases where nobody could tell death overwhelming the passionate impulse to
tales. A man on the verge of death does not keep up life to the last.
"
require to have his throat cut or a dose of
It might be said, too, that the apology of
arsenic administered. A judicious shake, an Euthanasia stands on the same footing as the
omission to cover him properly, or the exhibi- apology of cowardice, such as those French
tion of an over-dose of laudanum, will do the towns showed whose people did not think it
business effectually, and no possible proof re- worth while to hold out. Was it, or was it not
rnains. Once allow that such things may be worth while?"
aone with due precautions, and the precautions
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The Catholic, absolved by Pope,
Thinks heretics deserve a rope,
Or else the burning flame;
Do penance at the Virgin's shrine,
Feel purified from every crime,
And claim a saintly name.

be true, because he knows all that
pired, all that
transpiring and all that will
transpire ! Heisrealizes
what is past with thP
same intensity as what is transpiring;
realize
what will transpire
with same intensity as
transpiring, hence, with God there is one that
eter
nal now.

has~tM~

He criticised the action of the
churches in
opposing
the ad vac cing hosts armed with scientific truths. Science in every instance
triumphed when brought in contact with had
the
church.
Why docs it triumph? Simply betruths of the first church could have been
demonstrated like those of Science, there never
would have been but one church, instead
of
the 6C0 sects that exist to curse the world,
and
the 61,000 ministers in the United
to
eat away the substance of the people! We
have only one statement of fact3 in regard to
the revolution of the earth? There are innumerable assertions made in regard to the
Divine government by the different churches,
none of which can be demonstrated. Science
explained the cause of eclipses, and banished
the fabulous stories in reference thereto. In all
cases where religion and Science had been
brought in contact, the latter had triumphed
and will continue to triumph. The churches
were afraid to investigate Spiritualism. They
were afraid to grapple with it. They were
compelled to admit the grandeur of the truths
that Science revealed, but they, as of old, were
unwilling to test Spiritualism in the light of
Science!
The address was eloquent throughout,
abounding in facts and illustrations that
invited the attention of the audience.

State's

"
The Presbyterian sourly scowls,
Denouncing all as guilty souls,
Who are not saved by fate;
Saying, 'We're the elect,and you're the damned,
Hell, like a walnut, will be crammed
With God's own reprobate!'

"
The Church of England pay their tythes,
Read their long prayers with half-closed eyes,
And bless their K.ng and Queeii;
They'd be nobility in bliss,
And look on that sect and on this
As vulgar, low, and mean.
"
The Baptist, washed in puddle clean,
Join Presbyterians in their scream,
Against the non-elect;
'Repent! and be baptized betimes,
Nor sprinkle babies, black with crimes
Of Adam and his mate!'

The Methodists, by madness drove,
Howl dreadful on their road above,
Denouncing heavenly ire;
'
Repent! or God will in a trice
Shake you o'er hell like squeaking mice
Suspended o'er the fire!'
"

"
The Quaker smoothly travels on,
Thinks cash in trade is fairly won,
And all the world are knaves;
But he is honest all his life
No money gets by war or strife,
And by the Spirit saved.

"
The Shaker, dancing to the gate
Of bliss, calls Mother Ann to wait
And hear his heavenly love:
'
I'»e left the flesh and sin below,
The Devil and his works you know,
To dance with you above.'
"
The Universalistwill glide
To heaven, as smooth as school boys ride
Down hill, on ice or snow:
Huzza! my boys, we'll all be saved,
For hell is nothing but the grave,
And there's no future woe!'
'

"Amid such clamor, who can tell,
Which is the road to heaven or hell,
Or how we can be saved?
Whether by works, by faith, or prayers,
By weeks of penance, days or years,
Or cash in plenty paid?

'
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cause its statements can be demonstrated. If
the

To gain a heavenly seat;

rid suspicion; the sick man fearing that his de-

rescued is himself ?

.

The Hon. Warren Chase, on Sunday, May
11th, again addressed the First Society of Spiritualists at the Opera House, corner of Randolph and Jefferson streets. Every available
seat was occupied, and the closest attention
was paid to the terse, practical and earnest
views of the speaker. He commenced by reading the following poem, by Shelley:

temptations we have noticed, they will often

for use, and is to be used freely and sacrificed
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using his life nobly while he has it.
"
The objection, then based on the sacredj
ness of life, may be dismissed; life is a thing

is ever ready to face death for others' sakes, to

payment.

!
|

'

when applied to it, except in so far as the
word may signify the duty laid on each man of
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to units threescore years and ten, it is hard
'
sacred

Hon. Warren Chase In Chicago.

existing tendency to violence of all kinds. Infanticide, as we know, prevails to a terrible
extent, and wife-killing is not much less popular. Admit that the slaughter of invalids is
also right under certain limitations, and it is
easy to guess the consequences. The devotion
which the poor display in cases of sickness is
often among the most touching and amiable
features of their character. In spite of the

ened. And, indeed, seeing tnat lite is so transitory a thiDg, and that, at the best, it has to
be laid aside forever, within the brief space of
derstand the meaning of the word

JOURNAL.may

"
My counsel is, to walk alone,
Keep clear of troubles not your own,
And all religious strife;
Let madmen at each other roar,
Do good to all, both rich and poor,
And lead a virtuous life."
He then took for his subject, "What we
Know, and How we Know it." In an able manner he reviewed the condition of the churches
in the past and present. The religious world
has invaribly lifted its hydra-head and opposed
the progress of Science. When Copernicus
advanced his theory in relation to the daily
revolution of the earth, then what a tumult
and excitement he caused in the Catholic
Church. The Catholics saw in his theory a
plain contradiction to what they taught, and it
was perfectly natural for them to resist the
proposed innovation. The Bible spoke of the
"four corners of the earth," which seemed to
indicate that it was nearly square, and that was
an idea entertained by leading church minds
of that period. The theory of Copernicus,
however, was entirely different—with him the
earth was round, and he was prepared to prove
the position he took. He was not allowed, of
course, to publicly proclaim his theory. But
then came [.Galileo, who, endorsed the theory
of Copernicus, and was able .to illustrate and
prove his position on mathematical principles.
He, too, was ostracised by church dogmatisms.
He was twice arrested, and the second time
imprisoned for a brief period, and when his
liberation was effected, he was kept under
strict surveilance during the remainder of his
life.
The Church, bold and arrogant in its asumptions, and domineering in its ways, has ever
opposed the onward strides of Science. Finally, however, Science armed with all the elements of truth, compelled religion to acknowledge her rights. See the puny church yielding to her demands! Witness the sorry
spectacle of a divine church, founded
on a
man-made God, wiping away the perspiration
caused by its views, and retreating to give
room to Science, who never errs ! When too
scientific men asserted that the earth
than six thousand years of age, the
church

was'more

howled more furious than ever. The statement
contradicted Divine revelation-—was contrary

to the expressed word of God.
Science
however, could not be driven, it had
studied
the character of the rocks. It had
went down
deep into the bowels of the earth,
studied the
and kneW
well that?HitS,-deVfcl0PmCntS'
the time required to work all
those
wondrous changes would require
hundreds of
thousands of years. IIow the church
shrinked
at those statements ! How
determined they
were to resist this innovation ! Finally
how
ever, they
succumb
were
compelled
to
!
And why?
Because Science is right, and rehgionis

JS!

kgain

wrong. A truth, a
demonstrated
truth can not be overthrown. The
statement
that God speaks
to bis people, that he has presented them with a Divine revelation,
is false
It is utterly impossible

The Little Bouquet.
The above-named beautiful monthly magazine, designed for the youth and children, will
be issued on the 15th of May, and will more
than meet the expectations of the most sanguine Spiritualists throughout the world. It
will be a work of rare beauty, and acceptable
as a literary production every way suited to
the times. Its embellishments will be appropriate and artistic.
Its publisher reserves no margin of profits—
it will be furnished at actual cost estimated
upon a subscription list .of twenty thousand
for the first year.
Those who order and send fifteen cents for
specimen copies, will have that amount deducted from the regular yearly subscription, and
secure it the balance of the year for $1.35. The
magazine at regular rates—such as are charged
on all similar monthlies, to insure a living
profit to the publisher—should be not less than
$2.50 per annum. But it has been the intention
of the proprietor, for at least eight years, to
publish a spiritual maqazine for the youth and
children, that should not only command their
respect but their admiration and love. To the
end that it might become cosmopolitan the subscription price has been placed at figures that

will guarantee it to the family circle of the
most humble citizens in America—aye, our
spirit friends say wherever the English language is spoken throughout the world!
We can not send specimen numbers free;
hence we have adopted the plan above-named,
and we really hope to receive fifteen cent orders
by every mail, falling into our hands like snowflakes in March, for specimen copies, to be sent
to all parts of the country.
Let those who are in comfortable circumstances remember, not only their own household, but the little nephews, nieces, grand-children and cousins, who may have bright eyes
and warm
hearts to be cheered with the beautiful yet naught but the lean hand indigence
of
to
supply mental food for their craving, hungering, starving souls.
Send them the Little Bouquet for a year
it will cost you but $1,50. It may be the
means of elevating them to a world of beauty
a heaven of perpetual sunshine, and of
crowning them with garlands of flowers of rare
beauty and of fragrance and loveliness inexpressible; and you, they will thank long years
hereafter—yes, even after you and they shall
have passed to spirit-life, for the Little Bouquet that first gave them knowledge of the

Summer-land.

Let us have orders for

twenty thousand

copies of this admirable work—the
first of its
kind ever published^-to

fill with the first number.
It matters little to us whether the orders
be for
specimen copies on the terms before
stated, or
for a year's subscription, knowing
full-well that
no one
who secures a specimen copy will hesitate to send for it a year.
The magazine will be published every
month
during the natural life, at least, of
S. S. Jones,
the proprietor. The Religio Philosophical
Jouhnal is the pride of his life, but
the beau
ideal, which
the dehas
only
been
delayed
for
velopment of
an auspicious time for it to appear, is the Little Bouquet.
Terms, single copies by mail, twenty
cents,
nearly subscriptions in
advance, $1,50. Speci

men ^Pies by mail, fifteen cents.
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teams at the Morrisville station, on the arrival
I of the morning train. Those coming on these
roads will please notify W. C. Jives, of PeterDr. D. P. ICaynbk, of St. Uharies,
HI., has boro. Those
having teams should go with
been lecturing with great success at
AU- He lectures there again on the Wheaton, them. Friends will entertain as many as pos18th inst. sible. A
good time is expected. A cordial inSknd fifteen cents for a specimen number
of vitation is given to all.
the Little Bouquet.
Wm. Hicks, President, and Emer Reech,
The permanent post-office address of R.
R. Secretary, send the following notice: The
Dowd is now at Pecatonica, Winnebago
Co
Illinois. '' Spiritualist of Rockford, Mich., will hold
their Quarterly meeting commencing Saturday,
Hon. Warren Chase will lecture at LitchJune
14th, at 1 o'clock, p. m , and continue to
field, 111., May 18th; at Chester, 111., May
25th. - Sunday evening. Brother T. H. Stuart, of
He will attend the Sturgis
Convention, in Kendallville, Ind., and Sister Lydia A. PearMichigan, on the 13th, 14th and 15th of
June. gall, of Disco, Mich., are engaged as speakers,
Wb regret to learn that our able
assistant and others are invited. A cordial invitation
Henry T. Child, M. D., is dangerously
sick. is extended to all to attend. Accommodations
He has been confined to his bed for
several will be provided for those from a distance free
weeks. We hope he may recover soon, and of charge. Come one, come all, and let us have
be able to continue his labors in the cause of a good, time.
reform for many years.
By order of C. C. Manchester, Pres't. and
Mrs.
L. Et Drake, Secretary, we give the fol$1 50 will pay for the Little Bouquet one
year. Address Little Bouquet, Chicago
lowing notice: The Michigan State AssociIllinois.
ation of Spiritualist, will hold their Semi-AnMr. 0. P. Kellogg is engaged for three nual Convention in tbe village of Charlotte,
Sundays in May, to lecture at Springfield, Eaton Co., on Friday, Saturday and Sunday,
Oiiio. Services at Black's Opera House at 3 13th, 14th and 15;h of June, 1873. Let all
and 71 o'clock, p m. He will speak at Bruns- Spiritualists and friends of liberty consider
wick, Medina county, Ohio, on Sunday, May themselves cordially invited to attend. Prep2oth, and at Wheeling, West Virginia, during arations will be made by the friends of Charlotte to entertain all stfangers from abroad,
the month of June.
H,
Mrs.
M. Morse is doing a good work in and should the numbers prove too great, a
Nebraska, as we are informed. She is said to rangements will be made with the hotels for
be a good trance medium and a good lecturer. board and lodging at reduced prices. All
Being entirely dependent upon her own me- speakers will be in attenderibe to address the
diumship for a support, we hope she may be meeting.
kept at work, and be liberally rewarded. Those
Widows' and Orphans' Fund.
wanting her services may address her at
Pawner City, Neb.
L. Graves, of Cleveland, ^Ohio, sends fifty
The first number of the Little Bouquet, cents, J. Dubois, of Everett, Pa., one dollar,
which will be out by the time our readers in and C. F. Wormerstrum, of Woodhull, 111.,
distant parts of the country read this item, is seventy-five cents to aid in sending this paper
worth more than any fifty-cent book in our to poor widows and orphans, who otherwise
catalogue and yet we send it as specimen would be deprived of its perusal.
We have in our mind's eye a great many
numbers for fifteen cents. Address. Little Bouquet, Chicago, 111.
wealthy people who could, and never be the
S. B. Hallowell writes: The Mercer Co., poorer for it, donate a few of thousands of dolIllinois, Friends of Reform will hold their lars to send the Little Bouquet free to the
Third Quarterly Convention in New Boston, thousands of little boys and girls scattered
Illinois, in Ballard Hall, on Friday and Satur- over the world, whose starving little souls need
day, M ty 30ch and 31st, and Sunday, June 1st, such mental food as it contains, but who are
1873. Mrs. M. II. Parry and Mrs. S. E. War- too poor to pay for it. May good (tngels inspire
ner will be the speakers. Would be glad to such well-to-do people to make donations to a
have other speakers visit us on this occasion. Little Bouquet Fond.
You, dear sister, who will soon bid adieu to
We also hope to see many friends from a disearthly treasures, will not regret«d<Vations now
tance.
and in your last will and testamini', to such a
Dr. W. H. Smith writes: The Spiritualists
you, dear brother, who is so
will hold their Second Annual Grove meeting fuad; and
blessed
with
this worlds goods, will also reon Saturday and Sunday, June the 14th and
joice when safely landed on the othefr shore, to see
15th, 1873, at Richfisld Centre, Michigan. Mrs.
the sparkling eyes glancing over Yhg, pages of
L. A. Pearsall and other good speakers will be
the Little Bouquet at your expeitse and dearly
in attendance. Dr. W. Jordan and other physblessing the good man in the Sumrrie^tand, who
ical and test mediums will also be present. A
bestowed the means to endow the Little
pleasant time is expected. A cordial invitaBouquet Fund.
tion is extended to all. Arrangements will be
We pledge our sacred honorj -whkh has
made to accommodate all who come.
never yet been tarnished by a breach 'of trust and
Monsignor Mermillod, the exiled prelate never
shall be, to dispense all such endowments,
of Geneva, Switzerland, has been made Car- be they large or small, whifih may be confided
dinal. He is reported to have said to a recent to our trust, exactly in accordance, with the
interviewer: "My conviction is that Europe will of the donor.
is going back along the road of ages, and that
Come, friends, let us perform a; icred duty
we are returning to the wars of religion. The to the children and yout.li—remember that as
next outbreak will be a religoius or a social the twig is bent the tree
; isfeliped; that
war. There are now but two currents in germs of truth that are iisplahted- ia children
Europe."
and youth, will spring upr and jield a rich harD. W. Hull writes:—To the friends in vest in more mature years. *' *
Ohio and Pennsylvania. Being compelled to
be in New York by the middle of June, I
would like to lecture at as many places as convenient on the route, and would be glad to
hear from parties desiring my services. I
[For the week ending, May 17th, 1873.]
shall probably spend the Summer in WisconMcYickeii's Theatre:—Madison street, besin, and those wishing my services there tween State and Dearborn streets. Mr. Edwin
should address me early at Hobart, Ind.
Adams began an engagement at McVicker's,
There will be a discussion between D. W. Monday evening, appearing as Raphael DuchHull, and Eld. M. L. Blany (Christian minis- alet in The Marble Heart. He is one of Amerter) commencing May 19th, and continuing ica's greatest actors, and the role of Raphael
five evenings, on the following propositions: in his hands takes rank as one of the finest
1st. Resolved, That the Bible is mainly the impersonations on the stage. In finish, warmth,
product of human spirits who had departed and feeling, it has few peers. In his treatment
this life. 2nd. Besolved, That Modern Spirit- of the character, Mr. Adams shows nice disualism in its phenomena and teachings is bet- crimination and artistic tact.
ter calculated to elevate humanity, morally,
Amphitheatre. (Formerly Nixon's.) Clinmentally and spiritually than the Bible and its ton street, between Washington and Randolph.
teachings. He will give a series of lectures Every evening, and Saturday matinee. Woncontinuing over Sunday the following week, derful success of " Vanek,"the great decapitaand would be glad to make engagements for tor, and Electrician extraordinary.
two weeks more en route for New York.
Forepaugh's Grand Menageries.—Now
J. W. Seaver, G. W. Taylor and A. E. open, the world's greatest exhibition, corner of
Tilden, Committee, sends us the following: West Madison and Elizabeth streets, Fore
A Quarterly Convention of Mediums, Speak- paugh's grand menageries, museum and circus.
ers and others for Western New York, will be Largest menageries on earth; grand new muheld in Canaseraga Hall, Dansville, on Satur- seums; magnificent circus. A daily banquet
day and Sunday, June 7th, and 8tb, 1873, com- of pleasure and instruction; beauties of art;
mencing on Saturday at 11 o'clock, a. m , or as wonders of science; marvels of mechanism;
soon as the express train arrives from the triumphs of tkill; wonderful riders; skillful
North. Good speakers will be present, and a acrobats; matchless gymnasts; beautiful
general attendance is solicited. The friends horses; performing animals; the world's latest
in Dansville will, so far as they are able to do greatest and finest amusement enterprise.
so, entertain all from abroad. Come, friends, Doors open at 1 and 7 p. m. Admission 50 cents.
with hearts all aglow with love of truth and Children under ten years, 25 cents.
humanity, and make this re-union one in
Hooley's Opera House.—Randolph street,
which our aspirations shall be responded to opposite the Court House, R. M. Hooley, sole
with the best influences from the higher an- proprietor and manager. At Hooley's, "Risks,"
gelic spheres.
entered upon its second week Monday night,
Dr. E. F. Beals, President, and L. D. with a large audience. The play has achieved
Smith, Secretary, sent the following notice: immense popularity.
SpiritMyer's Opera House.—Monroe street, beThe Central New York Association of
Evans
in
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at wholesale or retail, at 634 Race St., Philadelphia.

In

Memoriam—Elijah Tyson.

-

When a friend leaves us, we learn this truth
that he has lost nothing save that which belongs to this earth. One great truth is shown
to him in his latter days, as in the lives of most
aged persons, that he was going home. He had
so long felt that earth was not his home; that
there was another home where the faces that
once shown before him, his beloved ones, who
had gone before him, should greet him. Some
may suppose that this is only an evidence of
weakness, a wandering of the mind, but to us
it is an evidence that the soul is growing more
impressive; that as the body grows weaker,
crumbles and falls away, it leaves the spirit
more impressible, so that it gathers intuitively
the great truth that earth is not its home; that

Passed on to the higher life on the 24th of
March, 1873, Elijah Tyson, in the 88th year of
his age. Brother TySOn was one of the oldest
Spiritualists of this city, a firm and substantial there is a home brighter and faiier than any
pillar, formerly a trustee of the Universalist thing of earth. I am glad to know that this
Church on Thompson St. He was one who
is growing more common especially
transferred that church to the Spiritualists. feeling
the aged.
His funeral took place on the 27th inst., on among
The beautiful unbroken chain of affection
which occasion a large company assembled. still
binds him to you in the angel
and
The services were commenced with the follow- he will be engaged in preparing world,
for you a
ing
home where you shall go when your earthly
INVOCATION, BY MRS. BRIGHAM.
labors are done.
Oh, God, Thou Spirit of Infinite life, in the
marvtl of thy presence there is no such thing
Mrs. Blair the Spirit Artist.
as death! Whether this earth-life is strong
and vigorous, or whether atom by atom its
mortal garments drop away to give the spirit
The world renowned spirit artist, Mrs. Blair,
full and free expression, thy power appears
accompanied by her husband, is now at St.
the same, and life is eternal.
At this time we come to thee as a child Charles, 111., sojourning at Brother Leonard
comes to its father, that we may be taught Howards. She is thronged with orders for
more fully the lesson of life, that even with family paintings, and such orders are being
eyes dimmed with tears, all radiant in the sun- filled with wonderfulrapidity, skill and beauty.
shine of the eternal morning, we may see thy
No honest persons, who sees her perform
truths made plain to us, and understand that
there is no death.
her work, can longer doubt the truth of her
Thou dost come to this earthly life, through mediumship. She prefers to be so thoroughly
law, and remove from our sight, objects that
are most dear to us. The tender buds of this blind-folded as to place the question of her beexistence droop and fade away, and it seems ing able to see in the least degree beyond
to us, from what we learn of thy revelations any question.
of existence, that these are transplanted to the
As has often Deen said before, her paintings
Summer-landwhere, free from earthly blighting frost, they blossom in radiant beauty for- are most perfect symbolic representations of
the family connections of the person she paints
ever.
Thou dost take, in the fulness of this earthly for. Every member of a family circle, from
existence, the flowers of life, and when it
seems to us that the rose leaves have fallen and grand-parents down to the last grand-child,
it is dead, then these speak to us through the everyone—uncles, aunts, cousins, their wives
perfection of thy law, and teach us that in a —those in this and in spirit-life, will be so perbetter world their bloom is perpetuated. So fectly illustrated that any .one can read the
when the tree of life has grown white, when symbols
and Know the sex of each person repthe human body has been bent and furrowed
and crowned by old age, when thou dost bring resented. Even still-born children are repre
this sight to us, thou dost tell us there is no sented—all live upon the next plane of life
death, but the one that we have loved so dearly who have ascended to the plane of
foital concepand cared for with such earnest solicitude is
taken out of the weakness of this earth-life and tion, a grand truth that the philosophy of life,
in a brighter and better world he stands trans- only, demonstrates through the instrumentality
figured to day.
of physical manifestations.
Teach us, Father, that we may understand
And It should be borne in mind that these
this; that the vision may be made clear unto marvelous
paintings are just as readily and
us; that in the midst of human tears we may
see and understandthe law that life is eternal. truthfully executed in cases where Mrs. Blair
Help us then so to live here on earth, that like is entirely ignorant of the family history of the
him who has passed before us, we may enter persons she is painting for, as where she knows
calmly and peacefully the sunshine of that
deathless morn that belongeth to the Spirit- them.
land. Like him may we have memories radiThe spirit friends who are to be thus delineant and eternal, of great good done on earth. ated, present themselves in person, or are repLike him may we all bear with us a love that resented by those spirits who know well
the
is rich and strong, and that shall constitute a family
history. An Italian artist, a spirit
link of sympathy that will hold us to earth and
the loved ones of life, and be helpful to those possessed of wonderful skill and of long years
we leave behind us. Instruct us, oh, Father, in spirit-life, controls the hand of the medium
that we may delight to do thy will, so that to execute the work. It is him that sees and
when we are called from earth, we mav go
forth rejoicing that there is no death, and that knows what he is doing while it is only the
material hand of the medium that he controls,
thou doest all things well.
and uses to handle the brush with. While the
ADDRESSOP DR. CHILD.
"
Gathered as a shock of corn fully ripe." work is thus going on a little Indian girl, Pale
We have assembled on this occasion, my Lilly, controls her organs of speech, and defriends, to pay the last tribute of respect to the scribes each member of the family circle as
remains of a beloved father, who through long they
are delineated in the painting.
years of strict integrity and uprightness, has
We might fill many columns in describing the
stood as a pillar in the house of the Lord. We
do not meet to mourn the death of this be- beautiful paintings we have seen of Mrs. Blair's
loved one, but to celebrate the birth of a spirit work, but space will not now admit of it.
ripened for the higher life. He knew well the
The friends in the vicinity of St. Charles
change that awaited him, and patiently looked
for the coming of the angels—his own loved should improve the present time to secure these
ones, to meet him on the other shore, and as I rare paintings—rare indeed—there is not ansee him standing here now he says tome, other similar artist that we know of in the
"
Tell the friends it was a triumphant meeting
when I left the prison house of the body, and world.
The wife alone is all that is required to be
as I look back I would say to you all be of
good cheer, stand firm for the right, and know present, to guarantee the most perfect familythat we shall all meet on this beautiful shore, wreath filled with the expressive symbols bewhere there shall be no more parting. My
loved ones have gathered around me here and fore referred to. Mrs. Blair's prices are merely
nominal when the amount of work is considerin a bright mansion I am resting now."
* ADDRESS OF MRS. NELLIE T. J. BRIGHAM.
ed—depending upon the extent that one wants
"Behold I send to you a comforter even the his family connections delineated, varying from
spirit Of truth." In the hours when our soul ten to twenty-five dollars. Those of means
sits silent, what comforter can speak to our should avail themselvesof the present opporearthly heart, equal to the voice of the angels
speaking from tneir heavenly places. We have tunity to purchase one of the largest. When
been told that the comforter shall be sent to us. once obtained it will remain an heir-loom in the
The spirit of truth is this comforter which family for centuries, and will be counted above
speaking in our souls shall make us understand price.
the deep inner heart of human sympathy, and
When Mrs. Blair leaves St. Charles, she will
of angel helpfulness. It is this spirit of truth
which carries us forth from the shadows into go to Lombard and stop a few days at Bro. E.
the light, which comforts truly in the hour of V. Wilson's and Bro. Milo Porter's residences.
bereavement.
From there she will come to Chicago, when
The angels come to us when under the
further
notice will be given through the
they
and
to
be
human
of
sorrow,
shadow
long
messengers, to bear to us the spirit of truth, columns of this paper.
and as they speak in our own souls, and
'

through the lips of others we gather that which

shall be to us substantial comfort. It is solemn when a spirit goes out from our midst
(dies as mortals say, but born again as aiigels
say), because their forms will never more be
seen by earthly vision. But "blessed are they
that mourn for they shall be comforted."
When a dear one goes out from our midst into
the Spirit-land, if there is any thing to doubt
in relation to that great future, it becomes
doubly dark and sad, but when we ask the
spirit of truth to comfort us, it speaks through
nature's laws, and we are satisfied. Life becomes to us a continued reality. Under the
laws of compensation and of progress, there
can be no break in our existence, for its course
is onward and upward forever, though there
may be a point beyond which our earthly vision can not penetrate, yet we know that they
live and grow in thetpirit-life. We know that
mind is mightier than matter; that when the
body grows old, it still holds its beautiful and
youthful impressions, and as we gather unto
the spirit, there is something better than earthly hope that tells us the angels are with us and
through this truth we are comforted. The
dear one who has passed away well knew that
the angels were with him, so the same blessed
knowledge is given to us, driving away all the
shadows of darkness. We come to the light
of this great truth through the manifestations
of the spiritual presence, which come to
us to day. We learn the great fact of immortality, that the soul of man can never cease
to progress; that it is immortal in its hopes
and aflections; that its genius, its talents all
live, and will bloom and grow fairer in the
land beyond.
The angels are present giving us comfort in
the beautiful truths that illuminates the earth
with a flood of glory. How it lifts us out of
darkness and shows us that in the past the
words of the poet were true:
"Wc see but dimly through the mists and vapors
Beyond these earthly damps,
What seem to us as sad funtrtl tapers
Are heaven's distant lamps."

Discussion.

=

1

farce of a professed expose of spirit manifestations.
When he was through, half an hour's time
was asked by the writer to answer all that Leland had said in his six evening lectures and
"expose." It had been repeatedly asserted
during the time, that such an opportunity
would be given when he closed. But as it were

to expose the false pretenses of honesty and fair

dealing, and to show the low trickery of pious
pretenders, the clergyman of that church was
put forward by those of the other churches to
do the dirty work. He said, " This is the
House of God. No Spiritualist or Freelover has ever been permitted to occupy its
sacred desk, nor will it be allowed now."
The people were indignant and disgusted
at the hypocrisy.
There stood Leland, a self-convicted liar and
impostor, who signed a libel to save himself
from prosecution—all besmeared over with
flour, he having pretended he could hold
flour in his hands and have the same manifestations as transpired in the Davenport Brothers' Seances. Not only was he completely be
smeared with flour, but "the sacred desk" was
in the same condition. The clerical's sawed
desk was a by-word from that time, and the
little preacher soon petered out.
Leland a while afterward returned to find
his pious backers, but found none. All were
ashamed to recognize him in that capacity.
Since that time, Spiritualists and Infidels get a
hearing without a pious sneer. It is but justice to say that the great mass of church people condemned the trick and duplicity of the
preachers on the occasion alluded to. A lead
ing deacon in the church on the very evening
alluded to, took us by the hand and said, " I
wish you to understand that I by no means approve of the course that our preacher has pursued in this matter."
The people are asking for, and will not be
satisfied without, more light. We think Mr,
Underwood will be able to show them that all
types of religions had their origin in ignorance
and are myths. Then, Spiritualism will come
to their rescue, by showing that which Mr.
Underwood fails to show, viz., that there is a
Philosophy of Life that demonstrates that the
soul is immortal and subject to the law of
eternal progression.

Mr. Jeremiah E. Keller and Miss Alice L. Fleming, grand daughter of our well-known Sister Mrs N. M.
Page, of Chicago, were united in marriage in presence
of a large audience at Lyceum Hall in Chicago, on Sunday, May 11th, by Warren Chase. The ceremony was
in accordance with the spiritual philosophy without the
useless formula of the old churches. The couple were
neatly but not gorgeously attired, both young and handsome ; have started with fair prospects of a happy and
useful life.
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per day! A?ent8 wanted! All classes of working pe«v
pie, of either sex, young or old, make more money at
work for us in their spare moments, or all the time, than at anything
else. Particulars free. Address G. Stinson & Co., Portland. Maine.

QEALKD LETTERS ANSWERED BY B. W. FLINT
Q Address Station D. Box, 61. Office 1147 Broadway
i*ew York. Money refunded when not answered. Terms,
$2 and three 3 cent Postage Stamps.
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trs. M. PETTBNOILI, <fc
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Street, Boston, S7 Park How, New York, and 701 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, are our Agents for procuring
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Painless Preyentiye of Toothaclis.

SUBSCRIBER having been for many years a ter^EErible
sufferer from some of the worst forms of Tooth-

ache, was at last relieved by the prescription of an old
friend of his, For twenty years he has had no toothache
at all. Consequently he feels that he can WARRANT
N AS A PAINLBSS PREVENTIVE
TOOT11
I will send the Prescription to any address on the receipt, of $1.10. Address
W. P. PHELON,
vl4u9jl La Porte, Indtaua.
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TP CLEEBYMEM AND OTHERS.

The Penn Mutual Life Insurance Company of Phila
delphia,.one of the oldest arid most reliable Life Companies in the Country, with ample Capital, desires to
engage the services of active and reliable men at various
points.
Tne Company is strictly Mutual, and divides its eurpjus premiums every year among its members, thus sup
plying insurance at the lowest possible rates, and
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all of its pol cies a1 e no n forfeitable after three years.

Liberal Corrmissions given and direct contracts made.
Apply to the Home Office, 921 Chestnut Sweet, Philadelphia, Pa.
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WONDERFUL!
Great Juvenile Maoazlne,
Choicest reading. Ch«rmine pictures. 30 cents a
year. A magnificent $1.00 CHRO UO FR£E.
by first mail.

Splendid prices for clubs.

Agents outfit,

including Chromo, 25 cents. Specimen, 3 cents.
at once, John B. Alden, Publisher, Chicago, 111.
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BUTTS & DINSMOBE
A discussion is going on this week at St.
Now Publish
Charles, Illinois, our home, between Mr. B. F.
MB FROTHINGHAM'SNEW BOOK.
Underwood, Liberal, and the Rev. J. B.
Walker, a Professor in the Wheaton College, The Religion of Humanity,
By O. B. Frothingham Contents:—I. Tendencies: II.
Congregational.
God; III. Bible; IV. Christ; V. Atonement; VI. Power
Mr. Underwood affirms,
of Moral Inspirati n; VII. Providence; VJlI. Moral
Ideal;
IX. Immortality; X. Education of Conscience; XL
1st, The Bible is erroneous and false in The Soul
of Good in E\il; XII. The Soul of Truth in
many of its scientific and historic statements; Error
One vol., 12 mo. $1.50. Sent free on receipt of price.
false and pernicious in many of its moral and
WILL BE READY SOON.
religious teachings; partly an outgrowth of
pre existing religions, and human in its origin. Christianity &o Materialism.
The Doctrines of the one and the Principles of the
2d, Christianity as it has been taught and other presented in contrast, by B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, 15 cants.
believed for centuries by Catholics and ProtBUTTS & DINSMORE, Publishers,
estants alike, has retarded the progress of
36 Dey Street, New York.
mankind.
3d, Religious persecution has resulted NatDr. Abba Lord Palmer.
urally and legitimately from teachings conClairvoyant. Homoeopathic Physician and Business
Medium, Minneapolis,Minn., Box 1050. Diagnoses distained in the Old and New Testaments.
ease by Iock of hair or autograph and gives prescriptions
Will send remedies for female wc-akness, Consumption
4th, The principles and teachings of mod- and
diseases of the liver and kiane ,s. Traces
ern Materialism are more rational and consist- property—delineates character; advises concerningstolen
lawetc., and gives communications from
su'ts,
ent than the doctrines and teachings of the t-pir tfrimarriage,
nds. Terms, $2.00 vl4n9
Jewish and Christian Scriptures.
The Professor discusses the negative side of
Bve'v afflicted person will he deeply int"res*ed in the
the proposition.
perusal of a pamphlet just published by Dr. R Greene
Mr. Underwood has recently delivered a who ha* been Ply sician of the Boston Medical
Institote
twenty Ave years. It describes various disease and
course of lectures at St. Charles upon so-called for
their proper tre atment, and stiould be in every family
Infidelity. They were well received.
Price fifty cents; but it will be sent by ma'l, fne. to incountry.
valids, to any part of
There is a very large liberal element in that Gbbene, 34 Temple Place,theBoston, Mass.Address, D'r R
vl4n9t4
town and vicinity. Many of the best Spiritual
Wanted: Agents for Ihe "Contributor," arixieen-pai?e
conventions have been held there from year to
religion?, and f»milj P per. T. irteen
year, ever since the first ushering in of Mod- undenominational,
departments. Rev. A. B. Eaklis write frit $1,01
a
year, and one of the finest piemium? e*er < if red. K'ven
ern Spiritualism.
to each subscriber. Agents meet marvelous huocckr
It was at that place that the notorious Le- One says, "It only needs a boy toshowli—ic, sellsitself."
land was taken into the embrace of the ortho- A subsciiber sends 100 subscribers, «wi tajs, "It only
took a dttle over one day from my work." L rge comdox clergy. At their expense, and in the Con- missions. For terms, samples, eic., address, J. H. ,•
Kahle, Boston, Mass, I
gregational church, Leland went through the Vl4n9t4
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CIRCLE OF LIGHT.
If. L. Jack, M. D., Medium;
Correspondent. Papers
John Brown Smith Reporter and
can be obtained and subscriptions received by him at 812
North Tenth Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Philadelphia Circle of Light.
Prof. Hare.

This, my friends, is the first anniversary of

thesuccessof the medium, [given January 16th,
1873] One year ago to-day he started out into the world, and it was then predicted by
some that he would be shipwrecked; but the
boat in spite of its rough passage, sails on
majestically. [The medium first opened a
public office for giving forth the joys of spiritcommunion at No. 52 North Thirteenth street,
Philadelphia]. Very few mediums have accomplished so much good in so short a time,
and received so little for it. Thank God that
there are such men with such hearts as he has
within his bosom, as well as the bright lights
that burn upon the other shore. See how
many tests and sittings he has given the past
year. Can there be any good come out of
Naaareth. Picked up out of life, a little mod.
est, delicate flower and despite all opposition
we have raised him up to be the equal of many.
In the=e three hundred and sixty-five days I
am glad to say that I have found a vessel in
which to mix my chemical compounds exactly,
and 1 will succeed farther still. What a year
of trouble individually, it has been to him.
When he felt it difficult to climb up at times,
loved hands would come and give him assistance, and he shall be the means of raising
them. It shall be well with them.
I will now take each of you by the hand and
thank you for what you have done for him,
and for us. Oh! these acts of kindness, in not
letting the right hand know what the left has
done. Heaven knows and I know his experience. His feet have gone bare on the ground.
He has gone ragged. Many of his friends have
forsaken

him

in the hour of trial, although

Elis

Harry Thomas.

ceeding white as light or snow, and appeared

Well, well; 1 come as a stranger, to the anniversary of light! 1 have not been'gone very
long, but I will give what I have, freely. Only
two months ago I saw Dr. Jack, and he knows
not that I am dead, but he thinks that I am
living. I could not get here sooner, so many
have been trying. I wish that you could see
within him and behold his soul. I am coming
through this medium to go there and attend
to those papers, and they will come out satis
factorily. He knows that I belonged to the
Protestant Methodist church, but I am not
like my dear brothers, sitting in front of a few
boards listening to some one in the shape of
humanity.
I am one of those boys who fought under
the American flag. I am one of those who,
there, as well as here, saw stars shining in that
noble head [pointing to a picture of General
Lei]. Oh! you must be spiritual and divine in
word and action. I come here to speak the
truth but how many permit their political

prejudicesto influencethem.
1 am glad that the medium will not throw
him [Gen. Lee] overboard to please his friends,
relatives and acquaintances. There are closer
relations than the ties of blood, but all 1 can
say ia not enough for the medium.
Oh! for the life that exists beyond, where
the grand General Lee is only seen to be loved,
whose stars shineth, shineth on brightly; and
not a star shall lose its lustre. A great deal
has to be learned yet about these earthly experiences. We must become a little more
spiritual but when I speak of becoming spiritual, I refer to those who have enemies and do
not love them.
My name is Harry Thomas. Ask the medium about the ring he took ofl his finger and
gave me in the army, and it is now buried
with me in the grave.
Memoirs of Jesus.
BY THOMAS DIDYMUS.

Now the Galilean philosopher discoursed
sweetly to the scribes, Pharisees and disciples
on meat, and the eflect its use produces on the
physical and moral condition of its consumer.
Prom this trite subject he extracts lessons of
so profound a character as to puzzle his hearers. Even his brilliant pupils were mystified
and bvgged the favor of an explanation. In
beauty of conception, clearness of demonstra-

tion, simplicity of analysis, delicacy of manner
and purity of taste the exegesis vouchsafed by
the master exceeds anything I know of on
record. Excuse me, I may not quote the
lecture, and no excerpts can do it justice. To
the end that you may be highly edified, read it,
attentively, carefully and prayerfully for yourself (Mark 7:14-23)
Then Jesus departed to the coasts of Tyrei
and Sidon, and a Greek or Syropbeniciani
woman (v. 26), a woman of Canaan (Matt. 15::
22), came to him, and giving due notice that,
her daughter internally harbored a Devil, besought Jesus to eject the unwelcome guest.
Jtsus mildly replied, '"It is not meat to take thes'
children's bread and to cast it unto the dogs,"
which being translated means, It is not proper
to take the blessings of the Jews, God's chil-'
dren, and bestow them upon Gentiles. "Dog"
was the opprobrious epithet which the vulgar:
class of Jews applied to the Gentiles. The;
lamb was one of this class; but it kne w wheni
it was safe to apply the name. Jarvis was ai
Gentile man and a soldier. The lamb wasj
meek and lowly to him, and if he thoughtt
dogs, did not venture to sneer it. But this applicant for aid was a Gentile woman and ai'
stranger. "The lion of the tribe of Judah"
shook his shaggy defiance in her face. BeholdI
God! Alter some further parley he toldI
the woman to go home. The Devil had vacated.
•
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they have been helped by him before he was a
medium. But as they have sown so shall they
reap. There is a compensation in all things.
God is a banker who will settle all accounts
justly. One year ago to day, and I look back
and see what has been produced since that
time, and look also at what has been accomled since the formation of the Circle of
ight
Many people outside think that they are the
advisers of this medium. I at* his adviser; I
alone advise him! I tender to them my kind
regards, and will say that we shall take him to
the Spirit World before we will permit them
to influence him. How few there are that are
capable of exerting a proper influence. When
I look back and see, think and know these
things, I can not but think that I am back in
the flesh; yes, back again!
Oh! how grand it is at the end of each year
to celebrate the anniversary of life; our life
which is a life of constant progress and inquiry
after truth, a world of constani anniversaries,
every one of which gives new evidence of
growth. Look buck one year and see what a
year it has been. See how many noble and ill
spirits have gone from the body. Look back
again to 1872 and think of Geneva, and then
let us here, have a grand Alabama!

Lthe

He did so, and the next day I found it much
BUFFALO. N. Y.—E. M writes.—I want it.
It discharged large quantities of matter
be
our friends to know that Buffalo is not far behind better.
fo a few days, the inflammation abated gradually
other cities, especially when the 31st of March for
an that dreadlul looking arm was soon well again
rolls around, though perhaps, she can be caught and
an the lady seemed overjoyed at her rapid recovnapping at other times of the year. The Spiritual- and
ery.
In this case I used a" little pulverized slipists of Buffalo and vicinity met Sunday morning, er
pe
pery-elm
meetbark in the water to make it soft and slipthe
the 30th of March. Mi*s Maynard called
pe
ing to order, and Mr. Seaver of Byron, N. Y., made pery.
Chairman. After speaking and music the morning
NEW YORK CITY.—Mrs. F. A. Logan writes.—
session closed. The friends were all invited to ,A few thoughts from my pen through your valuable
participate of a lunch provided by the ladies, and paper would reach many dear friends throughout
served in the hall, and a happy social repast were *he western States, and thereby redeem the
partaken of by one hundred or more.
promises so often extorted, that we would write
f.
clock, p. m., the afternoon session was called, and them
of our whereabouts, incidents of travel, etc.
St. James' Hall was well filled. We listened to My medium Sister, Mrs. E N. Balcorn, accompan,
Spiritual'
in
several speakers, relating experiences
ied me through Canada, giving tests in obedience
ism. Bishop A. Beals enlivened the meeting with - to her angel guides. We found but few
Spirithis excellent music. Speeches aud music closed the ualists there; yet awakened
the spirit of investiga.
afternoon exercises. In the evening we listened. tion.
has been fraught with
Th« past
to a very able address from Mrs. Nettie Maynard. scenes of interestWinter
to us as we have discussed
Subject—" The Moral, Social and Political Con: Spiritualism, Temperance
and Equal Rights, in
dition of the Country," after which a few remarks "I
villages and some of the cities of our native
from other speakers present, and a song from M.r. many
„
grand
°
The
State.
worthy
Chief
of this
Beals, closed the meeting. Monday evening, the State (Rev. H. Ward) welcomed usTestplar
to his crowded
31st, the friends held a social re-union.
church in Buffalo, and gave us many words of encouragements for our 'lemperance lecture there.
HOBART, IND.—D. W. Hull writes.—White I cc
am writing this letter I feel that I can not 1The mediums meeting at Rochester, 1st and 2nd,
of March, was very harmonious and interesting.
concerning our oj
close without saying a word
lamented Brother William White of tho well- IThere was a great display in mediumship where
no mediumship was claimed, in the person of a
known fiim of White & Co., of Boston. It is sel- ni
blind man, who was brought in from the street to
dom that the public know much of the inside bj
character of business men, they ate gene rally such sing and play the organ. His painted card (Please
help the blind man) which he had so long worn
ready
to hi
hard matter-of fact men, you are almost
upon his bosom, was laid aside, and the keys of
doubt that they have an inner life. This is not the u
case with any of the proprietors of the Banner of tlthe organ chimed forth any tune we might name to
him by humming it over once, and repeating the
Light office—much less of Brother White. In his h.
song. He would not only play the tune but sing disbusiest moments I have always found he had a sf
tinctly almost every word. Let the cultivated musiword of encouragement for every one in need of ti
cian account for this on any other than a spiritual
it, and ready to help whoever^was in want of help. ci
His sympathies were drawn out in behalf of all the bbasis if he can. This Spring with its birds and
flowers finds us once more in this great metropolis,
poor, whether saints or sinners, and of all who A
were afflicted, whether in hbdy or mind; and none nnoting the progress of men and things, discus ing,
did he pity more than the undeveloped in the "if possibie, the signs of the times. Henry Ward
Spirit-world. Some of my holiest emotions for HBeecher preached from the text last Sabbath
morning, "Whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth,
that unfortunate class have been drawn out by Bro. n
etc." His crowded audience of 3,000 persons unWhite, whilst with tu,;irs in his eyes he has refer- e
red to their need of help from our world. Some ddoubtedly were thinking of the B> echer and Tilton
men whom you meet on the business plane "scandal, but then the Lord whom he worships acpass from mind aftei the transaction is over, ccommodates himself to the imperfections of men,
Such is not the case'with Brother White. Since I aand fits himself to their wants as a hen would
read of his sudden translation I have thought bbrood her chickens, warming and revivifying into
what a rush there must have been among the an- bbetter conditions. The Auniversary at Apollo hall
*was quite a pleasing affair. Our good Brother, A.
gels to greet him.
J. Davis, made some very appropriate remarks,
specSubscriber
writes.—As
a
ELGIN, ILL.—A
with many others. Jenney Leys has been speaking
imen of some of the xjhurch sanctified opposers of for
f. the society lately with much credit to herself
your paper and its principles, I beg leave to inform Ij have been lecturing in New Jersey, and shall
you that Mr. S. Oscar Merrill, the late secretary of lecture
i,
on Long Island next Wednesday evening
the Young Men's Christian Association's free and
a make this my headquarters for a time, taking
library, who was so conspicuously instrumental in notes
preparatory to a greater work than I have
n
having your paper rejected from the free library hitherto
^
been able to perfoim on the great reas not being a fit paper to be read, even by the formatory
f
movements of the age. Meanwhile shall
mo't careless discrimination, much less to be ad- ever
pray for the welfare of our glourious Religioe
as
by
Y.
M.
C.
to
the
the
A.
fit
Philosophkjal
mitted
officers of
I
Journal and also the happiness
be read by the people of our city, has, to use the of
0 our dear friends and the cause everywhere.
slang expression, "jumped the town," or in other
LEICESTER, VT.—Addie L. Paine, a little girl
words, run off without paying his debts, even his
'
bread and milk bills. When he first came here— writes.—
1 Bible should not be read in school,
and by the way he came from Boston—which The
1 frightens the children and makes them a tool;
I am sorry to relate as I think very highly of the It
'
think and reason but can't understand
Hub, he made the remark at a £ ocial gathering one They
»
God could be Jesus and crucified by man.
How
to
find
perfectly
astonished
evening, "that be was
in Genesis we are taught that God made the
*
that the people of Elgin were so intelligent," if First,
earth
he was here now, he would find a gr at many of
every
green plant was spoken into birth,
And
the church members making the remark that they j
The
stars
shone like diamonds, the dry land was
are perfetly astonished to learn that he, Mr. S. Osseen,
car Merrill, was such a dishonest man, and conmoon rose in splendor, that beautiful queen.
temptible hypjScrite. He once made the remark The
j
1
In
the
next chapter we read, that God made a
to me, that lj^was astonishing to one's self, to see
man
how much one could do with a little effort for the
1
pronounced him perfect, as I understand;
cause of JeSus Christ. He was referring to his hav- And
'
heart seemed to beat, then began his short
ing been doWtt to Clinton the Sunday before, to His
life.
start a Sunday-school. I think he could interest the
where
were the materials, now for a wife.
But
said school by coming back and telling them what, }
"he knows about jumping a town," and also, what Then God planted a garden as the records stand,
he knows about borrowing things and forgetting ^And in it"he placed that unfortunateman,
he, Thou canst eat of the trees standing by
!
to bring them back. He belonged to the Congre- Said
'
the one good and evil, touch it not least you
gational church; was a very active member, took a But
great intef est in .union Sunday schools, especially " Now,die;"
Sir, it is not good for thee to be alone,
in keeping the Universalists out of the union, and
I suppose'.' would keep them out of neaven if he I will make thee a help-meet out of a bone."
made
So
<
he
her very different, you plainly see,
could, and be, was always everywhere and anyshe is not to blame if they do disagree.
;
where, that he could get a chance to display Mr. And
8. Oscar Merrill as a Christian and a zealous fol- Then God caused a deep sleep to come over him
lower of "Jesus Christ, and even some of their Which is enough for to make an Idiot grin,
church membersare trying to excuse him bv say- And when he had taken a rib from his side.
prayer of my soul that I may be able to prove such ing,
that he^as "hard up." This is the man that He made a wee woman and she was his bride.
claims true by communing with my loved ones returned yoQr'paper,
from the so-called free library. Now the rib that was taken from his side you see
from "over the river." True or false, I feel pre- He has gone to Lynn, Mass., and will no doubt try'7 Left him imperfect, you will all agree,
rationally
pared to meet the issue and decide
And thus you have never beheld on the land
how to save their souls.
whenever I am favored with an opportunity to to tell the shoemakers
The organization of a perfect man.
t
y*
make a fair trial.
REMARKSi/~We are npt' at all surprised that the; Then along came the serpent with a wink and a
OKOLONA, MISS;—O. H. Pollard writes.—Wil- hypocrite hasj-hoyrn bis'Arue colors—it is true he» nod,
Says, " Eat of this tree and ye shall be as Gods,"
son has just been with us, and turned things up- has been ve; expeditious in doing so.
he told them the truth but who told them a
So
beyond
ex
far
our
was
success
side down. His
Now to-brl, g ou|"one^or more of the leaders off lie?
pectations, and I think he was favorably impressed
And
this we children are taught we must die.
with the liberal sentiments here. I believe I am the Young fifci'k^Christian Association who con- Ttieyfor
sewed leaves together which grew very soon,
the first party who subscribed for your paper here. trol the " Elgin -Free (?j Library," we will again (Nature's
laws were quite different when Adam
Before I came here (three years ago) there was
RiSucao-PiuuSsqi'iiicAi.Journal to thatt was young);
nothing of Spiritualm in this section. Now you send the
very hard his own faults to hide
he
So
strove
of those who feel1
have about ten subscribers, and while we have no /ree institution-for the
And laid all the blame on his poor bony bride !
f
organization, I think we can count at least one anxious to receive-' etJjjlince at .the immortality of
'
They heard the voice of God coming nigh
hundred believers.
the soul. * J-'...
Walking in the garden in the cool of the day,
They
hid,—God said "where art thou, oh man? "
reject
again
WEST ELKTON, O.—R. P. Alexander writes.
e
the
those
who shall
Mark our words,
—I tee by the little "monitor" on the upper mar- angelic messenger,K111 require.watchlng, and in duee "I heard thee, my God, and I was ashamed."
Religio-Philosoph
"Why art thou ashamed? and what hast thou
gin of the first page of the
ical Journal, that my term of subscription ex- time, they too, will forge^'to return things whichk done?
pired on the 7th of April, 1873. Unwilling to do they borrow from the, oWUfcwithout his knowledge'« Thou hast smashed my commandments, and thus
sin begun.
without your most valuable paper, which, so inde- or consent. '
Now plant thy own garden, get out of my sight,
pendently meets the demand of this age, and to do
will
do
Lynn,
milk
Mass.,
venders
and
of
Bakers
dollars
to
three
financially,
enclose
I
I am grieved that I made thee, I thought thou'd
you j ustice
do right."
renew my subscription for the current year.! You well to require advance pay from all pious knaves,
may consider me a standing subscriber as long as and to make the matter sure it will be safe to bee So God turned them out, Mr. Editor, read,
in his holy anger he did a good deed.
I can command the material to pay for it.
thus exacting to every member of the Young„ Aud
"
Dig or die," was his motto, do you think it was
BRUNSWICK, O.—S. Butler writes.—Two years Men's Christian Association who denounces Spirright ?
ago when we came to Brunswick, to live near itualism. Like the Jews of old they wouldi "Dig and live," is my motto, I will stop for toneighbors to my brother-in-law, my sister (since
o night!
gone to her spirit home) told me that she would release robbers and thieves, aye, they would do
advise me as a friend not to take the Religio- the same thing themselves while crying for the
Speakers Register.
PhilosophicalJournal, if I wished to live here. blood of Christ.
I still take the liberal Journal—it speaks my senmissionary
as
a
will
Journal
send
the
again
We
hy
We have concluded to entirely dispense with a Speaktiments ! We, a family of five persons, live
genically, and now my brother-in-law, a good to the Elgin Free Library—although five orphan ers Kegistsr. Many names of persons were sent for the
Methodist Brother, offers to give me fifty dollars children have asked and received the benefit of its Register who never or seldom lecture—others never took
if I will sell out and move away. We are to have rejection before. It may be it will be rejected by any pains to see that we were correctly informed of
a lecture from Hudson Tuttle, of Cleveland, one
other pious knaves; if so, we will advise the public changes in post-offlce address. The result was the Regweek from to-day.
ister was no guide to the public as de:igned. Speaker s
REPUBLICAN CITY, KAN.-Sister Libbie, of the fact, and in a few weeks expose them as who feel desirous of having their appointmentspublished
writes.—I can not longer refrain from expressing; we do Merrill. These fellows will do well to re- will be accommodated by simply reporting bom time
to
to you my just appreciation of your lite-giving> member this long ago uttered truth, " Whom the time to this office.
paper. It came to me at the mo6t critical period Gods have determined to destroy, they first make
of my life, when my mind was wavering between
"
Attention Opium Eaters!
the belief ot the Atheists and an orthodox hell and[ mad ! in other words, the angel world has taken
heaven, and the result is that I am a firm Spirit- cognizance of the meanness of pious hypocrites and
Mrs. A. H. Robinson has just been furualist, not from reading your paper alone, but will expose them.
from blessed experience. More than once I have
nished
with a sure and harmless specific foi
BRAINTREE, VT.—J. A. Spear writes.—I have
felt the hands of the dear departed laid upon myj
head in a tender blessing. I have felt t-liflr arms3 taken your excellent paper for a number of curing the appetite for opium and all other narthrown around me as I have been walking across3 months aud like it the best of any one that I have cotics, by the Board of Chemists, in spiritthe floor, and in a thousand different ways myf ever taken. There seems to be a spirit manifested
friends in Spirit-life have manifested themselves8 in it to help those that need help, to comfort the life, who have heretofore given her the necesmourner, to assist those that are spiritually blind, sary antidote for curing the appetite for toto me.
to catch glimpses of the higher
and open the
PECATONICA, ILL —Dr. R. R. Dowd wiites — gates of heaven to those that arelife,
ready andanx- bacco, and the proper ingredients for restorI wish to say to the sick and afflicted that my mis- ious to behold it in all its beauty and loveliness. ing hair to all bald heads, no matter of
how
sion to Springfield, Ohio, was accomplished, in the
have the impressionthat you would not withhold long standing.
adding of one more magic healer to the increasingr Iany
thing
your
youropinion
from
in
columns,
that,
corps, in the person of a true and noble man, Mr. would be likely to benefit humanity; therefore I
Mrs Robinson will furnish the remedy, and
Geo. H. Binkley. Mr. Binkley has rare and prom- send you the following for the treatment of severe
ising gifts, which only needs practice under my in- burns, scalds and eresypelas: Cover the part af- send it by mail or express to all who may
structions to make him second to none in the heal- fected with linen or cotten cloth wound as closely apply for the same within the next sixty days,
ing of diseases. Patronize hiin liberally, friends,' as convenience will allow,
say three or four thickand do not let him languish for want of work or nesses, and immerse it in water that is nearly, or on the receipt of five dollars (the simple cost
compensation. Remember, this is the beginningJ,? quite blood warm, and let it remain there
an hour of the ingredients), and guarantee a most
of a new dispensation, in which the barbarous use or more, till the patient is getting- tired, then take perfect cure or refnnd the money, if
directions
of drugs must give way to a rational and naturalI it out and let the covering still be on, and wet as it
treatment, viz, that of magnetism. Meantime thef can be, and wind flannel blankets around it so as accompanying each package are .strictly folangels and our cause demands of all liberal-minded to keep it warm and wet. Do not let
cloths lowed .
persons encouragment and compensation of heal- dry that cover the burn or scald, and as the
soon as a
The remedy is harmless, and not unpalaers. Ever for truth and progress.
smarting sensation begins to return, immerse it
MARyVILLE, MO.—A. A. Noe writes.—Wee again in warm water as before, and continue to do table.
She makes this generous offer for the double
deem it but due to Dr. Paul Caster and sufferingg so till the fever or inflammation is reduced, which
humanity to give a brief outline of the Caster In-i- in some cases may take three or four days, and purpose of introducing the remedy, and
for
stitute at Ottumwa, Iowa, as we have not noticedi then it- will heal as readily as auy other sore when
any thing mentioned concerning this great Heal- the inflammation is removed. Some three years ago bringing the cure within the reach of the poora
lady
was
with
eresypelas
attacked
in
her face. est people who use the pernicious drug.
ing Institution. We have been there and knowv
The
whereof we speak. Though we know to heal byy The doctor used a soil of paint and stopped its
the lai ing on of hands is a reality, and had heardj spreading, hut. drove tin- dist-ase hack into the sys- expense of a perfect remedy will not exceed
has
>l>
been iron
d with it ever since,
of Dr. Paul Caster, yet we had formed but a faintt tem and she
the cost of the drug for continuing the deleconception of that Institute and of the marvelousb and a few wei ks ago t, iiroke out.iu her arm, caus- terious habit one month!
swell
I)
bud
from
ing
it
to
her
wrist to her elbow
brick,
cures performed there. The building is of
Address Mrs. A. H. Robinson, Adams St.
four story high and contains forty-seven rooms. and continued up to her shoulder. A doctor was
The patients board in the building, also the trav- called and he used such remedies as had proved and Fifth Avenue, Chicago, 111.
cases,
was
other
hut
in
this
nr..wing
a
cure
case
eling public receive the best of accommodationsa
We have so much confidence in the ability
there. Scores of wonderful cures are performedi worse all the time, till becoming alarm, tl, I was
and he sain it
he of the Board of Chemists and
there. The Doctor may be considered the wondeir called upon by her husband,
Doctors who
I
arm
that
looking
ever
saw—purpl. a d raw
of the age, and by the power given him or thee worst
him to wrap •ooths control Mrs. Robinson's mediumship, that
manner he is used, he may be truly called a bene- and dreadfully swollen.it Iintold
warm water, aud keep
immerse
factor to his race. When he is not busy he is aboutt around itasand
it there much of the time as she could stand it, we unhesitatingly guarantee a faithful exeamong his patients full of fun, jolly and fat,;
water
the
to keep it wet cution of the above proposition.—[Ed. Joubin
it was not
weighing ab. mt 248 lbs. avoirdupois—once a living<r and when
and securely covered so as to exclude the air from NAL.
skeleton of 140 pounds.

and tltheir homes. I know of no test any two men
"She went, and found the Devil gone outsympccould give me to prove that they were Moses
The
bed.
the
upon
laid
daughter
her
aand Eiias. I don't know their personal ap
toms are not recorded by which the woman inpearance, and what I know of their history
or that he p
ferred that the Devil was gone out,hoped
that oothers beside themselves could repeat or reprewas ever in at all. It is sincerely
The disciples and Jesus were in no
s
this omission will not seriously endanger our sent.
in this respect than myself.
condition
better
24-30)
,
(v.
.5
salvation
I story is exaggerated out of all shape with
Thence Jesus departed to the shores of rThe
appearance of Jesus. "Bright
Galilee 4'Here one who was deaf and had an respect to the
white as light or snow"—surely
impediment in his speech was brought to him aas the sun,
embellishment, is oriental
to be healed," on account of the ambiguity of tthat is poetry, is how
Then
1
much of poetry is there
this story, caused by a misuse of pronouns, I imagery.
1 it? If that dazzling brightness or whiteness
shall tell it in my own words. Tne process of in
what of that cloud, that hiding place
e
healing was quite primitive. The doctor existed,
c the form that said, "This is my beloved
thrust his fingers into the deaf ears, which of
One or the other is a fiction. And where
s
treatment would naturally remove any soft or son?"
the fiction end and fact begin? That was
c
yielding substance therefrom. Then he spit, does
i
the voice of God (John 5:37). The story
out it is an impenetrable secret where he spit, not
\
bandied around orally for years, and then
Tnen he touched the tied tongue, which would was
for our edification by none of the
i
naturally cause a sensation of feeling in that recorded
(
actors or witnesses of the scene.
unruly member. Then he looked at the canopy original
it grew so rapidly that none of them
I
above, aud sighed sadly and deeply. Whether Doubtless
it in the shape it assumed. Besides all,
}
this was essential to the cure we can only con- knew
1 is a gratuitous assumption that old Moses
jecture. Then he said to the deaf ears, "Be it
opened." Naturally deaf ears could not hear "who was buried by God," and old Elias "who
1
was
translated" are identified as the Moses and
the sound, but they opened. Nothing further
mentioned in the story. There were others
1
w as done for the tongue, but its string loosened. Elias
< the name besides these venerable ancients
No other causes are assigned. If they are of
inadequate to effect the results claimed we are I1 deny not that this seance (if it was anything)
i
have occurred. I simply say that it is
at liberty to supply other causes to suit our may
>
proven, and I refuse to eat husks and
theory, spirit influence, magnetism or the not
<
from broken cisterns in a time of
First Cause. That is popular, if not rational; drink
1
perhaps popular for that very reason (v. 31-37). plenty.
(To be Continued.)
Next in order let us notice the miraculous
feeding of four thousand persons. It occurred ,
subsequent to the feeding of 5000 persons. Yet
they who witnessed this transaction were taken <
by surprise by that one. Even after both miracles were done, they wonder how twelve men
could be fed on one loaf. It is absurd to suppose
that they should have wondered at anything,
The Banner of Light is kept for sale at the office
if those things had really taken place. If they
did wonder, the miracles were never performed of
(
this paper.
and the stories are false. If they did not wonder,
0.—A Subscriber writes.—We would
WESTON,
which
not
care
the stories are also false. I
have the Gentle E. V. Wilson call on us
like
to
to
tries
Jesus
horn of the dilemma is taken.
when he goes East to visit his old home.
explain their wonder by assigning hard hearts
MORRISON.—Mrs. B. B. Fay writes, TDr. P.
an
fancy,
lively
a
as the cause. It requires
R. Lawrence, of Ottumwa, Iowa, has written us
oriental fancy, to imagine what the "hardness" he
will be here the 30th of May, 1873, and stay
of one's heart has to do with the retentive three dayi.
correctness
the
power of his memory, or with
80UTH CAMDEN, MICH.—John Morgan
of his judgment If seven loaves under given
writes.—The Christians claim the blood of Jesus
conditions feed four thousand people, how Christ
is doing wonderful cures, but I thought I
many people would one loaf feed under the would first
try Spence's powders.
"hard
have
same conditions? Let none who
STATION, IND.—Mrs. A. J. Center
may
CLARK'S
problem.
I
Hearts" attempt to solve that
writes.—I like the Journal very much. I have
add in passing on that the seven empty baskets read
its golden pages with much interest. The
were very conveniently on hand to measure beautiful
principles it advocates I am no stranger
the fragments in (Mark 8:1-21).
to.
they
and
"Now Jesus comes to Bethsaida;
DAHLGREEN, ILL.—F. C. Vandervert writes.
bring a blind man to him to be healed. And
for the Gentle E, V. Wilson, or some other
he took him by the hand and led him out of —Oh!
good
to come here and stir up the dry
medium
town and spit upon his eyes, and touched bones of old orthodoxy.
saw
aught?
him, and then inquired of him if he
MONTVILLE, O.—Mrs. S. B. Hart writes.—We
And the blind man answered, "I see men, as
that we can not do without the beautiful
tree-, walking." That was a sharp blind man feel
of the Journal. Its philosophy is
to know that they were men under such disad- teachings
grand, and its contributors able. Wish that I
vantageous circumstances. Assured that the could take the hand of my noble Sisters and
symptoms were improving the physician Brothers who contribute to its pages,together with
'
touched the blind eyes, and lo! instantly the the editors, and thank them for their efforts in the
blind man saw men as men." They now no cause of truth and virtue.
longer appeared to have bark, branches and
KIRKWOOD —J. P. Hibler writes.—I have just
leaves on as trees. Then Jesus advised his returned with my family from a year's travel in
Beth
on
him
in
patient not to tell this thing
Texas, during which time I have received the
saida; by implication, telling him to publish Journal in bundles from my home office, and I
much all over Central
it anywhere else. The blind man's case was left them scattered pretty
They are seed sown, in many
known "in the town" of Bethsaida I adore and WesterninTexas.
a rather barren soil, but probably
thee, thou wonderful counselor, Mighty De- instances,
may take root and bring forth fruit some time. I
22-26).
(v.
liverer and Prince of Truth
never destroy papers but always send them out on
After six days (or eight) Jesus took Peter, missions to others.
up
high
a
into
them
lead
James and John, and
PINE BLUFF, ARK.—C. A. Atkins writes.—
mountain apart by themselves; and he was I shall
continue to act as volunteer agent for your
transfigured before them, and his face shone Journalon
the presumptiveplea that Spiritualas bright as the sun, and his raiment was ex- ism rests its claims on facts. It is the living
unto them Moses andElias: and they talked
with Jesus The disciples were sore afraid;
they were heavy with sleep when the men
came: they did not see them until they awoke.
P^ter talked, not knowing what he said. It
was night. The disciples kept the things they
had seen close until long afterward. It, was a
vision (Mark 9: 2-8; Luke 9: 32-37; Matt. 17:
9). Permit me to examine this story in two
aspects, 1st, as a phase of Spiritualism, in
which I will demolish it by weighty arguments
the Rev. Mr. Solomon has" supplied me with
against modern Spiritualism; 2nd, to examine
it by its own evidence. First. Why did they
go apart? Why not invite two or three or more
skeptics or Pharisees along? How did they
know Moses and Elias? If spirits at all they
were not good ones, because they are all singing glory to God before his throne. They
were evil spirits sent forth to deceive (1 Kings
22:21). Nay, the Devil can transform himself into an angel of light (2 Cor. 11:14) This
will account for, say, Moses. Then God has
an evil spirit himself which he unchains on

proper occasions (1 Sam. 16:14, 23) This will
account for the other, say, Elias. If it suits
better you can reverse this process. God is an
impostor and sends strong delusions to make
some believe lies (2 Thess. 2: 11), The disciples were excited, therefore unphilosophical.
One talked in an unconscious state. He at
least was irrational. He raved, not knowing
what he said. Besides there was not the light
of day. They love darkness, whose deeds are
evil. Hence their deeds were evil. Hence
again the Devil was in the business. What of
that voice? Do we not often dream we hear
voices? Pooh! It is only Spiritualism, i. e.
insanity. In delirium subjective ideas become
objective. This was delirium. Was Jesus'
father dead? Then, how could he talk in a
cloud, who "was ashes and dust?" Gabriel has
not yet tooted his trombone. Moses and Elias
talk, were seen, and heard by poor, weak mortals? Cui Bono? (Growing learned) why not I
see, hear aud talk to them?(Growing indignant)
Here the Rev. Gentlemen subsides in a holy
paroxysm. Poor idiot can not see that in his
anxiety to combat us, he has left his own religious house on a foundation of sand. If
there ever was a time when the Devil had
motives and could and did transform himself into an angel of light, that time was when
he represented Gabriel and sought to make
all men his own by an idolatrous worship of a
man as a God! Take that. Second. Jesus,
Peter, James and John were fishing-partners,
who left that business to "catch men" (Luke
5:1-11) The position in which this scene is
said to have been presented was an exposed
one. It did not happen in a house where the
doors were locked, the windows secured and
the floors, furniture and everything else in the
house examined to see that no accomplices
were secreted; no springs, traps or appliances
ready, or possible, to be employed. It happened on a mountain, in the open air, where
behind every rock, or tree, in every hollow or
fastness, real men of flesh and blood could
have hidden unobserved These "men" came
while three of the four witnesses were asleep;
therefore they could not testify whence the
men came only from the assertion of Jesus
who owns that he was not worthy of belief,
and contradicts himself when he makes tha
self-condemning admission (John 5: 31, 8: 14,
18) The disciples were in a state of mental
agitation and disquietude which wholly uhfitted them to note or remember accurately
what was transpiring around them, even if
they had been honestly disposed to do so. The
men departed, not vanished, not disappeared,
not faded or melted (so to speak) away. They
did not examine the men while they were
there, nor attempt to follow them when they
walked off, for all we know, walked off to
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the authors reputation and Its continually increasing sale
it to be a work of great ability and one eagerly
emanded by the public and meeting the highest exhas reached a
pectations. Mr. Owens 44Foot-falla'
sale of over Twenty Thousand copies and is still selling
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Thomas Paine's Pilgrimage to the Spirit World 75 06
Tobacco and its Effects, oy H. Gibbons, M.D 20 02
... Maria M. King
1
20
The Temple; or. Diseases of the Brain and
1.50
Health by Good Living, by W. W. Hall, M.D.
Nerves. A.J.Davis, 1.50 20
Hierophant; or Gleaningsfrom the Past, by G.
Paper
1.00 08
C. Stewart
sn
1
The
1-50
Yahoo, a Satirical Rhansody 70 08
• • •
Davis........
A.
J.
by
Harbinger of Health,
The Gods. By Hon. R. J. Ingersoll. 25 02
EUrmonial Man, or Thoughts for the Age, by A.
"f The God Proposed, by Denton, 10 2
J. Davis. Paper
To-Morrow of Death
'0 I*
1 75 14
(j[Oth
Three Plans of Salvation, 10 02
History and Philosophy of Evil, by A. J. Davis.
t
Unwelcome Child, by Henry C. Wright. Paper 35 04
Paper
10
!
Cloth
60 12
rjloth
Voice of Prayer, by Barlow 25 02
Hayward's Bookof all Religions, including Spir- ^ ^ ^
Vestiges of Creation 75 08
75 121 Vital Magnetic Cure, 1.50 16
How^indWhy I became a'Spiritualist. 1.50
201 Vital Force, How Wasted and How Preserved,
Helen Harlow's Vow, by Lois Waisbrooker....
04|
o0
Paper..
by E. P. Miller, M.D. Paper 50 cents. Cloth 1.00 18
E.'P:Miller,
M.D.
by
How to
!
Volney4s R. Lns; or Meditations on the RevoluPhelps,*
tions Gi Empires, with biographicalnotice by
author
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by
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j on 15
^ ^ ^> Count Dam
Whiting, A. B. B'ography of
Development of
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Christians.
Who
are
Denton. 10 02
TEni-cme bv J. W. Draper, M.D.,
What is Right, by Wm. Denton 10 ua
Statistical and Dynamical.
Human Physiology, and
What is Spiritualism, and Shall Spiritual! ata
Course ofthe Ltfe of
or the Conditions
pp.
have a Creed? by Mrs. M. M. King 25
Man, by J. W. Draper, M.D.. L.L.D. 650
B M M
Whatever is, is Right, by A. B. Child, M.D. 1.00 16
Cloth "5^5060JJ Wolf in Sheep's Clothing, or God in the Consti1.75 > tution, by Moses Hull 10 02
HosperiaV.a Poem.' Cora L. V. Tappan,
* Why I Was Excommunicated from the PresbyHow to Paint, Gardner,. • •
1 sn sn
terian Church. Pi of. H. Barnard. 20 02
2 Year Book of Spiritualism. Cloth 1.25 20
• •
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1-50
100
1.50
35
100
150
1.50
50
1.50

2.00

Medicine, Magnetism or Electricity.

Mrs. Hand E. Lord's Great Clairyoyant

cleansing and bringing a healthier tone and perms
nent cure, but it gives tone to the digestive organe
Hardinge
05 02dispels languor, acts upon the kidneys and bowels, has 1
Supernatural, History of the. By Wm. Howitt
grand effect upon Catarrh, Scrofula, Dyspep2vols
3.00 40
sia, Bilious Diseases,Fevers, and Inflam*
Spirit Works, Real, but not Miraculous. By
matory Difficulties, allays Nervous DeAllen Putnam
35 03
Soul Affinity, A. B. Child
20 02
bility, and by cleansing the biliary organs, it
Satan, biography of. By K. Graves 60 03
REMOVES MOTH PATCHES AND SALLOWNESS PROM THJ
Sermon from Shakspeaie's Text. Denton 10 02
Sacred Gospels of Araba, A. J. Davis, cloth
SKIN.
full gilt
l.ro
12
It will also remove the effects of poisonous an(
Ornamen al covers
60 10
deleterious substances that have long remaine<
Sunday Not the Sabbath
25 2
in the system. This Remedy contains No Poison*
Sexual Physiology, by R. T. Trail, M.D 2.00 20
Strange Visitors, Dictated through a Clairvoyant 1.50 20
Spiritual Harp
2.00 26 ous Drugs, IS PURELY VEGETABLE.
Abridged Edition
1.00 14 gentle in its action, and is calculated to find all the offend
ing elements and diseased places in the syetem, to loosei
Self-Abnegationist; or the true King and Queen,
50 06
by H. C. Wright. Paper
the bowels, and do a great work without weakening th<
Things,
by
of
Elizabeth
Soul
and Wm. Denton 1.50 20
patient or producing pain or catharsis; while if sufficien
Social Evils, by Mrs. M. M. King 25 00
Spiritual Philosophy ve. Diabolism, by Mrs. M.
is taken (directions followed) it will cure the most rigk
M. King 25 00 constipation.
Songs of Life, by S. W. Tucker 20 02
WE CHALLENGE THE MEDICAL PACULTY AND THE WORL7
Spiritual Songs, by S. W. Tucker 15 02
Spirit Life of Theodore Parker, through the Meat large to produce a remedy, the combination so simpl*
diumship of Miss E. Ramsdell 40 02
and
harmless, and yet so grand and potent, as this giver
System
by
of Grammar,
Seven Hour
Prof. D. P.
Howe 1.00 08 through Clairvoyance, and which we in the highest confl
Paper 50 04
dence present to the world, already flooded with reme
Science of Evil, by Joel Moody. l .75 20 dies, all claiming rare virtues, and many as specifics
Spiritual Manifestations,by J. S. Rymer 10 02
Syntagma 1.00 12 This remedy has been tested over and over, each tim<
System of Nature, or Laws of the moral and
proving pei fectly successful and giving entire satisfac
Physical World, by Baron D' Holback 2.00 24
public to give it a fair and impartla
Startling Ghost Stories from Authentic Sources 50 04 tion. We ask the
trial,feeling sure no prejudice can, after testing it, pre
Self Contradictions of the Bible. 25 02
Spiritualism a Test of Christianity. D. W. Hull, 10 02
vent all from adopting it as a
Safena or the Mental Constitution, by Arthur
FAVORITE PAMILY MEDICINE.
Spiritualism Discussion of J. C. Fish & T. H.
Single bottles of medicine, $1.00; or 6 bottles for $5.
Dunn,
40 00
Merton
1.00
Maud E. Lord, Physical and Test Medium
The Past and Future of Our Planet, by Wm.
All business letters addressed to W, G. Hooker, Gen
Denton
1.50 20
eral Agent, 251# Park Avenue, Chicago4 111.
That Terrible Question. Moses Hull 10 02
Twenty Years on the Wing. J. M. Spear 20 02
Talk to my Patients by Mrs. C. B. Gleason, M.D. 1.50 16
The Vestal, by Mrs, M. J. Wilcoxson 25 2
Treatise on the intellectual, moral, and social
man, a valuable work by H. Powell 1.25
Tale of a Physician, by A. J. Davis 1.00 16
Paper Cover
75 06
The Question Settled, by Moses Hull 1.50 16
The Merits of Jesus Christ and the Merits of
Thomas Paine as a Substitute for Merits in
others; What is the Difference between them!
by H. C. Wright 25 02
The Inner Mystery, an Inspitational Poem, by
BETWEEN

4.00 48

2.00

1.25 16

Philosophy of Creation, by Thomas Paine,—
Through Horace Wood, Medium. Cloth 60 08
Paper
35 04
Poems of Progress. Lizzie Doten, 1.50 20
Gilt, 2.00 20
Parturition without Pain. M. L. Holbrook, m.d. 1.00 00
Pentateuch—Abstract of Colenso 25 2
Progress of Religious Ideas through Successive
Ages, by L. Maria Child. (3 Vols.) 6.75 72
Physical Man, his Origin and Antiquity, by
ProgressiveSongster
50 00
Hudson Tuttle
1.50 20
Radical Discourses, by Denton 1.50 16
Ravalette and the liosicrucian's Story; 2 Vols.
in one. P.B.Randolph. 1.50 20
Radical Rhymes. Wm. Denton, 1.25 12
Real Life in Spirit Land, given Inspirationally,
by Mrs. Maria M. King 1,00 18
Rules for Forming Spiritual Circles, by Emma

" " Pocket,flexible cover 1.00 10

Dyspepsia, its treatment etc.,
Descent of Man, by Darwin, Two Vols. ($2.00
per Vol.)
Davenport Brothers—their Remarkable and Interesting History
Diegesis, by Rev. Robert Taylor, written by him
while imprisoned for blasphemy. This work
is an account of the origin, evidence, and early
history of Christianity
Day of Doom, a Poetical Description of the
Great and Last Judgment, with other poems,
from the sixth edition of 1715
Devil's Pulpit, by Rev. Robert Taylor, with a
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Is not a health nor hair Destructive.

Probl m Life
75 10
Principles of Nature, by Mrs. M. M. King 1.75 24
Poems from the Inner Life, by Lizzie Doten... 1 ? 0 16
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Articles called by its name are dyes, and it is well
known that they destroy, not restore, the hair.
This is the first and only real restorative ever dis
3.75 44
Emma Hardinge
covered.
do., without tne engravings •••••• 2.75 32
It is as clear as crystal, pure as amber—a delicious
Morning Lectures, (Twenty Discourses)by A.
wash; having, however, a slight dust from its perfume.
1-50 18
J.Davis
It keeps the hair fresh, moist, soft, tractile.
10
Mediums and Mediumship: by T. R. Hazard.
It restores gray hair to its original color by the simple
1*50 18
Mental Cure,
process
of new growth.
Exposition
an
Life:
Nature's Laws in Human
it straight along, and at seventy you will have the
Use
of Spiritualism , 1.50 20 hair you
wear at seventeen or twenty-seven, as its ha
Miracles,
Modem
New Testament Miracles, and
bitual use is a certain preventive of falling off, baldness,
byJ.H. Fowler
u
-: - - 3.50
«
gray
hair.
and
.Davis...
48
by
A.
Nature's Divine Revelations,
It relieves, and removes all tendency to headaches,
Night Side of Nature, by Crowe 1.25 20
which have like cause.
Old Theology turned Upside Down, by T. B.
Infinitesimal animalcule, discoverable only with a
Taylor, jl.m. Cloth
1-25
powerful microscope, infest the roots of the human hair
Paper
and scalp when neglected and unhealthy. The RestoraOrdeal of Life, Dr. J. C. Grinnel. medium. 25 04
tive contains their perfect bane, selected from Nature's
Orthodoxy False, since Spiritualism is True, by
store-rooms, which ingredient the Patentee has the sole
10 C8 right
Wm. Denton
to use. It destroys these, removes all impurities,
Optimism, the Lesson of Ages 75 1^
the scalp—treating only causes.
Origin of Species, by Darwin 8.00 24 fructifies and fertilizes
Origin of Civilization and Primitive Condition
"Ring out the Old, Ring in the New."
of Man, by Sir J. Lubbock 3.00 24
DR. G. SMITH, Patentee, Ayer, Mass. Prepared onlj
Philosphy of Special Providences, by A. J.
Davis. Cloth
50 10 by PROCTOR BROTHERS, Gloucester, Mass.
Paper.
30 02
Palne's Political Works, 2 vols., of about 500
Send two three cent stamps to Pboctob Bboth
pages each
5.001.00 ers0T
for a 44 Treatise on the Human Hair." The informaPhilosophical Dictionary of Voltaire. Fifth
tion it contains is worth $500 to any person.
American Edition, 876 octavo pages, two steel
For sale by Van Schaack, Stevenson & Reid, wholesale
plates. Largest and most correct edition in
druggists, Cor. Lake and Dearborn St., Chicago.
the English Language. Contains more matter
N. B. For sale, wholesale and retail, at the office of the
than the London Edition which sells for $10.. 5.00 60
Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams Street
Psalms of Life, by J. S. Adams. Paper cover.. 75 04
and
Fifth Avenue, Chicago. If your druggists don't
1.C0
16
Board
keep it, we will se* d you six bottles for $3.50, for the
1.50 18
Persons and Events, by A. J. Davis
purpose of introducing it in your place. Must be sent
Planchette—the Despair of Science, by Epes
Sargent
1.25 16
by express.
Penetralia, by A. J. Davis 1.75 24
Philosophy of Spiritual Intercourse, by A. J.
60 08
Davis. Paper

A Ejss for a Blow, a book for children, by H.
63 12
C. Wright. Small edition
Large edition
1.50 16
Antiquity and Duration of the World, by G. H.
Toulmin, M. D
25 02
75 12
An Eye-Opener, by Zepa, Cloth
Paper Covers
50 04
A Roman Lawyer in Jerusalem in the first century, by W. W. Story
15 02
Allegories of Life, by Mrs. J. S. Adams
1.25 12
Bible in the Balance, by J. G. Fish
1.50 16
Blasphemy, by T. R. Haaard
10
Bible in India
2.00 20
Better Views of Living, by A. B. Child
1.00 12
Branches of Palm, by Mrs. J. S. Adams 1.25 16
Be Thyself, by Wm. Denton
10 02
Brotherhood of Man and what Follows from it.
Maria King, 25 00
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F. McLain, 25
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Book on the Microscone
Book of Religions. By J. Hayward
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& y Affinity, and Other Stories, by Lizzie Doten 1.50 20
mediumship, its Laws and Conditions, with Brief
Instructions for the Formation of Spirit Cir25 02
cles, by J H. Powell
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Mesmerism, Spiritualism, Witchcraft, and
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Boards, 50 08
Life of Wm. Denton .by J. H. Powell 25 05
10 02
Man's True Sa. iors. Denton
Mayweed Blossoms, by Lois Waisbrooker 1.50 20
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8 Vo., 670 pp. Best edition yet published 2.75 40
Koran, with Life of Mohammed, translated by
George Sale. Gent. 12 mo., 472 pp 2.00 24
Law of Marriage, by C. L James 26 2
Looking Bevond. J. O. Barrett. 75 12
of the Lone One, oy Warren Chase.. 1.00 12
wife LipeThomas
Paine, with critical and explanlife of
atory observations of his writings, by G. Vale. 1.00 16
Life of Jesus, by Renan 1.75 20
Love and its Hidden History, by P. B. Randolph 1.50 16
Lyric of the Golden Age, by T. L. Harris 2.00 20
Lsealized Prostitution, or Marriage as it is and
as it should be, by C. S. Woodruff, M.D 1.00 Its
L jtters to Elder Miles Grant, by Rev. Moses
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WITH SPLENDID PORTRAIT ON STEEL OP THE
AUTHOR

OF

MODERN AMERICAN

SPIRITUALISM:

WARREN SUMNER BARLOW.
The fact that this work has rapidly passed through
Five Large Editions is sufficient evidence that the book
possesses merit. It would be difficult for us to speak
too highly of these poems. We have ever since their first
publication constantly endorsed them as one of the very

A TWENTY YEARS' RECORD
OF THE

Astounding and Unprecedented

Open Communion between
Earth and the World
of Spirits.

BEST AND MOST EFFECTIVE MEANS with which to BATTLE

error, that can be used. We have sold many hundred
copies but we shall not rest satisfied until every family
where our Journal goes has a copy. We never fail to
sell a copy to our friends when they have once seen ihe
book and re id a page of it. The work contains food
for all. The Fhilosopher peruses page after page with
increasing zest and wo. derment, finding therein new
ideas, sound logic, and the most elevated reason, dressed
in elegant and beautiful or sharp and pungent language, as
the theme requires. The devout Religionist can here find
new and sublime ideas of his " Heavenly Father," while
the fabulous God of Old Theology is held up in all his
hideous deformity.
The work clearly shows Man has ever made a God in
His image, and has conceived him to be in harmony with

his (man's) own development. Hence, when man saw
only through his own nature, his God was bloodthirsty
and combative.
High authorities assert that some of the most difficult
questions have been r« nd« red plain in this remarkable
book. For instance, the sovereignty of God and the free
agency of man are fo- the first ime reconciled.
No perw>n. whatever may be their religious belief can
read these poems wi hout benefit.
The Voices is printed from large clear type on heavy
tinted paper artistically bound, and sotd for $1.25. Full
gilt $1.50; postage 16 cents.
*#*For sale, wholesale and retail, by the ReligioPhilosophicalPublishing House, Adams st.( and 5th
Avenue, Chicago.

The Haunted.

SCHOOL-HOUSE
At Newburtport, Mass.

illustrations, neat paper cover. Price, 20 cents; by
"PIVE
J
mail.

** For sale wholesale and retail by the ReligioPhilosophical Publishing House, Adams street and 5th
Ave., Chicago.

BY EMMA HARDINGE.
This work is already well known to our readers and we

are happy to be able to offer it for so small a sum. The
book is an octavo volume well bound in cloth and containf 600 pages, and at the price should be in every
library.

Price, $1.50; postage free.
.For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St. ana Fifth Ave,,
Chicago.

IXlfil MAXflXiTHAVE YOU READ EXETER HALL?
are extracts
JJThe
W notices of Exeter Hall, the
following

prom a

pew op thb

Theological Romance:
The plot and passion in Exeter Hall show an experienced hand iu their delineation. Exeter Ilall proves that
the anthor has something to saa and k^ows how to say it
—Public Opinion, London, England.
"

"It is indeed a wonderful book."—New York Mall.
44

We commend it to the widest popular approval."—

Banner of Light, Boston.

"We have no hesitation in declaring this a great work.

—Universe, New York.

"
This book is well and powerfully written The
most scorching work ever published in America sine® the
Age of Reason."—Liberal, Chicago.
44
One of the most exciting r imances of ihe day."—
DemoresVs Magazine. New York.
14
Convincingly illustrative of the errors of theology."
—Investigator, Boston.
44
The humane and charitable tendencies of the book
must receive the approbation of ever' friend of humanity."— Laily Telegraph, Toronto, Canada.

Cloth. 80 ccnts; postage 12 cents. Paper 60 cents; post-

age 4 cents.
%* For salel wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing
Hou&e, Adams st, A 5tb Avo
Chicago.

ffeP ~~~ KELIGIO-PHILOSOPHICAL
frqiitclmcnt,
BY

Exposition or Spiritualisms

He was not a believer in Spiritual-

s a, but concluded to come, and was the only

man who was selected for the reading, and the

only one to whom we gave a test. Are we not
surrounded by a great cloud of witnesses?

filaces,

when we are speaking under short engagements, uness we so direct. Write short letters, and to the point, in

Call For a Spiritual Convention.

The New Year and Oar Work to Date.
Cincinnati at ten

o'clock. We spent the day in calling on old
friends, among whom were Charley Waters
sn I his good wife—brother and sister, indeed.
We found many, who were once active in our
cause, now dormant,; in fact, Spiritualism is
not demonstratively plus in Cincinnati, and
yet there are any number who are Spiritualists.
Leaving Cincinnati for Buffalo at 11 o'clock,
morning of the 21st., and reached Buflalo in
time to connect with the Buffalo, New York
and Philadelphia railroad, for Holland, Erie
County, New York. Here we delivered four
lectures, and held one seance. Our Hall was
crowded, and we gave many fine tests, which
were fully identified. We met Brother Bishop
Beals, of Hamburgh, N. Y., a sweet singer,
and one who is working for our cause in soul
truth. We met Sister Logan here also; she is
doing a good work, and reaches many through
her temperance lectures, that "the Gentle Wilson " can not. There are true souls here at
Holl ind, and the work goes bravely on.
Saturday and Sunday, January 25th and 26th,
we spoke in Aurora, N. Y., having a good
audience. Aurora ia one of the oldest towns in
Erie County, and possesses a good deal of
wealth. We found many here inquiring after
the truth as it is in Spiritualism. We gave
several fine tests here.
Monday, January 27th, we left for Westfield,
Tioga County, Pa , at 7 o'clock, and a locg
ride it was to Wellsville, on the Erie Railroad.
Tuesday, January 28th, we rode from Wellsville, N. Y., to Westfield, Pa., a distance of
thirty-six miles, in an open sleigh, up hill and
down—cold, colder, coldest, all the way—snow
everywhere, and any amount of it. Any one
could " draw " on the snow bank of New York
and Pennsylvania, to the amount of their capital in weight, and it would be met. We

'

ticles for the Keligio-Philosophcial Journal,

in five days. We are to visit Wheeling againL
in the summer of '73.
Tuesday, February 11th, we went to Westchester, speaking in Mdnhatten, Unionville,
and Westchester—four lectures and held one
seance, giving tests to many. We found some
true ana loyal souls here; such as we love to
take by the hasd and call brother man and
sister woman. There is a charm for us in this
old settled County of Chester. We stood
where Washington, Lafayette, and other revolutionary heroes had stood before us. We
were near the battle-field of Brandywine, and
as we rode through the country with Brother
Smith and his darling, we were pointed to
many a place noted in the history of our country. "This is the barn in which the merchants of Wilmington hid their merchandise,
among which was a lot of whiskey found by
the soldiers who got drunk, and was in part
the cause of Washington's defeat.' "Here, in
this old brick house once lived one of the leaders of that band of desperadoes, called ' The
Cow Boys.'" "Here, in this old blacksmith
shop, work was done alternately for Washington and the British." "There, in that house,
several British officers slept." " There, do you
see that place on the river (the west branch of
the Brandywine) where a house once stood?—
well, there is a bit of romance connected with
that house: For many years there lived there a
man who had an only son; this son was very
fond of reading, and he became much excited
over a book of travels, left his father, went to
Philadelphia, smuggled himself on board of a
ship for England, went to London and took a
'

place as porter, and after many years' struggle
and toil became very wealthy, married the

daughter of some great noble, and is now a
lord and pier of the realm of Great Britain,
After

many years he returned to his old father, and
every year or two thereafter, he would visit
the humble place of his birth. By-and-by the
father died, and the son comes no more. The
house and the father are gone, and so are the
heroes of the Revolution. Soon a hundred
years will have passed away, and then comes
the hundredth anniversary of our birth-day,
and a mighty army of mortals and immortals
Why should not

we, Spiritualists, be there in force?" More of
this matter anon.
We gave many fine tests while here in Chester County. No. 1. Riding along the road in
company with Brother William Seegar, we
came to a place where lime had been burned.
Right on the brink of the pit there stood a

i
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man. When we first saw him, we thought he
was in the form. As we came nearer to the
place we saw that it was the spirit of an old
man; he had on a pair of tow cloth pants and
shirt, with an old cap made of some kind of
skin; his age about 70 or 75. We called the
attention of Bro. S to the fact, but like the men
with Saul, he could not see anything. When
on the platform in Marshaltown he came again
and was identified at once. No. 2. During our
first lecture we gave a man a reading. We saw

permanent and painless remedies, given him through
spirit aid. Ten years successful experience. Cure
guaranteed. Send stamp for evidence. [vl3n25]

BUY NOOTHERUNTILYOU HAVE SEEN THE

WYou

MBiwith Ink, Type and neat Case, delivered
J/ by mail anywhere. 3 Alphabets extra 60c.
Agents wanted. GOLDING & CO., 14 Kilby St. Boston
Vi4n7t4

Of Kansas City, Missouri, has the only remedies that

a>d death

Dr.

Perkins guarantees cures and will return lee in any
case where a cure is not effected. Patients writing me
for treatment should give ail their symptoms as nearly in
full as possible. Keep nothing back if you wish for a
successful cure. Address Dr Perkins, Kansas City, Mo.
P. O. Box, 1227.
vl3n2t)yl
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Editor Journal :—For the benefit t my friends anc
tne world, I desire to make this brief statement.
I have been almost entirely bald for about sixyearp.
Had tried almost everything that I could hear recom
mended, and firmly believed that nothing could restore
my hair.
One year ago this month I wrote Mrs. A. H. Robinson
the healing medium, 148 Fourth avenue, Chicago, as t
last resort—or, rather, to please my wife.
Mrs. R. immediately prescribed for me. I did not get
all the ingredients for the Restorative until some time Id
June, 1871. I then commenced using it as directed, antf
was encouraged, because it was the first application that
had been felt upon the scalp,—it causing a smarting sen
sation. I continued the use of this preparation about
three months, when I could see the hair starting in spotf
all over my head, and I now have a very cpmfortabk
head of hair, which money cannot buy. 1 am asked
almost every day how it is, and what I had used to brinf
my hair back, all agreeing that it is unaccountably
stranee, etc., etc. And here let me state, that not one of
all the eminent physicians I had consulted had giver
any encouragement, but, on the contrary, had told me
that I never would get a head of hair.
I can fully substantiate the foregoing by 10,000 wit
nesses. if necessary, and will answer correspondents 11

WHILE

ON THE EARTH.
THROUGH

desired
Springfield, Mo.

Mr. Smith inclosed a lock of his hair along with the
above letter. It is about one inch in length, and of 8
dark brown color, soft and jlively as that of a young
man of twenty.
Mrs. Robinson diagnoses the case and furnishes the
Restorative complete (sent by express or by mail) on
receipt of a letter in the handwriting of the applicani
or a lock of hair. She diagnoses each case, and com
pounds the Hair Restorative to suit the temperament oi
each person whose hair is to be restored.
The Restorative never fails to reproduce a good heac
of hair in less than one year, no matter how long the
applicant may have been bald.

'

Price $2 00; postage free.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Publishers
the ReKgio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St& 5 th A v., Chicago.
JUST ISSUED,

THE CLOCK STRUCK TWO

Address Mrs. A. H. Robinson, corner Adams street

and 5th Avenui; Chicago, HI., inclosing $5.00, which
covers full expense of diagnosing, remedy, and postage
or expressage.

AND

Christian Spiritualist:
Being a Review of the Reviewers of the
Struck One," Charges, eU.

"

^

Clock

3

ft

Plans of Salvation

No. 24 East Foukth St., Between Broad-

BY SAMUEL WATSON.

and retail. Lyceum Manuals. Lesson Books, and II ustrated Literature for Children. Especial attention given
to the selection of Library Books for Lyceums free from
teachings of old'1 heology. Subscriptions received for
the Rel gio-PhilosophicalJournal,and other journal*
devotf d to Progress and Reform.
vl4n7t4

Price, $1.50. postage, 20 cents.

gfiiifiitiiag
OR,
HITHERTO

This pamphet is a clearly.printed issue of one
hundred pages, and is devoted thoroughly to the subjectmatter indicated by its title-page printed above. It is
completely written, contains not a single phrase which is
not to the point. It deserves to-be made a campaign
tract, and together with its predecessor, "The Clock
Struck One," which it so ably defends, shoald be circulated throughout the camp of Orthodoxy.

Price, 50 cents; postage, 2 cents.
%*For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St., & 5th Ave., Chicago, 111.

CALLED

MESMERISM,
OR,

Animal IVXsxg-netism..
CONTAINING A BRIEF

HISTORICAL SURVEY OF MESMER'S OPERA*
TIONS, AND THE EXAMINATION OF THE
SAME BY THE FRENCH COMMISSIONERS.
or,

phreno-somnambulism;
NO-MAGNETISM
DIVISION
TIONS,

AND

the EXPOSITION

OP THE PHRENOLOGICAL

WITH

DESCRIPTIONS

OP

®T PHRB-

A NEW VIEW AN1

NEUROLOGY.

ORGANS
THEIR

INTO FUNC-

NATURE

ANB

QUALITIES,ETC., IN THE SENSES AND FACULTIES;AND
A FULL AND ACCURATE

DESCRIPTION

OF THE VARIOUi

PHENOMENA BELONGING TO THIS STATE? INCLUDING
ITS DIVISION INTO TWO DISTINCT CONDITIONS, VIZ:
THE WAKING AND 8LTSEPINO, WITH PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS HOW TO ENTER AND WAKE FROM EITHER.

The Identity of these Conditions with other
States and Mysteries.

T ogether With

AN ACCOUNT OF SEVERAL OBSTETRICAL CASES DELIVERED WHILE IN THIS STATE; THE PROPER METHOD
OF PREPARING SUBJECTS FOR SURGICAL OPERATIONS; THEIR MANAGEMENT DURING AND AFTER THE SAME, AND THE LATEST AND
BEST METHOD OF CURING DISEASES,
ETC., IN THOSE PERSONS WHO

ARE IN THAT CONDITION.

PROVKD BY SELECTIONS PROM THE NEW TESTAMENT WITHOUT COMMENT ALSO SELECTIONS
FROM THE SAME WORK ON SEVERAL

IMPORTANT SUBJECTS.
'

of large experience and great merit. In this work he
treats of the philosophy of mind, as demonstrated by
practical experiments during the last twenty years.
No work has ever been published which so thoroughly
demonstrates many popular theories to be unfounded
and fallacious, and at the same time gives a rational theory for phenomena manifested.
Dr. Fahnestock is a thorough believer in spirit communion, and teaches in this work the modus operandi to
a demonstration.
12 mo., 328 pages.
Price, $1.50; postage 16 cents.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophicai Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,

Chicago.

gftftTPiM.i
ON THE

BOUNDARY OF ANOTHER WORLD?

Witli Narratiye Illustrations,

M.K. Smith.

RECENT INVESTIGATIONS OP SPIRITUALISM. -

Books on Harmonial Philosophy, Spiritualism, Free Religion, Science, and General Reform,
STANDARD
by both American and European authors, at wholesale

These wonderful articles were dictated through a

Voyant, while m a trance state, and are of the mostclair
in"
tensely interesting and enthralling nature.
The sale of this extraordinary work has been of the
most unprecedented nature.
Elegantly bound in cloth.

BY

Harmonial Dept in New York City,
A. J. DAVIS & CO-

AND OTHERS

Now Dwelling in the Spirit-World.

A G-ood. Head, of Hair Re- Wm. B. Fahnestock, M.D.
stored by a Spirit PreThe author of the above-named book is a philosopher

ALSO,
THE NATURE OF THE GREAT CONSPIRACYAGAINST
HIM; WITH ALL THE INCIDENTS OF HIS
TRAGICAL DEATH, GIVEN ON SPIRITUAL
AUTHORITY, FROM SPIRITS WHO
WERE CONTEMPORARY MOR-

THREE

way and the Bowery.

THACKERAY, BYRON, HUMBOLDT, WESLEY,
HAWTHORNE, BROWNING,

Chicago.

AND WORKS, HIS CAREER AS A PUBLIC TEACHER
AND PHYSICIAN OP THE PEOPLE.

WITH

vl4n7t2"Ow.

BPIRITS OF IRVING, WILLIS, BRONTE, BICHTER

R. K. WRIGHT,

16. Contemplations; Strange Feelings; A Voice of
Counsel; Spirit Messages.
17. Friendly Acquaintances: A Letter from Home:
Sickness; A Touching Communication.
18. Personal Affairs: My Father's Death; Angel
Guardianship; Move to Ml ;hio:an.
19 Money; Its Reward*; A Voice; Planchette; Hearing in Spirits.
21. A Remarkable Message.
21. Principle of Will.
22. Spirit Hearing, E-tablished; Imprisoned in
Psychology; Suffering and Success.
Price, $1.25; postage free.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St, and Fifth Ave.,

JESUS OFNAZARETH-5

of Philadelphia, by the spirits taking possession of
him about one hour in every t wenty-four, usurping all
his powers, giving a continued series of well connected
scenes, presenting scenery, characters and personages,
dialogue - and actions in their regular order and successsion, embracing all the m">st important parsonages and
the incidents which occurred during the sojourn of Jesus
while upon earth. There was probably no book ever
written in which such perfect lift-pictures occur; every
city and country vi'lage, every river, brook and mountain, and scenery in gen ral is so vividly portrayed that
an actual journey through the country could hardly be
more interesting The characters in ihis unexampled
drama are so faithfully portrayed, that, as you are introduced to each in turn, you see n well acquainted and delighted with your company, and the many points of interest you are called to visit. Tee book is replete with
interest from beginning to end and bad already passed through several editions when the plates were entirely
destroved in the Great Fire, since then we ha^e had a
vcrv gre^t demand for the work from our nibpcribersi
and the trade. The edition about to be issued will be far
superior in mechanical appearance to any of its predecessors and we shall print, a large edition to enable us to,
supply standing orders and all new demands.
12 mo. 356 pa.ses, cloth bound.

^THE National Life Ins. Company of the United States
-of America, chartered by Congress, is the leading
stock, life insurance company of the country, and has
the largest cash capital of any pure insurance company
of like kind in the world. It is thus enabled to reduce
its premiums largely Indeed had it charged the ordinary
Mutual rates during the last four and a half years, it
would have received from its patrons $1,250,000 more
than was paid it. The National has nearly two dol ars of
assets to every one of liabilities, and on Januiry 1, 1873,
had a surplus of #1,157,909,55. It wants an agent, in
every locality where it is not now represented, and will
give liberal and continuous commissions to efficient and
reliable men Address branch office, Philadelphia, where
the business of the company is transacted.
JAY COOKE,
E. A. ROLLINS, Pres't.
Chairman Finance Com.

BY THE

Second Revised. Edition.

Spirits; A Prayer.

Alexander Smyth, Medium,

The most delightful and powerfol method of healing
IV KlIRA L(; IA, R HE DMA TIS W, PARALYSIS. TUMORS, Disev»es of the BRA IN a d
N DKVKS and FEMALE diseases, ana we have decided success in healing diseases of the Blood, Eyes,
Ears, Throat, Lungs, Liver, Kidneys, etc Intemperance, Opium Eating anoi Tobacco-u?eaiso cured. Patients
a.id others will find a peasant tome in our residence. A
skillful lady Physician always on hand to assist at time*.
DR E. D. BABBITT, 229 West 38th St. near Broadway, N. Y.
vlln8tf

AND PROPHECY.

NARRATIVE,

Reason and Eecompense;

-CONTENTS:
Chapter 1. The Abseneist; laiiial Reflections.
2 Early Recollections; Visions and Thoughts.
3. Boyhood Days; Mental Influences; Nature.
4. A vivid Dream; H >me Conversations; Gicgerbread
Visions; A Father's Counsel.
5. Contemplations;The Ancient Prophets; Swedenborg
and Andrew Jackson Davis.
6. The Phenomenaof Spiritualism; The Fox FanrTy;
A Mother's Advice.
7. Went to hear the Rappings; Rev. Charles Hammond ; Motives of the Departed.
8. Various Opinions concerning the Dea 1.
9. Reflections; Free Tninkers, Beauty of Nature; A
strange Sight.
In. Personal Realizations; A Vision.
11. A Year's Travel; Singular Phenomena in Springfield, Ills.
12 Dr. Bell'f Statement, with Thoughts concerning
the Springfi Id D monstrntions.
18. Popular Prej udices; Mi s Trish, the Medium.
14. Convictions; Private Scenes and Friendly Messages from the Unseen
15. Conscientious Scruples; Traveling with the

will ensure a safe and permanent cure of those organic
diseases contracted through ignorance of natures laws,
vie?!, overindulgence, intemperance or otherwise. A
greater number of persons are afflicted with those diseases than any other, and from them, manv of the evils in
social life are generated and through false modesty or
inability of their physician or ignorance of their own

NEW CHROMO.

Baths, Electricty & Vita! Magnetism!

EMBHAC1NO

PHILOSOPHY, SCIENCE, GOVERNMENT, RELIGION,
POETRY, ART, FICTION, SATIRE, HUMOR,

The Self-Made Author and Seer.

DOCTOR PERKINS

JESUS

A Scries of Original Papers,

For saie, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, 150 Fourth Ave., Chicago.

Price, 25 cents; postage, free.
** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Phiiosophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.

TALS WITH

STRANGE VISITORS:

OH,

BY MARCENUS

Hill's New Chromo, "Happy Hours," will be given
to each subscriber to Amateur the best Musical Monthly. Subscriptions only $1 per year. Sample copies, 10c.
Lee & Walker's Musical Almanac sent to any address on
applicati< n.
The Sabbath, t^.e most complete tune-book for
Church Choirs of all der ominations, will be ready about
July. Lee & Walker, 925 Chestnut St., Philadelphia,
Pa.
vlln7t4

N. Y. Magnetic Cure.

For the benefit of those who have good sense enough
to wish to rid themselves of the filthy and pernicious
habit of using tobacco, we publish the following letter:
Mrs. A. H. Robinson—Dear Sister:--I sit down to
throw in my testimony with the rest. I have used tobacco twenty -five years. The appetite for it was hereditary,
and I felt lost without it. I found that it was destroying
my health, and driving me blind, and as heretofore 1
could not stop its use without longing for it, especially
when I saw anybody using it, I sent you two dollars,
procured a box of your Tobacco Antidote} and am now,
after using one box, entirely free from its use. I can
sit down m a room where the pipe and tobacco-box are
passed around, and all partaking of it, aid not feel
moved to want a chew, or to smoke a pipe. I am thankful I have got rid of the obnoxious weed, for my health
is better, my eyes are now well, and I begin to feel like
a new man. I shall try to persuade others to do as I have
done, and thus I may act as an agent in the case.
Very respectfully, yours, &c.,
W. W. Porter.

ARTIFICIAL SOMNAMBULISM,

TEN CENTS TO DR. ANDREW STONE,
Troy, N. Y., and obtain a large, highly .illustrated
SEND
book on the system of vitalizing treatment.

Silver $ 1.25$

vlSnlOr.ia

The Pernicious Weed.

A REVELATION CONCERNING THE LAWS OF MIND
AND MODERN MYSTERIOUS PHENOMENA.

EMBRACING

Printer $1.

JOHNSON, CLARK & €0.,

THE MASTEREON

HIS PARENTAGE, HIS YOUTH, HIS ORIGINAL DOCTRINES

LJMfl

EVERYWHERE.

FOR FULL PARTICULARSWITH DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR,

157 STATE ST., CHICAGO.

In response to a general demand, this able production,
has been issued in pamphlet form. Like everything of a
literary nature fumi.-hed the reading public by Mr.
Putnam, this work is full of interest, and bears the
mark of patient and earnest thought.

insanity

AGENTS

ADDRESS

BY ALLEN PUTNAM.

victims of

will find it Largely to your Interest.

ANTED

Ramblings after a Ramteler; Exposures of an Expose^.
Elicited by an "Expose of Spiritualism by Rev- Gregory, Northfleld,
Vt., 1872."

are

S T_A_T 322 S.

PRICE $50.00

wonderful

physiology,

UNITED

X.1BERAI. JJISOOXTIffTS FOR C&SH.

THE MAGNETIC TREATMENT?

^Beautiful inventions for marking Clothing and
•g ^ JjJi Printing < ards, etc. One will do for a whole
Movable Type. Profitable, amusing
ot
an\ family.
and instructive for the young Jet

THE

DESIRES TO ESTABLISH AN AGENCY IN EVER CITY AND
TOWN IN THE UNITED STATES FOR THE SALE OP HIS

SPIRITUALISM 0R_ CHRISTIANITY ?

through the Religio-Philo

LOCK-STITCH MACHINE

The Latest Invention of the Age.

"which

$72 00 EACH WEEK.

will meet in Philadelphia.

BY TITE AUTHOR OP "VITAL MACtSSTIO CUBS."

Price I.50; postage 20 cents.
*« For sale by the Reliilo-Philosopliicul Publishing
louse, 150 Fourth Ave., Chicago.

ualists will hold their Fourth Quarterly meet- Spirit
Photographs.
ing, and First Annual meeting, in Rockford,
TOB. TERMS ADDRESS WITH
STAMP, 8TATIN8 NUMBER OF
111., on Friday, Saturday and Sunday, June INHABITANTS.
13i,h, 14th and 15th, 1873, in Metropolitan Hall, East side of the river. The Conven- vl3nl34t 170 W. Springfleld'st., Boston, Mass.
tion will be called to order at 10.J o'clock,a m ,
Friday the 13th of June next. Metropolitan
Hall is the largest in the city of Rockford. It
A. B. SEVERANCE.
has a kitchen, dining room and cooking utensils, all ready for use. The Rockford Spirit- Will giva to those who visit him in person, or from auto
or from lock of hair, readings O; character, mark©?
ualists have appointed a committee of five to graph,
changes, past and future, advice in regard to business
make every necessary arrangement for hold- diagnosis
of disease, with prescription, adaptation of
ing the Convention.
those intending marriage, directions for the management
We want donations of money, provisions, of children, hints to the inharmoniously married, etc
bread, milk and labor.
sTerms, $2.00 for full delineation; brief delineation
Everybody is invited to come and take part
A. B. SEVERANCE.
in carrying out the work so nobly begun one vTnlS tf 457 Milwaukee St., Milwaukee, Wi»
year ago at Wheaton.
There will be an election of officers, and
other important work to be done. We wish
to hear from every county in the State, but especially from the Counties in the North and
A Friendly Correspondence between Moses
Western portion of the State.
We cordially invite the Spiritualists of WisHull, Spiritualist, and W. F. Parker,
consin and Iowa to be present, as well as all
Christian.
who choose to come from every part of the
Rev. Mr. Parker is one of the most eloquent preachers
Union.
and debaters in the West, and has presented his side of
What we want and must have—good singers the question at issue with more than ordinary acumen;
thus enabling Mr. Hull to meet, the opposition to Spiritand musicians, good speakers and thinkers, ualism
its strongest form. The letters are friendly,
good and attentive audiences. We want ev- logical,inwitty
and caustic.
will not only instruct
ery type of mediumship to be present. We but thoroughly amuse thoseThey
who read them.
want men and women to come with soulPrice, bound in cloth, 75 cents, postage 12
thoughts, pure and fresh from the fount of
cents; paper 50 cents, postage 6 cents.
light.
Come one, come all, up to this our First An*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,
nual meeting, our Fourth Quarterly, and let Chicago.
us have a good time.
Will speakers, seers, healers and mediums
for mental and physical phenomena, signify
TIPPING HIS TABLES

their intention of being present at our meeting. Our meeting will be conducted on the
plan of the meetings at St. Charles and Belreached our destination at 3 o'clock, p. m., and videre.
put up at the happy home of Brother and SisWe the undersigned Executive Committee
ter Sanders, where we were soon made com- for the Spiritualists of Rockford, hereby aufortable, and in our comfort we found a home. thorize the call for the Northern Illinois AssoSweet word! Here we met many warm and ciation of Spiritualists, to meet at Metropoltrue friends. We lectured here four times and itan Hall, East side, City of Rockford, State
gave one seance. Many fine tests were given of Illinois, on Friday, Saturday and Sunday,
and approved of while we staid here. God was June 13th, 14th and 15th, 1873. Parties comwith "the Gentle Wilson," and we worked ing to our Convention will do well to signify
well together.
their intention of doing so, as early as possible
Friday, January 31st, we left the desk for and send by express.
the sleigh at 9 J o'clock, p. m , and made twenCommittee: D. L Bartlett, Mrs. P. Lillity-six miles over mountains and through val- bridge,
John
leys, to Addison, on the Erie railroad, making Rockwood. Wallis, E. Crowell and Mrs.
the distance in four hours. Here we took the
By order of Executive Committee of Concars for Elmira, N. Y., and from thence to ference.
Pniladelphia, by the Lehigh Valley railroad,
D. P. Kayner, M 1)., President.
arriving at the City of Brotherly Love at 9^
C. K. W. Howard, Secretary.
o'clock, Saturday evening, February 1st. We
Rockford, 111., May 5th, 1873.
spoke in Philadelphia the Sundays of February, morning and evening, delivering twelve
B. T. GRAVES. Te«t, Business and Clairvoylectures, and giving many fine tests, some of
Physician, Terms $1 and three stamps. Exwhich will be reported by Dr Child. We are aminesant
by hair or letter. Address, Morrison, Whiteside
engaged to speak in Philadelphia the Sunday County, HI., Box 255. vl4n7tf
and Monday evenings of January and February, 1873.
February 3d, We left the desk in Philadelwanted everywhere. Business strictly legitimate.
phia, and went direct to the cars, rode all Agents
night Monday, all day Tuesday, reaching Particulars free. Address, J. WORTH & Co., St. Louis,
Waeeling, West Virginia, at 7 o'clock, p m. Mo. vl4n2yl
Hurrying to the house of Brother and Sister
>1.1).
Hurabrook, and from there to the court house, Siiiiiuel Maxwell,
where one hundred souls met us with whom we
CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN.
hell sweet communion for an hour. We spoke1
Treats all forms of disease with great success. Sends
here four times, holding one seance, and thenl medicine to all parts of the country. $3.00 and jock of hair
for
examination. $5.0' to $20.00 per month for treatment.
left for Philadelphia, Friday night at 11 o'clock, Address,72Souta
6th St., Richmond, Ini. P. O. Box 1285.
by way of Baltimore. Arrived at Philadelphiat
at 10 o'clock, p m., making a journey of tleven v!4n->tf
hundred miles, the round trip, speaking fivei
DRUNKENNESS and OP UM HABIT.
times, writing twenty four letters, and two ar- C. C Beers, M. D., 345 Fourth Ave., New York, has

and member of the House of Piers.

SCTING~MACHINE,

Embracing the various opinions of Extremists, pro and
eon, together with the Author's Experience.

The Well-known Psychometrist

p. 41., we breakfasted in Cleveland on the

]

- hioimieT

AN

The Northern Illinois Association of Spirit-

Monday morning, January 20th, we were

I

_

Saturday morning, February 15th, we returned to Philadelphia.

"plain talk," stating just what you mean and want, and
always date your letters.

.

we were to lecture in Westfield on the 13th and

14th of February, and that he must not fail to

all letters to E. V. Wilson, Lombard, DuPage County,
Illinois. Never direct letters to us in different country

/

x\ATURE'S LAWS
IN
HUMAN LIFE:

hear us.

Notice to Correspondents.—Give
name of town,
county and State where you are when you write. Direct

again on the rail, reaching

his uncle and daughter,and fully described both;
they weie identified at once. There is a very

marked and incidental fact connected with
this test. A man in the West, we believe in
Minnesota, a friend of this man, wrote him that

E. V. WILSON.

JOURNAL.

A better knowledge of the real Teachings of the New
Testam-'iii en i t>> . btained from this little work ia one
Scripting' 11 y^ars by the ordinary method of reading the

Price, 10 cts.; postage free.
*** wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosoplucal Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Aye.,
Chicago. , '

BY ROBERT DALE OWEN,
Formerly member of Congress and American minister to
Naples.

Author of "Beyond the Breakers,"

"Thx

Debatable Land Between This World and thb

Next," etc.
This invaluable work, first published some years ago.
has always received much attention, and has passed
through many editions. The new interest for the writings of this talented author, created by the great success
of The Debatable Land, causes a desire in every one not
44

before familiarwith FOOTFALLS,"to at once obtain
it.
Cloth, 12 mo. 522 pp.
Price, $1.75; postage, 24 cents.
**For sale? wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Fhflo
sophical Publishing
House, 150 Fourth Avenue, Chicago.

OLD THEOLOGY^
TURNED OR

UPSIDE

RIGHT SIDE

Down; Up:
By a Methodist Minister.
The Resurrection of the Dead; the Second Coming of
Christ: the Last Day of Judgment—showing from
the Standpoint of Common Sense, Reaso n, Science, Philosophy, and the Bible, the Utter
Folly there is in the Doctrine of a Literal
Resurrection of the Body, a Literal
Coming of Christ at the End of
the World, and a Literal
Judgment to Follow.
BY REY. T. B. TAYLOR, A.M., M.D., AUTHOR OF
"the inebriate," "death on the plains,"

and ONK

anonymous work, Price, paper, 75 cents; cloth 41.25;
postage free.
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